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"SUDDENLY DROPPED UPON ITS BACK."

Afloat in, the Forest.'}
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AFLOAT IN THE FOKEST.

CHAPTER I.

THE BROTHERS AT HOME.

TWENTY years ago, not twenty miles from the Land's

End, there lived a Cornish gentleman named Trevanion

Just twenty years ago he died leaving to lament him a

brace of noble boys, whose mother both had mourned,
with like profound sorrow, but a short time before.

Squire Trevanion, as he was called, died in his own

home, where his ancestors, for hundreds of years before,

had distributed hospitality. None of them, however,

had entertained so profusely as he, or rather impru-

dently, it might be said, since, in less than three months
after his death, the old family mansion, with the broad

acres appertaining to it, passed into the hands of an

alien, leaving his two sons, Ralph and Richard, landless,

houseless, and almost homeless. One thousand pounds

apiece was all that remained to them out of the wreck

of the patrimonial estate; and it was whispered that

even this much was not in reality theirs ; but had been

given to them by the very respectable solicitor who had

managed their father's affairs, and had, furthermore,

managed to succeed him in the ownership of a property
worth a clear rental of three thousand a year.

Any one knowing the conditions under which the

young Trevanions received their two thousand pounds,
B
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2 Afloat in fhe Forest.

must have believed it to be a gift, since it was handed

aver to them by the family solicitor with the private

understanding that they were to use it in pushing their

fortunes elsewhere anywhere except in Cornwall J

The land pirate who had plucked them for in reality

they hftd been plucked did not wish them to ttay at

home, divested as they were of their valuable plumage.
Ho had appropriated their fine feathers, and cared not

to see near him the naked bodies of the birds.

There were those in Cornwall who suspected foul

play in the lawyer's dealings with the Trevanions' family

among others, the victims themselves. But what

could they do ? The boys were utterly ignorant of their

late father's affairs indeed, with any affairs that did not

partake of the nature of "
sports." A solicitor

" most

respectable
"

a phrase that has become almost synony-
mous with rascality a regular church-goer; accounts

kept with scrupulous exactness ;
a man of honest face,

distinguished for probity of speech, and integrity of

Conduct what could the Trevanions do ? What more
than the Smiths, and the Browns, and the Joneses; who,
KOtwithstanding their presumed greater skill in the ways
of a wicked world, are duped every day in a similar

manner.

It is an old and oft repeated story a tale too often

told, and too often true that of the family lawyer and
his confiding client standing in the relationship of robber
and robbed.

The sons of Squire Trevaniori could do nothing to

ave, or recover, their paternal estate. Caught in the net
of legal chicanery, they were forced to yield, as other

squires' sons have had to do, and make the best of a bad
matter : forced to depart from a home that had been held

ty Trevanions, perhaps, since the Phoenicians strayed
thitherward in search of the shining tin.
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It sorely grieved them to separate from the scenes

o/ their youth ;
but the secret understanding with the

solicitor required this sacri&ce. By staying at home a still

greater might be called for subsistence ia penury; and,

worse than all, in a humiliating position : for, notwith-

standing the open house long kept by their father, his

friends had disappeared along with his guests.

Impelled by these thoughts, the brothers resolved to

go forth into the wide world, and seek fortune wherever

it seemed most likely they should find it.

They were, at this period, something more than mere

children. Ralph had reached within twelve months of

being twenty. Richard was his junior by a couple oi

years.

Their book education had been good. The practice of

manly eports had imparted to both of them a physical

Etrength that fitted them for toil, either of the mind or

body. They were equal to a tough straggle in the intel-

lectual or material world
;
and to this they determined to

apply themselves.

For a time thfty were undecided as to where they
should go, and what they should do. The army and

navy came under their consideration. With such patron-

age as their father's former friends could command and

might still exert in favour of their fallen fortunes, a com-

mission in either army or navy was not abo?e their

expectations.

But neither felt much inclined towards a naval or

military life. The truth being, that a thought had taken

ihape in their minds leading them to a different deter-

mination.

Their deliberations ended by each of them proclaiming
& resolve, almost sealing it with a vovr, that they would

inter into some more profitable though perhaps lasi

pretentious employment than that of soldiering or sailor-
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ing; that they would toil with their hands, ifneed be

until they should accumulate a sufficient sum to return*

and recover the ancestral estate from the grasp of tho

avaricious usurper.

They did not know how it was to be done . but young,

strong, and hopeful, they believed it might be done; with

time, patience, and industry to aid in the execution of the

task.

" Where shall we go ?
"
inquired Richard, the younger

*f the two.
" To America ; where every poor man appears to pros-

per. With a thousand pounds each to begin the world

with, we might do well there. What say you, Ralph?
"

" America is a country where men seem to thrive best,

who have nothing to begin the world with. You mean
North America the United States I suppose ?

"

"I do."
" I don't much like the United States as a home not

because it is a republic : for I believe that to be the only

just form of government, whatever our aristocratic friends

may say. I object to it, simply because I wish to go
south to some part of the tropical world; where on

may equally be in the way of acquiring a competency."
" Is there such a place ?

"

There is."

"
Where, brother?"

" Peru. Anywhere along the Sierra of the Andes, from

Chili to the Isthmus of Panama. As Cornish men, we
should adopt the speciality of our province, and become
miners. The Andes Mountains will give us that oppor-

tunity; where, instead of grey tin, we may delve for

yellow gold. What say you to South America? "

" I like the thought of South America very much

nothing would please me better than going there ; but I

must confess, brother, I have no inclination for the busi-
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ness you speak of. I had rather be some sort of a mer
chant than a miner."

" Don't let that penchant prevent you from selecting

Peru, as a scene for mercantile pursuits. There are

many Englishmen who have made fortunes in the

Peruvian trade. You may hope to follow their example
We may choose different occupations, and still be near

fcach other. Our thousand pounds a piece may give
each of us a start you as a trader in goods, I as a digger
for gold. Peru is the place for either business. Decide,

Dick. Shall we sail for the scenes rendered celebrated

by Pizarro?"
" If you will it, I'm agreed."
"
Thither, then, let us go."

In a month from that time, the two Trevanions might
have been seen upon a ship, steering south-westward

from the Land's End ; and six months later, both disem-

barked upon the beach of Callao, en route first for Lima,
thence up the mountains to the sterile snow-crested

summits that tower above the treasures of Cerro Pasco

vainly guarded within its bosom of adamantine rocks.

CHAPTER II.

THE BROTHERS ABROAD.

THIS book is not intended as a history of the brothers,

Ralph and Richard Trevanion. If it were so, a gap of

some fifteen years, after the date of their arrival at Cerro

Pasco, would have to be filled up.
I decline to speak of this interval of their lives, simply

because the details would not have any remarkable

interest for those before whom they might be laid.

Suffice it to say, that Richard, the younger, soon be-

came wearied of a miner's life ; and parting with hii
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brother, he crossed the Cordilleras, and descended into

the great Amazonian forest the "
montana," as it is

called by the Spanish inhabitants of the Andes. Thence,
in company with a party of Portuguese traders, he

journeyed on down the river Amazon : trading along its

banks, as well as upon some of its tributary streams ;

and finally established himself as a merchant at its

mouth, in the thriving city of Gran Para.

Richard was not of unsocial habits, and soon became

the husband of a fair-haired wife, the daughter of a

countryman, who, like himself, had established com-

mercial relations at Para.

In a few years after, several sweet children called him
"
father," only two of whom survived to prattle in his

ears this endearing appellation ; alas ! no longer to be

pronounced in the presence of their moiher.

Fifteen years after leaving the Land's End, Richard

Trevanion, still under thirty-five years of age, was a

widower, with two children ; respected wherever known,

prosperous in pecuniary affairs, rich enough to return

home, and spend the remainder of his days in that state

so much desired by the Sybarite Roman poet, otiwn

CUM dignitate.

Did he remember the vow nm-ually made between

him and his brother: that having possessed themselves

of a sufficient sum, they would one day go back to

Cornwall, and recover their ancestral estate ?

He did remember it. He longed to accomplish this

design. He only awaited his brother's answer to a com-

munication he had made to him on this very subject
He had no doubt but that his brother's desire would bo

in unison with his own that Ralph would soon after

join him, and then both would return to their nativa

land : perhaps to dwell again under the roof that ha3
sheltered them as children and boys.
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The history of the elder brother during this period of

Gfteen years, if less eventful, was not less distinguished

by success. By steadily following the pursuit which
had first attracted him to Peru, he succeeded in be-

coming a man of considerable means independent, if

not wealthy.
Like his brother he had married at an early period- -

in fact, within the first year after establishing himself in

Cerro Pasco. Unlike the latter, however, he had chosea
for his wife one of the women of the country a beau-

tiful Peruvian lady.

She, too, but a short while before, had gone to a

better world ; leaving motherless two pretty children of

twelve and fourteen years of age the younger of the

two being a daughter.

Such was the family of Ralph Trevanion ; and such

the condition of life in which his brother's epistle found

him that epistle containing the proposal that they
should wind up their respective businesses, dispose of

both, and carry their gains to the land that had giver?

them birth.

The proposition was at once accepted by Ralph ; as

Richard had conjectured it would be. It was far from

the first time that the thing had been discussed, epis-

tolary fashion, between them ; for letters had been

exchanged as often as opportunity permitted : some-

times twice or thrice in the year. In these letters,

during the last twelve months of their sojourn in South

America, the promise made on leaving home was

mutually mentioned, and as often renewed on eithet

side. Richard knew that his brother was as eager as

himself to keep that well-remembered vow.

So long as the mother of Ralph's children was alive,

he had not urged him to its fulfilment ; but now that

she had been dead for more than a year, he had written
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repeatedly to say that the time had come for their return

to their native country.

His proposal was, that Ralph, having settled his affairs

in Peru which of course included the selling out of his

share in the mines should join him (Richard) at Para ;

thence to take ship for England.

That, instead of going round by Cape Horn, or

across the Isthmus by Panama, Ralph should make the

descent of the great Amazon river, which traverse

would carry him latitudinally across the continent,

almost upon the line of the equator.

Richard had two reasons for recommending this

Toute. First, because he wished his brother to see the

great river of Orellana as he himself had done ; and

secondly, because he was equally desirous that his own

son should see it.

How flhis last wish was to be gratified, by his brother

making the descent of the Amazon, may require ex-

planation; and it will suffice to say that the son of

Richard Trevanion was at that time residing with his

uncle at the mines of Cerro Pasco. The boy had gone
to Peru the year before in one of his father's ships ;

first, to see the great ocean ; then the great Andes ;

afterwards, to become acquainted with the country of

the Incas ; and last, though not of least importance, to

make the acquaintance of his own uncle, and his two

interesting cousins, the elder of whom was his own age.

He had gone to the Pacific side by sea. It was his

father's wish that he should return to the Atlantic side

by land or, to speak more accurately, by river.

The merchant's wish was to be gratified. The miner
had no desire to refuse compliance with the proposal :

on the contrary, it chimed in with his own inclination.

Ralph Trevanion possessed a spirit, adventurous as his

brother's, which fourteen years of mining industry,
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carried on in the cold mountains of Cerro Pasco, had

neither deadened nor chilled. The thought of returning
once more to the scenes of his youth quite regenerated

him, and on the day of receiving his brother's challenge
to set forth, he not only accepted it, but commenced

making preparations for carrying the design into exe-

cution.

A month afterwards, and he might have been seen

descending the eastern slope of the Cordilleras on mule

back, accompanied by his family and followers. After-

wards he travelled upon a balsa, one of those curious

crafts used in the descent of the Huallaga ;
and later

still on a galatea, upon the bosom of the great river

SolimSes.

With the details of his mountain travels, interesting
as they may be, we have nought to do. Neither with

his descent of the Huallaga, nor his long voyage on the

Amazon itself, in that up-river portion of the stream

where it is called the Maranon. Only where it

becomes the stupendous Solimoes do we join Ralph
Trevanion on his voyage, and remain with him as long
as he is "AFLOAT IN THE FOREST;" or, making his

journey among the tree-tops.

CHAPTER IIL

THE GALATEA.

ON an evening in the early part of December, 18
, a

craft of singular construction might have been seen

descending the Solimoes, and apparently making for the

little Portuguese port of Coary, that lies on the southen?

side of the river.

When we say of singular construction, we mean sin-

gular to one unaccustomed to the navigation of Ama-
aonian waters. There, the craft in question was too
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common to excite curiosity ; since it was nothing m
than a galatea, or large canoe, furnished with masts

sail, with a palm-thatched cabin, or toldo, rising o

the quarter, a low-decked locker running from bow

midships, along each side of which were to bo seen,

partly seated, partly standing, some half-dozen dark-

skinned men, each plying, instead of an oar, a paddle-

blade attached to a long pole.

Perhaps the most singular sight on board this em-

barkation was the group of animated beings who com-

posed its crew and passengers. The former, as already

stated, were dark-skinned men, scantily clad in fact,

almost naked, since a single pair of white cotton

drawers constituted the sole costume of each.

For passengers, there were three men
;.
and a like

number of individuals of younger age.

Two of the men were white, apparently Europeans;
the other was as black as soot could have made him

unquestionably an African negro.
Of the young people two were boys, not much differing

in size, and apparently not much in age; while the

third was a half-grown girl, of brunette complexion,
raven-coloured hair, and beautiful features.

One of the white men appeared to be, and was, tha

proprietor of the galatea; and the employer of its

swarthy crew. He was Ralph Trevanion.

The young girl was his daughter ; and bore her

Peruvian mother's name, Rosa more often pronounced
in its diminutive of endearment : "Rosila."

The younger of the two boys also of dark complexion
was his son Ralph; while the older, of true Saxon

physiognomy, fair hair and blue eyes, was the son of his

brother also bearing his father's Christian nama
Richard.

The second white man vas unmistakably of Euro*
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pean race so much so, that any one possessing the

slightest knowledge of the Milesian type, would at once

have pronounced him a " son of the sod." A pure pug

nose, a shock of curled hair of the clearest carrot colour,

an eternal twinkle in the eye, a volume of fun lying

open at each angle of his mouth, were all characteristics

by which Tipperary Tom for such was his sobriquet

might be remembered.

About the negro there was nothing special, more than

that he was a pure-blooded negro, with enormously

thick lips, flattened nose, long protruding heels, teeth

white as hippopotamus ivory, and almost always set in a

good-humoured grin, The darky had been a sailor, or

rather ship-steward, before landing in Peru; thither had

he strayed, and settled at Cerro Pasco, after several

years spent aboard ship. He was a native of Mozam-

bique, on the eastern coast of Africa, to which circum-

stance was he indebted for the only name ever given him

Mozey.
Both he and the Irishman were the servants of tho

miner, or rather retainers, who served him in various

ways, and had done so almost ever since his establishing

himself among the rocks of Cerro Pasco.

The other creatures of the animated kingdom, that

found lodgment upon the craft, were of various shapes,

sizes, and species. They were quadrupeds, quadrumana,
and birds beasts of the field, monkeys of the forest, and

fowls of the air clustering upon the cabin top, squatted

in the hold, perched upon the gangway, the toldo, the

yard, and the mast, forming an epitomized menagerie,
such as may be seen on almost every kind of craft that

navigates the mighty Amazon.

It is not our design to give any description of th

galatea's crew. There were nine of them all Indiana,

four on each side acting as rowers more properly
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paddlers ;

"
the ninth being the pilot or steersman,

standing abaft the toldo.

Our reason for not describing them, is because they

were a "
changing crew," only attached to the craft for

a particular stage of the long river voyage, who had

succeeded several other similar sets since the em-

barkation of our voyagers on the waters of the Upper
Amazon. They had joined the galatea at the port

of Ega, and would take leave of her at Coary, where

a fresh crew of civilized Indians tapuyos would be

required.

And they were required ; but, unfortunately, not ob-

tained. On the galatea putting into the port of Coary,
it was found that nearly every man in the place was off

upon a hunting or fishing excursion ; turtles and cow-

fish being the game that had called them away from

their homes. Not a tapuyo could be had for love or

money.
The owner of the vessel endeavoured to tempt the

Ega crew to continue another stage. It was contrary to

their habits, and they refused to go.

Persuasion and threats were tried in vain ; coaxing
and scolding proved equally unavailing. All, except one,

remained firm in their refusal ; the exception being an

old Mundrucu Indian, who did not belong to the Ega
tribe, and who could not resist the large bribe offered

by Trevanion.

The voyagers must either suspend their journey till

the Coary hunters should return, or proceed without

paddlers.

The hunters were not expected for a month, and to

stay a month at Coary was out of the question. The

galatea must go on, manned by her own people and the

old Indian, who was to act as guide.

Such was the determination of Ealph Trevanion.
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But for that resolve rash as it was, and ending unfor-

tunately for him who made it we should have no story

to tell.

CHAPTER IV.

ON THE SOLIMOES.

THE craft that carried the ex-miner, his family and fol-

lowers, once more floated on the broad bosom of the

Sclimoes. Not so swiftly as before
; since, instead of

eight paddlers, it was now impelled by only half the

number ; these, too, with less than half the experience
of the crew who had preceded them.

The owner himself acted as steersman, while the

paddles were plied by Tipperary Tom, Mozey, the

old Indian who, being of the Mundrucu tribe, passed

by the name of Munday and Richard Trevanion.

The last, though by far the youngest, was perhaps the

best paddler in the party, the Indian excepted. Brought

up in Gran Para, he had been accustomed to spend
half his time either in or on the water ; and an oar or

paddle was to him no novelty.

Young Ralph, on the contrary, a true mountaineer,

knew nothing of either; and therefore counted for

nothing among tlio crew of the galatea. To him and

the little Rosa was assigned the keeping of the pets,

with such other light duties as they were capable of

performing.
For the first day the voyage was uninterrupted by

any incident at least any that might be called un-

pleasant.

Their slow progress, it is true, was a cause of dissatis-

faction ; but so long as they were going at all, and going
in the right direction, this could be borne with equani-

mity, v

Three miles an hour w* about the average rate of
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speed ; for half of which they were indebted to the cur-

rent of the river, the other to the impulsion of their

paddles.

Considering that they had still a thousand miles to

make before reaching Gran Para, the prospect of a pro-

tracted voyage was yary plainly outlined before them.

Could they have calculated on making three miles an

hour for every hour of the twenty-four, things would

not have been so bad.

This rate of speed would have carried them to their

destination in about a dozen days a mere bagatelle.

But they knew enough of river navigation to dis-

regard such data. They knew the current of the

Solimoes to be extremely slow; they had heard of the

strange phenomenon that run which way the river

might, north, south, east, or west and it does keep

bending and curvifflg in all these directions the wind

is almost always met blowing up stream !

For this reason they could put no dependence in their

sail, and should have to trust altogether to the paddles.
These could not be always in the water. Human

strength could not stand a perpetual spell, even at

paddles ; and still less so in the hands of a ciew of men
BO little used to them.

Nor could they continue the voyage at night. Bjr

doing so, they would be in danger of losing their course,

their craft, and themselves !

You may smile at the idea. You will ask a little

scornfully perhaps how a canoe, or any other craft,

drifting down a deep river, could possibly go astray ?

Does not the current point out the path the broad

Water-way, not to be mistaken ?

So it might appear to one seated in a skiff, and float

ing down the tranquil Thames, with its well-defined

banks.
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But far different is the aspect of the stupendous

Bolimoes, to the voyager gliding through its gapo.

I have made use of a word of a strange sound, and

still stranger signification. Perhaps it is as new to your

eye as to your ear. You will become better acquainted
with it before the end of our voyage ; for through the

gapo it is my intention to take you where ill luck

carried the galatea and her crew.

On leaving Coary, it was not the design of her owner

to attempt taking his craft, so indifferently manned, all

the way to Para. He knew there Were several civilized

settlements between as Barra at the mouth of the llio

Negro, Obidos below it, Santarem, and others. At one

or other of these places he expected to obtain a supply
of tapuyos to replace the crew who had so provokingly
forsaken him.

The voyage to the nearest of them, however, would

take several days, at the rate of speed the galatea wag

able to make ;
and the thought of being delayed on their

route became each hour more irksome.

The ex-miner, who had not seen his beloved brother

during half a score of years, was impatient once more
to embrace him. He had been already several months

travelling towards him by land and water; and just as

he was beginning to believe that the most difficult half

of the journey had been accomplished, he found himself

delayed by an obstruction, vexatious as unexpected.

On the first night after his departure from Coary, he

consented that the galatea should lay to moored to

gome bushes that grew upon the banks of the river.

On the second night, however, he acted with less pru-

dence. His impatience to make way prompted him to

keep on.

The night was clear : a full moon shining conspi-

cuously above which is not always th case in the skief
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of the Solimoes. There was to be no sail set no usa

made of the paddles: the crew were fatigued, und

wanted rest and repose. The current alone was to

favour their progress ; and, as it appeared to be running

nearly two miles an hour, it should advance them be-

tween twenty and thirty miles before the morning.

The Mundrucu made an attempt to dissuade his

patron from the course he designed pursuing; but

the Indian's advice was disregarded perhaps, because

ill understood and the galatea glided on.

Who could mistake that broad expanse of water, upon
which the moon shone so clearly, for aught else than the

true channel of the Solimoes? Not Tipperary Tom,
who in the second watch of the night the owner him-

self having kept the first acted as steersman. The

others had gone to sleep Trevanion, and the three

young people under the toldo ; Mozey and the Mun-

drucu, along the staging known as the " hold." The
birds and monkeys were at rest on their respective

perches, and in their respective cages. All was silent

in the galatea, and around it all, save the ripple of the

water, as it parted to the cleaving of the keel.

CHAPTER V.

GALATEA " AGROl

LITTLE experienced as he was in the art of navigation,

the steersman was not inattentive to his duty. Previous

to his taking the rudder, he had been admonished about

the importance of keeping the craft in the channel of

the stream ; and to this had he been giving his atten-

tion.

It so chanced, however, that he had arrived at a place
where there were two channels- -as if an island wag
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interposed in the middle of the river, causing it to
" fork

"
at an acute angle.

" Which of these was the right one ? Which should

be taken ?
"

These were the questions that occurred to

Tipperary Tom.
At first, he thought of awaking his master and con-

sulting him; but on once more glancing at the two

channels, he became convinced that the broader must
be the proper one to be followed.

" Be jabers !

"
muttered he to himself,

" shure I can't

be mistaken. The biggest av the two ought to be the

mane sthrame. Any way, I won't wake the masther.

I'll lave it to the ship to choose for hersilf."

Saying this, he relaxed his hold upon the steering

oar, and permitted the galatea to drift with the current.

Sure enough the little craft inclined towards tho

branch that appeared the broader one; and, in ten

minutes' time, had made such way that the other open-

ing was no longer visible from her decks.

The steersman, confident of being on the right course,

gave himself no further uneasiness ; but, once more re-

suming his hold upon the steering- oar, guided the galatea
in the middle of the channel.

Notwithstanding all absence of suspicion as to having

gone astray, he could not help noticing that the banks on

each side appeared to be singularly irregular, as if here

and there indented by deep bays or reaches of water.

Some of these opened out vistas of shining surface, ap-

parently illimitable, while the dark patches that separated
them looked more like clumps of trees half submerged
under the stream, than stretches of solid earth.

As the vessel continued her course, this puzzling

phenomenon ceased to be a conjecture ; and Tipperary
Tom saw that he was no longer steering down a river

between two bounding banks, but on a broad expanse
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of water, extending as far as eye could reach, with no

other boundary than that afforded by & flooded forest.
-

There was nothing in all this to excite alarm, at least

in the mind of Tipperary Tom. The Mundrucu, had

he been awake, might have exhibited uneasiness at the

situation. But the Indian was asleep perhaps dream-

ing of some Mura enemy, whose head he would have

been happy to embalm.

Tom simply supposed himself to be in some part of

the Solimoes flooded beyond its banks; as he had

already seen it in more places than one.

With this confidence he stuck faithfully to his steering

oar, and allowed the galatea to glide on.

It was only when the reach of water upon which the

craft was drifting appeared to grow narrow or rather

after it had narrowed to a surprising degree that "
Tip-

perary
"
began to suspect himself of having taken the

wrong course. His suspicions became stronger; at

length terminating in a conviction that such was the

truth ; when the galatea arrived at a point where less

than a cable's length lay between herbeam-ends and the

bushes on both sides. Too surely had he strayed from

the "mane sthrame." The craft that carried him could

no longer be in the channel of the mighty Solimoes.

The steersman became alarmed
;
and this very alarm

hindered him from following the only prudent course he

could have taken under the circumstances. He should

have aroused his fellow-voyagers, and proclaimed the

arror into which he had fallen.

He did not do so. A sense of shame at having

neglected his duty, or rather at having performed it in

an ind^rent manner a species of regret not un-

commc^ among his countrymen hindered him from

disclosing the truth, and taking stops to avert any eyil

consequences that might arise.
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Ho knew nothing of the great river on which they
were voyaging. There might be such a strait as that

through which the vessel was passing. The channel

might widen below; and after all he might have steered

in the proper direction.

With such conjectures, strengthened by lingering

hopes, he permitted the galatea to glide on.

The channel did widen again ; and the craft once more
rode upon open water. Her steersman was restored to

confidence and contentment.

Only for a short while did this state of mind continue.

Again the clear water became contracted this time to a

very strip ; while on either side extended estuaries, bor-

dered by half-submerged bushes some of them opening

apparently to the horizon, wider and freer from obstruction

than that down which the galatea was holding her way.

Tipperary Tom no longer thought of continuing a

course which he was now convinced must be the wrong
one. Bearing with all his strength upon the steering-

oar, he endeavoured to direct the craft back into the

channel through which he had come
;
but partly from

the drifting of the current, and partly owing to the

deceptive light of the moon, he could no longer recog-
nize the latter; and, dropping the rudder in despair, he

permitted the vessel to proceed whichever way the wave

might carry her.

Before he could summon courage to make known to

his companions the dilemma into which he had con-

ducted them, the galatea had drifted among the tree-tops

of the flooded forest, where she was instantly
"
brought

to anchor."

The crashing of broken boughs roused her crew from

their slumbers, and the ex-miner, followed by his children,

mshed forth out of the toldo.

Trevanion was not only alarmed, but perplexed bj fbe
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unaccountable occurrence. Mozey was equally in a

muddle. The only one who appeared to comprehend
the situation was the old Indian, who showed sufficient

uneasiness about the consequences by the terrified

manner in which he called out " The gapo the gapo /"

CHAPTER VI.

1HE MONKEY POTS.
" THE gapo !

" exclaimed the master of the raft

" What is it, Munday ?
"

"The gyapo!" repeated Tipperary Tom, fancying, by
the troubled expression on the countenance of the

Indian, that he had conducted his companions towards

some terrible disaster.

" Phwat is it, Munday ?
"

" Da gapo !" simultaneously interrogated the negro,

the whites of his eyeballs becoming conspicuously ex-

posed to the moonlight.
" What de debbii be dat If

"

The Mundrucu made reply only by a wave of his

hand, and a glance around him, as if to say,
" Yes! yes

the gapo you see we're in it."

The information thus conveyed was not satisfactory.

The three interrogators were as much in the dark as

ever, as to the nature of the gapo.
Whether it was fish, flesh, or fowl air, fire, or water

they could not guess.
There was but one upon the galatea besides the

Indian himself who knew the signification of the word

which had created such a sensation among her crew.

This was young Richard Trevanion.
" Tis nothing, uncle," said he, hastening to allay the

alarm which he saw around him. " Old Munday means
that we've strayed from the true channel of the Solirnoeg,

got into the flooded fores* that's all."
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"Flooded forest?"
" Yes ! What you see around us, looking like low

bushes, are the tops of tali trees. We're now aground
on the branches of a sapuc.aya a species of Brazil nut

and among the very tallest of Amazonian trees. I'm

right. See ! there are the nuts themselves."

As the young Paranese spoke, he pointed to some

pericarps, large as cocoa-nuts, that were seen depending
from the branches amid which the galatea had

grounded. Grasping one of them in his hand, he

wrenched it from the branch ; but, as he did so, the

"lid
"
dropped off, and the prism-shaped nuts fell like

a shower of huge hailstones on the roof of the toldo.
"
Monkey pots, they're called," continued he, referring

to the empty pericarp still held in his hand. "That's

the name by which the Indians know them, because the

monkeys are very fond of these nuts."

"But the gapo?" interrupted the ex-niiner, observing
that the expressive look of uneasiness still clouded the

brow of the Mundrucu.

"It's the name given by the Indians to the great

inundation," replied Richard, in the same tranquil tone.
" Or rather I should say the name for it in the lingoa

geral."
" And what is there to alarm us ? Munday has

frightened us all, and seems frightened himself. What
is the cause ?

"

" That I can't tell you, uncle. I know rhere are

queer stories about the gapo tales of strange monsters

that inhabit it huge serpents, enormous apes, and all

that sort of thing. I never believed them ; though the

tapuyos do, and from the way old Munday is acting, I

suppose he puts full faith in them."

"The young patron is mistaken," interrupted the

Indian, speaking a patois of the lingoa geral. "The
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Mundrucu docs not believe in monsters. He believe ia

big serpents and monkeys he has seen them."
" But shure yez are not afeard o' them, Munday ?

"

asked the Irishman.

The Indian only replied by turning onTipperary Tom
one of his most scornful looks.

" "What is the cause of the alarm ?
"

inquired Tre-

vanion. " The galatea does not appear to have sustained

any injury ? We can easily get her out of her present

predicament by lopping off the branches that are holding

her."
"
Patron," said the Indian, still speaking in a serious

tone of voice,
"

it may not be so easy as you think for.

We may get clear of the tree-tops in ten minutes. In as

many hours perhaps days we may not get clear of the

gapo. That is why the Mundrucu feels apprehension."
" Oh ! you think we may have a difficulty in finding

our way back to the channel of the river ?
"

" Think it, patron ! I am too sure of it If not, we

shall be in the best of good luck."

"
It's of no use trying to-night, at all events," pur-

sued Trevanion, as he glanced uncertainly around him.
" The moon is sinking over the tree-tops. Before we

could well get adrift, she'll be gone out of sight. We
might only stray deeper into the maze. Is that your

opinion, Munday ?
"

" It is, patron. We can do no good by leaving the

place to-night. Wiser for us to wait for the light of the

eun."
" Let us go to rest, then," commanded the patron

*' and bo ready for work in the morning. We needn't

keep a look-out, I should think. The galatea is as safe

here as if moored in a dry dock. She is aground, I

take it, upon the branch of a tree. Ha, ha, ha !"

The thought of such a situation for a sailing-craft**-
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mooied amid the tops of a tall tree was of so ludicrous

a nature as to elicit a peal of laughter from the patron,
which was echoed by the rest of the crew the Mundrucu
alone excepted.
The Indian did not join in the hilarious chorus. On

the contrary, his countenance still preserved its expres-

,*ion of uneasiness ; and long after the others had sunk

(nto unconscious slumber, he might have been seen

jieated upon the stem of the vessel, gazing out into the

gloom with glances that betokened some serious appre-

hension.

CHAPTER VII.

THE " GAPO."

THE young Paranese had given a tolerably correct

account of the sort of place into which the galatea had

strayed. Correct so far as it went, but not sufficiently

explicit.

That singular phenomenon of Nature, known as the

gapo (or ygapo), and which is one of the most remarkable

characteristics of the great Amazonian region, demands

a more detailed description. It is worthy of it as a mere

study of physical geography perhaps the most pleasant

science in which the intellect may indulge. But beyond
this, it is here absolutely necessary to the understanding
of our tale. Without some comprehension of the cir-

cumstances that surrounded them, the hardships and

sufferings endured, the adventures accomplished, and

the perils passed through by the crew of the strayed

galatea, would appear as so many fabulous inventions,

set forth to stimulate a taste for the marvellous ani.

gratify a morbid curiosity.

Boy reader, this is not the aim of your author, not

does be desire it to be the end. On the contrary, ha
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lays claim to have drawn Nature with a verisimilitude

that will challenge the criticism of the naturalist;

though he acknowledges a predilection for Nature in her

wildest aspects in scenes least exposed to the eye of

civilization, and yet most exposed to its doubting incre-

dulity.
*

There are few people who have not witnessed the

spectacle of a piece of woodland inundated by the over-

flow of a neighbouring stream. This may be often seen,

even in the little island we inhabit. The inundation

is temporary. The waters soon subside into their ordi-

nary channel ; and the trees once more appear growing
out of terra firma, with the green mead extending on all

sides around them.

But a flooded forest that is a very different affair.

Though somewhat similar in character, far grander is

the phenomenon. Not a mere submergence of brush-

wood alongside the bank of a tiny stream, but a terri-

tory extending beyond the reach of vision a vast tract

of primeval woods the tall trees submerged to their

very tops, not for days nor weeks, but for months ay,
Borne of them for ever !

Picture to your mind an inundation of this kind, and

you will get some idea of the gapo. Extending for

seventeen hundred miles along the banks of the Soli-

moes now wider on the northern, now stretching far-

ther back from the southern side this semi-submerged
forest is found ; its interior almost as unknown as the

crater like caverns of the moon, or the icy oceans that

Btorm or slumber around the Poles.

Unknown to civilized but not altogether to savage
man, the aboriginal of Amazonia, crouching in his

canoe, has pierced this water-land of wonders. He will

tell you much abont it that is real, and much that is

marvellous the latter, by lettered savans, too often pro-
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Bounced fanciful. He will tell you of strange trees that

grow there, bearing strange fruits not to be found else-

where. He will speak of wonderful quadrupeds and

qiiadrumana, that exist only in the gapo ; of birds bril-

liantly beautiful ; and reptiles hideusly ugly among
the last the dreaded dragon-serpent, Sucuruju.

He will tell you, moreover, of creatures of his own

kind ; human beings if they may be deemed deserving
of the name who dwell continuously in the flooded

forest, making their home on scaffolds among the tree-

tops ; passing from place to place in floating rafts or

canoes ; finding their subsistence on fish, the flesh of

the manatee ; on birds, beasts, reptiles, and insects
; on

the stalks of huge water-plants, and the fruits of un-

described trees; on monkeys, and not unfrequently

upon man !

Such Indians as have penetrated this vast " water-

land
"
have brought strange tales out of it. We may

give credence to them, or refuse it; but certain it is,

that they themselves are firm believers in most of the

accounts which they have collected.

It is not to be supposed that the gapo is impenetrable.
On the contrary, there are several well-known water-

ways leading through it well-known, I mean, to the

Indians dwelling upon its borders to the tapuyos,
whose business it is to supply crews for the vessels of

the Portuguese traders, known also to many of these

traders themselves.

These water-ways are often indicated by
"
blazings

"

on the trees, or broken branches, just as the roads are

laid out by pioneer settlers in a North American forest ;

and but for these Zand-marks they could not be followed.

Sometimes, however, large spaces occur, in which no
trees are to be seen : for, in truth, none grow there.

They are extensive lakes, always under water, even at
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the lowest ebb of the inundation. They are of all sizes,

and of every possible configuration from the rounded

shape of the circle, through all the degrees of obtuse-

ness or acuteness in the ellipse ; and not unfrequently
in the form of a belt, like the channel of a river, running
for scores of miles between what might readily be mis*

taken for banks, covered with a continuous thicket of

low bushes, but which are nothing but the "
spray" of

evergreen trees, whose roots grow forty feet under

water !

More frequently are these "
openings

"
of irregular

shape ; and not unfrequently of such extent as to merit

the title of " inland seas." When such require to be

crossed, the sun has to be consulted by the steersman of

the galatea gliding near their centre ; and when this

luminary is riot visible by no means a rare phenomenon
in the gapo then is there danger of the craft straying
from her course.

When within sight of the so-called
"
shore," a clump

of peculiar form, or a tree topping over its fellows, is

used as a landmark; and often guides the navigator
of the gapo to the igarape of which he is in search.

It is not all tranquillity on this tree-studded ocean.

It has its fogs, its gales, and its storms ;
all three of

frequent occurrence. The canoe is oft shattered against
the stems of gigantic trees ; and the galatea goes down,

leaving her crew to perish in the midst of a gloomy wil-

derness of wood and water.

Many strange tales are told of such mishaps, but up
to the present hour none have received the permanent
record of "

print and paper."
Be it our task to supply the deficiency
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CHAPTER VIII.

t II E "ECHENT E."

IT would not be true to say that our adventurers were

up along with the sun. There was no sun to shine

upon the sombre scene that revealed itself in the morn-

ing. Instead, there was a fog, almost thick enough to

be felt with the fingers. They were astir, however, by
the earliest appearance of day : for the captain of the

galatea was too anxious about his " stranded
"
craft to

lie late a-bed.

They had no difficulty in getting the vessel afloat. A
ppell of pulling at the branches of the sapu^aya, and

then an adroit use of the paddles, carried the craft clear

of the tree.

But what was the profit of this ? Once out in the

open water, they were as badly off as ever. Not one ol

them had the slightest idea of the direction they should

take even supposing they could find a clear course in

any direction !

A consultation was the result : in which "
all hands "

were permitted to take part ; though it was evident that,

after the patron himself, most deference was paid to the

opinions of the Mundrucu. Those of the young Para-

nese stood next in the scale of respect ; while Tipperary
Toni beyond the account which he was called upon to

give of his steersmanship was not permitted to intrude

his Hibernian brogue into the discussion.

In which direction was the river ? That was the pri-

mary problem to be solved.

There appeared to be no possible mode of solving it.

There was no sun to guide them- no visible sky. Even
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had there been both, it would scarce have mended the

matter. The steersman could not tell whether, on

straying from the channel, he had drifted to the south

or the north, the east or the west ; and indeed one with

an intellect less obtuse than that of Tipperary Tom,

might have been puzzled upon the point.

It has been already mentioned, that the Solimoes is of

such a tortuous inclining as to turn to every quarter of

the compass in its slow sinuous course. The mere fact

that the moon was shining at the time could be of little

use to Tipperary Tom, whose astronomic studies had

never extended beyond the knowledge that there was a

moon.

In which direction lay the river ?

The interrogatory was repeated a score of times with-

out receiving a satisfactory answer, though every one on

board the little Rosita excepted ventured on some

sort of reply ; most, however, offering their opinion with

a doubting diffidence.

I have spoken inconsiderately. Besides Rosita, there

was another exception the Mundrucu.

Although repeatedly appealed to, he had as yet taken

no verbal part in the discussion, but remained silent, his

eyes moodily wandering over the water, as if seeking
for some clue to favour their escape from the spot.

No one plied the paddles : for no one knew in which

direction the galatea was to go. They had impelled her

out of sight of the sapucaya, now shrouded under the

thick fog ; but, as it was to no purpose paddling any
farther, all hands had dropped, and were now resting

upon their oars.

At this moment it was perceived that the vessel was
in motion. The Mundrucu was the first to take notice

of this circumstance : for his attention had for some
time been directed towards the discovery of it It wag
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that "which had been causing him to cast searching

glances, now vertically into the turbid waters, and now

horizontally athwait the murky atmosphere.
A thicket appeared in sight discernible through the

fog, but every moment becoming less distinct. In all

likelihood, it was only a collection of tree-tops ; but

whatever it was, it soon became evident that the galatea

was gradually, though very slowly, receding from it.

On discovering this, the Mundrucu displayed signs of

resuscitated animation. He had been, for some minutes,

lying upon his face, with his head craned out over the

gangway, and his long withered arm submerged under

the water. The others occupied themselves in guessing
what he was about ; but their guesses had been to no

purpose.

Equally purposeless had appeared the actions of the

Indian ; for, after keeping his arm under water for a

period of several minutes, he had drawn it in with a dis-

satisfied air, and once more had arisen to his feet.

It was just then that he perceived the tree-tops ; upon
which he kept his eyes sharply fixed, until assured that

the galatea was going away from them.

"Hoola!" he exclaimed, attempting to imitate the

cry he had more than once heard issuing from the lips

of Tipperary Tom. " Hoola ! the river is out there !

"

As he spoke he pointed towards the tree-tops.

It was the first answer to the all-important question,

given with any degree of confidence.

"How can you tell that, Munday?" inquired the

owner of the craft.

" How tell, patron ? How tell day from night ? the

moon from the sun? fire frm water? The Solimoes

is there."

The Indian spoke with his arm still extended in the

direction of the trees.
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" We are willing to believe you," rejoined Trevanion,
41 and will trust to your guidance. But pray explain

yourself."
" Be jabers, it's all guess-work," interpolated Tip-

perary Tom ;

" owld Munday knows no more av phwat
he's talkin' about than Judy Fitz-summons's mother;

I'll take my oath on a stack av Bibles, we came in from

the t'other side."

"Silence, Tom!" commanded his master; "let us

hear what Munday has to say. You have no right to

contradict him."
" Och-an-ance ! an Xndyen's opinion prefarred before

that av a free-bom Oirishman ! I womlher what nixt."

And as Tipperary Tom completed his chapter of

reproaches, he slunk crouchingly under the shadow of

the toldo.

'So you think the river is in that direction?" said

Trevanion, once more addressing himself to the

Mundrucu.
" The Mundrucu is sure of it, patron. Sure as that

the sky is above us."
" Eemember, old man, it won't do for us to make any

mistake. No doubt, we've already strayed a consider-

able distance from the channel of the Solimoes. To go

from it will be to endanger our lives."

" Irrwell the Mundrucu knows that," was the reply.
" Well then, we must be satisfied of the fact before

v/e can venture to make a move. What proof can you

give us that the river is out there ?
"

"
Patron, you know the month? It is March."

"
Certainly it is. What of that ?

"

' The echente t

"

" The echente ? What do you mean ?
"

" The flood getting bigger. The waters are on tl.

ffise the gapo is still growing that is the echente."
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" But how does that enable you to determine the

direction of the river ?"
" It has done so," replied the Indian. " Not before

three months in June will come the vasante.
"

" The vasante ?
"

" The vasante, patron ; the fall. Then the gapo will

begin to grow less ; and the current will be towards the

river, as now it isfrom it."

"Your theory appears rational enough. I suppose
we may trust to it. If so," added Trevanion,

" we had

better direct our course towards yonder tree-tops ; and

lose no time in getting beyond them. All of you to

your paddles, and pull lustily. Let us make up for the

time we have lost through the negligence of Tipperary
Tom. Pull, my lads, pull !

"

At this cheering command the four paddlers rushed

to their respective places ; and the galatea, impelled by
their vigorous strokes, once more glided gaily over the

bosom of the swollen waters.

CHAPTER IX.

AN IMPASSABLE BAERIEB.

IN a few seconds of time the galatea's head was brought
within a half-cable's length of the boughs of the sub-

merged trees.

Her crew could see that to proceed farther in a direct

course was simply impossible. With equal reason might

they have attempted to hoist their craft into the air, and

leap over the obstruction that had presented itself before

them.

Not only were the branches of the adjoining trees

interlocked, but from one to the other straggled a luxuri-

ous growth of creepers, forming a network so strong and
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compact that a steamer of a hundred horse-power would

have been safely brought to a stand among its meshes.

Of course no attempt was made to penetrate this im-

penetrable chevaux-de-frise ; and after a short while spent

in reconnoitring it, Trevanion, guided by the counsels of

the Mundrucu, ordered the galatea to go about, and pro-

ceed along the selvedge of the submerged forest.

An hour was spent in paddling. No opening.
Another hour similarly employed, and with a similar

result !

The river might be in the direction pointed out by the

Indian. No doubt it was ; but how were they to reach

it?

Not a break appeared in all that long traverse wide

enough to permit the passage of a canoe. Even an

arrow could scarcely have penetrated among the trees

that extended their parasite-laden branches beyond the

border of the submerged forest.

By tacit consent of the patron the paddlers rested upon
their oars ; then plied them once more, and once more
came to a pause.

No opening among the tree-tops ; no chance to reach

the channel of the Solimoes.

The gloomy day became gloomier : for night was de-

scending over the gapo.
The crew of the galatea, wearied with many hours of

exertion, suspended their paddling. The patron did not

oppose them doing so : his spirit, as well as theirs, had
become subdued by hope deferred.

As upon the previous night, the craft was moored

among the tree-tops; where her rigging, caught among
the creepers, seemed sufficient to keep her from drifting

away.
But very different from that of the preceding nighi

was the slumber enjoved by her crew. Amidst tho
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boughs of the sapu9aya, there had been notVug to dis-

turb their tranquillity save an occasional shovfyT, caused

by the coming off of the " lids
"
of the "

monkey pots,"

as they discharged their contents into the water.

Then was the galatea
"
grounded

"
upon a solitary

tree, which carried only its own fruit. To-night she was

moored in the middle of a forest, or, at all events, upon
its edge a forest not of the earth, nor the air, nor the

water, but claimed by all three a forest whose inhabit-

ants might also be expected to partake of a character

strange and abnormal.

And of such character did they appear to be : for

scarcely had the galatea become settled among the tree-

tops, when the ears of the crew were assailed by a chorus

of sounds that with safety might have challenged the

choir of Pandemonium.
Two alone remained undismayed Richard Trevanion

and the Mundrucu.
" Bah !

"
exclaimed the Paranese. " What are you all

frightened about ? Don't you know what it is, uncle ?
"

" I know what it resembles, boy ; the devil and his

legions let loose from below. What is it, Dick ?
"

"
Only the howlers. Don't be alarmed, little Rosita!

"

The pretty Peruvian, gaining courage from his words,
looked admiringly on the youth who had called her
"

little Rosita." Any one could have told that from that

time forward Richard Trevanion might have the power to

control the destinies of his cousin.

"The howlers! What are they?" inquired the ex-

miner.

"Monkeys, uncle ; nothing more," replied the intelli-

gent nephew.
" From the noise they make, one might

suppose they were as big as buffaloes. Nothing of the

kind. The largest I ever saw was scarce as stout as a

deer-hound, though he could make as much noise as

r
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a whole kennel. They've got a sort of a drum in the

throat that acts as a sound-board; that's what enables

them to get up such a row. I've often heard their

concerts more than a mile across country, especially when

there's the prospect of an approaching storm. I don't

know if they follow this fashion in the gapo ; but if they

do, from the way they're going it now, we may look out

for a trifling tornado."

Notwithstanding the apparent unconcern with which

young Trevanion declared himself, there was something
in his manner that arrested the attention of his uncle.

While pronouncing his hypothetical forecaste of a storm,

lie had turned his glance towards the sky, and kept it

fixed there as if making more than a transient observa-

tion.

The fog had evaporated, and the moon was now cours-

ing across the heavens, not against a field of cloudless

blue, but in the midst of black cumulu clouds that

every now and then shrouded her effulgence.

A dweller in the tropics of the western hemisphere
would have pronounced this sign as the certain fore-

runner of a storm ; and so predicted the young Paranese.
* ; We'll have it down upon us within the hour," said

he, addressing himself more especially to his uncle.
" We'd better tie the galatea to the trees. If it's to be a

hurricane, and she goes adrift, there's no knowing where

we may bring up. The likeliest place will be in the

bottom of the gapo."
" The young patron speaks truth," interposed Munday,

his eyes all the while reading the signs of the heavens.
" The Mundrucu knows by yonder yellow in the sky."
As he spoke the Indian pointed to a patch of brim-

stone-coloured clouds conspicuous over the tops of the

trees.

TUere was no reason why Ralph Trevanion should not
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give credit to the two weather prophets, who could have

no interested motive in thus proclaiming themselves.

He yielded therefore to their solicitations; and in ten

minutes' time the galatea was secured among the tree-

tops as fast as cords could make her.

CHAPTER X.

A TROPICAL TORNADO.

NOTWITHSTANDING the security to all appearance com-

plete thus obtained for the craft, the Muridrucu did not

Beem to be easy in his mind. He had swarmed up the

mast to its yard ; and, there having perched himself, sate

gazing, over the tops of the trees, upon the patch of

brimstone sky which was visible in that direction.

The others talked of going to sleep all except the

young Paranese, who counselled them to keep awake.

He too, like the Mundrucu, was troubled with forebod-

ings. He understood the weather signs of the Solimoes,

and saw that a storm was portending.

Though the sun had not been visible during the whole

day, it was about the hour of his setting ; and as if the

storm had been waiting for this as a signal, it now boldly
declared itself.

A few quick puffs with short intervals between them
were its precursors. These were soon followed by

gusts of greater strength, as well as noisier in their

advent ; and then the wind set up a continuous roaring

among the tops of the trees ; while overhead, the thunder

rolled incessantly, filling the firmament with its hoarse

Bound.

Deep darkness, and vivid light the latter caused by
the electric fluid flashing athwart the sky followed each

other in quick succession. At one moment all wa*
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obscure around the crew of the galatea the sky, the

trees, the water, even the vessel herself. In the next,

everything was made manifest to the distance of miles

under a light, garish and unearthly.

To add to the unnatural semblance of things, there

were other sounds than those of the thunder or the storm

the cries of living creatures strange and unknown.

Birds they might be, or beasts, or reptiles, or all three

commingling their screams or other accents of affright,

with the sharp whistling of the wind, the hoarse rumbling
of the thunder, and the continuous crashing of the

branches.

The crew of the galatea was on the alert, with awe

depicted on every face.

The fear was, that the craft should be blown away
from her moorings and carried out into the open water,

now agitated by the fury of the storm. Almost at the

first lash of the winds, huge waves had sprung up with

white crests, that under the electric light gleamed fiercely

along the swell of the turbid water.

The apprehensions of the galatea's crew were of short

continuance : for almost on the instant of their arising

they became realities. Unfortunately, the tree to which

the craft had been tied, chanced to be one whose wood

was ofa soft and succulent nature a species of melastoma.

Its branches were too brittle to bear the strain thus un-

expectedly put upon them, and almost at the first onset

of the tornado they began to give way, snapping off" one

after the other in quick succession. So rapid was this

process of detachment, that before fresh moorings could

be made, the last cord had come away, and the galatea,

like a greyhound released from his leash, shot out from

among the tree-tops, and went off in wild career over the

waves of the gapo.

Before any control over her could be obtained by her
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terrified crew, she had made several cables' length into

the open water, and was still sweeping onward upon its

seething surface.

To turn her head towards the trees was clearly out of

the question. The attempt would have been idle. Both

winds and waves carried her in the opposite direction, to

say nothing of the current against which she had been

already contending.
Her crew no longer thought of returning to the

anchor from which they had been so unceremoniously

swept. Their only chance of safety appeared to be,

to keep the craft as well balanced as circumstances

would permit, and run her before the wind.

Even this for a time seemed but a doubtful chance.

The gale blew not in a regular uniform direction, but in

short fitful gusts, as if coming from every point of the

compass, while the waves rose around them as high as

houses. In the midst of a "
chopping

"
surging sea, the

galatea tumbled and pitched, now head, now stern, fore-

most at times going onward in mad career, and with

headlong speed. The parrots and macaws, upon the

yard, had as much to do as their strong claws were

capable of, to keep upon their perch; while the monkeys
cowering under the shelter of the toldo clung closer to

its roof. Both birds and beasts mingled their terrified

cries with the creaking of the galatea's timbers, and the

shouts of her crew.

The gapo threatened to engulf them. Every minute

might be their last.

And with this dread belief scarce for a moment out

of their minds did our adventurers pass the remainder

of that remarkable night ; the galatea galloping onward,

they could not tell whither. All they knew, or could

remember, of their nocturnal voyage was, that the vessel

that carried them kept upon her course, piloted only by
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the winds and waves at times tossing within deep

troughs of turbid water at times poised upon the

summits of ridge-like swells but oftener careering

onward at a quick rate of speed seemingly ten knots ta

the hour !

For a long while they saw around them only open
water as of some great lake or inland sea. At a later

period the lightning revealed the tops of submerged
tree's, such as those they had left behind ; but standing
out of the water in clumps, or coppices, that appeared
like so many islands.

Amidst these they were carried sometimes so close

to the trees as to give them hopes of being able to grasp
their boughs. Once or twice did the rigging of the

galatea brush against the branches. Then did the crew

use every effort to stay their runaway craft, and bring
her to an anchorage. But in vain. The tornado was

stronger than the united strength of the crew. The

twigs, clutched with eager hands, parted in twain ; and

the storm-impelled vessel swept on amid the surging
waters.

Daylight arrived at length breaking through a red

aurora, soon followed by a brilliant rising of the sun.

This might have cheered our despairing adventurers ;

and to some extent did. But the tempest was still

raging with undiminished fury the winds as loud, the

waves as high, as at any period throughout the night.

Once more they were in the middle of a waste of

waters, neither trees nor land to be seen on any side.

Another great lake or inland sea ? It could not be

that over which they had been already carried? No.
The wind was now blowing more steadily, and could not

have shifted ? Even if it had, they had not returned

through the archipelago of tree-top islands.

They were in another "
opening" of the gapo. Mun-
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ity was of this opinion, and that was sufficient to

satisfy his companions.
As we have said, the returning day did little to restore

their confidence. The tornado still continued. Despite

the sun-lit sky, the storm showed no signs of abating ;

and the crazy embarkation gave tongue in every timber

of her frail frame.

The sounds were ominous to the ears of those who
listened to them. It was too evident, that unless there

should soon come a lull the galatea would go to

the bottom. She had not been constructed to stand a

storm like that to which she was now unexpectedly

exposed, and an anchorage either to terra firma or the

tree-tops would soon become necessary to her salvation.

Her crew, convinced of this, were one and all upon the

look-out, scanning the horizon ahead, as carefully as the

crested billows would admit of such observation. The
Mundrucu had mounted to the top of the mast, where,

with one of the monkeys that had perched itself on his

shoulders, he clung with the tenacity of despair.

All at once the Indian was heard to give tongue, th

monkey mocking him in mimic tone. *' What is it,

Munday? What do you see?" were the inquiries

directed to him from below.

"Land," was the laconic reply.
" Land !" went up the echo from half a score ofjoyoui

voices.
"
Maybe not land I mean the terra firma" pursued

the observer, in a less confident tone. " It may be only
the tops of a thick forest like that we tried to penetrate

yesterday. Whatever it is, patron, it runs along the

whole edge of the sky. We are drifting towards it,

straight as the wind can carry us."
11 Thank God !" exclaimed Trevanion. "

Anything in

better than this, If we can get once more among the
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trees we shall at least be saved from drowning. Thanfc

God, children ! Our lives shall be preserved."

The Indian descended from the mast, close followed

by the monkey, whose semi-comic countenance seemed

io say that it, too, was satisfied by the observation just

made. Still careering madly onward, the galatea,

impelled by the tempest, soon brought the tree-tops

within view of those upon her decks ; who, after a brief

debate, came to the conclusion that it #as only a sub-

merged forest.

But even this was better than buffeting about on the

open billows, every moment in danger of being them-

selves submerged ; and with a universal feeling of joy

they perceived that the craft which carried them was

drifting in the direction of the dark line.

They were powerless to control her course. The
rudder had been unshipped during the night, and they
could only trust to the tempest still raging to take

them to the confines of the submerged forest.

In full hope that this would be the result, they took

no measures either to aid or counteract the steering of

the storm.

CHAPTER XI.

THE GALATEA TREED.

TOSSED upon the waves, the vessel preserved her course

towards the tree-tops, thus keeping up the spirits and

confidence of her crew,

Despite some sinuosities caused by occasional and

contrary <*nsts of wind she held an onward course ; in

due time arriving within su3h distance of the submerged
forest that it was no longer doubtful about her drifting

among the trees.
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In this there was a prospect of temporary safety at the

least; and our adventurers had commenced congratu-

lating themselves on the proximity of the event

Just then a gigantic tree it must have been gigantic
to stand so high over its fellows, though it was scarce

fifty feet above the surface of the water presented itself

to the eyes of the galatea's crew. It stood solitary and

alone, about a quarter of a mile from the selvedge o!

the submerged forest, and so much nearer to the vessel,

which was still struggling through the wind-lashed

water.

Like that on the tops of which they had first gone

aground, it was a sapi^aya : as testified by (he huge

pericarps conspicuously suspended from its branches.

High as may have been the inundation, its stem rose

still higher, by at least ten feet ; but hulf way between

the water and the branches the colossal trunk forked in

twain, each of the twin scions appearing a trunk of

itself. Though the fork was out of the water it was

washed at each heave of the agitated gapo -the waves,

with foaming crests, mounting far up towards its top, as

*f aspiring to pluck the ripe fruit depending from its

branches.

Towards this tree the galatea was now going, as

straight ae if she had been steered by the finger of des-

tiny itself. There was no other to control her at least

none that was human. The wind, or destiny- one of

the two must determine her fate. The waves might
be mentioned as having something to do with it : since

the next that followed lifted the vessel upon its curling

crest and lodged her in the sap^aya in such a fashion

that her keel, exactly amidships, rested within the

forking of the stem.
11 Thank God !" exclaimed her owner,

" we are safe

now. Moored between two stanchions like
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neither the winds of heaven nor the waves of the great

ocean itself could prevail against us. Make fast there

make fast to the limbs of the tree ; tie her on both

sides. These are no twigs to be snapped asunder.

Thank Heaven ! we are anchored at last !"

Trevanion had reason to think so, as it seemed. The

gigantic stems of the snpi^aya, rising on both side?

above the beam-ends of the galatea, looked like the sup-

porters of a graving-dock. It is true the craft still par-

tially rested upon the bosom of the agitated water ; but

what of that ? Once made fast to the tree, she could

not be earned farther ; therefore was she secure against

wind and wave. The tornado might continue, but no

longer to be a terror to her crew.

These, to some extent relieved from their fears, has-

tened to obey the commands of the patron. Hopes
were grasped, and by hands still trembling, were looped
around the trunk of the sapu9aya.

All at once the action was suspended. A loud crash

caused the suspension. It was followed by a cry, that

issued simultaneously from the lips of every one com-

prising the crew ; who, before its echoes could die away

upon the water, had become separated into two distinct

parties !

The crash had been caused by the parting of the

galatea's keel ; which, resting in the fork of the tree, had

broken amidships on the subsidence of the wave that

had heaved her into this singular situation.

For a few seconds, the two sections of the almost

dissevered sraft hung half decided between the air and
the water the foredeck with its stores balancing th

quarter with its toldo.

But long before the beam was kicked, the occupants
of both had forsaken them, and were to be seen some
of them clinging to tb@ branches above some struggling
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bwieath, against the cravings of the tempest and the

current of the gapo.

By a noble devotion on the part of those \vho could

swim, the whole crew were enabled to ascend beyond
reach of the waves and obtain a footing upon the

branches of the tree. There, from their elevated posi-

tion, they beheld the craft that had so long safely

carried them parting into two separate pieces, which

sunk simultaneously out of sight !

CHAPTER XII.

A DANGEROUS DUCKING.
BEFORE the dismembered vessel had quite disappeared
under the storm-lashed waves, every individual of her

crew had found a foothold upon the branches of the

sapucaya. The tree, while causing the wreck of their

vessel, had saved them from going along with her to

the bottom of the gapo.
For some time, however, they were far from feeling

secure. They had climbed into different parts of the

tree in fact, were scattered all over it just as they had

been able to lay hold of a limb, and lift themselves

above the reach of the swelling waves. Scarce two of

them were seen in the same attitude. One stood erect

upon a branch, with arms around an upright stem

another sate astride a third lay horizontally along a

limb, witli one leg dangling downwards, and so forth.

The young Paranese had taken post upon a stout eliana,

that threaded through the branches of the tree; and

with one arm around this, and the ether encircling the

waist of his cousin Rosita, he kept both the girl and

himself in a position of perfect security. Young Ralph
found footing on a large limb, while his father stood

fcpon a still larger one, immediately below. The pets
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--both birds and beasts had also distributed them*

eelves, and were seen perched on, all parts of the tree.

For a time there was no attempt made by any one to

change position. The tornado still continued ; and it

was just as much as any of them could do to keep the

place already gained.

There was one who did not quite succeed in keeping
his place. This one was Tipperary Tom.
The Irishman had selected one of the lowest limbs

that stretched horizontally outwards only a few feet

above the surface of the water. He had not exactly

made choice of his perch, but had been flung upon it by
a swelling wave ; and, clutching instinctively, had held

fast. The weight of his body, however, had bent the

branch into a downward direction ; and, after making
several fruitless efforts to ascend to the stem, he had

discovered that the feat was too much for him.

There was no choice but to cling to the bent branch,

or drop back into the boiling gapo that threatened to en-

gulf him below. Terrified by the latter alternative, Tom
excited all his strength and held on with mouth agape,

and eyeballs displaying the " whites
"

in a very liberal

fashion.

In time the tension would have proved too much for

him, and he must have dropped down from the tree.

But he was not permitted to reach this point of

exhaustion. A wave similar to that which had landed

him on the limb, lifted him off again, launching him
into the water.

A cry of consternation came from the tree. All knew
that Tipperary Tom was not much of a swimmer or

rather, that he could not swim at all and with thia

knowledge they expected him to sink like a stone.

He did go down, and was for some moments lost to

view ; but his carrot-coloured head once more made its
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appearance above the surface ; and, guided by his loud

cries, his situation was easily discovered. He could

only shik a second time, to rise no more. Such was

the anticipation of his companions all except one

who had made up his mind that Tipperary Tom was not

yet to die.

This was the Mundrucu, wLo the next moment was

seen precipitating himself from the tree, and swimming
out in the direction of the drowning man.

In less than a score of seconds Tipperary Tom was

in the clutch of the Indian, who, grasping him with one

hand, with the other struck back towards the tree.

By good fortune, the swell that had swept Tipperary
Tom from his perch, or one wonderfully like it, cam a

balancing back towards the sapu^aya, bearing both

Indian and Irishman on its crest, landing them in the

great fork where the galatea had gone to pieces ; and

then retiring without them ! It seemed a piece of

sheer good fortune ; though no doubt it was a destiny
more than half directed by the arm of the Indian, whose

broad palm appeared to propel them through the water

with all the power of a paddle.

To whatever indebted chance, or the prowess of the

ivlundrucu certain it is that Tipperary "torn was

rescued from a watery grave ; and on seeing him, along
with his preserver, safe in the fork of the tree, a general
shout of congratulation in which even the animals took

part pealed up through the branches, loud enough to

be heard above the swishing of the leaves, the whistling
of the wind, and the surging of the angry waters, that

seemed to hiss spitefully at being disappointed of their

prey !

The senses of Tipperary Tom had become somewhat
obfuscated by the '

sousing." Not so much, however

AS to hinder him from perceiving that in the fork, where
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the wave had deposited him and his preserver, he was

still within reach of the swelling waters. Seeing this,

he was not slow to follow the example of the Mundrucu,

who,
"
swarming

"
up the stem of the sapugaya, placed

himself in a safer and more elevated position.

CHAPTER XIII.

A CONSULTATION IN THE TREE-TOP.

IT would scarce be possible to conceive a situation moro

forlorn than that occupied by the castaway crew. Seated,

standing, or astride upon the limbs of the sap^aya,
their position was a painful one. It was not even

secure. The tempest continued, and it was with diffi-

culty they could keep their places the strong wind

threatening at every gust to blow them out of the

branches. Each clung to some bough convenient to

his hand; and by this alone were they enabled to main-

tain their balance.

The branches, swept by the furious storm, creaked

and crackled around them bending as if about to

break under their feet, or in the hands that so appre-

hensively clasped them.

The huge pericarps, filled with heavy fruit each as

big as a cannon-ball at times became detached from

their peduncles ; and partly by their weight, and

partly impelled by the wind, went "
swizzing

"
through

the air in a diagonal direction threatening a cracked

crown to any one who should chance to be struck by
them on that particular part of the person.

One of the castaways did chance to meet with this

bit of ill luck Mozey, the Mozambique. It was good
luck, however, that Mozey was the man distinguished ;

lince no other skull but his could have withstood the
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ghock received. As it was, the ball rebounded from the

close woolly fleece that covered the negro's crown aa

from a cushion of curled hair doing him no further

damage than to cause him a considerable fright,

expressed by the exclamation,
" Good Goramity !

"

After the incident, Mozey's looks were ludicroui

enough, had his companions been inclined for laughter.

But they were not, not one of them. The situation was

too serious, and all remained silent fully occupied in

clinging to the tree, and moodily contemplating the

scene of cheerless desolation that surrounded them.

Up to this time, no one had speculated on anything

beyond their immediate safety. To escape destruction

by drowning had been sufficient occupation for their

thoughts ; and this continued to engross them for more

than an hour after the galatea had gone down.

Then a change began to creep over their spirits

brought about by one observable in the spirit of the

storm.

It was, as already observed, one of those tropical

tempests known as hurricanes, or tornadoes, that spring

up with unexpected celerity and fall with equal abrupt-

ness. Shortly after Mozey had been hit upon the head

by the detached pericarp, the tempest began to show

eigns of having epent itself. The tornado a species of

cyclone usually of limited extent, had passed the

place, carrying destruction to some other part of tho

great Amazonian plain.

The wind came to a lull, pronouncing itselt only

fet intervals in short powerless puffs ; and the waters of

the gapo shallow when compared with those of the

sea soon ceased to exhibit a swelling surface.

By this time had arrived the hour of noon ; and the

sun in the zenith looked down from a sky of cloudless

blue, upon an expanse of water no niore disturbed by
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the storm, and upon trees no longer agitated by thr

wind.

This transformation sudden and benign did noi*

fail to exert an influence on the minds of our adven-

turers, perched upon the branches of the sapu^aya. No

longer in fear of any immediate danger, their though tf

naturally turned towards the future ; and they began to

speculate upon a plan for extricating themselves from the

dilemma into which an evil chance had conducted them.

That they were in a dilemma no one ventured to

doubt. That was made clear enough by a survey of the

scene around them to say nothing of the uncomfort-

able quarters which they occupied.

On all sides, save one, as far as the eye could reach,

nothing could be seen but open water the horizon not

even interrupted by the branches of a tree. On that

side which formed the exception trees were visible, not

in clumps, or standing solitary, but in a continuous

thicket, with here and there some taller ones rising

many feet above their fellows.

There could be no doubt that this was a forest, and
not a thicket. It would have gratified our adventurers

to have believed it the latter, for then would they have

been within sight and reach of land. But they could

not think so, consistently with their experience. Too

exactly did it resemble that to which they had tied the

galatea on the evening before the eve of the tempest
and too truly did they now conjecture that what they
saw was but the "

spray
"
of a forest submerged.

For all that, the design of reaching it was the first that

occupied their minds, as soon as the waters became be-

calmed around them.

This design was not so easy of execution as might be

supposed. Although the border of that verdant penin-
sula for it had the appearance of one was scarce a
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quarter of a mile distant from the sapuaya, there were

but two in the party of castaways who could reach it by

swimming.
These two were the Mundrucu and Richard Tre-

vanion. Mozey, the Mozambique, might get half way,
and so might Trevanion himself; but al this point their

swimming powers would fail them ; and without assis-

tance both would indubitably go to the bottom.

As for the boy Ralph, he might have shown skill in

scaling a precipice or mountain peak, that would have

brought the whirl of dizziness into the head of his

cousin Richard ; but in swimming he would have found

his match in a stone, and would have gone down like a

piece of silver-laden quartz rock extracted from the lodes

of Cerro Pasco. It would hardly be expected that his

sister could swim across an expanse of water of four

hundred yards in width even if supported by her iu

Irepid cousin, the young Paranese.

In the face of so many adverse circumstances, the

difficulty of reaching the submerged forest was apparent
to all ; and, for more than an hour, formed the subject
of consultation and discussion. ^
Had there existed the materials for making a raft, the

seance need not have lasted so long. But nothing of

the kind was within reach. The branches of the sapu-

caya even could they have been broken off were too

heavy in their green growing state to have done more
than float themselves. They could not have carried a

grain beyond their own ponderous weight, let alone that

of a human body. A raft was not to be thought of.

It was possible that among the tree-tops which it was

the design to reach, dead timber might be found- suf-

ncient to construct the craft spoken of; but this wis a

question to be determined after a reconnaissance of the

forest should be effected. There were but two of the
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party who could make ibis reconnaissance Richard

Trevanion and the Mundrucu.

To this the patron scarce expressed consent, for in-

deed he was not asked. There seemed to be a tacit

understanding that it was the only course that could be

adopted ;
and without further ado the young Paraneso,

throwing off such of his garments as might impede him

on his natatory excursion, sprang from the fork of the

tree, and struck boldly out in the direction of the flooded

forest.

The Mundrucu, not being delayed by the necessity of

stripping, had already taken to the water ; and was fast

cleaving his way across the open expanse that separated

the solitary sapuaya from its more social forest com-

panions.

CHAPTER XIV.

A FRACAS HEARD FROM AFAR.

THE castaways watched the exploring party until the

latter disappeared within the shadowy selvedge of the

submerged forest. Then, having nothing else to do,

they proceeded to make themselves as comfortable as

circumstances would permit, by selecting for their seats

the "softest" branches of the sapi^aya.
It is needless to say that there was not much choice

between one limb and another ; though the great fork,

across which the galatea had got her back broken, ap-

peared to offer a position rather better than any other

upon the tree.

As the swell was no longer to be dreaded, Trevanion

descended into the fork, taking little Rosa along with

him ;
while the other three remained higher up, seating

themselves on the limbs, and holding on to branches, or

etout elianas, growing above.
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At the best their situation was irksome ; but the in-

convenience arising from physical causes was scarce felt

in the midst of their mental sufferings.

Their reflections could not be otherwise than painful,

as they contemplated the future. The shelter they had

found in the tree could be only of the most temporary
kind ; and yet it might continue to the end of their lives.

They had no certain assurance that they might be able

to get out of it at all ;
and even if they should succeed

in reaching the other trees, it might be only to find

them forty feet under water !

The prospect was deplorable, and they could only

contemplate it with gloomy forebodings.

For nearly an hour they remained silent, without ex-

changing a word. The only sound heard within the

branches of the sapu^aya was an occasional scream

uttered by one of the pet birds, or the jabbering of the

monkeys.
Of these last, there had been five or six on the galatca,

ill of different kinds. Two only had found refuge on

the tree : a beautiful little ouistiti, and a larger animal

of the genus tele the black coaita. The others,

chained or otherwise confined, had gone down with the

galatea. ,&

So, too, with the feathered favourites. There had

been many rare and beautiful kinds collected during the

long voyage on the Upper Amazon : for some of which

large prices had been paid to their Indian owners with

the intention of then being carried across the Atlantic.

Some in cages had perished with the wreck ; others bad
been taken off by the tornado ; and as with the quadru-
mana only two of the birds had found an asylum on the

sapucaya. One of them was a splendid hyacinthine
macaw, the " araruna" of the Indians (Macrocercu*

kyacinthinus}, the other a small paroquet, the very tiniest
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of its tribe, which, with the little ouistiti, had long
divided the affections of Rosa.

About an hour had elapsed since the departure of the

swimming scouts, without any signs of their return. The

party in the sapu^aya began to cast anxious glances to-

wards the place where they had last seen them at the

same time listening for any sounds that might proceed
from the cover that concealed them.

Once or twice they fancied they heard their voices ;

and then they were all sure they heard them in shouts ;

but mingling with other sounds of a mysterious nature,

ki a loud and confused chorus.

The coaita heard these sounds, and chattered in reply.

So, too, did the ouistiti and paroquet: but of all the

pets, that which seemed most affected by them was the

macaw ; who, repeatedly spreading its hyacin thine

frings, rose into the air, and appeared determined to

part from its ci-devant protectors. The call of Ralph,
whose especial pet it was, had the effect of alluring it

back to its perch; where, however, it only stayed in A

state of screaming uncertainty.

There was something strange in this special behaviour

on the part of the bird so much differing from that of

the other pets though in the uncertainty of the hour

but little heed was paid to it; and as the noises soon

after ceased, the araruna became tranquillized and sate

quietly on the roost it had selected.

Once more, however, the shouting and strange cries

came pealing across the water ; and again the araruna

showed fresh evidence of extraordinary excitement.

This time the noise was of shorter duration, and soon

terminated in complete tranquillity

Nearly two hours had by this time transpired, and the

countenances of all were beginning to put on an expres-
fion of the most sombre character. Some had already
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assumed it. Certainly they had heard the voices of

Richard and the Mundrucu, mingling with those un-

earthly sounds ? There was time enough for them to

have gone far into the unknown forest, and got bacJr

again ? What could be detaining them ? Their voices

had been heard only in shouts and sharp exclamations

that proclaimed them to be in some critical situation

perhaps one of peril ? And now they were silent. Had

they succumbed to some sad fate ? Were they dead ?

No one gave speech to these inquiries, though all had

them in their thoughts.

CHAPTER XV.

TIIE J ARAR A C A.

THERE are sensations of the body stronger than many
emotions of the mind. Of this character are the sen-

sations of hunger and thirst.

The castaways in the tree-top began to experience
both ; or rather to feel them in an extreme degree. They
had already been hungering and thirsting for a consider-

able time.

By good fortune, the means of satisfying both these

appetites was within their reach. With a *'

monkey
cup" the pericarp of the sapu9aya emptied of its tri-

angular kernels, they could draw up water at will ; and

with the contents thus extracted, they could conquer the

cravings of the kindred appetite.

Partly at the request of his father, and partly stimu

lated by his own sensations, young Ralph commenced

climbing higher into the tree, his object being to procure
some of the huge fruit capsules, suspended as is the

case with most South American forest trees from the

extremities of the branches.
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The boy was a bold and skilful climber better among
crags and cliffs, such as those of his native Cordilleras.

Still, a tree did not come amiss to him : and in the

twinkling of an eye he had ascended to the top branches

of the sapucaya the macaw making the ascent along
with him, perched upon his crown.

All at once the bird began to scream, as if startled by
some terrible apparition ; and without losing an instant

it forsook its familiar perching place, and commenced

fluttering around the top of the tree still continuing its

cries.

What could have caused this unexpected behaviour on

the part of this bird ? The boy looked above and about

him, but could discover nothing that could in any way
account for it.

The screams of the araruna were instantly answered

oy the little paroquet, in tinier treble, but equally in

accents of terror; while both the coaita and ouistiti,

chattering in alarm, came bounding up the tree.

The paroquet had already found the macaw ; and, as

if in imitation of its great congener, flew fluttering

among the top branches in a state of the wildest excite-

ment.

Guided by the birds that kept circling around one

particular spot, the boy at length discovered the cause

of the alarm. The sight was one calculated to cause

terror to himself. It was a serpent coiled around an

eliana, that stretched diagonally between two branches

of the tree. It was of a yellowish brown colour, ap

preaching that of the eliana itself; and, but for its smooth

shining skin, and the elegant convolutions of its body,
it might have been mistaken for one parasite entwining
&nother.

Its head, however, was in motion its long neck

itretching out from the eliana apparently in readiness
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to seize upon one of the birds, as soon as either eliould

approach within striking distance.

Ralph was not so much alarmed. A snake was no

uncommon sight ; and the one in question was not oi

such monstrous size as to make it appear very for-

midable. His first thought was to call off the birds,

or in some way get them out of reach of the snake;

for the imprudent creatures, instead of retreating

from such a dangerous enemy, seemed determined to

fling themselves upon its fangs. These Ralph could

see erect and glistening, as at intervals it extended it3

jaws.
More especially did tht little paroquet exhibit its im-

prudence, recklessly approaching within a few inches of

the serpent's tongue, and even alighting on the eliana,

around which the reptile had warped itself.

Ralph was ascending still higher, with the intention

to take the bird in his hand, and carry it clear of the

danger, when his climbing was suddenly arrested by a

shout from below. It was Mozey, the Mozambique, who

had given utterance to the cry, and in a voice that pro-

claimed both caution and terror.

" Fo' you life doan't, mass'r Raff !

"
cried the negro,

following up his exclamation of warning.
" Fo' you life,

doan't go near urn ! You no know what am dat ar snake.

Goramity ! it am do jararaca !

"

" Jararaca?" mechanically rejoined Ralph.
' Ya ya de moas pisenous sarpin' in all de valley ob

de Amazon. I'se hear de Ingine say so a score ob time.

Come down, mass'r come down !"

Attracted by the screaming of the birds and the chat-

tering of the monkeys, the others had been listening

attentively below. But the negro's quick cry of warn-

ing, and the dialogue that ensued, now summoned
Trevanion to ascerd higher into tba tree, whither he was
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followed by Tipperary Tom. Rosa alone remained

below in the fork, where her father had left her.

The latter, on coming within sight of the snake, at

once recognized it as being all that Mozey had alleged

the most poisonous serpent of the Amazon valley. He
knew it from having seen one before, which the Mun-

drucu had killed near Coary, and which the latter had

described in nearly similar terms ; adding that its bite

was almost instantly fatal that it will attack man or

beast without any provocation that it can spring upon
its enemy from a distance ; and finally, that it was more

feared than any other creature in the country not ex-

cepting the jaguar and jacare!

The appearance of the reptile itself was sufficient

to confirm the accounts given of it. Its head was of

flat triangular shape connected with the body by
a long thin neck its glittering eyes and red forking

tongue, at intervals projected more than an inch beyond
its snout imparted to the creature a monster-like and

hideous aspect. It looked as if specially designed to

cause death and destruction.

As already stated, it was not of great size scarce six

feet in length, and not thicker than the wrist of a child.

But it needed not bulk to make it dangerous. Without

that its aspect was sufficiently formidable.

No one knew exactly what to do. All were without

arms, or weapons of any kind. These had long since

gone to the bottom of the gapo : and for some minutes

beyond that made by young Ralph, who, on being warned

of his danger, had hastened to descend the tree no one

made movement of any kind.

The birds were left to themselves ;
and both still con-

tinued in the top of the tree screaming and fluttering,

Up to this time the snake had remained motionless-

with the exception of the head and neck, that bad been
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continually oscillating from side to side. It was

perceived, however, that a motion had commenced in

its body. The glittering folds appeared to be slowly re-

laxing their hold upon the eliana.
" Great God ! the monster is coming down the tree !

"

The words had scarcely passed from the lips of Tre-

vanion for it was he who uttered them when the

snake was seen crawling along the eliana ; and the next

moment, transferring its body to a branch which grew

slantingly from the main trunk. This was soon reached,

and then, by means of another eliana lying parallel to

the stem, the reptile continued its descent.

All those who had taken stand by the trunk forsook

the perilous position, and hastily retreated outward along
the horizontal branches.

The jararaca seemed to take no note, either of their

presence or their flight; but continued on down the

limb towards the forking of the main stem, where little

Rosa had been left.

"
Oh, heavens! "

cried Trevanion, in avoice of anguish,
" my child is lost !

"

The girl had risen to her feet, being already warned

of some danger that threatened her friends above. She
now perceived that it was specially directed to herself :

for, on looking up, she beheld the hideous reptile

descending the eliaua.

The situation of the child was perilous in the extreme.

The parasite by which the snake was making its passage
rose right up from the fork of the main stem. The girl

was even clasping it in her hand, to steady herself in an

erect attitude. The reptile could not go past without

touching her : in fact, it must crawl over her person to

get down from the tree,

Thero was no likelihood of its gliding on without

striking her. Its well-known character as the most
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malicic-us of venomous serpents forbade the supposi*

tion.

Beyond doubt, little Rosa was in danger the danget
of instant death, or of receiving a wound that must cer-

tainly prove fatal.

The snake was scarce ten feet above the crown of her

head, and still gliding onward and downward.

It was at this crisis that her father had given voice to

that despairing exclamation. He was about to scramble

down the trunk with the design of launching him-

self upon the serpent, and grappling with it with

naked hands, reckless of consequences, when a sign from

Mozey, accompanied by some words quickly spoken,
caused him to hesitate.

" No use, mass'r !

"
cried the negro ;

" no use, you be

too late ! jump, lilly Rosy !

" he continued, calling to the

child in .a loud commanding voice ;

"
it's you only

chance ; jump into de water, an' old Mozey he come down
to you. Jump !

"

As if to stimulate the child by his example, the negro,
on pronouncing the last words of his speech, sprang out

from the branch on which he had been balancing him-

self, and dropped with aloud plunge into the water.

In an instant he was upon the surface again, continu-

ing his cries of encouragement.
Ilosa Trevanion was a child of spirit ; and in view of

the fearful alternative scarce lost a moment in obeying
these instructions.

Short as was the time, however, & would have proved
too long, had the snake continued its descent without

interruption. Fortunately it did not. When its hideous

head was within less than twelve inches of the child's

handwhere the latter grasped the eliana it suddenly

stopped ; not with the intention of preparing itself for

the fatal dart, but because the body of the negro
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plashing heavily upon the water had caused a large

quantity to fly up against the trunk of the tree, sprink-

ling not only the girl, hut the jararaca itself.

It was the momentary surprise caused by this unex-

pected shower-bath, that had interrupted the descent of

the serpent; and before the reptile thought of renewing

it, Rosa had glided down into the gapo, and was caught
in the arms of her sable preserver.

CHAPTER XVI.

HOLD ON !

THE noble conduct of Mozey elicited a cry of admiration

from those still in the tree. It appeared all the more

noble, as they knew that f.he negro was but a poor swim-

mer, and was therefore risking his own life by the

action.

But this knowledge produced an effect of a very diffe-

rent kind; and in the shout that had gone forth there

was no tone of triumph.
The child was, perhaps, only rescued from the reptile

to be swallowed by a monster far more voracious the

engulfing gapo perhaps, too, along with her pre-
server.

Nor was it yet certain that she had been saved from

the serpent. The jararaca is a snake eminently amphi-
bious alike at home on land or "

at sea." It could

follow and attack them in the water.

There, too, it would have a double advantage ; for

while it could swim like a fish, it was just as much as

Mozey could do to keep himself anoat, weighte il as he

was with his powerless protegee.

In view of these circumstances, the heart of Treva-

nion was filled with the most painful anxiety ; and foi
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some time, neither he nor either of the others besidfl

him, could think of what course to pursue.
It was some slight relief to them, to perceive that tho

snake did not continue its descent into the water; for,

on reaching the fork of the tree, it had thrown itself

into a coil, as if determined there to remain.

At first, there appeared to be no great advantage in

this. In its position the monster could prevent the

swimmers from returning to the tree; and as it craned

its long neck outward, and looked maliciously at th<?

two forms struggling below, one could have fancied that

it had set itself to carry out this exact design.
For a time Trevanion. was speechless. Only for a

short while ; and then thought, speech, and action came

together.
" Swim round to the other side !" he shouted to the

negro ;

"
get under the great branch. Ho, Tom ! you

and Ralph climb aloft to the one above. Tear off the

eliaaa you see there, and let it down to me ! Quick !

quick !

"

As the ex-miner delivered these instructions, he

commenced moving out along the limb with as much

rapidity as was consistent with safety; while Tipperary
Tom and Ralph swarmed up to the one above to carry

out the commands he had given them.

The branch taken by Trevanion himself was that to

which he had directed the negro to swim. It was the

same by which Tipperary Tom had made his first ascent

into the tree, and from which he had been washed off

again. It extended horizontally outward, at its extre-

mity dipping slightly towards the water. Though in

the swell caused by the tornado it had been at intervals

submerged, it was now several feet above the surface,

and could not possibly have been grasped by any OD|

from below
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The weight of Treranion's body, as he crawled out

upon it, brought its tops nearer to the water ; but not

near enough for a swimmer to lay hold on them.

He saw that by going too far out, the branch would

not bear his own weight much less that of two others.

It might snap short off, thus leaving the swimmers in a

worse position than ever.

It was for this reason he had ordered the untwining
of the creeper, that was clinging to one of the boughs
above.

It is not necessary to say that his orders were obeyed
with the utmost alacrity Tipperary Tom and Ralph

carrying them into execution as if their own lives

depended on their speed.

Almost before he was ready to receive it the long
eliana was wrenched from its tendril fastenings, and

same straggling down over the branch on which Treva-

nion sat astride like the stay of a ship loosened from

the top of her mast.

Meanwhile, Mozey making as much noise as if a

young whale were below blowing like a porpoise

sputtering and spitting like an angry cat still carrying
the child safe on his shoulders had arrived under the

limb ; and, with strokes somewhat irregularly given and

quickly repeated, was doing his very best to keep him-

self and his burden above water.

It was evident to all that the overweighted swimmer
was well nigh exhausted ; and had not the end of the

long eliana plumped down before his face just in the

nick of time the Mozambique must indubitably have

gone to the bottom, taking his charge along with him.

Just in the nick of time, however, the tiee-cable came
within clutching distance ; and, seizing it with all his

remaining strength Rosa relieving him of her weight

by laying hold herself the two were drawn up into th^
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tree, amidst cries of " Hold on ! Hold on !

"
eventually

ending in a general shout of congratulation.

CHAPTERXVIL
THE PAROQUET.

ALAS! there was a lurking circumstance that hindere-3

their triumph from being complete. The juraraca was

still in the tree !

So long as this terrible tenant shared their common
abode, there could be neither confidence nor comfort.

There it lay, coiled upon its scaly self, snugly en-

sconced in the fork, with skin glittering brightly, and

eyes gleaming fiercely in the golden sunlight that now
fell slantingly against the tree.

How long would the monster remain in this tranquil

attitude was the question that presented itself to the

minds of all, as soon as the first transport of their joy had

subsided. It was evident it had no intention of taking
to the water, though it could have done so without fear.

No doubt the sapucaya was its habitual haunt, and it

was not likely to forsake it merely to accommodate

some half-score of strange creatures who had chosen to

intrude upon its domain.

Surely some time or other it would reascend the tree,

and then ?

The speculations of the party were at this point

suddenly interrupted.

The little paroquet, which exhibited such excitement

on first discovering the snake, had for a time remained

tranquil. It was only for a short while - the interval

during which every one was engaged in the salvage of

Mozey and his living cargo.

Now that a certain quietness had become restored the

bird was seen returning to the jararaca, as all supposed
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for the purpose of renewing its impotent attacks upon
the reptile.

For some minutes it kept fluttering over the spot

occupied by the serpent now alighting upon a branch

anon, springing off again, and descending to one

lower, and nearer to the jararaca until it had reached

almost within darting distance of the reptile's head.

Strange to say, there appeared to be nothing like hos-

tility in the movements of the bird. On the contrary,
its every action betrayed rather the semblance of fear

a fact confirmed by the tremulous quivering of its frame,

whenever it came to rest upon a perching place.

This suspicion on the part of the spectators was fur-

ther strengthened by the cries which the little creature

continued to send forth. It was not the angry chattering

by which these birds usually convey their sentiments

of hostility, but a sort of plaintive screaming that beto-

kened terror !

In this way it continued to act, at each flight ap-

proaching closer to the forked tongue of the serpent, and

then retreating again as if vacillating and irresolute.

The reptile, meanwhile, exhibited itself in an attitude

that was hideous to behold ; at the same time in a move-
ment that entertained the spectators.

Its head had become swollen, or flattened out to twice

the natural dimensions ; the eyes seemed to shoot forth

twin jets of fire, while the extensile tongue, projected
from a double row of white angular teeth, appeared to

glow with phosphorescent flame.

There could be no doubt as to what was going on.

The bird was being charmed by the serpent, and was

already under the fascination.

The spectators no longer doubted it, and the only

question was how the pretty pet was to be saved from

destruction.
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Young Ralph, taking note of the despairing expres-

sion that had settled upon the face of his sister, was half

inclined to rush down the tree and give battle to the

jararaca ; and Tipperary Tom whose hostility to snakes

and reptiles in general had a national and hereditary

origin purposed something to avert the fate fast ap-

proaching the paroquet.

Trevanion, however, was too prudent to permit any

interference, while the negro appeared very anxious that

the tragic spectacle should be allowed to continue to its

termination.

It was not cruelty on his part. Mozey had his mo-

tives, which were soon after revealed ; proving that the

brain of the African is at times capable of ingenuity

equal to that of his Caucasian brother.

The spectacle was suffered to continue without inter

ruption.

The end was not far off, and the finale was soon wit-

nessed by the spectators.

By little and little the bird appeared to grow ex-

hausted, until its wings were no longer capable of

sustaining it. Then, as if paralyzed by a final and

despairing effort, it pitched itself right into the mouth of

the reptile, whose jaws had been suddenly extended to

receive it !

There was a slight flutter of the wings a tremulous

motion of the body, and the self-immolated creature was

dead!

The serpent, half uncoiling itself, turned its head

towards the tree, and once more opening its jaws, per-

mitted the now lifeless paroquet to escape from their

hold and drop quietly into the crotch formed by tht

forking of the tree-trunk.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THE ELIANA UNLOOSED.

THE spectators of this little tragedy of animal life wit-

nessed within the wilds of Nature herself had been

hitherto restrained by a sense of prudence from taking

part in it.

Curiosity now exerted a like effect in preventing their

interference, and without speech or motion they sat on

their respective perches to observe the denouement of the

drama.

It was evident it had not ended with the death of the

paroquet. That was but the beginning of the end, for

the bird was yet to be devoured.

Though provided with a double row of teeth, it is well

known that animals 'jf the reptile kind do not use them
for masticating their food. Their teeth, set trenchantly,
as is commonly the case, are intended only to capture
their living prey afterwards to enter their stomachs by
a process termed deglutition.

The spectacle of just such a process, with all its

preliminary preparations, were the spectators in the

sapu9aya now to be indulged in; and without ex-

changing a word they sate to assist at it, the principal

performer being apparently unconscious of, or, at all

events, unconcerned about, their presence.

Having deposited the dead body of the bird in the

fork of the tree, the serpent changed its coiled attitude

into one that would give it a chance of filling its belly
with the least inconvenience.

There was not room for it to extend itself to its full

length, end in default of this its tail was allowed to

v
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drop down along the stem of the tree, at least two-thirds

of its body remaining in a horizontal position.

Having arranged itself, apparently to its satisfaction,

it now directed its attention to the defunct paroquet.

Once more taking the dead bird between its teeth it

turned it over and over, until the head lay opposite to

its own the body aligned in a longitudinal direction.

The jaws of the snake were now widely extended,

\vhile the tongue, alternately protruded and retracted

with rapidity, proved it to be engaged in the process of

licking.

This was exactly what was going on, and continued

until the short feathers covering the head of the bird,

as also its neck and shoulders, seemed to be saturated

with a substance resembling sonp.

When a sufficient coating had been laid on, sufficient

to satisfy the instincts of the serpent, the creature once

more extended its jaws, and making a sudden gulp,

swallowed the head of the paroquet, including its neck

and shoulders, which had all been alike lubricated with

the saliva.

For a time there was no further action, at least none

that was perceptible to the spectators in the tree.

For all that a movement was going on, and it was to

assure himself of this movement that the Mozambique
was seen to be so attentive.

We have said that he had a motive for permitting the

pet to be sacrificed, and that motive was now on the eve

of being revealed to his companions.

They all saw that there was something upon his mind,

and anticipated the revelation.

It was given to them at length.

Just as the jararaca had succeeded in bolting the

anterior portion of the paroquet, that is, the head, neck,

and shoulders, Mozey was seen to rise from his seat,
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steal towards the stem of the tree, and let himself down
in the direction of the fork, without saying a word as to

his intention.

This, however, was manifest the moment after, as he

was seen to stretch forth his right hand, clutch the

jararaca around the small of the neck, and fling the

serpent no longer capable of defending itself far out

into the waters of the gapo !

The monster, with the feathered morsel still unmasti-

cated in its mouth, sank instantly to be seen no more-

So thought Mozey and his associates in the sapi^aya.

But, as the event proved, they had hastened to an

erroneous conclusion. Scarce had their triumphant
cheer received its echo across the silent bosom of the

gapo, when the paroquet was observed floating upon the

surface, and the snake, that had subsequently ejected the

half-swallowed pill, was once more seen swimming, with

sinuous but brisk bendings of its body, in rapid return

towards the tree !

The situation was now more alarming than ever. The
fiend himself could scarce have shown a more impla-
cable determination. To all appearance, the jararaca
was returning to take revenge for the various insults

and disappointments to which it had been subjected !

Mozey, losing confidence in his own cunning, retreated

up the tree. He perceived, now that it was too late, the

imprudence of which he had been guilty. He should

have permitted the snake to proceed a step farther in

the process of deglutition, until the ejecting of the

paroquet against the grain of its feathers would have

become an impossibility. He had been too hasty, and
would now be called upon to answer the consequences.

Sure enough the serpent returned to the sapi^aya
and commenced to reascend, availing itself of the eliafia,

by which its enemies had been assisted in climbing up.
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In six seconds of time it had once more mounted into

the fork, and still adhering to the parasite, it was con-

tinuing its upward crawl.
"
Oh, heavens !" again ejaculated Trevanion,

" one or

other of us must become the prey of this indestructible

monster ! What can be done to destroy it ?"

" Bar's a chance yet, massa," cried Mozey, who had

suddenly conceived a splendid thought,
" dar's a chance

*et. All ob you lay hold on de creepin' vine, \m pull

am out from de tree. We chuck de dam' varmint back

into de water. Now, den, altogedder ! Pull like ura

debbil!"

As the negro spoke he caught hold of the eliaila by
which the serpent was making its spiral ascent, and now
exerted all his strength to detach it from the trunk of

the sapu9aya.

Trevanion, as well as the others, instantly understood

his design, and grasping the parasite with a simul-

taneous effort, attempted to detach it from the tree.

With a quick jerk the eliana came loose, and the

jararaca, shaken from its hold, was sent whirling and

writhing through the air, till it fell with a plunging noise

upon the water below.

Once more a triumphant cheer was sent up through
the branches of the sapu9aya; once more to be stifled

ere it had received the answer of its own echoes, for the

jararaca was again seen upon the surface, as before,

determinedly approaching the tree.

It was a spectacle to cause despair. There was some-

thing supernatural in the behaviour of the snake. It

was a monster not to be conquered by human strength,

nor circumvented by human cunning. Was there an^

use in continuing the attempt to subdue it?

Mozey, a fatalist, felt half disposed to submit to a

destiny that could not be averted, and even Tipperary
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Tom began to despair of the power of his prayers to

St. Patrick.

The ex-miner, however, as well acquainted with the

subterranean regions as with the upper earth, had no

superstition to hinder him from action ; and instead of

submitting to despair, he at once adopted the proper
course to be pursued.

Catching hold of the eliana that had already been

loosened from the trunk, and calling upon the others to

assist him, he tore the creeper entirely from the tree,

flinging its severed stem far out upon the water.

In a moment after the snake came up, intending to

climb into the tree, as it had often done before. It

would be difficult to describe its feelings on finding that

the ladder had been removed from its place, and that an

ascent of the smooth trunk of the sap^aya was no

longer possible, even to a tree-snake.

After swimming round and round, and trying the trunk

in a variety of places, the discomfited jararaca turned

away in apparent disgust, and launching out on the

bosom of the gapo, it swam off in the direction of the

thicket in the identical track that had been taken by
Richard and the Mundrucu !

CHAPTER XIX.

SERPENT FASCINATION.
IT was some time before Trevanion and his companiona
in misfortune could recover from the excitement caused

by their odd adventure. There was something even in

the recollection of it to inspire them with awe. They
began to believe that the strange tales told of the gapo
and its denizens had more than a substratum of truth in

them, for in the protracted and implacable hostility

shown by the snake, as well as the mysterious influence
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exerted over the bird, there was certainly something
that scarce seemed natural. Moreover, in the confused

fracas heard far off, the only sounds that had an earthly

intonation were the voices of their absent companions,
and these were not uttered in tones calculated to

tranquillize them.

Trevanion could not help reflecting on the singular

behaviour of the jararaca. That a reptile of such con-

temptible dimensions should exhibit so much cunning
and courage as to return to the attack after being re-

peatedly foiled, and by an enemy so far its superior in

strength and numbers, was a fact that, combined with

the hideous aspect of the creature, could not fail to

create an impression of an unpleasant kind some-

thing akin to horror.

And this very impression had been made not only
mi the mind of the ex-miner himself, but on those of all

around him. The very monkeys and birds must have

shared it; for, although all these creatures had been

seen in the presence of snakes before, they had never

been noticed to exhibit themselves in such a state of

trepidation and excitement. Long after the serpent had

been " chucked "
for the second time into the water,

the coaita kept up its terrified jibbering, the macaw
continued to scream, and the tiny ouistiti, having
returned to the protection of little liosa no longer to

be shared with its feathered rival sate trembling in

her lap, as if the dreaded reptile was still within dan-

gerous proximity. Under such circumstances it is

scarce to be wondered at that a feeling of awe should

have taken possession of all.

It was but temporarily entertained, however. Tre

?anion was a man of strong intellect trained and

cultivated both by experience and education ; and after

mor<5 rational review of the circumsfances, he becama
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convinced that there was nothing so very extraordinary

in what had transpired at least, nothing supernatural.

The jararaca, as he had heard, and as everybody

living on the Amazons can testify, is one of the most

venomous of serpents, if not the most venomous of

all. Even the birds and beasts are acquainted with

this common fact, and dread the reptile accord-

ingly, not through mere instinct, but from the actual

knowledge possessed by these creatures, and communi-

cated in some mysterious way to one another.

This would account for the wild terror exhibited in

the actions of those in the tree, a terror which, in the

case of the paroquet, had proved fatal.

It is true that there was a mystery about this, which

Trevauion could neither explain to his companions, nor

account for to himself. The power which the serpent

appeared to have obtained over the bird, controlling the

movements of the latter without any apparent action on

its own part, was beyond the comprehension of those

who witnessed the strange episode.

"Whether or not it be entitled to the name given it

fascination certainly it is a fact one that has been

repeatedly observed where not only birds, but quadru

peds have been the victims ; and not only by observers

of the ordinary class, but by men skilled in the know-

ledge of nature, who have been altogether at a loss to

account for it by natural causes.

This link in the chain of incidents that had trans-

pired, though mysterious, was not new, nor peculiar to

the situation in which the castaways were placed, It had

been known to occur in all countries and climes, and

therefore ceased to excite any weird influence on the

mind of Trevanion and his people.

For the other circumstance that had occurred, there

was an explanation still more natural. The jararaca,
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peculiarly an inhabitant of the gapo lands, had simply
been sunning itself upon the sapuaya. It may have

been prowling about in the water, when overtaken bf
the tornado ; and not wishing to be carried away from

its habitual haunt, had sought a temporary shelter in that

tree, to which unlucky chance had guided the galatea.

Its descending from the top branches had been due

to the behaviour of the birds. These, after having for a

time tantalized it, not only provoking its spite, but in all

jikelihood a hungry appetite, had temporarily suspended
their attack, returning down the tree along with Ralph
and the negro. It was in pursuit of them, therefore

the serpent had forsaken its original perch.
The commotion caused by its descent, but more

especially the sprinkling it had received, and the pre-

sence of the two human forms in the water below, had

influenced it to make halt in the fork of the tree
;
where

shortly after its natural prey again presented itself,

ending in an episode that to it was but an ordinary
occurrence of its every-day life.

The choking it had received in the hands of the

negro, along with the unexpected immersion, had caused

perhaps involuntarily the ejection of the half-swal-

lowed, morsel while it was under the water.

This being discoloured, it had lost sight of the bird,

and was returning to the sapu^aya, either in search of

the latter, or to re-occupy its resting-place.

It is well known that the jararaca has no fear of man,
but will attack him whenever he intrudes upon its

domain.

The Indians assert that it will even go out of its way
for this purpose: unlike the rattlesnake, and other

venomous reptiles, who rarely exert their dangerous

power, except in self-defence.

Whether this attestation of the Indians be time or
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fiot, it is certain that the jararaca has no fear of man ;

and therefore did the one in question re-ascend the

sapucaya, undismayed by the human enemies he saw in

the tree, one or more of whom might have become its

victims, but for the timely removal of the eliana ladder.

On a review of all these facts and fancies the equani-

mity of our adventurers became to some extent restored.

At all events, their minds were relieved from the feeling

of horror, springing from thoughts of the supernatural,
that for some time had held ascendancy over them.

The appetite of hunger again manifested itself, and

thirst as well ; though little Rosa and her preserver no

longer suffered from the latter.

in their short excursion, both had been repeatedly

submerged ; and had swallowed water enough to last

them for that day at least. Not the less, however, were

they in want of food; and Ralph once more climbed up
the tree to obtain it.

He soon possessed himself of half a dozen of the huge
nut capsules, that were chucked into the laps of those

below; and water being drawn up in one of the emptied

shells, a meal was made, which, if not "
hearty," satisfied

the appetites of all.

Nothing more could be done, but await the coming
back of their absent companions ; and with eyes fixed

intently, and for the most part anxiously, upon the dark

water, beneath the close-standing trees, did they look

out for the first ripple that might betoken their return.

CHAPTER XX.

THE W A T E R-A ft C A D E.

WE must leave for a time the castaways in the sapucaya
and follow the fortunes of the two who had been deputed
on the exploring expedition.
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On reaching the selvedge of the submerged forest,

the first thought of the swimmers was to clutch tha

nearest branch, and rest themselves by clinging to it.

They were no longer in doubt as to the character

of the scene that surrounded them. Both had been

provided by an experience that enabled them to corn,

prehend it.

" The gapo !

"
muttered Munday, as they glided in

under its shadows. " No diy land here, young master,"

he added, clutching hold of an eliana. " We may as well

look out for a roost and rest ourselves. Its full ten

fathoms deep : the Mundrucu can tell that by the sort

of trees rising over us."
" I didn't expect anything else," rejoined young

Trevanion, imitating his swimming companion by

taking hold of a branch, and climbing upon it.

" My only hope was that we might find some floating

timber to ferry the others across. Not that there's

much in it if we do. How we are to make our way
out of this mess is more than I can tell or you either,

Munday."
" A Mundrucu never despairs not even in the middle

of the gapo," was the proud reply of the Indian.

"You have hopes then? You think we shall find

timber enough for a raft that will carry us clear of the

inundation? "

"
No," answered the Indian. " Not much hope of

that. We have got too far from the channel of the big

river. We shall see no floating trees here not enough
to make a raft."

" What then has brought us here ? Did we not come

for the purpose of finding the timber for that object?
"

" Timber !

"
No," rejoined the Mundrucu ;

"
if that

was our errand, we might go back as we've come,

empty-handed. We shall float all the people over
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without that. Follow me, young master : we must go
farther into the gapo. Let old Munday show you how
to construct a raft without trees. He'll only make use

of their fruit,"

" Lead on !

"
cried the Paranese :

" I am ready to

assist you, though I haven't the slightest conception of

what you mean to do."
" You shall see presently, young master," rejoined

the Mundrucu, once more spreading himself for a swim.
" Come on, right after me ! If I'm not mistaken,

we'll soon find the materials to make a raft, or some-

thing that will answer equally as well for the present-
Come along then ! come"
The Mundrucu continued to mutter some more words ;

but the plunging noise made by his body as he launched

himself into the water, prevented Richard Trevauion

from hearing what was said.

The latter had no choice but to imitate the example
of his companion ; and, once more consigning himself

to the flood, he swam on in the wake of the Indian.

Through aisles dimmed with a twilight as of ap-

proaching night along arcades covered with foliage, so

luxuriant as to be scarce penetrable by the rays of a

tropic sun the two swimmers continued their course

the Indian in advance, the young Paranese following
close upon his heels.

To Richard Trevanion the Mundrucu was com-

paratively a stranger. He only knew him as a tapuyo

employed by his uncle in the management of the galatea.

He knew his tribe Ly fame a fame something more
than sinister. They were reputed to be the most blood-

thirsty of savages, who took delight not only in the

destruction of their enemies, but in keeping up the

ghastly souvenirs of their hostility by preserving the

heads !
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In the company of a Mundrucu, especially in such a

place swimming under the sombre shadows of a sub-

merged forest it can scarce be wondered at that the

youth felt suspicion, if not actual fear.

But Richard Trevanion was a boy of bold heart, and

bravely waited the denouement of that dismal journey.
The swim at length came to a determination, an-

nounced by an exclamation from the Indian, who,

pointing to a particular tree, cried out
44 Yondei yonder it is the very thing of which I

was in search. Hola! covered with sipos too another

thing we stand in need of cords and pitch both growing

together. The Great Spirit is kind to us, young
master."

" What is it ?" demanded Richnrd. " I see a great
tree loaded with sipos, as you say. But what of that ?

It is green and growing. The wood is full of sap, and
would scarce flout itself. You can't construct a raft out

of that; the sipos might serve well enough for ropes,
but the timber won't do, even if we had an axe to cut it

down."
" The Mundrucu needs no axe, nor yet timber, to

construct his raft. All he wants here is the sap of that

tree, and some of the sipos you see clinging to the

branches. The timber we shall find on the sapuc.aya,

after we go back there."

The sap ! for what purpose ?"
" Look at the tree, young master. Do you not know it?"

The Paranese,thus appealed to, turned his eyes towards

the tree, and commenced scanning it more carefully.

Festooned as it was by many kinds of climbing plants,

it was not easy to distinguish its foliage from that of

the parasites upheld by it. Enough of the leaves, how-

ever, appeared conspicuous to enable him to recognize
the tree, which chanced to be one of the best known, as
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well as the most valuable to the inhabitants, not only of

his native town, Para, but of all the Amazonian region.
"
Certainly," he replied to the question of the Mun-

drucu; "certainly, I see what sort of tree it is. It's

the seringa the tree from which they obtain caoutchouc.

But what do you want with it? You can't make a raft

out of india-rubber, can you?"
" You shall see, young master you shall see."

While this conversation was being carried on, the

Mundrucu had mounted up among the branches of the

seringa, and now called to his companion to come after

him.

The youth hastened to respond to the call, and having
clutched hold of an eliafia, he sprang high out of the

water, and soon found lodgment upon one of the lower

limbs.

CHAPTER XXI.

THE SYRINGE TREE.

THE tree into whose top the swimmers had ascended

was, as Pvichard had rightly stated, that from which

caoutchouc is obtained. It was the Siphonia elastica, of

the order Euphorbiaceae the india-rubber tree of the

Amazonian valley.

Not that the Siphonia is the only tree which pro-

duces the world-renowned substance, which has of late

years effected almost a revolution in many of the arts,

manufactures, and domestic economies of civilized life.

There are other trees, both in the old arid new world

numerous others most of them belonging to the famed

family of the figs which, to a greater or less degree,
afford the caoutchouc of commerce.

Of all, however, the india-rubber yielded by th<j
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Siphonia is the best, and commands the highest price

among dealers in the article.

The young Paranese had called it seringa, and this is

the name he had been accustomed to hear given to it.

Seringa is simply the Portuguese for syringe, and the

appellation has attached itself to the tree, because the

uses which the aborigines were first observed to make of

the elastic tubes of the caoutchouc, was that of squirts,

or syringes. It is even said that this was actually the

first purpose for which the Indians employed it ; the

idea being suggested to them by their observing the

natural tubes formed by the sap around twigs, as it

flowed spontaneously from the tree.

As syringes it is employed extensively to this day by
Brazilians of all classes, who construct the implement by

moulding the sap, while in its fluid state, into pear-

shaped bottles, and inserting a quill or piece of cane in

the long neck.

The mode of collecting the caoutchouc is of the

simplest kind, and is followed as a regular business by

many of the inhabitants of Amazonia, chiefly native

Indians, who dispose of it to the Portuguese or Bra-

zilian traders.

The time is in August, when the subsidence of the

annual inundation permits approach to the trees for

the seringa is one of those species that affect the low

flooded lands, though it is not altogether peculiar to the

gapo. It grows throughout the whole region of the

Amazon, wherever the soil is alluvial or marshy.
The " harvest

"
of india-rubber, if we may use the

term, continues throughout the dry months, during
which time very large quantities of the sap are col-

lected and carried down to the export market of Para.

As we have said, the process of obtaining, as also tha?

of preparing it, is simple in the extreme.
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A number of trees, growing within a prescribed circle,

are allotted to each individual of a family or collection

of families.

It is the business of each one of these, be it man,

woman, or boy, to attend to a set of trees individually

assigned to him ; and the routine of the day's duty is as

follows :

In the evening the trees are tapped that is, a gash
or incision is made in the bark, every evening in a fresh

place, and under each is carefully placed a little clay

cup, or the shell of an ampullaria, to catch the milky

sap that oozes forth from the wound.

After sunrise in the morning the "milkers" again

revisit the scene of operations, arid discharge all the

cups into a large vessel, which is carried to one common

receptacle.

By this time the sap, which is still of a white colour,

has come to be of the consistency of cream, and is then

ready for the process of moulding.

The collectors have already provided themselves with

moulds of many kinds, according to the shape they
wish the caoutchouc to assume such as shoes, round

balls, bottles with long necks, and the like.

These are dipped into the liquid, a thin stratum of

which adheres to them, to be made thicker by repeated

immersions, until the proper dimensions are obtained.

After the last coat has been laid on, lines and other

ornamental tracings are made upon the surface while

still in a soft state ; and the rich brown colour is ob-

tained by passing the articles repeatedly through a thick

black smoke, given out by a fire of palm-woodseveral
species of these trees being specially employed for thia

purpose.
As the moulds are usually solid substances, and the

eho.33, Vails, and bottles are cast <m t and not in them.
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it may be wondered how the latter can be " taken ott,
H

or the former "
got out."

King George would have been as badly puzzled about

this as he was in regard to the plums in his pudding.
The idea of the Amazonian aboriginal, though for

more ingenious, is equally easy of explanation. His

bottle-moulds are no better than balls of dried mud or

clay ; and so, too, the " lasts
"
upon which he fashions

his "india-rubber shoes." Half an hour's immersion in

water is sufficient to restore them to their original con-

dition of soft mud, when a little scraping and washing

completes the manufacture of the caoutchouc, and leaves

the commodity in readiness for the merchant and the

market.

The seringa is not a tree of very distinguished ap-

pearance, and, but for its valuable sap, might be passed
in the forest that is, a forest of Amazonia, where so

many magnificent trees meet the eye, without eliciting a

remark. Both in the colour of its bark and the outline

of its leaves it bears a considerable resemblance to the

European ash, only that it grows to a far greater size,

and with a stem that is branchless, often to the height of

thirty or forty feet above the ground.
The trunk of that to which the Mundrucu and his

companion had climbed was under water to that depth,

else they could not so easily have ascended its top.

It was growing in its favourite situation the gapo
its branches festooned, as we have said, with parasitical

plants of many different species, forming a complex
Ubyrinth of leaves, fruits, and flowers.
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CHAPTER XXII.

A BATTLE WITH BIRDS.

THE interruption caused to our narrative in describing

the seringa did not occur in the action itself not an

instant of it.

Scarce had the Paranese succeeded in establishing

himself on the tree when an exclamation from his com-

panion, higher up among the branches, caused him to

look aloft.

" Hola !

"
was the cry that came from the lips of the

Mundrucu, in a tone that betokened gratification.

"Whatisit,Munday?"
"
Something good to eat, master."

" I'm glad to hear it. I feel hungry enough, in all

conscience ; and these sapucaya nuts don't quite satisfy

me. I'd like a little fish or flesh-meat along with them."
"

It's neither," rejoined the Indian. "
Something as

good though," he added :
"

it's fowl."
" Fowl ! Of what sort, pray ?

' '

" Arara."
" Oh ! a macaw. But where is the bird ? You haven't

caught it yet?"
" Haven't I !

"
responded the Mundrucu, plunging his

arm, elbow deep, into a cavity in the tree trunk, and

dragging forth a half-fledged bird nearly as big as a

imV;ken.
" Ah ! a nest, and young ones! fat as butter, too ! All

right, Munday ! We must take them back with us-

Our friends in the sapu9aya will be as hungry as we
\

and no doubt right glad to see such an addition to their

Tardcr."
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Much of this speech could have been heard only by
the speaker himself; for, from the moment that the

Munclrucu had pulled the young macaw out of its nest,

the creature set up such a screaming and flapping of its

half-fledged wings as to fill with the sounds, not only

the tree-top, but the forest to a considerable distance

around.

The discordant stridulation was taken up and repeated

by a companion within the cavity; and then, to the

astonishment of those who were disturbing them, half a

score of similar shrieking voices were heard issuing from

different places higher up on the tree ; where it was

evident there were several other cavities, each containing

a nest full of young araras.

"A regular breeding place a macaw cot!" cried

Richard, laughing as he spoke.
" We'll get

'

squabs

enough to keep us all for a week."

The words had scarce passed his lips, when a loud

clangour reverberated in the air. It was a confused

mixture of noises a screeching and chattering that bore

some resemblance to human voices as if half a score of

Punches were quarrelling with an equal number ol

Judies, both parties scolding at the same time !

^The sounds, when first heard, were at some distance ;

but before twenty could have been counted, they were

uttered close to the ears of the Mundrucu, who was

highest up ; while the sun had become partially obscured

by the outspread wings of a score of great birds, hovering
in hurried flight around the top of the seringa.

There was no mystery about the matter. The new

comers were the parents of the young macaws the

owners of the nests that had been abroad in search ot

provender for their pets, whose piercing cries now
Bummoned them in all haste to their home.

As yet, neither the Indian nor his young companion
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had conceived any cause of alarm. Foolish, indeed, tc

be frightened by a flock of birds !

They were not allowed to indulge long in this comfort-

able equanimity; for, almost on the moment of their

arrival above the tree, the united parentage of araras

plunged down among the branches ; and with wings,

beaks, and talons, commenced an instant and simul-

taneous attack upon the intruders.

The Indian was the first to receive their onset. Made
in such united and irresistible manner, it had the effect

of causing him to let go the chick, which fell with a

plunge into the water below. In its descent it was

accompanied by half a dozen of the old birds its own

parents, perhaps, and their more immediate friends

and these now for the first time, espying a second

enemy farther down, directed their attack upon him.

The force of the assailants was thus divided; the

larger number continued their onslaught upon the

Indian, though the young Paranese at the same time

found his hands quite full enough in defending himself

considering that he carried nothing in the shape of a

weapon, and that his body, like that of his comrade, was

altogether unprotected by vestments.

The Mundrucu was armed with a short knife, which

he had brought along with him in his girdle ; but this

proved of very little use against his winged enemies ;

and, although he succeeded in striking down one or two

of them, it was done rather by a blow of the fist than by
the blade.

In less than ten seconds from the commencement of

the attack, both had received almost as many scratches

from the beaks and talons of the birds, that still con-

tinued the combat with a fury showing no signs of

relaxation or abatement.

As this became apparent to the young Paranese, he
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did not stay either to take the counsel, or imitate the

example, of his more sage companion; but hastily

bending down upon the limb, upon -which he had been

maintaining the unequal contest, he plunged headfore-

most into the water of the gapo. Of course a header

from such a height carried him under the surface.

His assailants for the moment missing him, flew back

into the tree-top; and united with the others in the

assault still directed against the Mundrucu.

The latter, who had by this time become rather sick

of the contest, perceiving the course taken by his young
comrade, and not being able to think of any better plan

than to follow his example, at once adopted the idea.

Hastily descending from the tree, he flung himself

into the water, and first diving below the surface, he

came up close alongside the Paranese who had mean-

while moved off to some distance.

For a time the two swam side by side, each leaving

behind him a tiny string of red : for the blood was

flowing freely from the scratches they had received in

the strange encounter.

CHAPTER XXI II.

A CONTEST WITH CUDGELS.

OUR discomfited adventurers did not swim far from the

seringa, as the birds did not follow them.

Satisfied at seeing the burglars fairly beyond the

boundaries of their common domicile, the joint tenants

of the tree returned to their nests, to ascertain what

amount of damage had been done.

In a short time the commotion had subsided, though
there was heard an occasional scream perhaps the wail

of the bereaved parents : for the helpless squab, after
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struggling awhile on the surface, had sunk suddenly out

of sight.

Our adventurers were in no danger, therefore, of

further molestation from their late assailants so long
as the latter should be left in quiet possession of the

seringa; and therefore there was no necessity for the

two swimmers to continue their retreat.

It was not this, however, that caused the Mundruca
to come to a stop, and look inquiringly around him.

Another intention had shaped itself in his mind, alto-

gether different from that of retreating in fact, the very

opposite : since, in the moment of making pause, he

expressed his determination to return to the tree.

" For what purpose ?
"
asked the Paranese, in some

surprise.
**

Partly the purpose for which we first climbed it,"

answered the Indian,
" and partly," added he, with an

angry roll of his almond-shaped eyes,
" to obtain

revenge. A Mundrucu, young master, is not to be bled

in this fashion even by birds without drawing blood

in return. I don't go out of this wood till I've killed

every arara old as well as young in that accursed

tree, or chased the last of them out of it."

" How do you mean to do it ?
"

" Follow me, and I'll show you."
As he spoke, the Indian turned his face towards the

thicket of tree- tops, forming one side of the water

arcade; and with a stroke or two, brought himself

within reach of some hanging parasites. Laying hold of

one of these, he climbed up directing Eichard to do

the same.

Once more they became ensconced among the topi of

what appeared to be a gigantic mimosa.

"It will do," muttered the Mundrucu, drawing his

knife, and commencing to cut a stout branch from the
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tree ; which, soon after, he converted into a cudgel ol

about two feet in length.

This he handed to his companion; and then selecting

a second branch of still stouter proportions, he fashioned

a similar club for himself.
**
Now, young master," said he, after having pruned

the sticks to his satisfaction,
'* we're both armed, and

ready to give battle to the araras with a better chance of

coming off victorious. Let us lose no time. We have

other work to occupy us ; and your friends will be

impatient for our return."

Saying this, he descended from the tree, once more

let himself down upon the water, and commenced

swimming back towards the seringa.

His protege made no protest; but followed instantly

after.

Tightly clutching their cudgels, both reascended the

seringa, and renewed the battle with the birds.

The contest was even more unequal than before ; but

this time the advantage was on the side of the intruders.

Striking with their clubs of heavy acacia wood, the

birds came down at every blow, until not an arara flut-

tered among the foliage. Most of them fell wounded

upon the water a few only, seeing certain destruction

before them, having taken their flight into the far

recesses of the flooded forest.

The Mundrucu, true to his promise, did not leave a

living bird upon the tree. One after another he hauled

the half-fledged chicks from their nests; one after

another twisted their necks ; and then tying their legs

together with a sipo, he separated the bunch into two

equally balanced parts, and straddled it over a limb of

the tree.

"
They can stay there till we come back for we shalf

soon be back : and now !

"
he exclaimed,, after this com-
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plete fulfilment of his promise,
"
let us accomplish the

purpose for which we are here !

"

As the young Paranese was still in the dark as to the

purpose specified, he made no answer, but in silence

sate watching the movements of his queer companion.
The Mundrucu, laying aside the club, that had made

such havoc among the macaws, once more drew the

knife from his girdle.

Selecting a spot on one of the larger limbs of the

seringa, he made an incision in the bark, from which

the milky juice immediately commenced flowing.

He did not intend that the precious sap should be

spilled. He had made provision against that in the

shape of a pair of huge monkey pots, taken from a

sapu9aya, while on the way, and which had been all the

while lying iri their place of deposit upon the network

of parasites.

One of these was now given to Richard, with a request
for him to hold it under the "

tap," while the Mundrucu

proceeded to make a second incision upon another large

limb of the seringa.

In a short while both the nutshells were filled with a

glutinous juice, that soon began to thicken and coagu-
late like rich cream.

The lids were restored to their places, and tied on

with sipos, and then a large quantity of this natural

cordage was collected, and made up into a portable

shape.

This being accomplished, the Mundrucu signified hig

intention of returning to the tree that contained the

castaways ; and after apportioning part of the spoil to be

carried by his companion, he once more committed

himself to the water, and commenced swimming back

the same way they had come.

The young Paranese, plunging in after him, swam
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close in his wake ; and in ten minutes' time they had

re-traversed the water-arcade, and saw before them the

bright sun gilding the gapo at its embouchure, just as it

might have appeared outside the mouth of a subterra-

nean cavern !

CHAPTER XXIV.
CHASED BY A JACARE.

A FEW more strokes would have carried the swimmers
clear of the water-arcade. Richard was already congra-

tulating himself on the prospect of escaping from the

gloomy shadow, and getting once more under the cheer-

ful sunlight, when all at once his companion was seen

to start, raise his head high above the surface, turn his

face, and gaze backward along the dark liquid way.
As he did so an exclamation escaped him, which

could only be interpreted as one of alarm.

So translating it, Richard also raised himself in the

water, and turned his glance rearward to discover the

cause.
" A monster !

"
cried the Mundrucu.

" A monster ! What sort ? Where ?
"

" Yonder just by the edge of the igaripe close to the

treeshis body half hid under the hanging branches."

The Faranese looked in the direction thus pointed
out.

" I see something like the trunk of a dead tree afloat

upon the water. A monster you say, Munday ? What
do you make it to be ?"

" The body of a big reptile ; big enough to swallow

us both. It's the jacare-uassu. I heard its plunge
Did you not hear it ?

"

" I heard nothing like a plunge* except that made bj
ourselves in swimming."
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*"r No matter ! There was such a noise but a moment

ago. See ! the monster is again in motion. He is

after us !

"

Blchard Trevanion did not need to be told this. The
dark body he had taken for the floating trunk of a tree

was now in motion, and evidently making direct for

himself and his companion. The waves undulating

horizontally behind it, proclaimed the strokes of its

strong tail, vertically flattened, by which it was rapidly

propelling itself through the water.
" The jacaru-uassu 1

"
once more exclaimed the Mun-

clrucu, signifying that the reptile advancing upon them
was the great alligator of the Amazon.

It was one of the largest size its body showing full

seven yards above the water's surface ; while its pro-

jecting jaws, occasionally opening in menace, or for

breath, appeared of sufficient gape to swallow either of

the swimmers at a single gulp.

It was idle for them to attempt escaping through the

water. In this element, at ease as both were, they
would have proved but clumsy competitors with a cay-

man ; especially one gifted with such strength and

natatory skill as evidently belonged to the huge reptile

that had started in pursuit of them. Such a swimming
match was not to be thought of; and neither enter-

tained the idea of making the attempt.
" We must take to the trees !

"
cried the Indian, as

soon as he became convinced that the alligator was after

them. " The Great Spirit is good to make them grow
so near," he added. "It's the only chance we have for

saving our lives. To the trees, young master to the

trees !

"

As he spoke, the Mundrucu faced towards the forest,

and with quick energetic strokes, glided under the hang-

ing branches.
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Far more nimbly than before did lie swim to the one
that was nearest him ; and with an equal show of activity
was he followed by his youthful companion.
Once lodged upon a limb they would be safe

;
and

upon one of the lowest they made their squat, and

awaited the approach of the jacare.

In about three shakes of a twig the huge saurian came

up, pausing as it approached the spot where its two

intended victims had ascended out of its reach.

It appeared something more than surprised in fact,

extremely astonished, and for some moments lay tran-

quil upon the surface, as if paralyzed by its disappoint-

ment.

This quietude, however, was of short duration ; for

soon after, like one conscious of having been "
tricked,"

it commenced quartering the water in short diagonal

lines, which every instant was lashed into foam by a

stroke of its powerful tail.

" Let us be grateful to the Great Spirit !

"
said the

Indian, looking down from his perch upon the tree.

"We may well thank Him for affording us a safe refuge

here. It's the jacare-uassu, as I said. The monster is

hungry, because it's the time of flood, and he can't get

his food so easily. The fish upon which he feeds are

scattered through the gapo, and he can only catch them

by a rare chance. Besides, he has tasted our blood.

Did you not see him snap at it as he came up the

ignripe? He is mad now, and won't be satisfied till lie

obtains a victim a man if he can ; for I can tell by his

looks he's a man-eater."
" A man-eater ! What mean you by that ?

*

"
Only, that this jacare has eaten men, or women, &s

likely."
" But how can you tell that?"
" I only guess it, young master. His bigness tells ma
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of his great age. He has lived long, and in his time

visited many places. But what makes me suspect him

to be a man-eater is the eagerness with which he made
towards us two, and the disappointment he shows at not

getting hold of us. Look at him now !

"

Certainly there was something peculiar both in the

appearance and movements of the jacare. Young
Trevanion had never seen such a monster before;

although alligators were plenteous around Para, and the

reptiles were no rare sight to him.

This one, however, was larger than any he had ever

seen more gaunt, or skeleton-like, in frame ; with a

more disgusting leer in its deep-sunken eyes, and

altogether more unearthly in its aspect.

The sight of the huge saurian went far to convince

him that there was some truth in the stories of which ho

had hitherto been sceptical. After all, the gapo might
contain creatures fairly entitled to the appellation of

"monsters."

CHAPTER XXV.

A SAURIAN DIGRESSION.

IT would be difficult to conceive a more hideous mon-
ster than that moving beneath the branches upon which

Piichard Trevanion and his Indian comrade had found

refuge. In fact, there is no form in nature scarce

even in the imagination more unpleasing to the eye
than that of the lizard, the serpent shape not excepted.
The sight of the latter may produce a disagreeable sen-

sation, something akin to fear, but its curving and grace-
Pal configuration, either when at rest or in motion,

combined with the smooth shining skin, often seen
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under brilliant colouring, and in pretty patterns, tendi

to counteract the disagreeable sensation, and hinder it

from approaching the confines of horror

With the saurian shape it is different. In it we be-

hold the type of the horrible, without anything to relieve

the unpleasant impression. The positive, though dis-

tant, resemblance to the human shape itself, instead of

making the creature more seemly, on
jy

intensifies the

feeling of aversion with which we behold it.

The most beautiful colouring of the skin, and the

gentlest habits, are alike inefficacious to remove this

feeling. You may look upon the tree-lizards, clothed in

a livery of the most vivid green, the Anolida in the

bright blue of the turquoise in lemon and orange you

may gaze on the chameleon when it assumes its most

brilliant hues
}
but not without an instinctive sense of

repugnance.

True, there are those who deny this who profess not

to feel it, and who can fondle such pets in their hands,

or permit them to play about their neck, and over their

bosom. This, however, is a state of mind due to habit

and long familiar acquaintance.

The normal condition is that of instinctive repulsion.

Since it is so with the lesser species of the lizard

tribe, even with those of brilliant hues and harmless

habits, what must it be with these huge saurians, that

constitute the family of the Crocodilida, all of which, in

form, colour, habits, and character, approach the very-

extreme of hideousness.

Of these gigantic reptiles there is a far greater variety

of species than is generally believed, greater than is

known even to naturalists : until lately some three or

four distinct kinds, inhabiting Asia, Africa, and America,

were all that were supposed to exist.

Becent exploration reveals a very different state of
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things, and has added many new members to the family

of the Crocodilida. It would be safe to hazard a con-

jecture that, when the world of nature becomes better

known, the number of species of these "
ugly

"
amphibia,

under the various names of gavials, crocodiles, caimans,

and alligators all brothers or first cousins of the same

kith will foot up to a couple of score. It is the very

close resemblance in appearance and general habits that

has hitherto hindered the different kinds from being

distinguished.

Their species are many ; and if you follow the natural-

ists of the anatomic school, so, too, are their genera ;

for it pleases these sapient theorists to found a genus on

almost every species, thus con-founding and rendering

more difficult the science it should be their design to

simplify. In the case of the Crocod'dida such subdivi-

sion is absolutely absurd, and a single genus certainly

two at the most would suffice for all purposes, practical

or theoretical.

The habits of the whole family gavials and alligators,

crocodiles, caimans, and jacares are so much alike, that

it seems a cruelty to separate them.

It is true the different species attain to very different

sizes. Some, as the curua, are scarce two feet in length ;

while the big brothers of the family, among the gavials,

crocodiles, and alligators, often grow ten times toilet

than this.

It is impossible to say how many species of Croco-

dilida inhabit the waters of the South American conti-

nent. There are three in the Amazon alone ; but it is

quite possible that, in some of its more remote tributa-

ries, there exist other distinct species : since the three

above mentioned do not all dwell in the same portion ol

this extensive water-system.
The Amazonian Indians speak of many more species,
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and believe in their existence. No doubt the Indians

9."e right.

In the other systems of South American waters as

those of the La Plata, the Orinoco, and the Magdalena

species exist that are not known to the Amazon. Even
in the isolated water deposit of Lake Valencia, II um-

boldt discovered a species called bava a curious little

crocodile not noted elsewhere.

The three Amazonian reptiles, though having a strong

resemblance in general aspect, are quite distinct as

regards the species.

In the curious and useful dialect of that region, under-

stood alike by Indians and Portuguese, they are called

jacares; though they are specifically distinguished as

the jacare-uassu, the jacare-tinga, and the jacare-curua.

Of the first-mentioned kind was that which had pur-

sued the two swimmers up the igaripe, and compelled
them to seek shelter upon a tree.

It was one of the largest individuals of its species:

full twenty-five feet from the nob of its osseous snout to

the tip of its serrated tail !

No wonder they had made all haste to get out of its

way!

CHAPTER XXVI.

THE JACARE LAYS SIEGE.

FOR a time the pair of explorers were without much

apprehension or even care. They knew they were be-

yond the reach of the reptile ; and so long as they stuck

to their perch they were in no danger. Had it been a

jaguar, instead of a jacare, it would have been a different

matter ; but the amphibious saurian could not crawl up
the trunk, nor yet ascend by the hanging limbs or

ehafias.
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Their only feeling was that of chagrin at being

stopped on their way back to their companions in the

sapu^aya, knowing, as they did, that these would be

impatiently expecting their return.

They could have shouted and made themselves heard;

but not with sufficient distinctness to be understood.

The matted tree-tops intervening would have prevented

this. They thought it better to remain silent, lest their

shouts might cause alarm.

They hoped that the alligator might soon glide back

again to the haunt from which it had sallied forth, and

leave them at liberty to continue their journey.

In this hope the Mundrucu was by no means san-

guine. There was something in the behaviour of the

reptile he did not like, especially when he saw it quar-

tering the water, as if in search of the swimmers who

nad disappeared so mysteriously.
"
Surely, it won't lie in wait for us ?

" was the first

question put by his companion.
" You don't think it

will, do you?"
" I do, young master, I do. That is just what

troubles me. It may keep us here for hours perhaps
till the sun goes down."

" That would be anything but pleasant perhaps
more unpleasant to those who are waiting for us than to

ourselves. What can we do ?
"

"
Nothing at present , We must have patience,

master."
" For my part I shall try," replied the Paranese, "but

it's very provoking to lx> besieged in this fashion

separated by only a few hundred yards from one's

friends, and yet unable to rejoin or communicate with

them. The deuce take the jacare !

"

" Ah ! I wish the '

Curupiira
' had it in his keeping

I fear the brute is going to prove troublesome. 1 can
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read evil in its eye. Look ! it has come to a stand. It

sees us ! No knowing now when it may grow tired of

our company."
" But has it sense enough for that?"
" Sense ! ha ! cunning, master may call it, when ha

talks of the jacare. Surely, young senhor, you know

that you who are a Paranese born and bred ? You
must know that these reptiles will lie in wait beside a

bathing-place for whole weeks together, watching for a

victim some helpless girl, or even a grown man who
has been drinking too much cashuca. Ha, yes !

many's the man the jacare has closed his deadly jaws

upon."
"
Well, I hope this one will not do so with us. We

mustn't give it the opportunity."
" Not if we can help it," rejoined the Indian. " But

we must be quiet, young master, if we expect to get out

of this fix in any reasonable time. The rascal has sharp

ears, small though they look. He can hear every word
we are saying; ay, and, if one were to judge by the

leer in his ugly eye, he can understand us."
" At all events he appears to be listening !

"

The conversation was now discontinued, or only kept

up by an occasional whisper. Neither was there any

exchange of ideas by gesture, if we except the move-
ments of the eyes or facial muscles.

Both saw that the leering look of the reptile was fixer*

continuously upon them.

An hour passed in this unsatisfactory fashion, and tha

greater part of a second. It was more than tantalizing
ko be thus imprisoned. It began to be irksome.

Another hour passed. The sun had crossed tha

meridian line, and was declining westward. Still the

jacare hatf not stirred from the spot.
It lay like a log upon the waterits lurid eye
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proclaiming it to be an animated creature. For more
than an hour it had made no visible movement.
The situation had become insupportable. It could be

borne no longer. Upon this point both Indian and

white were agreed.

"But >hat can we do?" asked the latter, despair

" We must try to travel through the tree-tops, and get
to the other side. If we can steal out of its sight and

hearing it may be all well. The Mundrucu is angry with

himself for not thinking of this before. He was fool

enough to hope the jacare would get tired first. He
might have known better, since the beast has tasted

blood. That or hunger makes it such a staunch senti-

nel. Come young master," added he, rising from his

seat and laying hold o* u branch,
" we must make a

journey through the tree-tops. Not a word not a

broken bough, if you can help it. Keep close after me ;

watch what I do, and do you exactly the same."
" All right, Munday," muttered the Paranese ;

" lead

on, old boy ! I'll do my best to keep up with you."
And with these words commenced the march among

the tree-tops.

CHAPTER XXVII.

AN AQUA-ARBOREAL JOURNEY.

IT may appear strange, incredible, absurd, that such a

iourney, for however short a distance, should have been

attempted by human beings. No doubt to many it will

appear so, and will be set down as ludicrously impro-
bable.

Twenty minutes spent under the shadowy gloom of a

South American forest would strip the idea of travelling

among the tree-tops of a great part of its improbability.
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In many places such a feat is not only possible, but

comparatively easy of accomplishment; perhaps not so

"
easy as falling off a log," but almost as much so as

climbing on to one.

In the great Montana of the Amazon there are

stretches of forest of large extent, where the trees are so

matted and interlaced as to form one continuous arbour,

where scarce can be found a tree standing alone, so far

ns its top is concerned; but each united to its immediate

neighbours by a net (natural stays and cables), to which

the maze of ropes that constitute the rigging of a ship is

but an open network in comparison.
In the midst of this magnificent luxuriance of vege-

table life there are birds and beasts insects as well

that never set foot upon the surface of the earth ; birds

in a vast variety of genera and species ; beasts (I mean

quadrupeds) of many different kinds; insects of count-

leas orders ; quadrumana that never touch terra firma with

any of their four hands ; and, I had almost added, men.

Some of these, too, if not exclusively confining them-

selves to the tops of these submerged trees, make them

their habitual place of abode.

It was no great feat, then, for the Indian and hid

acolyte to take a short excursion across the spray of the

inundated forest
;
since this is the very timber that is so

tied together. There was even less of danger than in a

tract of woods growing upon the high lands or campos.
A fall into the gapo could only entail a ducking, with a

temporary interruption of the journey, to be resumed by
a climb to some slanting bough, or a "swarin" up one ot

the hanging elianas.

Armed with this knowledge, the Mundrucu commenced
ttie journey without fear. He expressed a wonder at

not having thought of it sooner, as a means of "
raising

the siege," so persistently protracted by the jacare.
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It did not follow thai their progress should be either

rapid, or made in a direct line. That would depend

upon the character of the trees and their parasites,

whether the former grew close together, and whether the

latter were numerous and luxuriant, or scant and slight

of growth. *>

To all appearance, Nature, in that spot, had heen mu-

nificent, and had poured forth her vegetable treasures

with a profuse and unsparing hand.

The Indian, on glancing through the branches, be-

lieved there would be no great difficulty in getting to the

other side of the timber that separated them from the

open water : no more than might be found in traversing

a thicket of similar extent.

With this confidence he set forth, followed by his less

experienced companion.
Both began and continued their monkey-like march in

the most profound silence as had been counselled by
the Mundrucu, before starting.

They knew that it was quite possible, and very easy,

for the alligator to bear them company ; for although

they were forced to make way through an almost im-

pervious thicket, down on the water surface it was alto-

gether different. There there was nothing to impede the

progress of the saurian, huge as it was, except the trunks

of the trees, easily avoidable.

To tell the truth, it was a toilsome march, and both

the travellers were weary of it, long before coming within

sight of the open water. Often were they compelled to

carry their own weight on the strength of their arms, by

hoisting themselves from tree to tree. Many a detouf

had they to make ; sometimes on account of the impene-
trable net-work of creepers, and sometimes from the

occurrence of open spaces of water, that, like pools,
interfered with the line of their route.
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The distance to be traversed was not over hvo hun*

dred yards. At starting they knew not how far ; but it

proved about this measure. If they had made their

calculation according to time, they might have estimated

it at half a score of miles.

They were a good hour and three-quarters on the

journey ; but the delay, with all its kindred regrets, was

forgotten, when they at length saw the open water before

them ; and, soon after, found themselves on the selvedge
of the submerged forest.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

A TIMELY WARNING.

ON arriving at this point, our explorers, homeward
bound, saw something to cheer them something beside

the bright sun and shining water of the gapo. It was
the sapugaya still bearing its stupendous fruit the

friends they had left behind them.

The Parenese appeared to be counting them, as if to

make sure that all were still upon the tree. Perhaps he
Was only intent on the discovery of one ; or, having dis-

covered, was feeding his eyes upon her slender, tiny form

graceful even in the distance.

He would have shouted, to apprize them of his own

safety arid that of his companion, had not a sign from the

latter, accompanied by a few muttered words, admonished

him to hold his tongue.

"Why not, Munday?"
" Not a word, young master. We are not yet out of

the woods : the jacare may hear us."
" We left it far behind in the igarape."
'* Ah ! true. Who knows where it may be now ? Not

the Mundrucu. The monster may have followed us.

Who knows ? It may be, at this moment, within twenty
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yards of cur resting place waiting for us to go back in

the water."

As lie spoke, the Indian looked anxiously behind him

Richard imitating his example.
Neither could discover any cause of disquietude. All

was silent under the shadow of the trees. Not even a

ripple could be seen upon the sombre surface of the

water.
" I think we've given it the slip!

" remarked Richard;

"what's your opinion, old boy?"
" It looks so,"responded the Indian. " The Mundrucu

hears no sound, sees no sign. The jacare should still

be in the igarape."

"Why should we delay any longer? Several hours

have elapsed since we left the sapu^-nya Uncle, and

everybody else, will be out of all patience. They will be

distracted with sheer anxiety. They look as if they were.

Though we have a good view of them, I don't suppose

they see us. If they did they would be hailing us

that's certain. Let us take to the water, and rejoin

them!"
The Mundrucu, after looking once more rearwards,

and listening for half a score of seconds, replied,
** I

think we may venture."

This was the cue for young Trevanion ; and, lowering
himself from the limb on which he was supported, the

two, almost at the same instant, committed themselves

to the flood.

Scarce had they touched the water, when their ears

were assailed by a shout that came pealing across the

gapo.
It neither startled nor surprised them, for they could

not fail to comprehend its meaning. It was a cheer sent

forth from the sapuc.aya, announcing their reappearance
before the eyes of their anxious friends.
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Stimulated by the joyous shout, the two swimmcrf
struck boldly out into the open inundation.

Richard no longer thought of looking behind him. In
a hasty glance directed toward the sapugaya as he rose

after his first plunge into the water he had seen some-

thing to lure him on, at the same time absorbing all his

reflections. He had seen a young girl who stood erect

within the fork of the tree, throwing up her arms as il

actuated by some sudden transport of joy. What could

have caused it what but the sight of himself?

The mind of the Mundrucu was very differently em-

ployed. His thoughts were retrospective, not prospective

So, too, were his glances. Instead of looking forward to

inquire what was going on among the branches of the

sapi^aya, he carried his chin upon his shoulder he was

absolutely without beard keeping his eyes and ears

keenly intent to any sight or sound from behind that

might appear suspicious. His caution, as was soon

afterwards shown, was neither unnatural nor superfluous ;

oor yet the counsel given to his companion : to swim as

if some swift and terrible pursuer was after him ; for

although the Indian spoke from mere conjecture, his

words were but too full of wisdom.

The swimmers had traversed about half the space of

open water that lay between the solitary tree and the

submerged forest. The Indian had purposely permitted
himself to fall into the wake of his younger companion,
in order that his backward view might be unobstructed.

For a time no jacare showed itself behind him no

enemy of any kind and in proportion as his confidence

increased, he relaxed his vigilance. It seemed certain

that the alligator had given up the chase. It couldn't

have marked their movements among the tree-tops, and
in .all likelihood it was still keeping guard near the

opening of the igarape.
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Too happy to arrive at this conclusion, the Indian

ceased to think of being pursued; and after making an

effort, overtook the young Paranese, the two from that

time continuing to swim abreast.

As there no longer appeared any reason for extraordi-

nary speed, the brace of swimmers simultaneously sus-

pended the violent exertions they had been hitherto

making ; and, with relaxed stroke, kept on towards the

sapi^aya.
It was fortunate for both that other eyes than their

own were turned upon that stretch of open water. Had
it not been so, the silent swimmer far swifter than they

coming rapidly up in their rear, must have overtaken

them long before reaching the tree.

The shout sent forth from the sapu9aya, in which every

\oice bore a part, warned them of some dreadful and

impending danger. But for their late experience, they

might not have known on which side to look for it, but,

guided by this, they instinctively glanced back.

The jacare was close behind them, coming on as fast

as its powerful tail, rapidly oscillating from side to side,

could propel it !

It was fortunate for the two swimmers they had heard

that warning cry in time. A score of seconds made all

the difference in their favour all the difference between

life and death !

It was their destiny to live at all events it was not

destined they should die at that particular moment, nor

by the jaws of a jacare.

Before the ugly reptile, making all the speed in its

power, could come up with them, assisted by willing

hands, they had climbed beyond its reach, and couit

look upon it without fear from the branches of th*
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CHAPTER XXIX

IMPROVISED SWIMMING BELTS.

THE huge saurian swam on to the tree, to the very spot

where Richard and the Mundrucu had climbed up, at the

forking of the stem.

On perceiving that its prey had for the second time

escaped, its fury seemed to break beyond bounds. It

lashed the water with its tail, closed its jaws with a loud

clattering, and gave utterance to a series of sounds that

could only be compared to a cross between the bellowing
of a bull and the grunting of a hog.

Out in the open light of the sun, and swimming con-

spicuously upon the surface of the water, a good view of

the reptile could now be obtained ;
but this did not

improve the opinion already formed of it by Richard

Trevanion. On the contrary, it locked, if possible,

uglier than when seen in shadow ; for in the light the

fixed leer of its lurid eye, and the ghastly blood-coloured

lining of the jaws at intervals opened, and showing a

triple row of terrible teeth were more conspicuously

disgusting.

Its immense bulk made it still more formidable to

look upon. Its body was full eight yards in length, and

of proportionate thickness measuring around the

middle not less than a fathom and a half; while the

lezenge-like protuberances along its spine rose in pointed

pyramids to the height of several inches.

No wonder that little Rosa gave utterance to a shriek

of terror on first beholding it ; no wonder that young
Ralph, who was not deficient in courage, trembled at the

Bight. Even Trevanion himself, with the negro and
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Tipperary Tom, regarded the reptile with feelings of

fear.

It was some time before those in the treo hecame as-

sured that it could not crawl up to them. It seemed

for a time as if it meant doing so, striking its bony
snout against the bark, and endeavouring to embrace

the trunk with its short, human-like arms.

This, however, was a feat beyond its abilities as the

Mundrucu informed his companions, while assuring them

of their safety; though the jaearo itself did not seem to

think so, until it had made several efforts to ascend.

Then, apparently becoming satisfied that the thing was

not to be done, the reptile reluctantly gave up the at-

tempt, and retreating a short distance, commenced

swimming in irregular circles around the tree all the

while keeping its eye
" cocked "

upon the spectators.

After a time, the latter ceased to regard the movements

of the monster ; and only turned their eyes upon it at

intervals, when some new manoeuvre on its part attracted

their attention. There was no immediate danger to be

dreaded from its presence ; and although its proximity
was anything but pleasant, there were other thoughts

equally disagreeable, and of far more importancerto

occupy their time and attention.

They could not remain all their lives in the sapucaya;
and although they knew not what fortune awaited them
in the forest beyond, they were all anxious to go there.

Whether it was altogether a flooded forest, or whether

there might not be some dry land in it, no one could

tea. In the Mundrucu's opinion it was the former; and
in tlie face of this belief, there was not much hope of

their finding a foot of terra firma the name given by
Amazonian navigators to tracts of dry land bordering

upon the gap->, or occasionally occurring within its

limits.
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In any case the forest must be reached; and all were

anxious to quit their quarters on the sap^aya, under the

belief that they should find others more comfortable.

At all events a change could not well be for the worse.

Munday had promised them the means of transport;

but how this was to be provided none of them as yet

knew. The time, however, arrived for him to " declare

his intentions," and this he proceeded to do ; not in

words, but by deeds, that soon made manifest his

design.

It will be remembered that after murdering the

macaws, he had tapped the seringa, and drawn two cup-
fuls of the sap that he had bottled it up in the pots,

carefully closing the lids against leakage.

It will also be remembered that he had provided him-

self with a quantity of creepers, which he had folded

into a portable bundle. These were of a peculiar sort

the true sipos of the South American forest, which

served for all purposes of cordage ropes, in short,

ready made by the hand of Nature.

On parting from the seringa he had brought these

articles along with him his companion carryingashare

of the load. Though chased by the jacare, and close

run at that, neither had abandoned the bundle tied,

by sipos around his neck ;
and both the bottled

caoutchouc, and the cordage, were now safe in Munday 's

keeping.
What they were intended for no one could guess,

until it pleased the Indian to reveal his secret ; and this

he at length did, by collecting a large number of nuts

from the sapucaya Ralph and Ilichard acting as his

aids emptying them of their three-cornered kernels,

restoring the lids, and then making them waterproof by
a coating of the caoutchouc.

Still his purpose was not fully comprehended, except
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)>y the young Paranese. to whom he had already given
a hint of it.

But shortly after, all became acquainted with the

design : when they saw him bind the hollow shells into

bunches three or four in each together by sipos ;
and

then tie them with a stronger piece of the same parasite,

attach the bunches two and two together, leaving about

three feet of the twisted strands between.
"
Swimming belts !" cried Ralph, now for the first

time comprehending the scheme.

Ralph was right. 1 hat was just what the Mundrucu
had manufactured a set of swimming belts!

CHAPTER XXX.

BLOCKADED.

THERE were five ill all; for although Mozey might swim
A hundred yards or so, he could never make good the

crossing the distance to the submerged forest being
four hundred yards at least.

There were seven individuals in the sapu^aya; but, of

course, two of them needed no buoy to bear them up.
The macaw might travel through the air; the ouistiti

could be carried on somebody's shoulders ; and as for

the great coaita, no one appeared to care what became

of it. As, notwithstanding its four hands, it could not

swim a stroke it might stay in the sapu9aya, or drown

itself in the gapo. It had no special owner ; though it

had from time to time exhibited a partiality for Tip-

perary Tom, slightly reciprocated. But just then the

Irishman was too much occupied with his own affairs to

trouble himself about a favourite so inconvenient as was

at that moment the spider-monkey.
It was not their intention to start immediately after

the swiiinrng Velts had been put together. They were
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finished as far as concerned their fabrication; but not

quite ready for use. It was necessaiy to wait awhile till

the caoutchouc should become thoroughly dry, so as to

make sure against the risk of their "
bilging."

Another hour was passed in waiting, and then the

belts were pronounced seaworthy.
As there was no packing of luggage, nor any other

preparation to be made, it might seem as if they had

nothing to do but to attach the swimming apparatus to

their waists, and tcke boldly to the water.

This would have been the identical course pursued,
but for an obstacle that had scarce for one moment been

out of their thoughts; and that was now before their eyes
as conspicuously as ever the jacare.

The reptile was still were it had been left, under the

tree. There it had stood all the time, either lying on

the water like a log, or slowly moving in circles around

the trunk its eye still set in that same cunning
"
cock,''

as if it understood everything that was going on, as well

as the ultimate intention. So knowing did the creature

look, that one could have fancied it gifted with super-

natural intelligence able to tell why those monkey,

pots were being strung together.

At all events it seemed to have set its mind upon

frustrating the design ; for neither in its looks, nor by
its gestures, did it show sign of any intention to raise

the siege it had established.

To take to the water so vigorously, while thus watched

by the huge amphibious saurian, would have been to

drop into the teeth of certain destruction. No one

thought of making the attempt.
There was no alternative but to remain in the tree,

until the reptile should either become tired of its tour

of guard, or be drawn off by the sight of some other

prey which it was hoped might appear to attract him.
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Mozey made en ingenious suggestion : that the

larger of the monkeys the coaita should be " chucked
'*

into the water; and while the jacare should be occupied
in devouring it, they might get past, and gain sufficient

start to enable them to reach the timber in safety.

The Indian replied to the proposition with a scornful

laugh ; at the same time having the politeness to explain
himself. The jacare could take the coaita into its capa-
cious stomach at a single gulp ; and would be ready to

bolt two or three of themselves before they could get a

half-cable's length from the tree. Swallowing the mon

key would only whet the monster's appetite, which would

be ten times keener after tasting fresh blood. To sacri-

fice the poor coaita would serve no purpose worse ; it

might induce the jacare to prolong the siege I The

thing was not to be thought of.

So counselled the tapuyo.

CHAPTER XXXI.

ALLIGATOR LOBE.
FOB another hour the castaways remained in the tree,

chafing with impatience and chagrin. But there was no

help for it ; and they were compelled to smother their

impatience, and stifle their chagrin, as they best might.
Both would have been more difficult to endure but for

a conversation carried on with a view of enabling them
to pass the time. The subject was appropriate to the

occasion : for it was the alligator itself, or rather about

alligators in general.
>* Most of the questions were put by Trevanion ; while

%he answers were given by the Mundrucu, whose me-

mory, from age and experience, had become a compre-
hensive cyclopa3dia of alligator lore.

The Indian, according to his own account, was ac-
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quainted with five or six different kinds of jacare. They
were not all found in one place, though he knew parts

of the country where two or three kinds might he met

with in the same waters. For instance, thejacare-uassfc,

or "
great alligator" the same as was then hesieging

them, and which is sometimes called the "black "jacare

might often be seen in the same pool with the jacare-

tinga, or "little alligator."

Little jacare was not an appropriate name for this last-

mentioned species. It was four feet long when full

grown; and he knew another kind, the jacare-curua,

that never reached above two.

These last frequented small creeks, and were less

known than the others, as it was only in certain places

they were met with.

Jacarcs were in greatest plenty in the dry season. He
did not suppose they were more numerous then, only
that they were collected together in the permanent lakes

and pools. Besides, the rivers were at that time lower;
and as there was less surface for them to spread over,

they were more subject to be seen. As soon as the
" echente

"
commenced, the jacares forsook the channels

of the rivers, and also the standing lakes, and wandered

all over the gapo. As there was then thousands of

times the quantity of water, of course the creatures were

more scattered and less likely to be encountered.

In the " vasante
" he had seen half dried lakes swarm-

ing with jacares as many as there would be tadpoles in

a frog-pond. At such times he had seen them crowded

together, and had heard their scales rattling as they

jostled one another, at the distance of half a mile or

more !
**

In the countries on the lower part of the Solimoes

where some of the inland lakes go dry during the
* vasante" many jacares at that season bury them-
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elves in the mud and go to sleep. They remain asleep,

encased in dry solid earth, till the flood onco more

softens the mud around them, when tbey come out again

as ugly as ever.

The Indian didn't think that they followed this fashion

everywhere only where the lakes in which they chanced

to be became dry, and they found their retreat k> the

river cut entirely off.

They made their nest on dry land, covering the eggs
over with a great conical pile of rotten leaves and mud.

The eggs of the jacare-uassu were as large as cocoa-

nuts, and of an oval shape. They had a thick rough
shell, which made a loud noise when rubbed against any
hard substance. If the female was anywhere near the

nest, and you wished to find her, you had only to rub

two of the eggs together.
" She come waddling towards

you, the moment she hears that noise."

They fed mostly on fish ; hut that was because fish

was plentiest, and most readily obtained. They would

eat flesh or fowl almost anything that came in their

way. Fling them a bone and they would swallow it at a

gulp seizing it in their great jaws before it could reach

the water just as a dog would do. If a morsel get into

their mouth that would not slip readily down, they
would toss it out and catch it while in the air, so as to

grab it between their jaws in a more convenient

manner,

Sometimes they had terrific combats with the jaguars;

but these animals were wary about attacking the larger

jacares, and only preyed upon the young of these, or

the jacare-tingas.

They themselves made war on every creature they
could catch, and above all on the young turtles, thou

rands of which were every year devoured by them.

They even devoured their own children that is, the
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males did, whenever the " mai
"
(mother) was not neat

to protect them.

They had an especial preference for dogs that is, to

eat them and if they should hear a dog harking in tho

forest they would go a long way overland to lay hold of

him.

They lie in wait for fish, sometimes hiding themselves

in the weeds and grass till the latter come near. They
seize them, if convenient, between their jaws ; or some-

times kill them with a stroke of the tail, making a great

commotion in the water.

The fish get confused with fright, and do not know

which way to swim out of reach of the reptile.

Along with their other food they eat stones for he

had often found the stones in their stomach. The In-

dian said this was done that the weight might enable

them to go under water more easily !

The capifaras were large animals that furnished many
A meal to the jacares. Although these quadrupeds
could swim very fast, they were no match for the alliga-

tors, which can make way with rapidity against the

strongest current. If they could only turn quickly they
would be far more dangerous then they are; but their

necks were stiff, and it took them a long while to get

round. This was to the advantage of their enemies.

Sometimes they made journeys upon terra firma.

Generally they travelled very slow ; but they could go
much faster when attacked, or pursuing their prey.

Their tail was to be especially dreaded. With a blow

of this they could knock the breath out of a man's body
er break his shin-bone.

They liked to bask in the sun, lying along the sand-

banks by the edge of the river, several of them together,

with their tails laid one over the other. They would

remain motionless for hours, as if asleep, but all the
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while with their mouths wide open. Some said that

they did this to entrap the flies and insects that alighted

upon their tongue and palate ; but he (the Mundrucu)
did not believe it, because no quantity of flies would fill

the stomach of the great jacare.

While lying thus or at rest upon the water birds

often perched upon their backs and heads cranes,

ibises, and othee? kinds. The birds even walked about

over their bodies without seeming to disturb them ! In

that way the jacares could not get at them if they
/ished ever so much.

There were some jacares more to be dreaded than

others. There were the man-eaters, those that had once

tasted human flesh. There were many of them, too

many, since not a year passed without several people

falling victims to the voracity of these reptiles. People
were used to seeing them every day, and grew careless.

The jacares lay in wait in the bathing-places, close to

villages and houses, and stole upon the bathers who
ventured far from the beach. Women going to fetch

water, and children, were especially subject to their

attacks. He had known a man who had gone into the

water in a state of intoxication, killed and devoured by a

jacare, with scores of people looking helplessly on, not

twenty yards from the monster.

When an event of this kind happened, the people
armed themselves en masse, got into their montarios

(canoes), gave chase, and usually killed the reptile. At

other times it was left unmolested for months, and

allowed to lie in wait for a victim.

The brute was "
muy ladino

"
(very cunning).

That was evident enough to Munday's listeners. They
had only to look down into the water and watch the

movements of the monster below them, *

Notwithstanding its ferocity, it was at the bottom a
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great coward ; but it knew well when it was master of

the situation.

The one under the sap^aya believed itself to be in

that position. It might be mistaken. If it did not very

loon take its departure, he, the Mundrucu, would make
a trial of its courage, and then would be seen who was

the real master.

Big as it was, it would not be so difficult to subdue"
for one who kii^w how. The jacare was not easily killed ;

for it would not die outright till it was cut to pieces.

But it could be rendered harmless. Neither bullet

nor arrow could penetrate its body ; but there were

places where its life could be reached the throat, the

eyes, and the hollow places just behind the eyes, in

front of the fore arms.

If stabbed in any of these tender places it must go
under. He knew a plan better than that : and if the

brute did not soon raise the siege he would put this

plan in practice.

He was getting to be an old man. Twenty summers

ago he would not have put up with such insolence from an

alligator. He was not decrepid yet. If the jacare con-

sulted its own safety, it would do well to take itself away.

CHAPTER XXXII.

A RIDE UPON A REPTILE.

AFTER thus concluding his long lecture upon alligator
lore drawn from him by a series of interrogatories put

by his companions the Indian appeared to become rest-

less upon his perch at short intervals fidgeting from
side to side.

It was plain to all that the presence of the jacare wai

provoking him to a state of excitement, Sast culminating
to the highest pitch.
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As another hour passed, and the reptile showed no

signs of an intention to retire, the Indian's excitement

assumed the character ofanger soon growing so intense

as to be no longer endurable without seeking to relieve

itse'f in action.

fc> ich appeared to be the thought of the Mundracu
him self : for just then he was seen hastily uprising to an

erect attitude, and flinging aside the impedimenta of impro-
vised swimming belts, hitherto hanging over his arm.

Everything was dispensed with excepting his knife ,

and this, drawn from his tanga, was now taken tightly
in his grasp.

" What mean you, Munday ?
"

inquired Trevanion,

observing, not without some anxiety, the actions of the

Indian. <{

Surely you are not going to attack the

monster? With such a poor weapon you would have

no chance even supposing you could get within

striking distance, before being swallowed up. Don't

think of such a tiling!
"

"Not with this weapon, patron," replied the Indian,

holding up the knife ;

"
though with it, the Mundnicu

would not fear to fight the jacare, and kill it too. But

then the brute would go to the bottom of the gapo,

taking me along. I don't want a ducking like that to

say nothing of the chances of being drowned. I must

settle accounts with it on the surface."

"My brave fellow, don't be imprudent! It is too

much of a risk. Let us stay here till the morning.
The night will bring a change, and no doubt the reptile

will go off."

"Patron! the Mundrucu thinks differently. That

jacare is a man-eater, strayed from some of the villages

perhaps Coary, that we have lately left. It has tasted

human blood mine own that of your son your own.

^ sees jag,<si in the tree. It will not retire till it has
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gratified its ravenous appetite. We may stay in thli

tree till we starve
;
and from sheer weakness, drop, one

t)y one, from the branchei."

"Let us remain for one night longer."
"
No, patron," responded the Indian, his eye kindling

with a revengeful fire ;

" not for one hour. The Mun*

drucu is willing to obey you in aught that relates to the

duty for which you hired him. He is no longer a

tapuyo. The galatea is gone; the contract is at an

end ; and now he is free to do as he may please with his

life. Patron!
"

continued the old man, with an energy

that resembled returning youth, "my tribe would spurn
me from the malocca if I bore this any longer. Either

I or the jacare must die !

"

Silenced by the singular sentiments to which the

Indian had given utterance, Trevanion forbore further

opposition to his will, whatever it might be.

No one exactly knew what he intended doing, though
his attitude and actions led all to believe that it was his

intention to attack the jacare.

With his knife? No. He had already negatived this

question.

How then ? There appeared to be no other weapon
within reach.

But there was; and his companions soon saw theru

was, as they sate silently watching his movements.

The knife was only used as the means of procuring
that weapon ; which soon made its appearance in the

Rhape of a macana. It was a club, cut from one of the

elianas a bauhinia of the heaviest wood and shaped
somewhat after the fashion of a "

life-preserver," with a

heavy knot of the creeper forming its head ; and a shank

of some two feet in length, serving for a handle.

Amed with this weapon and after restoring the

knifa to his tanga the Indian slipped down from th
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top branches of the tree, and crept out along the hori-

zontal limb, already mentioned more than once.

There was no timid crawling on the part of the

Mundmcu. A monkey could scarcely have exhibited

more agility than he ; and in a brace of seconds he was

seen balancing his body near the extremity of the

branch, not three feet above the surface of the water.

To attract the reptile thither was not difficult. The

presence of the man himself would have been a sufficient

lure ; but some broken twigs cast upon the water served

to hasten its approach to the spot.

In confidence the jacare came on believing that by
some imprudence, or misadventure at least, one of those

it had marked for a victim was about to drop into its

hungry jaws.

And he did drop not into its jaws, but upon its back,

close up to the swell behind its shoulders.

The act was almost instantaneous. Looking down
from the tree, his companions saw the Mundrucu astride

upon the alligator, with one hand the left apparently
inserted into the hollow socket of its eye, the other

raised aloft, grasping the macana, that threatened to

descend upon the skull of the reptile.

It did descend crack ! crash ! crackle!

After that there was not much to record. The Mun-
drucu was compelled to slide off his seat. The huge
saurian, with its fractured skull, yielding to a simple

physical law, turned abdomen upwards showing its belly
of yellowish-white, an aspect not a whit more agreeable
than that presented by its dark vertebrated dorsal.

If not dead, there could be no doubt that the jacare
was no longer dangerous ; and as its conqueror returned

to the tree, he was received with a storm of vivas to

which Tipperary Tom added his enthusiastic Irish

'Whooraa!"
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

TAKING TO THE WATEB.
MOST assuredly did the Mundrucu merit the congratula-

tions showered upon him. In sight of the huge monster

he had so gallantly attacked, and completely discom-

fited even unto death his companions could not

restrain their admiration ; mingled with gratitude : since

it was a common enemy of all that had been conquered,
and destroyed.

There was wonder too among his admirers. The

negro, who knew something of crocodile life, but had

never seen these animals own cousins of the alligatorsi

destroyed in that way, expressed surprise at the

Mundrucu 's mode of attack. Trevanion too ; for al-

though the ex-miner, from books, was tolerably well

acquainted with natural history, his life spent partly in

England, and partly in the higher and colder regions of

the Andes, had afforded him but little opportunity of

observing the habits of the great saurian. He had read

that the alligator was only assailable by ordinary wea-

pons as gun, spear or harpoon in three places ; in

the throat, unprotected, except by a thin soft integu-

ment; in the hollow in front of the shoulders; and

immediately behind the bony sockets of the eyes : and

in the eyes themselves the last being the most vulne-

rable of all.

Why had the Indian, armed as he was with a knife,

not chosen one of these three places to inflict a mortal

cut or stab ?

This question would have been more pertinent pre-

ceding the conflict
; which, by its brief continuance and

successful termination, had effectually supplied the answer.

It was only curiosity instinctive and mechanical^

that influenced the ex-miner to put it.
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" Patron !

"
replied the Indian, as soon as he reco\ered

sufficient breath to admit of it,
"
you are wondering

why I took all that trouble to cut and shape fof

myself a macana, while I might have killed the jacare

without it. True, the knife would have been weapon

enough.
" I could have cut the reptile's throat, 'jobbed 'out

its eyes, or inflicted a mortal wound in the hollow spot

in front of its shoulders. I could have killed the jacare

by any of these ways.
' Pa terra I yes. But not quick enough. A wound

with the knife would not have caused instant death.

The rascal would dive with both eyes scooped out of

their sockets, and live for hours afterwards. Aye, it

could have carried me twenty miles, through the gapo
half of the distance under water. Where would old

Munday have been then? Drowned and dead, long
before the jacare itself. Ah, patron, a good knock on

the skull is the best way to settle scores with a jacare."

As if all scores had been now settled with the one

which had so long occupied their attention, the huge
saurian to all appearance dead- was permitted to pass
unheeded out of sight, the current of the gapo drifting

it slowly away from the tree.

They did not wait for its total disappearance; for

while its hideous body turned belly upwards with its

human-like hands stifly projecting above the surface,

was still conspicuously seen from the tree, the occupants
of the sapu9aya had resumed their preparations for

vacating a tenement, of which one and ail were now

heartily tired.

It is true, there was nothing very tempting in tfce

change, that in prospect lay before them. So far as the

explorers had reported, the dwelling to which they were

about to transfer themselves was of the same kind as
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that they were going to relinquish differing cnly in

size and extent. Instead of a single tree-top they might
ehoose their new domicile among a thousand.

Even in this, there was something for which to be

thankful; and all contemplated the change with that

hopeful expectancy, which springs from a knowledge,
that the future cannot well be worse than the present.

There was even a certainty that it would not be quite

BO bad. Richard had reported that the Hooded forest

was full of curious trees some bearing fruits that

appeared to be eatable ; and all, or nearly all, strung
with elianas, here and there forming a network, that

made it easy to find a comfortaWe seat among their

branches. This would be altogether different from the

situation hitherto held in the sapUQaya where most of

the party had been compelled either to stand erect, or

sit astride upon the horizontal limbs.

If there had been nothing else to cheer them, the

prospect of escaping from these irksome attitudes was

of itself sufficient to cause a feeling of satisfactio/n ; and

influenced by this, they eagerly prepared themselves for

their departure from the sapu^aya.
As almost everything had been arranged for "

ferry-

ing
"

the party across to the flooded forest previous to

the interruption already described very little remained

to be done. Out of the monkey-cups, hermetically

closed, the Mundrucu had manufactured five swimming
belts ; this number being all that was necessary. For

himself and the young Paranese such an apparatus was

superfluous : since either could swim ten times the dis-

tance without any adventitious aid. Each of the others

/iad their share of empty shells meted out to them,

according to* their ponderosity, and the necessity of

receiving support : young Ralph and Rosa not requiring
so many as the full-grown men.
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The transport of the child was more particularly to

be attended to. The others could make way for them-

selves ; but Rosa was to be carried across under the safe

conduct of the Indian, who was by tacit consent acting

as master of the ceremonies.

Before committing themselves to the unstable ele-

ment, that extended on all sides around the sapugaya,

every circumstance was carefully studied ; that is, every
circumstance that could interfere with their projected

passage.
When everything appeared to have been considered,

and every contingency provided for, one after another

they slipped down from the tree and quietly commenced

making their departure from a spot that, however

uncomfortable it had proved as a residence, had never-

theless provided them a refuge in the hourof danger.

CHAPTER XXX IV.

A HALF- CHOKED SWIMMER.

^TIE swimmers bade adieu to the sapu^aya in regular

order pre-arranged before entering the water.

Munday was in the lead, with little Rosa close behind

him the Indian towing her after him by a sipo fastened

at one end to his girdle, and at the other around the

child's waist Trevanion followed close behind : Ralph
a little farther off, with Richard, keeping abreast of his

cousin, and helping him along.

Mozey swam next; while Tipperary Tom, who was

last to leave the tree, brought up the rear.

The ouistiti had found a berth on the shoulders of

young Ralph ; who, buoyed up by a good supply of air-

vessels, swam with his back above water.

"*As for the macaw and coaita, the desperate circum-

tances in which our adventurers were placed rendered
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it not only inconvenient, but out of the question, to

trouble themselves with such pets ; and it had been

decided that they should be abandoned. Both, there-

fore, were left upon the sapucaya.
With the macaw it was a matter of choice, whether it

should stay there. By simply spreading out its great

hyacinthine wings, it could follow, fly before, or accom-

pany its ci-devant protectors. This last it determined

upon doing : for scarce had they parted from the tree,

when the bird, giving utterance to a loud scream, sprang
from its perch ; hovered a short while in the air ; and

then, flying down, alighted on the well-covered cranium

of Mozey causing the latter to conceal his astonished

countenance for some seconds under water !

The arara, affrighted at having wetted its feet forth*

ducking of Mozcy's head had brought them in contact

with the water instantly essayed to soar up again.

But its curving talons, that had clutched too eagerly in

its descent, had become fixed in the "fleece"; and all

attempts made by the bird to detach them were worse

than idle. The more it struggled the tighter became

the tangle ; while its screams, united to the cries of the

negro, pealed over tho water, awaking lugubrious echoes

in the far interior of the flooded forest.

It was some time before Mozey succeeded in untwist-

ing the "
yarns

"
that the arara had spun around its

legs ; and not until he had sacrificed several ' tufts
"
of

his curling chevelure, was the bird set free to trust once

more to the support of its wings.

The odd incident was witnessed by all, but not to its

termination. Before that arrived, another, equally ludi-

crous, arose to divide the attention of the spectators.

We have said that, by some mystic influence, the big

monkey had become attached to Tipperary Tom. This

was true ; and to such an extent, that each appeared to
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bo the pet of the other : for the attachment was mutual.

Tom had not taken his departure from the sapu9aya
without casting back more than one look of regret

among the branches ; and under any other circum-

stances he would not have left the coaita behind him.

It was only in obedience to the inexorable law of self-

pi eservation, that he had consented to the sacrifice.

The monkey had shown mutual reluctance at the part-

ing had expressed it in looks, cries, and gestures. It

had accompanied its friend down to the fork ; and after

he had slipped into the water, it appeared as if it

would follow him further regardless of instinct and

experience, both of which admonished it that it could

not swim.

These, however, proved strong enough to restrain its

imprudence ; and for some seconds after its protector

had parted from the spot, it stood trembling and chatter-

ing, in a way that proclaimed the agony of that un-

expected separation. Anyone listening attentively to

its cries might have detected in their piteous tone the

slightest commingling of reproach.

How could it be otherwise, to be thus deserted? Left

to perish, in fact; for although the coaita was perfectly
Et home upon the sapi^aya, and could live there as long
as the nuts lasted, there was not the slightest chance of

its getting away during the inundation. It must stay
there till the vasantc till the flood fell and this would

not be for months. Long before that it must indubit-

ably perish either by drowning or starvation.

Whether or not these unpleasant prognostications

passed through the monkey's mind, and whether it was

these that nerved it, may never be known. Certain it

is that something seemed to stimulate the creature to a

determination, for instead of standing any longer shiver-

ing in the fork of the tree, it turned suddenly; and
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swarming up the trunk, ran out upon one of the hori-

zontal branches. >

It was the same branch from which Tipperary had

been swept by the swell, and by which the negro and

little Rosa had afterwards ascended the limb from

which the Mundrucu had dropped down upon the

shoulders of the jacare. To go in a direct line from the

trunk of the sapi^aya to the submerged forest, it was

necessary to pass under this limb ; and Tipperary Tom,

following in the wake of the others, had taken this

track.

He was already far out from the stem of the tree,

almost clear of the overhanging branches, and half ob-

livious of the painful parting, when a heavy body coming
"
pounce" upon his shoulders caused both him and his

empty shells to sink some feet under water. Just ag

old Munday had served the alligator, so had the monkey
come down upon Tipperary Tom. Although the inten-

tion was very different, and the descent was not

succeeded by any act of hostility, the affrighted Irish-

man, on rising to the surface, sputtered forth a series of

cries, at the same time making an energetic endeavour

to rid himself of the rider that had so unexpectedly

descended upon his back.

It was just at this crisis that the macaw had managed
to make good its footing in the fleece of the lanigerous

negro, and the attention of the spectators became

divided between the two swimmers and their respoctive

parasites.

Mozey, however, was the first to get clear of his

incubus, and then all eyes were directed towards

Tipperary and the clinging coaita, while peals of

laughter from every throat resounded over the surface

of the gapo. Mozey had enfranchised himself by sacri-

ficing a few tufts of his woolly hair, but the trick was
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not so easy for Tom. In fact, it proved altogether im-

practicable : for the coaita had coiled its prehensile tail

around his neck in a knot that would have killed

Calcraft with envy.

The more Tom tugged at it, the more it tightened ;

and had the Irishman been left to himself it would have

no doubt ended in his being strangled outright a

destiny he had begun to dread.

At this crisis he heard the words of the Mundrucu

shouted to him across the water to leave the coaita

alone as that was the only way by which it would be

induced to relax its hold.

Fortunately for himself, Tom had the prudence to

obey this well-timed counsel; and, although still half

suffocated by the cordial embrace of his pet, he per-

mitted the latter to have its own way ; until, having

approached the trees of the submerged forest, the

monkey relaxed its hold ; and springing up among the

branches selected a perch more congenial to its nature

and habits.

CHAPTER XXXV.

A SUPPER ON BROILED SQUAB.

GUIDED by the Mundrucu, the swimmers entered the

water-arcade already described, and proceeded on to the

tree that had furnished the substance by which their

swimming belts had been made waterproof. The

siphonia, so late the scene of strife and querulous

tomplaining, was now silent as the tomb. Not a living

Arara was in sight or within hearing. The few odd

birds that had survived the club conflict had forsaken

the spot, and betaken themselves to some distant part of

the flooded forest perhaps out of the gapo altogether
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to mourn over nests laid desolate, over chicks seized

upon by ruthless hands and instantaneously destroyed !

Only the young were there, and they dead as herrings

suspended in a bunch from the branches.

The Mundrucu mounted first, taking his charge along
with him. Then all the others climbed up into the

tree, where the macaw and the coaita monkey the bird

upon wing, the quadruman by a passage through tho

tree-tops, in speed almost equalling the flight of the

bird had already arrived.

Further progress for that night was not contemplated
It would have been idle : since the sun was already on a

level with the spray of the surrounding forest ; and to

have forsaken their perch at that hour would have been

like leaving a good inn for the doubtful chances of the

road. The seringa, with its thickly trellised limbs,

offered snug quarters. Upon its network of parasites it

was possible to repose. They formed hammocks woven

by the hand of Nature ; and rude as they might be, they
were a pleasant improvement on their couches of the

preceding night.

The tree contained other proofs of its hospitality.

The fat fledglings suspended upon its branches provided
a supper not to be despised : for none of the party was

a stranger to the taste of macaw flesh
;
and as those in

the larder were young and tender, there were eyes that

sparkled and teeth that watered on beholding them
No one expected that they were to be eaten raw, though
there was fcsore than one in the party whose appetite
bad become sharp enough even for that. The Mun-
drucu wo? Jld have shown but slight squeamishness at

wallowing one of the squabs as it was, while to Mozey
it would have signified still less. Even Tipperary Tom
declared his readiness to set about supper without

further preparation
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The semi-cannibal appetites of bis companions were

controlled by Trevanion, who commenced talking of a fire.

How was it to be made ? How were the chicks to be

submitted to some process of cooking ?

His question did not remain long unanswered. The

Indian, eager to meet the wishes of his employer, pro-

mised that they should be gratified.
44 Wait a bit, patron," said he. " In ten minutes' time

you shall have what you want a fire and in twenty,

roast arara."

"But how?" asked the patron.
" We have neither

flint nor steel ; and if we had, where should we find the

tinder?"
"
Yonder," rejoined the Mundrucu ;

"
you see yonder

tree on the other side of the iganipe."
" That standing out by itself, with smooth shining

bark and hoary hand-like leaves. Yes, I see it. What
of it?"

"It is the inibaiiba, patron; the tree that feeds the

lazy sloth the ai."

" Oh ! then it is that known as the cecropia peltata.

True, its crown of peltate leaves declares the species.

But we were talking of fire, Munday. Can you obtain

it from the cecropia ?"

" In ten minutes, patron. If you give me that, I

Bhall draw sparks from the imbaiiba and make a fire

too ; that is, if I can only find a diy branch upon it, one

Without sap decayed dead."

While speaking, the Mundrucu had commenced

descending the stem of the seringa; and letting him-

self dDwn into the water, lie swam off towards the

cecropia.

On reaching this, he scaled it almost as quickly as a

squirrel would have done; and seated himself among iti

gilvcry fronds, that spread palm-like over the water.
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Soon a snapping sound announced the breaking of A

branch ; and shortly after the Indian came gliding down

the tree; once more committed himself to the water;

and holding the piece of cecropia above his head, swam

with one hand towards the caoutchouc which he once

more ascended.

On rejoining his companions, they saw that the stick

he had secured was a bit of dry dead wood light and of

porous texture just such as might be easily ignited.

The Indian, not caring to make any secret of his

design, confirmed his companions in their conjecture,

by informing them that the imbaiiba was the wood

always employed by his people, as well as the other

tribes of Amazonia, when they wished to kindle a fire ;

and, saying this, he proceeded without further delay to

make them acquainted with the modus operandi.

Strange to say, it proved to be the friction process,

already oft described, practised in the most remote

corners of the world, and by savage tribes who could

never have held the slightest communication with

one another !

Who taught them this curious method of making fire?

Who inducted the Indian of the Amazon and the ab-

original of Borneo into the identical ideas of the

sumpitan and giavatana both blow guns alike ? Who
first instructed mankind in the use of the bow?
Was it instinct ? Was it God ?

While Trevanion was reflecting on this strange theme,

the Mundrucu had selected a long spindle-liko piece

from a slender branch, which he had cut from some

hard wood growing near, and whirling it between the

palms of his hands, in less than ten minutes, as he had

promised, sparks appeared in the hollowed socket of tha

cecropia.

Dry leaves, twigs, and bark had been already col*
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lected ; and with these a flame was produced, ending ia

& fire that soon burned brightly in one of the forks o(

the seringa.

Over this the young macaws, supported on spits, were

soon " done brown ;" and a supper of roast arara, with

parched sapuc.aya nuts, proved anything but a despicable

meal to the least hungry of the party who partook of it.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

ONCE MORE UPON THE WATER,

OUR adventurers passed a tolerable night among the

eipos of the siphonia. They might have slept more

soundly, but for their apprehension about the future,

that intruded itself even into their dreams.

Unlike the generality of dreams, however, morning

brought no relief: for then the reality appeared, ruder

than the visions of fancy presented in their slumbers.

They had cold macaw for breakfast the remains of

the roast of the preceding night, which had been kept up
as long as the fire was alight, and carefully preserved
to serve for a future occasion.

Sunrise was the time of the dejeuner in the tree-top ;

and as soon as it was over a serious consultation was

commenced the subject, of course, being the ways
and means by which they might extricate themselves

from their unpleasant and perilous position how they
were to be delivered from the jaws of the gapo.

That they were in this strange region, there could bo

no question. The scene around them the monsters

they had met the incidents they had already encoun-

tered proved beyond the possibility of a doubt that they
had entered within the? limits of that mysterious water-

forest.

How far?
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It was not so easy to answer this apparently simple

question. The "
log

"
of Tipperary Tom had not been

kept with care ; and equally ill recorded was their course

during the next night, while tossing under the tornado.

They could not even shape a guess at the distance tra-

versed by the galatea, before she had come to giief in the

fork of the sapu9aya. It might be twenty miles it might
be fifty who could tell ? They only knew that the ill-

fated vessel had been drifting away from the Solimbes,

and deep into the solitude of the gapo.

As to their present position, they knew no more of

where they were than if (hey had come into the locality

from the sky or the moon.

They knew they must be many miles from the banks

of the Solimbes; and from hishydrographic knowledge,

already tested, the old tapnyo could tell the direction of

the river. But it was no longer a question of getting

back to the channel of the Solimoes. On the contrary,

the object now was to reach the terrafirma, which should

be sought for in the opposite quarter of the compass.
It would be worse than idle to go back to the Solimoes

without the the means of navigating it : for even should

its channel be reached, it would be one chance in a

thousand to get within hail of a passing vessel. As well

might such be looked for in the middle of the Atlantic

Ocean. Our adventurers no longer thought of trying

to return to the great river. Their schemes were hence*

forth bent on discovering the shortest route that would

lead them to the mainland bordering upon the inun-

dated region of the gapo. This should be found in the

direction opposite to that in which the river lay. It

might not; but the probabilities were in favour of the

former hypothesis ; and upon it did the confidence oi

our adventurers repose itself.

They had but little difficulty in determining the route
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they should follow. The index already pointed out by
the Indian was still to be depended upon. The echente

was going on the inundation crescendo. The current

was from the river, if not in a perpendicular line,

enough to indicate the direction of the great Solimoes.

Terra firma must be sought for, with their faces turned

the opposite way ; and thus did our adventurers deter-

mine upon seeking it.

It might be many miles distant farther than the

river itself but there was no alternative but to reach

it reach it, or die.

How reach it ? That was the question that next pre-

sented itself to the conclave, seated in the top of the
" india-rubber tree." They could scarce hope to swim

the whole distance : for it was not likely to be less

than a score of miles, and it might be many more.

A raft ? This, too, was upon the tapis. But how was

a raft to be constructed ? Among the tops of these

water-loving trees there could scarce be found a stick

light enough to have floated itself, let alone the carrying

of a ponderous cargo. Out of such heavy timber there

could be but little chance of their constructing a raft ;

and the idea was abandoned almost as soon as broached

There was one proposal that met the approbation of

ill. It proceeded from the Indian, whose experience
of gapo life gave weight to his words.

The water-arcade chanced to continue on in the direc-

tion they ought to take. Why not once more make use

of the swimming-belts, that had already done such

good service, and effect a further exploration of the

flooded forest ?

The proposition was too reasonable to be rejected.

It was unanimously accepted ; and, without more ado,

our adventurers descended from the siphonia, and

in somewhat similar order to that observed in their
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swim of the day before, they commenced traversing the

straits.

The macaw and monkey kept them company as before
;

but no longer requiring to become a burden to their

protectors, both bird and qnadruman travelled among

tree-tops in a line parallel to the course of the swimmers,

CHAPTER XXXVII.

THE IGARAPE.

PROCEEDING as upon their passage from the sapi^aya,

the Indian was of course in the lead, towing Rosita after

him ; while Tipperary Tom, his carrot-coloured head con-

trasting strangely with the dark surface of the water,

swam slowly in the rear.

They needed no pilot to point out their course. There

could be no danger of straying from it. The strait they

were following was of that kind known as an igarape^

which, in the language of the Amazonian Indian, means

literally "the path of the canoe "
igarite being the

name of the craft most used in the navigation of the

gapo.
The strait itself might have been likened to a canal

running through a thicket, which formed on both sides

a colossal hedge, laced together by an impenetrable
network of parasitical plants. Unlike a canal, however,

it was not of uniform breadth : here and there widening
into little openings that resembled lakes ; and again

narrowing until the tree-tops stretching from each side

touched one another, so as to form underneath a cool

shadowy arcade.

Up this singular water-way our adventurers advanced,

under the guidance of the bordering line of verdure.

Their progress was necessarily slow as the two who

could swim weS were compelled to assist the
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others; but all were aided by a ciicumstance that

chanced to be in their favour : the current of the gapo,
which was going in the same direction as themselves. It

was not chance either : since it was this that influenced

them in their choice of the route they were taking. The

only thing about it that might be considered accidental

was the fact a fortunate one that the flow of the flood

corresponded very nearly with the longitudinal direction of

the igarape ; and as they advanced along the latter, they

might have fancied themselves drifting down the channel

of some gently flowing' stream.

The current, howevei, was of the lowest barely per-

ceptible ; and though it carried them along, it could not

be counted on for any great amount of speed. With it

and their own exertions they were enabled to make
about a mile to the hour ; and although this rate might
seem intolerably slow, they were not discontented, since

they believed themselves to be steering in the right

direction towards terra jftrma.

Jiad they been castaways in mid-ocean, the case would

have been different. Such tardy travelling would have

been hopeless ; but it was otherwise in the forest sea

tkat surrounded them. On one side or the other, they
could not be more than fifty miles from real dry land,

and perhaps much less. By going in the right direc-

tion, they might reasonably hope to reach it, though de-

tained ever so long upon the road. It was of the utmost

importance, however, that this direction should ba

known and followed. A route transverse to it might take

them a thousand miles either way, through a flooded

forest westward almost to the Piedmont of the Andes,
eastward to the embouchure of the Amazon !

The experienced tapuyo, knowing all this, was ex-

tremely cautious in choosing the course they were now

pursuing. And no wonder: since any mistake as t
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direction might protract their arduous journey, not only
for hours, but days, weeks, and months.

He did not exactly keep in the line indicated by the

flow of the flood. Although the echente was still going

on, he knew that its current would not be at right

angles to that of the river, but rather obliqued to it; and

in swimming onward he made allowance for this oblique
the igarape fortunately trending in the direction he

desired to take.

Several hours were spent in slowly wending along their

watery way the swimmers occasionally taking "a spell

of rest," stretched along the surface of the water, sup-

ported by hanging elianas, or the drooping branches of

the trees.

At noon, however, a longer halt was proposed by the

guide ; to which his followers gladly gave consent. All

were influenced by a double desire, to refresh themselves,

not only by a good rest, but by making a meal on the

cold roast macaws, several of which, still intact, were

to be seen strapped upon the shoulders of the tapuyo.
A tree with broad-spreading branches, offered a con-

venient place to perch upon ; and, climbing into it, they
took their seats, to await the distribution of the dinner,

which was committed to the care of the ex-ship's

steward, Mozey.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

ABOUT HUMMING-BIRDS.

PREVIOUS to taking their seats in the dining-tree, the

swimmers had been over six hours in the water ; and, as

near as they could guess, had made about that number
of miles a source of congratulation to all.

They congratulated themselves also in having met with
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no hostile inhabitant of the gapo : for the jararaca and

the jacare with the perils encountered while in the pre-

sence of these two dangerous reptiles were fresh enough
in their remembrance to inspire them with continuous

fear. All along the way, the Indian had been upon the

look-out : keeping his eyes constantly upon the alert, and

turning in every direction where danger might have been

expected.

Nothing had occurred to cause them alarm ; though

many strange sounds had been heard, and strange crea-

tures had been seen. Most of these, however, were of

a character to cheer rather than affright them.

The sounds were generally musical the voices of

birds while the crsatures seen were the birds the^i-

selves, many of beautiful forms and bright plumage,

perched upon the tree-tops, or winging their way over

the spray of the submerged forest.

Conspicuous among those that claimed their admira-

tion were the tiny-winged creatures called humming-
birds, with which the gapo abounded. During the

journey, they had seen several distinct species of tliesb

lovely little sprites, flashing like meteors over the sur-

face of the water, or darting about through the tree-tops

like sparks of glistening light. They appeared to be the

gnomes and elves of the place.

While eating dinner, our adventurers were favoured

with an excellent opportunity of observing the habits of

these graceful microscopic creatures. A tree stood near,

whose top was surmounted by a parasite in full blossom

a species of lignonia that, with its array of sweet-scented

flowers, completely covered the tree, almost concealing
tht green foliage underneath. Over this flowery field,

hundreds of humming-birds were hovering now darting
from point to point anon poised upon swiftly whirring

wings, in front of the open flowers, their tiny beaks iu-
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sorted into the corollas, therefrom to extract the sugary
exudation.

There were several species of these honey-loving

sprites suspendsd over the tree ; though none of them of

large size, and all looking more like insects than birds.

But for the swiftness of their motions, they might have

passed for a swarm of wild bees (meliponai) disporting

themselves among the blossoms. Ralph and Rosa were

delighted with the spectacle; though it was not altogether

new to them: for the warmer valleys of the Andes,

through which they had passed in approaching the head

waters of the Amazon, are the favourite habitat of the

humming-birds ; and there a greater number of species

?xist than in Amazonia itself.

What wat new to them, however and to the rest of

the party as well was some information imparted by the

tapuyo while they sat conversing after dinner.

He said that there were two kinds of these birds, that

although rivals in diminutive size, beauty, bright plu-

mage, and many other respects, were altogether distinct

in their habits and ways of life. By two kinds he did

not mean two species, for there were many; but two

sets of species, or "
groups," as the Indian would have

called them, had he been a student of ornithology.
One kind, he said and the several species then beforo

their eyes belonged to it lived upon the juices of flower? ,

and this was their only food. These frequented the

open
"
campos," such as might be seen on the southern

eide of the Solimoes, and along the rivers running into

it from that direction. They were also common in plan-

tations and other places, where clearings had been made,
or where the forest was thin and scattering: because
th ere only could they find a sufficiency oi flowers. It

w as only at times that they made excursions into the

gi*eat water-forests, when some of the sipo plants were
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in blossom just as the one before them was at that time.

The species they saw there did not belong to the gapo.

They had only strayed there upon a roving excursion ;

and would soon return to the terra Jirma, and the lands

without trees.

The other kind that frequented the great forest never

went out of it, and cared nothing about flowers. If seen

hovering around a tree in blocm, it was only because

they were in pursuit of insects, which had been them-

selves attracted thither in search of the sap. Upon these

the forest humming-birds regularly preyed: making
their exclusive diet upon flies, which they caught as

much among the foliage as the flowers ; darting upon
the insects whenever they perched upon the leaves ; and

snapping them up either from the upper or under side.

They built their nests upon the tips of the palm
fronds, choosing the side that was turned inwards or to-

wards the tree, from which they suspended them. Tha

nests were purse-shaped, composed of fibres closely

woven together, and had a thick lining of a fine soft siik

cotton, taken from the fruit of a tree called samaiima.

They did not come much into the sun, like the other

kinds, but kept more in the shade, and might be often

met whirring about in the gloomy aisles of the primeval
forest.

Sometimes they would poise themselves in the air,

.right in front of a person passing through among the

tree-trunks ; and after remaining till tbe face of the in-

truder would be within a few feet of them, would fly on

in advance of him, and again come to a pause in the

same way repeating the manoeuvre several times in

succession.

All these things, averred the observant Indian, made
the humming-birds that kept constantly to the forest

very different from those that only visited it upon occa-
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sions ; and therefore, in his opinion, they we?e distinst

kinds.

And his opinion was the correct one, founded on

observations already made by the ornithologists ; and

which have resulted in the classification of the hum-

ming-birds into two great groups the Troehilina and

Phathornina

CHAPTER XXXIX.

A CUL-DE-SAC.

NOTWITHSTANDIKG the pleasant theme that formed the

subject of their after-dinner discourse, it was not con-

tinued for long. Both those who took part in it and

those who listened were too anxious about their situa-

tion to enjoy even the most interesting conversation.

As soon, therefore, as they felt sufficiently recruited

with the rest, they resumed their aquatic journey. For

several hours they continued to advance at the same
Blow rate, without encountering any incident worthy of

being recorded. The igarape still trended in a straight

line, with only here and there a slight turning to one

side or the other; preserving, however, the same genera]
direction which was northward. This they had dis-

covered on the night before not by observing the polar
etar ; which is at no time visible from the equator, nor

until you have travelled several degrees to the north oi

it. Even when this well-known star should be seen from

the low latitudes of the torrid zone, it is usually obscured

by the hazy film extending along the horizon.

Sirius, and other northern constellations, had guided
them. As the sun had been shining throughout the

whole of that day, as well as the preceding one, you may
suppose there could be no difficulty in discovering the
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quarter of the compass at any hour of the day, at least

within a point or two. This might be true to any one

travelling in a high latitude northern or southern or,

at certain seasons of the year, anywhere outside the

tropics. Even within the tropics it might be done by
skilful observation the observer knowing the exact

time of the year.

Trevanion knew the time of the year. Ho knew that

it was close upon the vernal equinox, when the sun was

crossing the equatorial line, near to which they were

wandering. For this reason, in the meridian hours, the

great orb was right over their heads ; and no one

not even a skilled astronomer could have told north

from south, or east from west. Supposing that the

igarape should not be trending in the same direction,

but imperceptibly departing from it? In that case,

during the mid-hours of the day, they could have had no

guidance from the sky, and must have suspended their

journey till the sun should begin to sink towards the

west, and once more make known the points of the

compass.

Fortunately they needed not to make this delay. Aa

already observed, the flow of the flood was the pilot to

which they looked for keeping them in their course;
and as this still ran with a slight obliquity in the same
direction as the igarape, the latter could not have de-

parted from the right line upon which they had been

advancing.
The current had been compared with the points of

the compass that morning before setting out. It was a

little to the east of north. Due north, then, was the

Bourse to be pursued by the swimmers.

They had drawn other inferences from the direction

in which the flood was setting. It proved that they had

strayed from the Solimoes by its left or northern bank ;
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and must now be somewhere near the mouths of the

great river Japura.
It was no consolation to discover this, but the con-

trary. The old tapuyo only looked graver on arriving

at the conviction that such was the case. Pie knew that

in that direction in the vast delta formed by the un-

numbered branches of the Japura the gapo was of

great width, extending far back from the banks of this

remarkable river; and the dry land along the banks

might be at a very great distance.

There was no alternative but to keep on ; and, by

deviating from the course as little as possible, they might
in due time reach the limits of the flooded forest.

Actuated by this impulse, and its attendant hopes, they
continued their toilsome journey along the "

path of the

canoe."

We have said that for several hours they encountered

no incident worthy of being recorded. It was not des-

tined, however, for that day's sun to set, before one

should arise whose record is not a matter of choice, but

necessity : since it exerted such an influence on the pro-

ceedings of the travellers as to cause a complete change
in their mode of progression.
What they encountered was not exactly an incident,

but an obstruction. In other words, their swim was

suddenly brought to an end by the ending of the

igarape !

They had arrived at the termination of this curious

canal, which all at once came to a cul-de-sac by the trees

closing in on both sides, and presenting an impenetrable

front, that forbade farther progress.
The way was equally obstructed in every direction,

for on neither side of the igarape, throughout its whole

length, had any opening been observed.

At first it was fancied that the water might open agai*
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beyond the obstruction
;
but Munday, after penetrating

a short distance among the tree-trunks, returned to de-

clare his conviction that the igarape was at an end.

% "Nor did it terminate by any gradual convergence of

the two lines of timber. On the contrary, they came to-

gether in an abrupt circular sweep a tree of colossal

size, that rose high above its fellows, and spread far out^

standing in the centre like some Titanic guardian of the

forest, and seeming to say to the igarape, "Thus far

e'jalt thou come, but no farther !

"

The unexpected interruption brought the swimmers
to a stand-still, or rather to a lie-still : for they had not

yet forsaken the water.

It was no use remaining longer in it at least for

that day. Even had the obstruction not arisen, it was

time to have suspended their exertions.

The sun was far down towards the horizon, and by the

time they could get themselves snugly
"
housed," and

something ready for supper, it would be night.

Leaving other cares for the morrow, and the morrow
to take care of itself, they at once proceeded to select

their sleeping-place.

The colossal tree that had come so unpleasantly across

their track, seemed to offer the very quarters they were

in search of; and without more ado, they accepted the

hospitality of its wide-spreading branches.

CHAPTER XL.

THE BERTHOLLETIA.

THE tree upon whose branches they had made their
" roosts

"
was one of a kind of which they had observed

many during the day. It was the true Brazil nut (Ber-
thollctia exceha), own cousin to the sapue.aya : for both

are of the same family the lecyths of which there
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are many members, cousins and cousins-german, sll

forming distinct species.

Like the sapu^aya, it is a denizen of the lowlands and
flooded forests growing to a stupendous height its

great trunk often submerged forty feet under the waters

of the gapo. Like this, too, it produces large showy
flowers, which are succeeded by huge capsule-like peri-

carps each enclosing a score o more of Brazil nuts.

But though the flowers are followed by the fruits, these

do not all come together ; and as is the case with the

orange and many other tropical trees, bud, blossom, and
fruit may all be observed upon the same branch in

various stages of florescence and frutescence.

It need not be told that the nuts of the bertholletia

form one of the commercial staples of Amazonia. They
are too well known to need further description : for there

are few dwelling-houses either in Europe or America

where they have not been submitted to the squeeze of

the nutcracker.

In the forest, where they are no man's property, they
are collected by whoever chooses to take the trouble-

but chiefly by the Indians and half-breeds who dwell by
the borders of the gapo. The time to gather them is the
"
vasante," or dry season ; though there are certain

tribes of savages that go
"
nutting" in their canoes dur-

ing the season of the "echente." But the real nut

harvest is after the floods have subsided, and the trees

once more stand upon terra firma. Then the whole

niabcca of Indians, or the inhabitants of a village, pro-

ceed in a body to the places where the fruits are to bo

found lying scattered around the stems of the trees that

have produced them.

In gathering this crop, the gleaners require to ob-

serve certain precautions. Those who go under tho

trees cover their heads with a thick wooden cap, resera-
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i/ling a fireman's helmet lest the dropping of the heavy

capsules big as cannon balls, and almost as heavy

may result in the cracking of their skulls.

For this reason the monkeys of the South American

forests though mad after the sapu9ayas and Brazil nuts

always give the bertholletia a " wide berth :

"
never

going under, but around it, in a circle whose circumfer-

ence lies outside the tips of its branches.

Strange to say, these creatures have no fear of the

Bapu^aya, although its pericarps are as large and as

heavy as the Brazil nuts. But the former do not fall to

the ground : or when they do, it is only after the lid has

sprung op-en, and the huge cup has scattered its contents,

leaving it a light and empty shell.

It is for this reason, as much as anything else, that

the nuts of the sapu^aya are scarcer in the market, and

command a higher price. Having escaped spontaneously
from the pericarp, they are at the mercy of all comers

birds, quadrupeds, and monkeys ; whereas the Brazil

nuts, protected by their thick ligneous envelopes, are

not so easily accessible. Even the monkeys cannot get
at them until some animal with teeth better adapted for

chiselling performs for them the service of laying open
the case, and giving them a chance of appropriating the

treasures within.

This service is performed by several species of rodents

amongst which the cutia and paca are conspicuous ;

and one of the most comical spectacles to be seen in a

South American forest is that of a group of monkeys
watching the proceedings of a paca thus employed, and
then springing forward to take forcible possession of the

huge pericarp after it has been sufficiently opened to

admit of their extracting its contents. *

1 1 was a bit of good fortune, our adventurers having
found lodging upon the bertholletia- Though mom
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hospitality may usually be met with in an inn, it pro-

vided them \vith at least a portion of their supper the

bread stuff. For "kitchen" they had still remaining a

brace of the macaw squabs, that had not been cooked ;

but Munday, as before, soon produced sufficent fire to

give them a scorching ; and keen appetites supplied

alt, pepper, and sauce.

CHAPTER XLI.

A TRAVELLING PARTY OF GUARIBAS.

SUPPER over, our adventurers only awaited the setting of

the sun as a signal for them to seek repose.

They had already selected their respective beds, or

what was to serve for such : the spaces of horizontal

network formed by the intertwining of luxuriant eliaiias.

At the best, it was no better than sleeping upon a naked

hurdle ;
but they had been already somewhat inured to

an uneasy couch on the galatea ; and they were every

day becoming less sensitive to necessities and hard-

ships.

They were all tired with the terrible exertions they
had that day made ; for although their journey had been

scarce six miles in length, it was equal to six times as

many made upon land. They felt as if they cculd go to

sleep astride of a limb, or laid along the hardest branch.

It was not decreed by fate that they should find rest,

before being made witnesses of a spectacle, so curious

that, had they been ever so much inclined for slumber,

it would have kept them awake against their will.

. A noise, heard afar off in the forest, at the moment
attracted their attention. There was nothing in it to

alarm them; though had they not heard it before, csf

something similar to it, their fears might have been

excited to the utmost pitch of terror
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What they heard was the lugubrious chant of a band

of holding monkeys.
Of all the voices of nature that awake the echoes of

the Amazonian forest, there is perhaps none so awe-

inspiring as this. It is a combination of sounds that

embrace the various tones of shrieking, screaming,

chattering, growling, and howling, mingled with an oc-

casional croak and a rattle, such as might proceed from

the throat of a dying maniac.

And yet all this is often the product of a single mycetes,
or howling monkey ; whose hollow hyoidal bone enables*

it to send forth every species of sound, from the rolling

of a bass drum to the sharp squeak of a penny whistle !

"Guaribas," quietly remarked the Mundrucu, as the

distant noise was first heard.
"
Howling monkeys, you mean ?

"'

interrogatively re-

joined Trevanion.
"
Yes, patron, and the loudest howlers of the whole

tribe. You'll hear them prove it presently. They are

coming this way."

''They are not far off now, I should say if one may
judge by the loudness of their cries."

" All of a mile yet, patron. It shows that the forest

stretches more than a mile in that direction else the

guaribas could not be there. If there be open water

between us and them, they won't come this way. If not,

we'll have them here in ten minutes' time. I wish we
could only travel among the tree-tops as they can. We
shouldn't stay long in the gapo."

" Just as I expected," continued the tapuyo, after a

pause.
" The guaribas are coming towards us. They

are nearer now. I can hear the swishing of the leaves

as they pass through them. We'll soon see them."

The howling of the monkeys had for some time ceased;
but the rustling of leaves, with the occasional snapping
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of a twig, to which the Indian had directed the atten-

tion of his companions, told that the troop was still ad'

vancing among the tree-tops though otherwise observing
a profound silence.

Soon they appeared in sight, suddenly presenting
themselves upon a tall tree, that stood by the side of

the igarape, about a cable's length from that occupied by
our adventurers.

For some minutes the branches of this tree were seen

oscillating up and down, as each guariba sprang into it;

and the motion continued, until not less than a hundred

of the black quadrumana had found lodgment upon the

limbs.

As the leader of the band who was evidently chief

of the tribe caught sight of the igarape, he was seen

to pause in an abrupt and ambiguous manner, at the

same instant giving utterance to a cry, easily intelligible

as a word of command. It had the effect of causing
those immediately behind him to come to a halt : as

also all the others, as each sprang upward into the tree.

There could be no question as to what had caused the

command to halt, either to the spectators, or in the

minds of the quadrumana, who had obeyed it. It was the

igarape intervening transversely to the track in which

the latter were travelling. With them the only question

was, how were they to get across it.

At the point where the creatures had become clustered

in the tree, the water strait was narrower than elsewhere

at least than anywhere within sight ; though between

the branches, extending horizontally from opposite sides

of the igarape, there was yet a clear space of about

twenty feet ; and to the spectators it appeared improbable
that any animal without wmgs could leap from one side

to the other

The monkeys, however, did not seem to be of this
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opinion, as could be ascertained from the attitudes in

which they sate, contemplating the leap ; and it was evi-

dent that some of them were only restrained from taking

it by an authoritative command from their chief holding
them in check.

For a period of several minutes there was a profound
gilence among them ; undisturbed until the stragglers

had all arrived in the tree, and squatted themselves

upon the branches.

It was now observed that among these last were

several mothers, each carrying an infant upon her back,

or embraced between her two arms the youngster with

face upturned, clinging, not with " teeth and toenails,"

but with hands and tail, to the neck of its maternal

parent.

To these the attention of the whole tribe appeared to

be directed ; and it was evident that they were the sola

cause of the difficulty the impedimenta that had inter-

rupted the onward march of the troop.

There had been confusion, accompanied by some

chattering, after first coming up; but a sign from the

leader put an end to all noisy demonstrations ; and then

succeeded the silence already mentioned. During its

continuance the guariba chief slowly ascended the tree,

until he had attained a position elevated above all his

followers.

Then, squatting himself with his hams firmly planted

upon a branch, his long tail carefully coiled around

another, he commenced his harangue with as much

ceremony as if he had been chairman of a Guildhall

dinner. Perhaps there was quite as much sense and

-Eloquence in his speech ; at all events there was more

noise, for, during the ten minutes taken up by it (it had

the advantage of brevity), no other sound could have

been heard over the gapo within the circuit of a mile !
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The address being ended, the chief, by a series of

iletached speeches, seemed to invite reply from his fol-

lowers, either courting their assent or daring them to

contradiction.

There appeared to be no dissent not one voice.

The chattering that responded to the speech was deli-

vered in a tone that spoke unanimous compliance with

the proposal, whatever it was, which their chief had

offered to their consideration.

Then ensued another interval of silence, much shorter

than before, which was again interrupted by the leader

of the troop.
This time, however, his words were few and to the

purpose. They were pronounced in a tone of command
that called for prompt obedience, which was yielded

instantaneously, and without protest.

One of the strongest of the guaribas ran out upon the

limb overhanging the igarape; and, stopping at its ex-

tremity, braced himself up for a spring. In another

instant it was made ; and the monkey was seen scram-

bling up into the tree, on the opposite side of the

igarape.

A comrade followed, placing his four hands in the

same spot, his body in a similar attitude, and making
the leap so exactly like the guariba that had preceded

him, that it seemed the same monkey repeating the

performance.

*Then went another, and another, so close following,

that the creatures appeared more like the links of some
colossal but quick-moving chain, pulled by supernatural

power across the igarape, than a series of individual and

animated beings.
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CHAPTER XLII.

THE MONKEY MOTHER.

OUR adventurers sat, in silent wonder, watching the

movements of the monkeys. It was certainly a speo
tacle of the most interesting character to see these

creatures making the passage of the igarape af they did.

Perhaps the most singular thing about it was the simi-

larity of their leaps all planting their feet upon the

same part of the branch from which they made their

spring rising up exactly in the same way ; and alighting
on the opposite side, without any perceptible difference

either in the distance made in the leap, or the attitude

assumed on ending it. Had their exertions been guided

by mechanism they could not have shown a more perfect

similitude proving that each and all must have been

actuated by the same thought, or instinct, at the precise

moment of passing from one tree to the other.

Another singular point observed in their passage was

that, during its continuance, the intervals between the

leaps of each two were exactly as the tickings of a clock

or the oscillation of a pendulum. As soon as one had

launched itself out from the branch, another sprang into

its place, and was ready to follow. So short, too, were

these intervals, that the air was never for a moment
without a monkey ; and any one looking straight down
the opening between the trees, without glancing to

either side, might have fancied that it was a single

guariba all the while suspended in mid-air !

Interesting as was the spectacle, it proved but the

precursor to one still more interesting.
All the males of the tribe had succeeded in making

the passage in safety ; and all the females too-those
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carrying their piccaninnies along with the rest except

one.

This was a mother with a very young child on her

back in fact a mere infant, perhaps not nine days old.

Notwithstanding its extreme youth, it appeared to

comprehend the situation as well as those of more

mature age ; clinging with its infantile fingers to the

shaggy coat of its mother, while its long tail was twisted

around the root of hers in a loop that appeared tight as

a sailor's knot.

It was not the fault of the piccaninny that accident

should have occurred ; since it appeared quite capable of

holding on to its perch, and in fact did hold on. But

the mother, enfeebled by some sickness for monkeys
are subject to sickness as well as men appeared doubt-

ful of her ability to do the leap, and hesitated to make

the attempt. She was the last of the line ; and after all

the others had crossed she stood upon the branch, evi-

dently only half determined about following them.

At this crisis occurred a curious incident the first of

a series. One of those that had crossed a man-monkey
was seen to separate from the crowd that had by this

time ascended to the top of the tree. Returning along
the limb to which they had all leaped, he placed himself

vis-a-vis to the hesitating female, and commenced making
a speech intended to encourage her, as could be guessed

by the gestures that accompanied it.

The mother of the infant made reply ; but, although
the words were unintelligible to the human spectators,

they might be translated as saying,
"

It's not a bit of use my trying. I shall only get a

ducking for my pains, and the infant too. We may be

drowned."

The reply was delivered in a tone of appeal : and, as

if affected by it^ the male monkeyevidently the father
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of tho child made no further remonstrance; but,

placing himself in an attitude to spring, bounded back

across the open water.

It was but the work of six seconds of time for him t&

transfer the juvenile to his own shoulders, and in six

more both he and it were on the right side of the

igarape.

Relieved of her charge, and encouraged by the cries

of those already across, the mother sprang out from the

branch.

The effort was too great for her strength. With her

forefingers she caught the twigs on the opposite side,

and succeeded in clutching them ; but before she could

lap the branch with her tail a more trustworthy means

of prehension she had sunk below its level, and

the twigs giving way, she went "
ceechug

"
into the

water.

A universal scream came from the top of the tree,

along with a general descent of the guaribas that had

been watching. A score or more leaped down upon the

limb from which the unfortunate had fallen.

For some seconds there was a scene of confusion just

as there would have been had the catastrophe happened

among human beings as when a boat upsets, or some

one breaks through the ice, and the spectators stand

speechless, or hurry to and fro, no one knowing exactly
what to do what order to give, or what to obey.

Very like was the scene of surprise, terror, an4

lamentation among the monkeys except that it did not

last quite so long. In this respect animal instinct, as it

ss called, has the advantage of bewildered reason : and

while a crowd upon the seabeach or the banks of the

Serpentine boatmen and Humane Society's officers

included would have spent ten minutes before taking
action to rescue the drowning individual, scarce so many
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seconds were allowed to elapse before the guaribas had

picked up the unlucky female, and safely deposited her

Vembling person in the fork of a tree.

The mode in which this had been accomplished was

something to astonish the spectators. It was not done

either by lifeboat or Humane Society's drags, and yet it

was performed in a very efficient manner.

Shortly after the monkey- mother had become im-

mersed as soon as the screaming would permit of it-

was heard the voice of the guariba chieftain, in utterings

so loud and serious in tone as to tell of command.

Certainly some command was given, though the human

spectators could not tell what.

It appeared intelligible to those to whom it was

addressed; at all events to some half-score of their

number; who, in obedience to it, were seen to glide out

on that limb of the tree from which the female guariba
had fallen, and under which she was in imminent

danger of being drowned.

A bucket could scarce have descended into a well, or

a pulley tackle come down from the upper story of a

warehouse or mill, more promptly than did that string

of monkeys, hooked neck and tail to one another like

the links of a long chain the lowest upon the swinging
series being the husband of the half-drowned mother

his piccaninny having been hastily deposited in one of

the forks of the trees.

Neither could the water bucket have been filled, nor

the wheat sack hooked on, with half the speed and ability

with which the female guariba was picked up, and re-

turned to her habitual home amid the tops of the forest

trees.

Once more shouldering her chickabiddy, she took her

flace in the troop ; which without further delay moved

in along its arboreal path, keeping in a direct line of
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march, as if bent upon a journey, that was to terminate

at some rendezvous already known to them.

For a long time their track could be traced by their

continuous howling. Then it was heard only at intervals ;

and at length receded to such a distance as to become
inaudible to lie ears of our adventurers.

CHAPTER XLI1I

THE MUNDRUCU ON MONKEYg.

THE sun was just setting as the guaribas disappeared;
and from this circumstance it was conjectured that they
were on their return to some customary roosting place.

Trevanion supposed that they might be on their way
to dry land ; and if so, the route they had taken might
serve himself and party for a guide to the terra firma.
He mentioned this circumstance to the Mundrucu ; who
shook his head, not doubtfully, but as a simple answer

in the negative.

"You think it would be no use our taking the

direction in which they have gone ?
"
said the miner,

interrogatively.
"
No, patron ; not a bit of good in that. They are as

like to be going from terra firma as towards it. It's all

the same to them whether they sleep over land or water,

so long as they have the trees to cling to. They aro now

trooping it to some roost they have a fancy for perhaps
some very big tree; which they use at all times for their

night rendezvous, and where others of the same tribe

will be likely to meet them. These have been off to

some favourite feeding-ground where the fruit may be

plentier than in the neighbourhood of their regular

dwelling place ; or they may have been upon somo ramble
for amusement,"
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" What! do monkeys make excursions for mere sport?"

inquired young Ealph.
"'
Oh, yes ;

"
replied the Mundrucu. " I've often met

them trooping about among the trees, where nuts and

fruits were in p'.enty ; and have watched them for hours

at a time without seeing them pluck a single one of either,

only chattering, and screeching, and laughing, and playing
tricks upon each other, as if they had nothing else to do.

Neither have they, when certain sorts of fruit are ripe

especially soft fruits, as berries, and the pulpy nuts of

several kinds of palms, as the pupunha and assai. It is

a little different at other seasons, when they have to live

on the Brazil nuts and the sapu9ayas ; then they have

something to do to get at the kernel inside the thick

shells, and at this they employ a good deal of their

time."
" Do they sleep perched on the trees ? Or, have they

nests among the branches in which they can lie down at

their ease ?
"

"
They have nests, but not for that. The females only

use them when about to bring forth their young. As to

sleeping at their ease, they can do that on the very
slenderest of branches. It's no hardship to them, as it is

to us. Not a bit."
" But do they not sometimes fall off in their sleep ?

"

" How could they do that, young master, when they
have their tails whirled on it ? Before going to sleep,

they take a turn or two of their long tail round a branch,
not always the one their body is on, but more commonly
a branch a little above. For that matter, they don't need

any branch to rest upon. They can go to sleep, and
often do so, hanging by the tail ; and it is the position

in which they are most at ease, just as you would b

reclining on your side upon a bed or in a hammock."
" Is that really so, Munday ?

"
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11 It is, patron. I've seen them scores of times asleep

that way. To prove that they feel most at home when

hanging hy the tail, they take to it whenever any alarm

comes suddenly upon them, and they wish to be in

readiness for retreat, in case of its turning out an

enemy."
" What singular creatures I

"
said young Ralph, speak-

ing half hi soliloquy.
" You speak truth, young master," rejoined the Mun-

drucu. "
They have many an odd way, that would lead

one to believe they had as much sense as some kinds of

men. You have seen how they picked up the old she

that fell into the water; but I've seen them do a still

stranger thing than that. It is but the commonest of

their contrivances, put in practice every time they want

to pluck a nut or some fruit that grows near the end of

a branch too slender to carry their weight. If there's a

stronger limb above, they go out upon it; and then

stringing themselves together, as you saw them do, they
let down till the last in the string can lay hold of the

fruit. Sometimes there is no branch right over the spot ;

but that don't hinder them from getting what they have

coveted, if they can find a stout limb anywhere near.

Then they make their string all the same, and by setting

it in motion they swing backwards and forwards, until tho

lowest of the party is tossed out within reach of the fruit.

I've seen them try this, and find that their string was

just a few inches too short, when another monkey would

quickly glide down to the end of the chain, and add his

length to complete it."

*' That's pretty much what we have seen them do just

now," said young Ralph.
" You said, Munday, you

knew of some habit of theirs still more singular. What
is it?"

" I've seen them make a bridge, young master."
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" Make a bridge ! Are you in earnest ? How could

they ?
"

4<
Well, just in the same way as they get within reach

of the nuts."
" But for what purpose ?"
" To make way across some bit of wateJ, or a fast

running stream, where they would be drowned if they
fell in."

" But how do they accomplish it? To make a bridge

requires a skilled engineer among men : are there any
such to be found among monkeys?

"

*'

Well, young master, I won't call it skill like that of

human beings ; but it's very like it. You wish me to tell

you how they do the thing. If on their grand journeyings

they come to a stream, or even an igarape like this, and
find they can't leap from the trees on one side to thosa

growing on the other, it is then necessary for them to

make the bridge. They go up and down the bank till

they find two tall trees, one on each side, and opposite
to each other. They climb to a high branch on that one

within their reach ; and then linking together, as you've
seen them, they set their string in motion, and swing
backwards and forwards till the one at the end can clutch

a branch of the tree on the opposite side. This doneu

the bridge is made ; and then all the troop, the old one*

that are too stiff to take a great leap, and the young ones

that are too weak, scamper across upon the bodies oi

their stouter comrades. When all have passed over, the

monkey at the other end of the string then lets go his

hold upon the branch
;
and if he should be flung into tho

water it don't got him in any danger, as he instantly
climbs up the bodies of those above him, and the next

does the same, arid the next also, until all have got safe

back into the trees."
" Be jabers !

"
exclaimed Tipperary Tom, "

it's won-
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dherfU how the craythers can do it! But, Misther

Munday, have yez iver seen them fall from a tree-top ?
"

"
No, never fall, Senhor Tome. But IVo known one

to leap from the top of a tree full a hundred feet in

height."
" Share it was kilt dead thin ?

"

" If it was it acted very oddly for a dead animal, since

it had scarce touched the ground before it sprang back

up another tree of the same height, and scampered to

the top branches, nearly as quick as it had come down."
" Mother ov Moses !

"

" Ah !

"
sighed Trevanion,

"
if we had only the activity

of these creatures, how soon we might escape from tho

dilemma into which we have unfortunately fallen ! Who
knows what is before us ? Let us pray before going to

rest for the night. Let us hope that He, in whose hands

we are, may listen to our supplications, and, sooner 01

later, relieve us from our misery."
And so saying the ex-miner repeated a well-remembered

prayer ; in the response to which, not only the young
people fervently joined, but the Indian, the African, and

the Irishman.

The prayer over, all sought their respective
"
roosts,"

and placed themselves in the best positions possible foi

obtaining another night's repose.

CHAPTER XLIV.

TWO SLUMBEHERS SOUSED.

IT was somewhere away among the midhours of the

night, and all appeared to be as soundly asleep as if

reclining upon couches of eider down. Not a voice was
heard among the branches of the Brazil-nut not a sound

of any kind if we except the snorip#
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from the spread nostrils of the negro, and one of a

somewhat sharper tone from the nasal organ of the

Irishman. Sometimes they snored together; and for

several successive trumpetings the simultaneity would

be kept up. Gradually, however, one would get a little

ahead of the other ; and then the two snores would be

heard separately as if the two sleepers were respond-

ing to each other in a kind of colloquy carried on by
their noses.

All at once this nasal duet was interrupted by a rust-

ling among the boughs upon which rested the body of

Tipperary Tom. The rustling was succeeded l>y a

cry, quickly followed by a plunge, as if some heavy

body had fallen from a considerable height into the

water !

The cry and the plunge awoke everybody upon the

tree ; and while several voices were heard inquiring the

cause of the disturbance, a second shout and a second

plunge, instead of affording a clue to the cause of alarm,

only rendered the matter more mysterious.

There was a second volley of interrogatories sent

forth among the branches of the bertholletia; but among
the inquiring voices two were missing those of Mozey
and the Irishman.

Both, however, could be heard below ; not speakir;g

in a very articulate fashion, but in a sort of sneezing,

spattering way, as if the owners of them were in the act

of being choked !

At the same time there was a splashing and plunging

under the tree, as if two men were in the water, engaged
in a struggle of life and death !

" What is it? Is it. you, Tom? Is it you, Mozey?'
were the questions that came thick and fast from those

gt'/ll upon the tree.

The replies were not so clearly pronounced.
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" Oeh ! ach-ach hach I'm choked I'm ach--

aa^h a dfrown hach drowning! Help! helpl" cried

a voice, distinguishable as that of the Irishman , while

another, exerted in malting a somewhat similar declara-

tion, could be told to be that of the negro.

The word drowning was not needed to convey the idea

that Tipperary Tom was in danger. All knew that he

could not swim a stroke. With the Mozambique it was

different. He might sustain himself above water for a

ji me, long enough to render his rescue a certainty.

With Tom no time was to be lost, if he was to be saved

from a watery grave; and almost on the instant of

hearing his cries for help, two other bodies were heard

dropping, with a simultaneous plunge upon the water.

These were Richard Trevanion and the Mundrucu.

For a time those who remained on the tree now only
Trevanion himself and his two children could hear a

confused medley of sounds, the splashing of water,

mingled with human voices, some of them speaking, or

rather shouting, in accents of terror, while they were

uttering cries of encouragement.

Nothing was to be seen. The night chanced to be a

dark one but had it been ever so clear even had the

full moon been shining above, her beams could not

have penetrated through the spreading branches of the

Brazil-nut, matted and lined as they were with a thou-

sand leafy elianas. Underneath the tree it was dark as

Erebus ; and not one of the four swimmers could have

teen seen had they been as white as swans.

Trevanion could only ascertain what was going on by
listening; and he listened, as did also his son anil

daughter, with fearful impatience.
It would seem an easy task for two such swimmeri

as the Indian and Paranese to rescue Tipperary Tom
from his peril. But it was not quite so easj. Thej
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had got hold of him, one on each side, as soon as the

darkness allowed them to discover him. But this was

not till they had groped for some time through the

gloom; and then he was found in such a state of

exhaustion partly from affright, and partly from having
swallowed some gallons of gapo water that it required

aU the strength of both to keep his chin above the

surface.

Mozey was fast becoming as helpless as Tipperary
Tom ; for his natatory powers, at best but feeble, were

more than half paralyzed by the " scare
"
he had got by

being precipitated into the flood, while still in the arms

of Morpheus. Such a singular awaking was sufficient

to have embarrassed a cranium of higher intellectual

development than that of the Mozambique.
After having discovered their half-drowned com-

panions, neither Richard nor the Mundrucu knew

exactly what to do with them. Their first thought was

to drag them towards the trunk of the tree, under which

they had been immersed. This they succeeded in

doing ; but once alongside the stem, they found them-

selves in no better position for getting out of the

dilemma. There was not a branch within reach by
which they might raise themselves, and the bark was as

smooth as glass slippery, in fact, from the slimy mud
that coated its surface.

When first ascending into the great tree, they had

made use of some hanging parasites, which now in tho

darkness they were unable to find.

For some moments there appeared to be great clanger

$ven the two swimmers were beginning to despair. If

not their own lives, those of their comrades might be

lost in that gloomy aisle, whose pavement was tho

lubtle deceitful flood.

it this crisis an idea occurred to the young Paranes^
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that promised to rescue them from their perilous posi-

tion. Acting upon it, he called out " The swimming
belts ! Fling down the swimming belts !"

His uncle and cousin, by this time having a clearer

comprehension of what had occurred and was still

occurring, at once obeyed the command. Fortunately
the shells were within easy reach of their hands, and

each grasping a set flung it down from the tree. Eichard

and the Indian were not slow to avail themselves of this

timely assistance ; and in a trice the two half-drowned

men were buoyed up beyond danger of again going to

the bottom.

A few seconds more sufficed to find the eliana ladder ;

and as many more enabled the survivors to ascend,

taking their charge along with them.

On getting back among the branches of the berthol-

letia, a general explanation came to pass, though there

was not so much to be explained.

Tipperary Tom was the original cause of the awkward
incident.

Having gone to sleep without taking proper precau-

tion, his limbs, relaxed by slumber, had lost their pre-
hensile power ; and, sliding through the elianas, he had
fallen plump into the water below a distance of more
than a dozen feet.

His cries, and the consequent plunge, had startled

the negro so abruptly, that he too lost his equilibrium;
and following the fashion, soused down the instant

after.

The Mundrucu was by no means satisfied with the

occurrence. It had not only interrupted his repose, but

given him a wet shirt in which to continue ife.

He was deterntthed, however, that a similar incident

should not for that night occur again at least, not with

the same individuals ; and, before returning to his roots,
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he bound both of them to theirs with sipos strong

enough to resist any start that might be caused by the

most terrible of dreams !

CHAPTER XLV.
OPEN WATER.

THE whole of the next day was spent in explorations.

These did not extend more than four hundred yards
from their sleeping place of the night ; but short as was

the distance, it cost more trouble to traverse it than if it

had been twenty miles on land, and across an open

country.
It was a thicket through which the explorers had to

pass; but such a thicket as one acquainted only with the

ordinary woods of northern countries can have no con-

ception of. It was a matted tangle of trees and para-

sitical plants, many of the latter such as the climbing

jacitara palms, the cane briars and bromelias, thickly set

with sharp spines, that rendered it dangerous to come

in contact with them. Even had there been firm footing

it would have been no easy task to make way through
such a network ; but considering it was necessary to

traverse the wood by passing from tree to tree all the

while keeping in their tops it will not be wondered at

that a few hundred yards of such progress was accounted

a day's journey.
You must not suppose that the whole party of our

adventurers made even this much. Most of them did

not move a yard from their sleeping-place of the pre-

ceding night. All of them, in fact, remained in the

Brazil-nut, excepting the two who had acted as explorers

on the former occasion Richard and the Mundrucu. It

would have been worse than idle for any other to have

accompanied them on their expedition.
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It was near sunset when they returned, with a report,

which, to Trevanion and his party, seemed anything but

encouraging. They had penetrated through the forest

about four hundred yards, as we have said finding it

flooded in every direction. Not an inch of terra firma
had they discerned ; and the Indian from certain signs
well understood by him knew that none was near. The

rapid drift of the current, which had been observed

several times during the day, was one of these indi-

cations. It could not, he declared, be running in that

way if dry land was in the vicinity. So far, therefore,

as reaching the shore was concerned, they might make

up their minds to a long journey ; and how this was to

be performed was the question that now required de-

liberation.

One point the explorers had definitely determined.

The igarape terminated at their sleeping-place. There

was no sign of it beyond. Instead, however, they had

come upon an opening of a very different character. A
vast expanse of water, without any trees, had been dis-

covered, its nearest edge being the limit of their day's

excursion that is, about four hundred yards from the

end of the igarape.

This open water did not extend quite to the horizon.

On all sides around it trees could be seen, or rather the

tops of trees : for it was evident that the thicket-like

bordering was but the "
lop and top

"
of the inundated

forest.

On returning to the "
roost," Munday urged the ad-

yantage of going in that direction towards the opei?

water.
" For what purpose ?" inquired Trevanion, who failed

to perceive any good purpose in it.
" We cannot cross

it, since we have no sort of craft to carry us. We cannot

make a raft out of these green branches, full of sap as
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they are even if we had the tools to cut them down and

join them together. What's the use of our going that

way? You say there's open water almost as far as you
can see. Sj much the worse, I should think."

"
No, patron," replied the Indian, still addressing

Trevanion as respectfully as when acting as his hired

tapviyo.
" So much the better, if you give me leave to

differ from you. Our only hope is to find open water."
"
Why, we have heen all along coming from it Isn't

there plenty of it behind us ?
"

"
True, patron. But it's not running in the right

direction. If we launch upon that the current would bo

against us. Kemember, master, 'tis the ee^iente. We
couldn't go that way. If we could, it would only bring
us back to the river channel, where, without some sort

of a vessel, we should soon go to the bottom. Now,
the open gapo we've seen to-day is landward, though the

land may be a good way off. Still, by crossing it, we
shall get nearer to terra firma, and that is something."

"
By crossing it. But how ?"

" We must swim across it."

"Why, you've just said that it stretches almost to the

edge of the horizon ! It must be ten miles, or more.*'

44 No doubt, patron ; no doubt it is all of that."

" And do you mean to say we can swim ten miles ?"

" What's to hinder us, master? We have the monkey
pots. They will keep the people above water. If there's

not enough for all, we can get more. Plenty upon the

sapi^aya trees here"
' But what would be the object of our crossing this

expanse of water ? You say there is no dry land on the

other side. In that case we'll be no better off than on

this side."

*' There is land on the other side, though I think not

reiynear. But we must keep on towards it, else we
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shall never escape from the gapo. If we stay here we
must starve, or suffer greatly. We might search tho

forest for months, and not find another resting place on

the araras, nor food of any kind. Take my advice,

patron. Soon as comes the light of to-morrow let us

start from here, and cross to the open water. Then you
will see for yourself what is hest for us to do."

As the perilous circumstances in which they were

placed had altogether changed the relationship between

Trevanion and his tapuyo, the latter, in fact, being now
the real "

patron," of course the ex-miner willingly gave

way to him in everything; and on the morning of the

next day the party of adventurers forsook the Brazil-nut

tree, and proceeded towards the expanse of open gapo
that had been discovered by the explorers.

CHAPTEK XLVI.

THE JACENOS.

IT will be asked, in what manner they proceeded. To
swim to the open water would have been next to im-

possible, even with the assistance of the floats. Not

only would the thickly standing tree-trunks and drooping
elianas have hindered them from making way in any
direction, but there would have been nothing to guide
them through the shadowy water, and they must soon

become lost in a labyrinth of gloom. No sign of the

sky even had such been visible could have availed

them in the Cimmerian darkness under the trees, and

there were no landmarks to which they might have

trusted.

As they did not make way by swimming, and it is

evident they could not have travelled afoot, what, then,

was their manner of locomotion ? That is the question
to be answered.
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The answer is, that it was very much the same as that

mployed by the monkeys who had passed them the day

before, only that their pace was a hundred times slower,

and their exertions a thousand times more laborious.

In fact, they travelled among the tree-tops, just as

the two explorers had done, and followed the same

tracks which these had already taken, and which

Munday on his return had taken the precaution t<i

' blaze
"
by the breaking of a number of twigs and

branches.

Their progress was of the slowest kind slower than

the crawl of the most helpless cripple ; but by dint of

perseverance, and the performance of many feats of

climbing, and clinging, and balancing a general course

of gymnastics, in short in which little Rosa was as-

sisted by Richard, and Tipperary Tom required an occa-

sional lift from the Mundrucu, they succeeded at length

in reaching the outer selvedge of the submerged forest,

and gaining a view of the wide watery expanse. It was

& relief to their eyes, so long strained to no purpose
amiclst the shadowy foliage that enveloped them.

"
Now, Munday," asked Trevanion, as soon as he had

recovered breath after such a spell of unwonted exertion,
" we are here on the edge of the open water. You talk

of our being able to swim across it. TeP us how ?"

" Same as we swam the igarape."
"
Impossible ! As you've admitted, it can't be less

than ten miles to the other side. The tree-tops yonde*
are scarce discernible.

'"We came nearly as far along the canoe-path."

"True; but then we had a chance to rest every few

minutes, and that gave us strength to go on. It would

be different if we attempt to cross this great sea, where

there is no resting place of any kind. We should be a

fchole day in the water perhaps more."
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"Perhaps more, patron. I do not say no. But,

remember, if we don't try to get out some way, we may
be three, four, five, or six months among these tree-tops.

We may find no food, or only nuts and fruits of theso

only enough to keep us alive. We may lose strength,

and be no longer able to stay among the branches. We
may grow faint, and fall, one by one, into the water, to

sink down to the bottom of the gapo, or drop into the

jaws of the jacare."

The alternative thus brought vividly before their minds

produced a strong impression upon those who listened

to its terrible details; and Trevanion offered no further

objection to any plan which the Mundrucu might pro-

pose. He only requested him to give a more full

account of the feasibility of that now suggested in other

words, explain how they were to swim a stretch of over

ten miles without stopping to rest.

Munday made no mystery of the matter. He had no
other plan than that already tried with success the

swimming belts only that two additional sets would

now be needed one for himself, and the other for the

young Paranese. On the short passage from the

sapu9aya to the flooded forest, and along the canoe-path,
these bold swimmers had both disdained the use of the
"
apparatus," but in a stretch of ten miles it would be

necessary to have recourse to its aid.

No further progress was to be made that day, as the

fatigue of the aboreal journey required to be succeeded

by a long interval of rest ;
and shortly after their arrival

on the edge of the forest they set about arranging their

sleeping quarters, having chosen the softer tree that

could be found near the spot.

Unfortunately, their larder was lower than it had been
since the going down of the galatea. The squab
macaws were no longer in stock the last bone had been
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picked clean, and some sapugaya nuts gathered by the

way by Munday formed the substance of their scanty

supper.
As soon as it was eaten, the Mundrucu, assisted by

Hichard, busied himself in manufacturing the required

swimming-belts ;
and long before the sun disappeared

behind the forest spray, everything was ready for the

embarkation, which was to take place at the earliest

moment of hia re-appearance.
As usual, there was conversation, partly to kill time

and partly to keep off the shadows that surrounded, and
even threatened to reduce them to despair. Trevanion

took pains to keep it up, and make it as cheerful as

circumstances would permit his object being less to

satisfy himself than to provide gratification for his chil-

dren. At times he even attempted to jest the sons 01

Ethiopia and Erin being then appealed to in their re-

spective lines; but more generally the conversation

turned upon topics suggested by the scene, when the

Indian, otherwise habitually taciturn, was expected to

do the talking.

The expanse of open water became the subject on this

particular occasion.
" It appears like a lake," remarked the ex-miner. " I

can see a line of trees, or tree-tops, all around it, with no

sign of a break or channel."

"It is one," rejoined the tapuyo. "A real lagoon.

Water in it at all seasons, both echente and vasante,

only 'tis fuller now from the flood. Yes, patron, it's a

lagoon."
" How do you know that, Munday ?"

The inquiry was merely to draw out the Mundrucu.

"Easily enough. There are more signs than one

master. First, there are no campos in this part of the

country ; and if it wasn't a lagoon, there would be treei
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landing out of it. But I see a surer sign out yonder
the piosocas."

The speaker pointed to two dark objects at some dis*

tance off, that had not hitherto been observed by any of

3he party. On more careful scrutiny they proved to be

birds large, but of slender shape, and bearing some
resemblance to a brace of cranes or curlews. They
were of dark colour, rufous on the wings, with a green
iridescence that glistened brightly under the beams of

the setting sun. They were near enough to enable the

spectators to distinguish several peculiarities in their

structure among others, a singular leathery appendage
at the base of the back, stout spinous processes or spurs
on the wing shoulders, very long slender legs, and tarsi

of immense length, radiating outward from their shanks

like four-pointed stars spread horizontally on the surface

of the water.

What not only struck the spectators with surprise, but

appeared unaccountable, was the fact that these birds

seen upon the water were not seated as if swimming or

afloat, but standing erect upon their legs, their tarsi

and toes apparently spread along the surface as if upon
ice!

Stranger still while they were being watched, both

were seen to forsake their statuesque attitude and move
first towards each other, and then part again, running to

and fro as if upon a solid instead of a fluid footing.

What could it all mean? Munday was asked for the

explanation. Were they walking upon the water?

No. There was a water-plant under their feet, a big

lily, with a leaf several feet in diameter, that floated on
the surface, sufficient to carry the weight of the biggest
bird. That was what was supporting the piosocas.

The ex-miner and his party, on scanning the surfa ce

more carefully, could distinguish the big lily and its leaf
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with a turned-up edge resembling the rim of a Chinese

gong, or a huge frying-pan. They became acquainted
for the first time with that gigantic lily which fond

flunkeyism has since designated
" The Royal Victoria,**

and got knighted for the fulsome flattery.
" Tis the fumo de piosoca," said Munday, continuing

his explanation.
"

It's called so because, as you can

see, it's like the oven on which we bake our cassava;

and because, as you also see, it is the favourite roost of

the piosoca."

By piosoca the Indian meant the singular jacana, of

the family Petamedeidse, of which there are species both

in Africa and America.

The birds had made their appearance, or rather been

observed, at a crisis when the spectators required some-

thing to abstract their thoughts from the cares that

encompassed them ; and for some time our adventurers

sate regarding the jacanas moving among the " ovens
"

with an interest that rendered them almost oblivious of

their own sad condition.

So much were they engrossed by the curious spectacle,

that they did not perceive the tapuyo as he let himself

gently down into the water, and swam off under the

drooping branches of the trees pausing at a point oppo-
site to where the piosocas were at play.

From this point they could not have perceived him, as

he had dived under water, and did not come up again
until the slender shanks of a jacana, enveloped in the

lily's soft leaf, were clutched by his sinewy fingers ; and

the bird with a shrill scream was seen fluttering upon
the surface of the water. At the same instant its terrified

mate soared shrieking into the ai-r, leaving its captured

companion in the clutch of the tapuyo.

The party in the tree-tops were at first amazed. They
eaw a dark round object close to the struggling jacana
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that resembled the head of a human being, whose body
was submerged under water.

It was not till it had come nearer, the bird still keep-

ing it close company, that they identified the head, with

its copper-coloured face now turned towards them, as

belonging to their guide and companion Munday.
It was he, sure enough, who had caught the jacana,

and the fire that was shortly after seen blazing among
the branches told of the use he was about to make of his

prize.

Instead of going to sleep upon a supper of raw sapu-

$ayas, our adventurers sought repose after making a

hearty meal upon roast jacana.

CHAPTER XLVII.

A COMPANION LEFT BEHIND.

BY daybreak they were once more in the water, each

provided with a complete set of swimming shells, which

had all been rendered waterproof by Munday's caoutchouc

process. The old ones used in making the passage of

the igarape had been brought along, and two new sets,

one for Bichard Trevanion and one for the Mundrucu

himself, were all that required to be manufactured for

the intended water journey.
As the voyage was not only more extensive, but

altogether a more perilous enterprise, the greatest pains
were taken to have the swimming apparatus as perfect

as possible. Any flaw such as a weak place in the

waist-belts or shoulder-straps, or the smallest crevice

that would admit water into one of the shells might be

followed by serious consequences ; indeed, the drowning
of whoever chanced to be depending upon it. Besides

making the new belts, therefore, Munday had mended
the old ones, giving all the shells an additional coating
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of caoutchouc, and strengthening the sipos that attached

iiera to one another.

Just as the sun's disc was seen above the tree-tops

that skirted the lagoon on the east, our adventurers em-

barked on their aquatic expedition. But it could not be

said that they started in high spirits. They knew not

what was to be the sequel of their singular undertaking
where their swimming journey was to end, or whether

it might not be to some one of their number if not all

of them the last swimming bout in their life.

Indeed, the Indian, to whom they all looked for en-

couragement as well as guidance, was himself not very

sanguine of success. He did not say so ; but for all that,

Trevanion, who had kept interrogating him at intervals

while they were preparing to start, had become im-

pressed with this belief. As the Mundrucu persisted in

counselling the expedition, the ex-miner did not urge

any further opposition ; and, under the auspices of a

glorious tropical sunrise, they committed themselves to

the open waters of the lagoon.
At the very start there occurred an incident somewhat

ominous of ill success. As the coaita monkey would

have been a cumbersome companion to have been carried

by any one of the swimmers, it was decided that the

creature should be left behind. It could not swim *

stroke. It was of no particular use, and would on!/

hamper whoever of the party should take charge of it.

Unpleasant as it was to part with a pet, so long in the

tompany of the galatea's crew, there was no alternative.

Tipperary Tom, notwithstanding his attachment to

the monkey, or rather its attachment towards him, was

but too willing to consent to the separation. He had a

vivid recollection of his former entanglement, and the

risk he had run of being either drowned in the gapo or

strangled by the coaita's tail ; and with this remembrance
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still flitting before his fancy, he had taken at starting

upon the new journey the precaution to steal silenilyoff

from the trees, among the foremost of the swimmers.

Everybody, in fact, had got off before the coaita

became aware of the intention to abandon it; and,

moreover, they had got to such a distance that no leap
it might make would enable it to alight upon the

shoulders of any of the swimmers. On perceiving that

it was about to be left behind that it was so, in fact

it put forth a series of cries, painfully plaintive, but at

the same time loud enough to have been heard almost

to the utmost limits of the lagoon.
There was one other of the party who seemed to have

been intended for a similar desertion. No one had given
a thought to the macaw ; although Rosa's pet, the

ouistiti, had been provided with a free passage upon the

shoulders of the young Paranese.

But the parrot was not going to be left behind in this

free and easy fashion. It was not so helpless as the

coaita. It possessed an apparatus in the shape of a pair

of strong wings, which, when expanded iu muscular

effort, could carry it clean across the lagoon. Conscious

of its superior power, it did not stay upon the trees, to

mingle its chattering with the screams of the coaita.

]>efore the swimmers had made a hundred strokes each,

the macaw mounted up into the air, flew for a while

hoveringly about their heads, and then, as if selecting

the perch most to its fancy, it dropped down, as before,

upon the skull of the negro, burying its claws in the

wrinkly chevelure.

Mozey, anything but gratified with the partiality thus

ehown him, was nevertheless compelled to put up with

it ; and, without making any attempt to dislodge tha

biid, swam onwaid along with the others.
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CHAPTER XLVIII.

THE PILOT ABANDONED.

As tlie swimmers proceeded onwards, their hopes took &.

brighter turn. They saw that they were able to make

good way through the water ; and in less than an hour

they were separated by a good mile from their point of

departure. At this rate of speed they would be on the

other side of the lagoon before sunset; that is, if their

strength would only hold out.

At this point the voyage promised to be prosperous ;

and joy sat upon the countenances of all.

Shortly after there began to appear a change. A
cloud was seen stealing over the brow of the Mundrucu,
which was the cue for every other to exhibit a similar

shadowing.
Trevanion kept scanning the countenance of the

tapuyo, to ascertain the cause of his disquietude, for it

had assumed that expression. He made no inquiry;

but he could tell by the behaviour of the Indian that

there was trouble in his mind.

At intervals he was seen to elevate his head above the

water, and look back over his shoulder. Whatever was

the cause of anxiety, it appeared to be expected from

behind.

As they swam onward, and forged further from the

point of departure, Munday's countenance lost nothing
of its anxious cast, while his turning in the water and

backward glances became more frequent.

Trevanion also looked back, though only to ascertain

the meaning of the tapuyo's manoeuvres. He could see

nothing to account for it nothing but tne tree-tops

from which they had parted, and these every moment

becoming less conspicuous to the view.
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Though the patron did not perceive it, it was just this

that was causing tlifi tapuyo to look apprehensively

towards the rear. The sinking of the trees was the

very thing that was producing his despondency.
As they advanced still farther into the open water, his

rearward reconnaissances hecame yet more frequent,

while each was now made with his head raised several

inches ahove the surface.

Stimulated less by curiosity than alarm, Trevanion

could keep silent no longer.
" Why do you look hack,

Munday ?
"
he inquired : "is there any danger in that

direction ? Have you any fear that we shall be followed ?

I can see nothing except the tree-tops, and scarcely them

at this moment."
" That's the danger : that very thing you have last

said. We shall soon lose sight of them altogether, and

then
"

" What then ?"

"Then I confess, patron, I am puzzled. I did not

think of it before we took to the water."

"Ah! I see what you mean. YouVe been hitherto

guiding our course by the trees from which we parted.

When they are no longer in view, we shall have nothing
tc steer by."

"It is true : the Great Spirit only can guide us then.'*

From his manner the Mundrucu evidently felt chagrin,

and something more : he had expressed himself so con-

fidently about their being able to cross the lagoon. He
had only taken into consideration the circumstance of

their being able to swim, without ever thinking of the

chance of their losing the way. The tree- horizon sink-

ing gradually behind him first admonished him, and aa

he continued to swim further out into the clear water,

he became more and more convinced that such chanc

was not only possible, but too probable.
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that expressed disappointment. He could not see th%

trees, even at the utmost stretch of his neck.

With a grunt that seemed to signify his assent to the

abandoning of their guidance, he again laid himself

along the water, and continued in the direction he had

been already following ; but not before assuring himself

that he was on the right course, which, fortunately, he

was still able to do, by noting the relative positions o<

the others.

At startingaway from this, which he intended should be

their last stopping-place, he delivered a series of admoni-

tions intended for the use ofevery swimmer in the "shoal."

They were to keep their relative positions that is, their

relative positions to him and one another as nearly as

might be in their power : they were to swim gently and

slowly, according to the example he should set them, so

that they might not become fatigued, and require to

pause for rest ; and, above all, they were not to ** bother"

him by putting questions either to himself or to each

other. In short, that they were to proceed in perfect

silence.

He did not condescend to explain this strange chap-
ter of injunctions further than by telling them if they
were not followed, and to the letter, neither he nor they

might ever climb into another tree-top !

It is needless to say that, after such an intimation,

his orders received implicit obedience, and those to

whom he had given them swam onward by his side as

silently as so many fishes.

The only sound heard was the monotonous sighing of

the water seething against the hollow sapu9aya shells,

now and then varied by the scream of the caracara eagle,

as it poised itself for a second over then: heads, in sur-

prise at the singular cohort of aquatic creatures moving
o mysteriously through the lagoons of the gapo.

9
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CHAPTER XLIX.

BOUND AND HOUND.

Fou a kill hour though there was no cloak to tell them

the time did our adventurers preserve, not only their

relative positions, but also the silence that had been

enjoined upon them.

None of them spoke, even when a dead guariba
that had been drowned, perhaps, by attempting a leap

too great for its strength and agility came drifting

along through their midst. None of them took any
notice of the defunct monkey, if we except the ouistiti

carried upon the shoulders of young Richard Trevanion.

This diminutive specimen of a <c

quadruman," on recog-

nizing the dead body of one of its big kinsmen, entered

upon a series of chitterings and squeakings, trembling
all the while, as if suddenly awakened to the conscious-

ness that it was itself in imminent danger of terminating
its existence in a similar manner.

Its cries were not heeded. Munday's admonition had

been delivered in a tone too serious to be disregarded ;

and the ouistiti was permitted to utter its plaints with-

out a single word being addressed to it, either of chiding
or consolation.

Tranquillity was at length restored : for the little ape,

on seeing that no notice was taken of it, desisted from

its noisy demonstrations. Once more the swimmers

proceeded in speechless silence.

Half an hour may have elapsed perhaps more, per-

haps a little lessbefore this silence received a second

interruption. It again came from the ouistiti, that,

rearing itself on its tiiv hind legs having the shoulders

!$ Uie Paninese for a support and craning its head
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outwards over the water, commenced repeating tha

various cries of alarm from which it had been for a time

abstaining.

What could the little monkey mean?
The interrogatory was not put into speech, though ifc

was the simultaneous wish of all to obtain an answer

to it.

In seeking for this, they contented themselves by

watching the movements of the alarmist, or rather, by

turning their eyes towards the object which appeared to

attract the ouistiti and cause it such evident alarm

Each buoyed himself up to get a good view ; and each,

as he did so, saw, scarce ten paces ahead of him, the

carcase of a guariba. It was drifting towards them, in

the same manner as the one they had already met, and

before any of them thought of exchanging speech it was

bobbing about in their midst. The reflections that

occurred to the swimmers were, that there had been a

general drowning among the guariba monkeys, some-

where on the shores of the lagoon. Perhaps a tribe had

got into an isolated tree, where their retreat had been

cut off by the inundation, and hence the spectacle twice

repeated.

Had the tapuyo not been of the party this theory

might have satisfied all hands, and the swimming jour-

ney would have been continued. On the contrary, it

was brought k> a sudden termination, or at least inter-

ruption, and by the tapuyo himself.

The Indian was not so easily deceived. On passing

guariba No. J, although he had said nothing, he had

carefully noted the peculiarities of the carcase, and, as

soon as he swam within fair distinguishing distance of

guariba No. 2, he saw that the pair were identical. In

ither words, our adventurers had, for the second time,

encountered the same unfortunate apeJ
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There could be but one conclusion. The carcase

could not have changed its course, unless by the shifting
&f the wind or the current of the water. But neither

could have explained that second rencontre. It was

only intelligible upon the supposition that the swim-

mers had been progressing in a curvilinear path, and,

after gomg round and round, were now returning on

Iheir own track 1

CHAPTER L.

GOING BY GUESS.

ALTHOUGH their guide was the first to discover it, he did

not attempt to conceal the dilemma into which he had

been instrumental in leading them.
"
'Tis true, patron," he said, addressing himself to

Trevanion, and no longer requiring compliance with his

former regulations,
" we have gone astray. That's the

same monkey we met before. So, you see, we're back

where we were half an hour ago. Pa terra! It's crooked

luck, patron, but I suppose the Great Spirit wills it so."

Trevanion, confounded, made scarce any reply.
44 We must not remain here, any how," pursued the

Indian.
" We must try to get to the trees somewhere

no matter where."
"
Surely," said the ex-miner,

" we can accomplish
that."

" I hope so," was the reply of the tapuyo, given with

no great confidence.

Trevanion reflected that they had been swimming in a

circle. Should this occur again and there was every

probability of such a thing their desired end might not

be so easy of accomplishment.
For some minutes speculation was suspended. The

guide was engaged in action. Lil; c a water spaniel in
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search of a winged wild duck, he was repeatedly rearing
himself above the surface, casting glances of interroga-
tion to every quarter of the compass.

Like the same spaniel, when convinced that the

wounded bird has escaped him, ho at length desisted

from those idle efforts ; arid, laying his body upon the

water, prepared to swim disappointedly to the shore.

. With something more than disappointment some,

thing more than chagrin did Munday commence re-

treating from the lagoon. As he called upon his com-

panions to follow him, there was a tremor in his voice,

and an irresolution in his stroke, perceptible to the least

observant of then!
;
and the fact of his having shoul-

dered the dead guariba after first making inspection to

see that it was "fit and wholesome food" was proof of

his entertaining some suspicion that their voyage might
be a long one. No one questioned him about one thing
or the other. Notwithstanding the failure of his pro-

mise to guide them straight across the lagoon, they still

relied upon him. Upon whom, or what else, could they

rely?
After proceeding a considerable distance he came to a

pause, once more reared up in the water, and, turning ai

upon a pivot, scanned the circle of the horizon.

Satisfied that there was not a tree-top within view,

he permitted himself to subside, and swam onward as

before.

Could he have insured himself to keep a straight

course, no great danger need have been apprehended.
The lagoon might be ten miles wide; or, if twenty, it

would not so materially affect the result. Swim as

slowly as they might, a score of hours should see them
on its shore whether this was the spray of a submerged
forest or the true terra firma itself. There was no dan.

ger of their going to the bottom : the swimming-belta
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secured them against that. There was no danger of

their suffering from thirst the contingency most

dreaded by the castaway at sea and the strayed traveller

in the desert. Of fresh water they had a surfeit.

Nor did hunger dismay them. Since supping upon
the jacana, they had made a hearty breakfast of Brazil

nuts a food which from its oily nature may be said to

combine both animal and vegetable substance. More-

over, they were now no longer unprovided against a

future emergency, since their guide had slung upon his

shoulders the carcase of the guariba. Their real danger

lay in their deviating from a right line: for who could

swim straight with his eyes on a level with the surface

of the water, and nothing to direct his course neither

tree, rock, nor star, nor signal of any kind !

The tapuyo knew this. So did the ex-miner. So,

too, the Irishman, as well as the negro. Even the

children could tell that they were no longer guided, but

going by guesswork.

CHAPTER LI.

AT BEST ON THE WATER.

As stated, it was no longer a question of getting acrott

the lagoon, but out of it. From their late circular swim,

they had learnt that this might not be so easy of accom-

plishment. The thought inspired them with apprehen-

sion, so that to make land, anywhere, was all they now
cared for.

The eccentric movements of their guide, instead of

allaying their fears, produced the contrary effect. His

peated
"
rearings

"
above the water, but more especially

the disconsolate expression on his countenance, as he

returned to the swimming attitude, were evidence that
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lie, t/,o, was under apprehension. For over an hour this

state of uncertainty continued. The swimmers, one and

all, were beginning to give way to serious alarm. To

say nothing of reaching land, they might never more set

eyes upon the submerged forest. They might swim

round and round, as in the vortex of Charybdis, until

sheer exhaustion should reduce them to utter inaction.

They could not be drowned, even in the midst of that

deep inundation ; their swimming-belts would preserve

them against that But to what good ? In due time

hunger must overtake them, and a lingering death

through starvation would be a destiny still harder to

endure. When faint, from want of food, and unable to

defend themselves, they would be attacked by predatory

creatures that dwell in the water, while birds of prey
would assail them from the air. Already could they

fancy that the cry of the curacura sounded more spiteful

than was ita wont; and exultingly, as if the base bird

foreboded for them a tragical ending!
More than twenty times had the tapuyo repeated his

reconnaissance of the horizon without seeing aught to

cheer him. They had been many hours in the water,

and supposed it to be about noon. They could only

conjecture as to the time, for the sun was not visible in

the heavens. At an early hour in the morning almost

simultaneously with their starting the sky had become

overcast with a sheet of leaden grey, concealing the sun's

disc from their sight. The circumstance of itself had

caused some discouragement. But for it, they might

long since have escaped from their dilemma, as the

golden luminary, while low down, would have served

them as a guide.

Strange to say, at that hour -when it was no longer of

any concern to them, the sky became suddenly clear,

and the sun shone forth with burning bri'lianco. Cut
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his orb was now in the zenith, and of n:> service to point
out the quarter of the compass. North, south, east, and

west, were all alike to the solar luminary at that season

of the year and that hour of the day. If they could have

discovered the direction of one of these points no mat-

ter which all would have been well. But the sun gave
no sign.

For all that, the Indian hailed his appearance with a

grunt of satisfaction, while a change was seen to come

over his countenance that would scarce be caused by the

mere brightening of the sky. Something more than

cheerfulness declared itself on his dark features. There

was an expression of renewed hope.

"If the sun keep on to show," said he, in answer to

the questioning of Trevanion,
"

it will be all right for as.

Now, it's no good. In an hour from now he'll make

some shadow. Then we shall swim as straight as a

gravatana. Never fear, patron ; we shall get out of this

scrape before night never fear!
"

These cheering words were welcome, and produced
universal joy, where but the moment before all was

gloom.
" I think, patron," continued the tapuyo,

" we may aa

well stop swimming for a while, till we see which way
the sun goes. Then we can make a fresh start. If we

keep on now, we may only be making way in the wrong
direction."

As the tired swimmers were only too ready to yield

compliance with this bit of advice, it was instantly acted

upon.
The Mundrucu made one more endeavour to catch

sight of the tree-tops ; and being still unsuccessful he

resigned himself to inactivity, and, along with the rest

lay motionless upon the water.
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CHAPTER LII.

GUIDED BY A SHADOW.

IK tliis way about an hour was spent, though not in

solemn silence. Perfectly at ease so far as physical

comfort was concerned upon their liquid couch, the

swimmers could converse as if stretched upon a carpet

of meadow grass ; and they passed their time in dis-

cussing the chances of their ultimate escape from that

cruel situation to which an unlucky accident had con-

signed them.

They were not altogether relieved from apprehension
as to their present predicament. If the sun should de-

ceive them in other words, if the sky should become

again overcast they would be worse off than ever;

since there was the loss of time to be considered. One

and all were constantly turning their eyes upwards and

scanning the firmament, to see if there were any signs

of its becoming overclouded.

Munday looked towards the zenith with a different

design. He was endeavouring to discover the declina-

tion of the sun's disc.

In due time his watchfulness was rewarded ; not so

much by observation of the sun itself, as by a con-

trivance vmich declared the course of the luminary long
before it could have been detected by the eye.

Having cautioned the others to keep still, so that

there should be no disturbance in the water, otherwise

perfectly tranquil, he held his knife in such a way that

the blade protruded vertically above the surface. Taking
care to keep it in the exact perpendicular, he watched

with earnest eye as a philosopher watches the effects of

some chemical combination.
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In a short time he was gratified by observing a

shadow. The blade well balanced and turned over and
over again to insure certainty cast an oblique reflection

on the water; at first slight, but gradually becoming
more elongated as the experiment proceeded.

Being at length convinced that he knew west from

east, the tapuyo restored his knife to the place where he

habitually carried it, and, calling to his companions to

follow him, he struck off in the direction pointed out by
the shadow of the steel.

This would take the swimmers in an easterly direc-

tion; but it mattered not what direction, so long as it

carried them out of the lagoon.
As they proceeded onward, the guide occasionally

assured himself of keeping the same course by repeating
the experiment with his knife ; but after a time he no

longer needed to consult his queer sun-dial, having dis-

covered a surer guide in the spray of the forest, which at

length loomed up along the line of the horizon.

It was close upon sunset when they swam in among
the drooping branches, and once more, with dripping

skins, climbed up into the tops of the trees.

Had it not been that they were glad to get to any
"
port," they might have felt chagrin on discovering that

chance had directed them to the very same " roost
'

where they had "
perched

" on the preceding night !

Roast monkey for dinner and supper at the same time.

The drowned guariba which Munday had carried from

the middle of the lagoon furnished this double meal ;

and the epicure who would turn up his nose at such a

viand has never broken bread under the shadow of an

Amazonian forest. Suffice it to say that our adventurers,

one and all, were well satisfied with their supper; and if

their sleep was disturbed by unpleasant dreams, it was

not the leanness of the repast that occasioned them.
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Oft landing at their point of debarkation or lather

before they had landed there occurred an incident that

deserves to be recorded.

Long before they had reached the selvedge of the

forest, they were aware of its being the place from which

they had set out. The tapnyo knew it from the outline

of the tree-tops, but the others were guided to the con-

clusion by something very different.

They were welcomed back by a series of screams and

cfrjitterings that could only proceed from the throat of a

coaita monkey. As they were not the utterances of

quadrumanous alarm, but plainly expressions of extreme

delight, it was easy to tell which coaita was giving

tongue to them : and as the swimmers once more
ascended into the tree, they were met by the companion

they had so unceremoniously forsaken, who, in the joy
of once more beholding them, refrained from reproach-

ing them with their ingratitude.

CHAPTER LIII.

AROUND THE EDGE.

DISCOURAGED by the failure of their natatory expedition,
our adventurers remained upon their "roost

"
till nearly

noon of the next day, in a sort of listless lassitude.

Fatigue was partly the cause of this ; for the exertions

of the preceding day had produced a weariness that re-

quired more than a night's rest to shake off. Not only
their bodies, but their spirits, were under the influence

of the prolonged toil they had been compelled to sus

tain. The result was a state of mind bordering upon

despondency
As the hours wore on, and the fatigue of the body

became gradually relieved by rest, their spirits rose in

like proportion : and before the sun had reached it
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meridian, the period of inaction terminated, along with

that of despondency.
Once more the instinctive desire of life sprang up

within their bosoms once more did they begin to con-

sider what steps should be taken to prolong it.

Would they make another attempt to cross the lagoon

by swimming P

It was but natural that the question should suggest
itself.

It was equally natural that the answer should not be

of a kind to encourage them. What chance would there

be of steering in the right course any more than upon
the day before ? Not any. They were just as likely to

go astray a second time, and perhaps with a less fortunate

finale. If again lost amid the waste of waters, they might
not be able to get sight of the tree-tops ; but swim on in

circles, or tortuous turnings, until death, arising from

sheer exhaustion or want of food, should relieve them

from their misery.
Even the Mundrucu no more urged the practicability

of a course in which he had formerly expressed such

confidence ; and for some time he declined giving any
advice whatever his silence, along with his gloomy
looks, showing that he felt no little humiliation at the

failure of his plan.

Neither Trevanion, nor any one else, thought of re-

proaching him ; for, although the belief in his omnipo-
tence was not quite so strong as it had hitherto been,

there was yet confidence in his superior skill especially

in that situation in which they were placed. Had they
been castaways from a ship, escaping in an open boat, or

on some raft or spar, in the middle of the great ocean,

the ci-devant sea-cook would doubtless have disputed hia

right to remain master of the ceremonies. But in the

midst a*" that strange inland sea, whose shores and
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islands consisted only of tree- tops, the Mozambique
acknowledged himself to be no more than a novice.

Trevanion himself took the initiative in suggesting
the next plan to be pursued. It was not intended to

give up the idea of crossing the lagoon. It had got to

be a general belief that on the other side lay the land ;

or, at all events, that it lay in that direction ; and

therefore to reach it became the paramount thought of

the party.

To go around the lagoon, by crawling upon the trees.

was clearly out of the question. Even had these been

continuous all the way, with their branches interlacing

each other and they appeared to be, so far as the forest

cou!4 be seen still the journey would have been one

that apes alone could perform. It would have occupied

days, weeks, perhaps a month ; and what certainty was

there of finding food to sustain them for such a length
of time ? They might not be so fortunate as to fall in

with any sap^ayas or Brazil-nuts they might not

chance upon a second breeding-place of the araras.

Munday might never capture another jacare, nor encoun-

ter on their course the carcass of a drowned guariba.

But, if they could not travel upon the tree-tops, what

was to hinder them from going under them ? Why
should they not use the submerged forest to steer by

swimming along its edge, under the shadow of the

branches, and making use of them at intervals as places
of rest to recruit their strength, and also for a sleeping

place during the hours of night ?

The idea was excellent ; and coming from the patron of

the party Trevanion himself was of course approved
sf, without one dissentient voice. Even the Indian ac

knowledged that it was a sagacious design, and superior
to his own of attempting a direct crossing of tho

lagoa.
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Fortunately it required but slight preparation to sub*

mic it to a trial. Simply the swimming belts had to te

readjusted around their waists, and they had only to

descend once more into the water, and guide themselves

by the selvedge of the trees.

All this could be done without any difficulty; and as

the sun looked down from the zenith, they forsook their

arboreal resting place, and once more betook theniselvef

to their watery way.

CHAPTER LIV.

THE MASS AHA N D UBA,

THEY advanced at the rate of about a mile to the hour,

Could they have kept on continuously ,this would have

given them ten or twelve miles to the day; and two or

three days might have brought them to the other side of

the lagoon.

It was necessary, however, that they should stop at

intervals to obtain rest, which they did by laying hold of

the branches that overhung their path, and either

climbing up to them, or remaining suspended with their

bodies in the water.

Their progress was further impeded by the piosoca

plants the huge water-lilies, already described whose

broad circular leaves, lying along the surface liko

gigantic frying-pans, came directly in their course.

Here and there they had to traverse tracts of these lilies

of several acres in extent; where the rims of the

rounded leaves almost touched one another, while the

thick succulent stalks formed a tangle underneath,

through which it was very difficult for a swimmer to

make way. More than once they were compelled to go
around these aquatic parterres, causing them to make a
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detour of many hundreds of yards ; thus often more

than doubling the actual journey made ia the right

direction

On account of these and other little impediments,

they had not made more than three statute miles from the

point of starting, when the Mundrucu recommended a

halt for the night.

It was not the lateness of the hour that caused him
to give this counsel. It could not have been later than

six o'clock, as might be seen by the sun, still high up in

the heavens.

Nor was it that they were suffering from over-fatigue.
It is true they were tired; but not so much so as to

require a whole night's rest : and they could have gone
on for another hour or two without giving up. Hunger
was the thing that at the moment was causing them the

greatest annoyance ; but they saw nothing among the

tree-tops likely to allay it; and it could be no worse for

them upon the water than in the air, since their appetites
would be just as sharp if they were to seat themselves

upon the branches of the trees.

It could not be to offer food that the tapuyo had
recommended a suspension of the journey. So reflected

Trevauion and the others ; but as Munday had not

declared his motive for the counsel thus given, he was
asked to explain himself.

" I am hungry, patron," said he, making answer. " So
are you all

;
we must have some supper else how can

we go on ?
"

' ;

Supper!
"
echoed Trevanion. *'

Yes, sure enough,
we are hungry. I knew that an hour ago. But upoi?

what do you propose to sup ? I see nothing but trees^

with plenty of leaves, but no fruit. We cannot, like the

sloth, live upon leaves. We should be starving, beforo

we take to that."
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"We shall sup upon milk, master; if you don't ob-

ject to passing the night in a tree not far off."

" Milk !

"
exclaimed Tipperary Tom, who belonged to

a land where the lacteal fluid is particularly appreciated.
" Fwhat div yez say, Misther Munday ? Div yez mane

milk ? Och ! don't be afther timptin' wan's stomach

with a dilicacy that cyant be obtained in this land av

wather ! Shure, now, we're not only a hundred moiles

from the tail av a cow, but a thousand, maybe, from that

same."
" You may be wrong there, Mr. Tipperary," interposed

the Paranese ; "there are cows in these gapo waters as

well as upon land. You have seen them yourself, as we
came down the river."

*'
Troth, yes ; if yez mane the fish-cow

"
(the Irish-

man alluded to the Vaca marina, or manatee, the peixe-
boi or fish-cow of the Portuguese, several species of

which inhabit the Amazonian waters).
"
But, shure the

slippery baste couldn't be milked if we did cotch wan av

them ; an' if we did, we shouldn't take the thrubble to

sthripp the milk out av her teats, when by sthripping
the skin av her carcass we'd get somethin' far betther

for our suppers in the shape av a fat stake. Owld

Munday, yez cyant mane that?"
" Yonder what the Mundrucu mean," replied tho

guide, pointing towards the tree-tops;
"
yonder you see

the cow that can supply us with milk for our supper ;

aye, and with bread, too, to take along with it. Don't

you see the massaranduba ?
"

All eyes were turned in the direction pointed out by
the Indian.

At first they could see nothing that particularly claimed

attention. There was the line of foliage rising above

the water, and running, before and behind them, as far

as th^ vision could reach. Here and there a tall tree-
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top rose higher than the general outline some tree of

a different species from those that grew around it.

By following the instructions of the guide, and

elevating their heads a little, they at length got sight of

a particular tree, standing at some distance back from

the forest edge, and so fur overtopping the others as to

appear like a giant among pigmies.
It was in reality a vegetable giant the great massa-

randuba of the Amazon one of the most remarkable

trees to be found, even in a forest where strange species
abound more than in any part of the world.

To Tipperary Tom, and some others of the party, the

words of the Mundiucu were still a mystery. How was

a tree to supply them with a supper of bread and milk?

Trevanion himself, and young Richard, were excep-
tions.

Neither required any further explanation. The former

had heard of this singular sort of tree ; the latter had
seen it nay, more, had drunk of its milk and eaten of

its fruit.

It was with great joy the young Paranese now looked

upon its leafy top soaring above the spray of the sur-

rounding forest, since it not only reminded him of a

spectacle he had often observed in the woods skirting
the very suburbs of his native city ;

but promised, as the

tapuyo bad declared, to relieve both himself and his

companions from the pangs of hunger, now become
almost insupportable.

^Of course, the counsel given by their Indian guide
was at once acted upon ; and, without a word of remon-
strance from any one, the faces of the swimmers were

turned in the direction of the massaranduba.
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CHAPTER LV.

A VEGETABLE COW.

THE tree which had thus determined them to discontinue

their journey for the day, and which was to furnish tnens,

with lodgings for the night, was the famous pato-de-vaca,

or "cow-tree," of South America; known also as the

arbol del leclie, or lt milk-tree."

It has been described by Humboldt under the name

galactadendron; though later botanical writers, not

content with the very appropriate title given to it by the

great student of nature, have styled it brosimum.

It belongs to the natural order of the Atrocarpods
what might appear a curious coincidence the same that

includes the celebrated "bread-fruit;" so that we nave

one tree producing bread, and another milk, closely

allied to each other in their botanical affinities. What

may seem stranger still: the equally famous upas-tree

of Java is a section of the same stock an Atrocarpod !

Therefore, just as in one family there are good boys and

bad boys (it is to be hoped there are none of the latter

in yours), so in the family of the Atrocarpods there are

trees not only innocuous, but producing food and drink,

wholesome to the body and delicious to the palate;
while there are others in whose sap, flowers, and fruits

are concealed the most virulent of poisons.

The massaranduba is not the only species known by
the appellation of palo-de-vaca, or cow-tree. There are

many other kinds of trees so called, whose sap is of

milky nature, and more or less innocuous. Some yield

a milk that is pleasant to the taste and highly nutritious,

of which the "hya-hya" (I'abernasmontana utiiis), another

South American tree, is the most conspicuous. This
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last belongs to the order of the A^ci/na, or "
dog-

banes ;

"
while still another order the Sapotaccs

includes among its genera several species of cow-trees.

The massaranduha itself was formerly classed among
the Sapatads.

It is one of the largest trees of the Amazonian forest-

frequently seen of two hundred feet in height ; towering
above the other trees, with a top resembling an immense

vegetable dome. Logs of a hundred feet length,

without a break, have often been "
squared

"
out of its

trunks to prepare them for the sawmill. Its timber is

very hard and finely grained ; and will stand the weather

better than most other South American trees ; but it

cannot be procured in any great quantity for reasons

already stated hi this narrative.

Like most other trees of the Amazonian forest, it is of

a solitary habit that is, in respect to its own species

only two or three, or at most half-a-dozen, growing
within the circuit of a mile.

It is easily distinguished from trees of other genera

by its reddish, ragged bark, which is deeply furrowed;

and from a decoction of which the Indians prepare a dye
of a dark red colour. The fruit, about the size of an

apple, is full of a rich juicy pulp ; exceedingly agreeable
to the taste, and much relished by those who can procure
it. This was the " bread

"
which the Mundrucu was in

hopes of providing for the supper of his half famished

companions.
But the most singular as well as most important-

product of the massaranduba is its milky juice. This is

obtained by making an incision in the bark ; when tho

vhite sap flows forth in a copious stream, soon filling a

calabash, or other vessel, held underneath. On first

escaping from the tree, the sap is of the colour and

about the consistency of rich cream ; and, but for its
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slightly balsamic odour, might be mistaken for the

genuine produce of the dairy.

After a short exposure to the air, it coagulates

a thready substance forming upon the surface resembling
cheese ; and which is so called by the natives, \vho make
use of it. When diluted with water, the coagulation

does not so rapidly take place ; and it is usually treated

in this manner besides being strained before being

brought to the table. The natives make use of tho

milk by soaking their farinha, or maize bread, in it; and

it is also used as a cream, in tea, chocolate, and coffee

many people preferring it to the genuine article on

account of the balsamic and when one gets used to it,

pleasant perfume which it imparts to these beverages.

The milk of the massaranduba is in great demand

throughout all the district where the tree is found

both in the Spanish and Portuguese territories of tropical

South America.

In Venezuela it is extensively used by the negroes;
and it has been remarked, that these people grow fatter

during that season of the year, when the palo-de-vaca is

in "full milch."

Certain it is, that no ill effects have been known to

result from a free use of it ; and therefore the vegetable

cow cannot be regarded otherwise than as one of the

most singular and useful productions of beneficent

Nature

CHAPTER LVT.

A MILK SUPPER.

OF such character and quality was the tree to which

their guide was conducting the cohort of swimmers.

^ They were some time, after facing towards it, before

tfcey arrived under its wide-spreading branches. It did
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not stand on the edge of the submerged forest, but

about two hundred yards inward ; and for a good while,

after entering among the tree-tops, it was out of their

sight.

The instinct of the Indian, however, directed him;

and in due time it again appeared before their eyes its

rough, reddish trunk rising out of the water like a vast

rugged column.

As might be expected, its limbs wero laden with

parasites many of them of the eliana species, trailing

down to the surface of the water.

By these they found no difficulty in making an

ascent ; and one and all became safely installed upon its

branches, its huge coriaceous leaves of oblong form, and

pointed at the tops many of them nearly a foot in

length forming a shade against the fervent rays of the

gun, still several degrees above the horizon.

As the Indian had anticipated, the tree was in full

bearing; and ere long, a number of its "apples" wero

plucked, and passed over palates that would have pro-
nounced them of exquisite flavour, had they been even

less delicious than they were.

Munday himself made no stay, even to taste the fruit.

He was determined on giving his companions the still

rarer treat he had promised them a supper of milk, or

rather might it be called, cream ; and not until he had
made some half-a-dozen notches with his knife placing
under each a sapu$aya shell detached from the swimming
belts did he cease from his exertions.

They had not a great while to wait. The vegetable
cow proved a free milker ; and in twenty minutes each

of the party had a pericarp in hand full of delicious

cream, which needed no sugar to make it palatable.

They did not stay to inquire how many "barn

gallons
"

their new cow could give. Enough for them
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to know, that there was sufficient to satisfy the appetites

of all for that night ; while, as the Indian humorously
informed them, there were fresh " teats

"
to be

"
stupped

"
in the morning.

The singular character of this unexpected supply its

abnormal nature, for so seemed it to our adventurers

milk taken out of a tree as well as the relief adminis-

tered at such a critical moment did not fail to make an

impression upon the minds of the ex-miner and his

companions. They could scarce doubt that Providence

had a hand in thus protecting them as well from the

perils of the flood, as from the chauces of starvation ;

and, impressed with this belief, they sate upon the

limbs of the massaranduba, conversing more cheerfully

than they had done for days before.

As usual, Munday was the oracle, to whom all looked

for information; though the young Paranese was not

behindhand in speaking of the tree upon which they
were perched, and whose praises were the theme of the

conversation.

Many other facts were elicited in regard to its useful

qualities. Richard told them that in Para it was well

known, its fruit and milk being sold in the streets by
the negro market women, and much relished by all

classes of the inhabitants of that city. That its sap was

used by the Paranese joiners as a substitute for glue, to

which it was equal, if not superior guitars, violins, and

broken dishes being joined with it in the most effective

manner its tenacity holding good against any degree of

heat or dampness.
Another curious fact was stated : that the sap con-

tinues to run long after the tree has been felled

that even the logs lying in the yard of a sawmill have

been known to yield it for months, furnishing the supply

required by the sawyers for creaming their coffee !
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In other words, the vegetable cow, unlike the real cow,

gives milk for months after becoming a carcass !

Having carried on this interesting converse for about

an hour, our adventurers, admonished by the setting of

the sun, were about laying themselves along the elianas

with the intention of going to sleep ; but it was not

destined they should retire without an incident, though,

fortunately, not one of a disagreeable nature. On the

contrary, it was of a character to add to the cheerfulness

late inspiring the spirits of all even to the macaw and

little monkey both of which had amply regaled them-

selves upon the succulent fruits of the massaranduba.

The great ape, again left behind, had been altogether

forgotten, even by Tipperary Tom, who was its favourite,

and should have been its natural protector. But Tom
had enough to do to take care of himself, and on this

plea might be excused for the involuntary abandonment.

No one of the party was thinking of the coaita, or if any
one was, it was only with a very subdued regret. All

knew that the creature could take care of itself even

amidst the tree-tops of the submerged forest, and that

under ihe circumstances, it would be safe enough.
It was not such a stupid as to fall into the flood, and

drown itself. It might easily find nuts or fruit to subsist

upon ; and in all likelihood it would in time discover

some wandering troop of its own kind, that might adopt
it into their community, and thus put an end to its soli-

tary peregrinations. For the ape there appeared n<p

great danger in being Afloat in the Forest.

So believing, neither Trcvanion nor his companions
were troubled with any anxiety as to the fate of the
"
spider monkey." For all that, they would have been

very glad still to have kept it in their company, had that

been convenient or possible ; and all were glad when
shrill chattering, heard at no great distance from theif
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perch, was recognised as the salutation of their o&3

acquaintance the coaita !

In a score of seconds after, the animal itself was seen

springing from tree to tree, until, by a last long leap, it

lodged itself on the branches of the massaranduba, and

was soon after seated upon the shoulders of Tipperary
Tom !

Its re-appearance was easily explained. While the

swimmers were proceeding by slow stages along the

edge of the inundated forest, the ape had kept them in

view, going among the tops of the adjacent trees ; and

but for its being delayed by having to make detours

around the various embayments, it might have got
astride the vegetable cow long before the swimmers

themselves.

Coming late, it was not the less welcome, and before

going to sleep it was furnished with a fruit supper, and

received a series of affectionate caresses from Tipperary
Tom. This in some measure consoled it for the second

desertion it had sustained at the hands of its chosen

protector.

CHAPTER LVII.

ONLI A DEADWOtf,^).

DESPITE the coarse netting of the hammocks en which

they were constrained to pass the night, our adventurers

slept better than was their wont. This came from a

certain feeling of security a confidence that God had

not forgotten them. He who could find for them food

in a flooded forest that first and most nutritious of all

food, milk beneath the bark of a tree, could also guide
them out of the labyrinth into which only their own

negligence had conducted them.

A. prayer to Him preceded their breakfast made on
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the cream of the cow-tree. Another succeeded it ; and

then, launching themselves upon their strings of shells,

\vith renewed confidence they proceeded along the

curving selvedge of the trees.

As on the day before, they found their progress im.

peeled by the "ovens" of the piosoca; and, despite

their utmost exertions, at the hour of mid-day they had

made scarce three miles from their starting point. They
could tell this by looking back ; for the gigantic tree

that had sheltered them was conspicuously in sight.

At sunset they could not have been more than six

miles from it. It was still visible : looming up against
the sky like some friendly shelter they had abandoned
with regret.

In the forest before them, and by their side, there ap-

peared no spot where they might procure a resting-place
for the night. The trees stood close together, but

without any interlacing of branches, or large horizontal

limbs upon which they might procure repose.
For a time it appeared as if they would have to spend

that night in the water 1

This was a grave consideration. The guide knew it.

With their bodies immersed during the midnight hours,
chill even within the tropics, the consequences might be
serious perhaps fatal! One way or another, a lodg-
ment must be obtained among the tree-top^.

It was obtained ; but after much difficulty. The

climbing to it was a severe struggle, and the seat when
obtained was of the most irksome kind, the whole party

being compelled to poise themselves astride upon
slender branches, and keep that position during the

night. There was no thought of supper, nor comfort of

any kind. It was a struggle for existence.

It ended by the earliest hour of daybreak, which saw
tnem once more in the water, and slowly pursuing their
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weary way. Now slower than ever ;
for in proportion to

their constantly decreasing strength, the obstruction

from the water plants appeared to increase. The lagoon,

or at least its border, had become a complete labyrinth

of lilies !

While thus contending against adverse circumstances,

an object came before their eyes that caused a temporary
abstraction from their misery. Something strange was

lying along the water at the distance of about a quarter
of a mile from the point where they first perceived it.

It appeared to be ten or twelve yards in length, and rose

about six feet above the surface. It was of a dark-

brown colour, and presented something of the appear-

ance of a bank of dried mud, with pieces of stout stakes

projecting above the surface. Was it a bank or spot of

dry land? The hearts of the swimmers leaped up to

their chins, as this thought, begotten by a wish, arose

simultaneously in their minds. If land, it could be only
an islet ; for there was water all around it that they
could perceive. But even so, an islet, no bigger than a

barn-door, was yet land, and therefore a welcome object

to their sight. They might stretch their legs upon it,

and have a good stand up, or lay them down, and obtain

a comfortable night's rest ; neither of which luxuries

had they been able to indulge in since the wreck of the

galatea.

Besides, an islet, ever so small if only a sand bar, or

a bank of mud would be a sort of inferential evidence

tnat the real terra firma was not far distant.

The dark form at first sight appeared to lie close in to

the trees ; but Munday, standing up in the water, pro-

nounced it to be a considerable distance from them-
between fifty and a hundred yards. As it was evident

that the trees themselves were "
up to their necks

"
in

water, it did not loolj well for the thing turning out U>
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be an island. Still, it might be some elevated spot, a

ridge or mound, that overtopped the inundation.

Buoyed up by this hope, the swimmers kept on

towards it every eye intently scanning its outlines, and

endeavouring to make out its real character.

CHAPTER LVIIT.

THE DEAD If N G U B A .

ALL at once the projections which they had taken for

stakes disappeared, not from view, but from the supposed

spot of land. There was nothing mysterious in this.

They had assumed the shape of birds, large birds of

dark plumage that, having spread their long triangular

wisgs, were now hovering above the heads of the

swimmers, by their cries proclaiming that they were as

much astonished at the latter as the latter could possibly

be at them.

The presence of the birds did not contradict the idea

of an islet. On the contrary, it strengthened the pre-

sumption that one existed an islet or bank on which

the birds had been resting. With increased hopes the

swimmers pressed on.

It was not until they had got within a hundred yards
of the object, that its true character became declared.

The Indian, standing erect, pronounced this in the hear-

ing of all :

11 Pa terra !
" he cried, in a sonorous and somewhat

sorrowful voice, as he sank despairingly back upon his

breast.
" Pa terra, patron ! No island no bank no

land of any kind. Only a deadwood !

"A deadwood !

"
repeated the patron, not compre-

hending what was meant, and fancying, from the

chagrined air of the Indian, that there might be some
mischief in the thing.
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" 1 hat's all, master i The carcass of an old monguba
that's been long since stripped of its limbs, and has

been carried here upon the current of the gapo. Don't

you see his huge shoulders rising above the water?"

The ex-miner was still mystified, as also were the

others, Richard alone excepted. The latter proceeded
to explain.

" Trunk of a dead tree, uncle. That's what it is.

It's the silk-cotton tree, or monguba, as Munday calls

it. I can tell that by its floating so lightly on the water

It appears to be anchored, though ; or perhaps has got

fast among the stalks of the piosocas."

The explanation was interrupted by a shout from the

Indian, whose countenance had all at once changed back

to an expression of cheerfulness almost joy. The

others, as they fixed their eyes upon him, were surprised

at the sudden change ; as but the moment before they

had noticed his despairing look.

What was the pleasant thought now inspiring him ?

" Santos Dios I
" he exclaimed, springing half out of

the water. " The Mundrucu must be mad, patron !

Where is his head? Gone down to the bottom of the

gapo, along with the galatea !

"

"
Holy virgin ! fwhat's the matther ?

"
inquired Tip-

perary Tom, brightening up as he beheld the joyful

aspect of the Indian. " Is it drhoy land that he sees?

By me trath, I hope it's that same? "

" What is it, Munday ?" asked Trevanion. " Why do

you fancy yourself insane ?
"

41

Only to think of it, patron ! Santos Dios! only U
think of it!"

-Think of what?"
That I should have been sorry to find that thing wfti

but the trunk of a tree. The trunk of a tree a grand

monguba, big enough to make a montaria, an igarite a
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galatea if you like a great canoe that will carry us all!

Give thanks to the Great Spirit ! We are saved we are

waved !

"

The words of the tapuyo, wild as they might appear,

were well understood. They were answered by a

general chorus of rejoicing; for even the youngest of

the party could comprehend that the great log, lying
near them, might be made the means of carrying them

clear of the perils with which they had been so long

encompassed.
" True true," cried Trevanion. "

It is the very thing
we have been searching for, and searching in vain ,

some sort of timber that would carry its own weight in

the water, and seven or eight hundredweight besides.

This dead monguba, as you call it, looks as if a ton

would not sink it a quarter of an inch. It will certainly

serve us for a raft. Give thanks to God, my children !

His hand is in this. It fills me with hope that we are

yet to survive the perils through which we are passing ;

and that I shall live to see old England once more."

No flock of jacanas ever created such a commotion

among the leaves of the Victoria lily as was made at

that moment. Like frail reeds, the thick stems were

struck aside by the arms of the swimmers strengthened

by the prospect of delivery from what but the moment
before seemed a situation of hopeless peril ; and before

the familiar name of " Jack Robinson
"
could have been

called out a score of times, they were alongside the

great floating trunk, and engaged in an earnest en-

deavour to climb " aboard
"
of it.
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CHAPTER LIX.

THE 8TEEC ULIAD3.
Tw their attempts at boarding they were as successful aa

they could have expected. In short, they succeeded ;

though not without some little difficulty in the shape of

several backslidings, partly due to the swimming belts

with which they were encumbered. The top of the

gigantic log was full six feet above the surface of the

water; and there were huge buttresses upon it the
" shoulders

"
spoken of by Munday that rose several

feet higher. By dint of hard climbing, however, on the

part of some among whom the mountaineer, young
Ralph, was conspicuous and a good deal of scrambling,
and pulling up, all were at length safely landed upon the

log.

Once there and after they had spent a few minutes

to recover breath they began to look around them, and

examine the thing that sustained them.

It was, as the Indian had alleged, the trunk of a silk-

cotton tree the famed bombax of the American

tropical forests found, though in many different species,

from Mexico to the mountains of Brazil.

It is known as belonging to the order of Stwculiads;

which includes among its genera a great number of

vegetable giants among others the baobab of Africa,

with a stern ninety feet in circumference though the

trunk is out of correspondence with the other parts of

that extraordinary tree. The singular hand plant of

Mexico, called manita, is a sterculiad ; as are also the

cotton-tree of India, and the gum tragacanth of Sierra

Leone.

The bombax trees of tropical America are of several

distinct species. They are usually called " cotton
"

or
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l: silk cotton
"

trees, on account of the woolly or n cot-

tony
"

staple surrounding the seeds, and enclosed in

capsules resembling those of the true cotton plant

(Gossypium). They are noted for their enormous size

and imposing appearance, more than for any useful pro-

perties appertaining to them. Several species of them,

however, are not without a certain value. The bombax

monguba of the Amazonian forest is used for making

igarites (canoesj, a single trunk sufficing for a craft of

this description, that will carry twenty hogsheads of

sugar along with a full crew of tapuyos ! The lightness

of its wood a peculiarity of the sterculiads renders it

serviceable for this purpose ;
and there is one species

the ochroma of the West Indies, so light as to have

been substituted for cork in the bottling of wines.

The silk, or cotton, obtained from the seed pods,

although apparently of an excellent "
staple," unfortu-

nately cannot be well managed by the spinning machine.

It lacks adhesiveness, and does not form a thread that

may be relied upon. It is, however, extensively used for

the stuffing of couches, cushions, and other articles of

upholstery ; while the Amazonian Indians employ it in

many ways, one of which is in "
feathering

"
the arrows

of their blow guns.
A peculiarity of the monguba, along with other ster-

culiads, is its habit of having "buttresses." It is true

hat many other orders exhibit the same eccentricity ;

but none in a greater degree. Some of the bombax
trees are seen with immense excrescences growing out

from their trunks, in the form of thin ligneous plates,

covered with bark just as the trunk itself, and enclosing
between each two a space that might be likened to a

stall in a stable. Often these partitions rise along the

stem to a length of fifty feet : while at other times they
extend as far in an outward direction.
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The "cotton wood" (Populus angulata), and the decidu*

ous cypress of the Mississippi (Toxodium distichum),

partake of this singular habit ; the smaller buttresses of

the latter, known as "cypress knees," and which are

apparently aerial projections of the roots, furnishing the

celebrated "
cypress hams," that, under their covering of

lime-washed canvas, have been sold (so say the South-

erners) by tbe Yankee speculator as genuine haunches of

the corn-fed grunter !

Despite its commercial inutility, there are few trees of

the South American forest more interesting than the

monguba. The enormous size of its trunk the but-

tress-like outworks included its smooth grey-green

bark, the immense head of spreading limbs furnished

with a luxurious foliage of star-like verdant leaves

render it a conspicuous tree even in the midst of a forest

abounding in types of the vegetable kingdom grand
and beautiful.

Upon the trunk of such a tree, long since divested of

its leaves - stripped even of its branches its specif

distinguishable only to the eye of the aboriginal observer

the weary swimmers obtained a footing.

CHAPTER LX.

CHASED BY TOCANDEIRAS.

THEIR tenancy was of short continuance. Never did

lodger retreat from a shrewish landlady quicker than did

Trevanion with his whole party from the trunk of the

silk-cotton tree.

4Why they so hastily forsook a secure resting-place,

upon which, but the moment before, they had been so

happy to plant their feet, will appear a mystery perhaps

aven after the cause has been decUfsd to those who
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are unacquainted with the peculiarities of Insect life

upon the Amazon.

Strangest of all, when it is told that they were forced

to this abandonment of the log actually driven over-

board compelled to
" walk the plank

"
as under the fiat

of bearded buccaneers, by an insect no bigger than an

ant!

An ant it was that wielded this authority on board

the dead monguba; but we must describe the occurrence

in the order in which it came to pass.

Having gained a secure footing, as they supposed,

upon the floating tree-trunk, our adventurers looked

around them the younger ones from curiosity, the

others to get acquainted with the character of their new

cm ft.

Trevanion was making calculations as to its capability

not as to whether it could carry them, for that had

been already decided ; but whether it was possible to

convert it into a navigable vessel, either with sails, if

such could be extemporized, or with oars, which might
be more easily obtained.

While thus engaged he was suddenly startled by an

exclamation of a peculiar kind. It came from the

Indian, and denoted some cause of disquietude. All

that day the Mundrucu had been the proclaimer of

sudden surprises. But in this fresh exhibition there

appeared to be something more than mere surprise.

Both in his looks and gestures there was the evidence

of alarm.

What was it ?

Trevanion did not put the question, though, along
with the others, he stood expecting the answer.

" The tocandeiras ! the tocandeiras !

"
shouted tne

Indian, hia eyes sparkling as he spoke ; and then, call-

ing upon the rest to follow his example, he
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towards one end of the tree-trunk, as if under seine

terrible fear of some object that occupied the other.

The ex-miner and his people, accustomed to treat

every action of their guide as proceeding from the most

sagacious calculation, instantly obeyed the signal, and

rushed pell-mell towards the end of the log on which

the tapuyo had taken his stand.

With wondering eyes they looked back to discover the

dread danger from which they were retreating.

Tbey could see nothing at least nothing to cause

such symptoms of terror as those exhibited by their

guide.

It is true that upon the other end of the tree-trunk

in a valley-like groove, between two great buttresses the

bark had suddenly assumed a peculiar appearance. It

had turned to a fiery red hue ; at the same time becom-

ing apparently endowed with a tremulous motion !

What could have occasioned this singular change in

the colour of the log ? What was causing it to quiver ?

" The tocandeiras !

"
again exclaimed Munday, point-

ing directly to the object upon which all eyes were

fixed.

"Tocandeiras?" said Trevanion. "Do you mean
those little red insects that are crawling along the log?"

"
That, and nothing else. Know what they are,

patron?
"

" I have not the slightest idea only that they appear
to be some sort of ants."

" That's just what they are ants and nothing more.

Pa terra, patron ! Those are the dreaded fire-ants.

We've roused them out ef their sleep. By our weight
the monguba has gone down and the water has got into

their malocca It has forced them out, and they are now

spiteful as hungry jaguars. Santo Dios! We must get

bryond their reach, or in ten minutes' time there won't
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be an inch of skin on our bodies without a bite and a

blister."

" It is true, uncle," said the young Paranese, who had
some experience of the danger of being attacked by
tocandeiras. "Munday is not exaggerating. If these

spiteful creatures crawl upon us and they will, if we
don't get out of their way they'll sting us to death.

We must leap from the log !

"

The manner of the speaker, in conformity with hig

words, convinced the ex-miner that he was not jesting.
The insects were continuing their course along the tree

trunk towards the spot occupied by the party, in a broad

fiery phalanx, composed of spiteful-looking creatures,
whose very appearance bespoke tongues of poison.

If true what the Indian had alleged and the young
Paranese had confirmed, there was no help for it but to

abandon the log and take once more to the water.

Fortunately, each individual was still equipped with

the swimming-belt ; and hastily readjusting it in its

proper position, one and all glided down tho side of th@

log, and once more poised themselves among 'he grand

gong-like leaves of the lilies.

CHAPTER LXI.

A LOO THAT WOULDN'T ROLL.

ONCE in the water, it became a question what they were

to do. Abandon the log altogether, and at the bidding
of a swarm of contemptible insects not larger than lady-
birds ? The thing would appear preposterous under any
circumstances ; but doubly so, considering the situation

in which our adventurers were placed.

By the merest ** fluke" they had found that which would

erve them for a raft the very thing they stood in need
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of. They had succeeded in gaining a footing npon it ;

but were forced to resign it almost on the same instant,

and in a most unceremonious manner. Was their

sudden and indecorous retreat to be continued, leaving
behind the dead monguba and its myriads of living

denizens ? No. Such a course was not contemplated
not for a moment. On gliding back into the gapo they
had no idea of swimming away from the log further than

would secure their safety from the stings of the insects,

and as Munday assured them that the fire-ants would

not follow them into the water; once there, the

swimmers considered themselves safe from pursuit.

They only swam a few feet from the log, and then

resting upon their clusters of shells, they paused to

consider what steps were to be taken.

The question was how to regain possession of the

dead trunk a question, under the circumstances, not

BO easily solved. To attempt climbing up to it again
would be a serious affair a feat that promised both pain
and peril. The ants were now seen swarming all over

it ; here and there collected in large hosts, seemingly

holding council together, while broad bands appeared

moving from one place to the other, like columns of

troops upon the march.

There was scarce a spot upon the surface of the log

big enough for a man to set his foot upon, that was not

reddened by the cohorts of this insect army !

" How shall we dispossess them ?" inquired Trevanion,

addressing himself more to the Mundrucu than to any
one else.

Munday was silent, as if either unable to give a satis-

factory reply, or cautious about being too ready to offer

advice. He was still smarting under the remembrance

of the mistake he had made in the late unsuccessful

attempt to swim across the lagoa.
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Shure,
'

said Tipperary Tom, answering a8 if the

appeal had been to him; "Arrah, shure! cyan't we set

thim on fire, an' burn thim off the log ? F'what's to

hindher us to do that, masther ? Cudn't we gather some

dry leaves out of the threes, and make a blaze that 'ad

soon consume ivery mother's son av thim ?"

"You're talking nonsense, Tom sheer nonsense.

Even if we could make a fire, as you suggest, what

would be the consequence ? We should consume the

log as well as the ants, and then what would be the

advantage to us?"
44

Well, thin, iv yez think fire won't do fwhy cyan't we

thry walher ?"

"Water?"
44
Yis, masther, wather I sid. Let us thry an' drownd

thim off the log. Munday sez they cyan't swim, an' iv

they cyan't, shure they must go to the bottom, or be

drownded, which is the same thing. My advice ud be

to drownd thim."
44 How ?" asked Trevanion, catching at an idea that

had been suggested by the counsel of the Hibernian
44 How would you do it ?"

44

Nothing asier. Give the log a rowl over on its back,

an' thin the ants '11 get undher the wather ; an
1

won't

they have to stay there ? Lit us all lay howlt on the log,

an' see if we cyan't give the swate craythurs a duckin'."

As if convinced that there was good sense in Tom'g

counsel, the others yielded compliance with it, and,

swimming back towards the log, stretched their arms

upwards, and commenced trying to turn it over in the

water.

The attempt proved unsuccessful. Partly from the

enormous weight of the dead tree, saturated as one-half

Of it was with water, and partly owing to the great but-

tresses acting as outriggers, they could only turn it about
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one-tenth part of its circumference. The united strength
of the party was repeatedly applied to it hands and

shoulders being used in the effort. In each case it

rolled back upon them, at first dipping a little deeper, but

afterwards settling into its old bed. They soon discovered

that they were wasting their energies to no purpose. To

capsize such a ponderous craft seemed an impossibility.

For this reason they were about to discontinue their

efforts, when a cry was heard that counselled them to a

still more abrupt abandonment.

The cry came from Tipperary Tom, who, as the

original suggester of the scheme, might have been ex-

pected to urge them to another trial. Instead of this,

he was seen suddenly turning in the water, and retreat-

ing to a distance from the log, as if some new source of

terror had been discovered in connection with the

monguba !

His companions looked towards him to divine the

cause. His cry had betokened pain ! What was it ?

Scarce had they given voice to the inquiry when each

and all of them found the answer in their own sensa-

tions, which were those of an individual sharply stung
or bitten by some venomous insect ! There was no

mystery about the matter. They no longer required to

consult Tipperary Tom. Each saw for himself that

while shouldering the log in vain endeavours to capsize

it, some scores of the ants had been detached from its

sides, and, falling among the swimmers, had preferred

crawling upon the bodies of these to either struggling,

half drowned, upon the water, or going altogether to the

bottom.

Instead of showing gratitude for this temporary respite

from drowning, the spiteful insects had at once im-

bedded their poisoned fangs in the bodies of their

preservers, as if conscious that they owed all their mis-
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fortunes to these intruders, wbo had so rudely disturbed

their lethargic rest.

On the part of the swimmers there was a general

scattering out from the tree ; marked by much shouting
and splashing of water, accompanied by a considerable

scratching of the skin ; and it was some minutes before

tranquillity was restored. When this was done, and the

stray ants that had been stinging them were disposed

of, their attention was once more directed towards the

monguba with a still more determined resolution to

repossess themselves of the ceiba, in their eyes more

valuable than a selected log of the finest Honduras

mahogany 1

CHAPTER LXIL

DROWNING THE TOCANDEIRA8.

Foil a time the brains of our adventurers were busied in

devising some scheme for routing the tocandeiras from

their floating citadel, of which they now retained sole

possession. As no feasible plan occurred to anyone, it

was proposed that they should all swim off to the forest,

and having chosen a station upon some tree, continue

their deliberation among the branches.

As the trees were not far off, there could be no harm
in doing this, and all appeared to agree to it.

But just as they were about starting towards it,

Tipperary Tom again became the suggester of a scheme

lor dispelling the multitudinous hosts from their strong-

hold that promised a favourable result.
" If we cyan't spill thim aff the lug," said he,

" we

cyan wather thiia aif it. Surely we might do that much,
masther."

" Swill water over them, and drive them from the
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log ?
" asked Richard. " That's what jou mean,

Tipperary ?"
" That same, Masther Dick."
" Not such a bad idea. We can try it. Come on, let

us surround the trunk, and attack them on all sides.

You, Rosa child, keep out here by yourself. There are

six of us besides. Three go to the other side, three

stay on this, and as soon as we are placed let all heave

together."

The party did as directed by the patron three of

them, Richard, the Indian, and Tipperary Tom, swim-

ming round to the farther side, while Trevanion himself,

his son, and the negro remained upon the nearer, placed

at equal distances apart, and with their faces turned

towards the huge trunk that lay like a dead leviathan

upon the water.

The dark mixed colour that had characterized it when

first seen, and during the time while they were ap,

proaching it, was now changed to a hue of fiery red

here in spots or patches, there in broad tints or streaks,

running irregularly between the extremities.

Of course every one knew what had caused this trans-

formation in the colour of the monguba ; and that the

red bands and blotches mottling its sombre surface were

the tocandeiras, whose crowded battalions were distri-

buted ail over it.

On closer scrutiny it could be seen that they were in

motion, passing to and fro, or in places circling around,
as if in search of the intruders who had disturbed

them.

At a word from Trevanion, all six of thoir assailants*

commenced heaving up water with the palms of their

hands, till the log became shrouded under a shower oi

sparkling drops, that fell fast and thickly over it, dissi-

pating into a cloud of vapour like the spray of a water-
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fall. Under such a "
swilling" the tocandeiras could not

possibly retain their hold, however tenacious might b

their sharp curving claws
;
and it was but natural that

some thousands of them should soon be swept from the

ceiba, which was in reality the result.

Their assailants saw it; and, rejoiced at the success

of their scheme, gave utterance to triumphant shouts ;

just as men do while engaged in the destruction of some
common enemy, regarded as vermin, or boys when

pouring hot water into a nest of wasps or hornets.

Louder than all could be heard the voice of Tipperary

Tom, and raised in a more elevated tone of triumph. It

was he who had suggested the scheme, now apparently
crowned with success ; and after some late humiliations

he had sustained in the eyes of his comrades, the

thought of having his character for sagacity thus restored

was causing him to give way to a boisterous fit of con-

gratulation. His shouts could be heard far above the

others above the plunging and splashing which was

kept up continuously by six pairs of spread palms going
at the rate of sixty strokes to the minute.

CHAPTER LXIII.

FIVE MEN IN A FEVER.

WHILE the six swimmers were thus engaged, all on a

sudden the voice of one of them Tippeiwv Tom was

heard to change its tune, just as it had done before.

Instead of a scream of triumph, it was a cry of pain

quick and sharp, like that of a man unexpectedly pricked

with a pin, or stabbed with a knife !

. Neither of these misfortunes had befallen the Irish-

man, though it was a somewhat similar sensation that

had caused him to cry out. He had been stung by a

tocandeira !
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Not one, indeed, but three or four of these creatures

had simultaneously inserted their sharp fangs into his

epidermis, deeply imbedding them in the flesh ; while

twice as many more were seen round him in the water,

all struggling towards him, as if intent upon attacking
him in a similar fashion.

At hearing his cries, not one of his five companions

paid the slightest attention to them. Not from any want

of feeling on their part, or that they were indifferent as

to what had caused them ; but simply that each had to

spend all his compassion on himself; for at the same

time that Tipperary Tom gave tongue, five other similar

shouts rose up around the log, all equally proclaiming

pain all announcing, with unmistakable distinctness,

an attack of the tocandeiras.

The splashing suddenly ceased, and the six pairs of

palms, instead of being turned upward and forward to

bale water upon the log, were now exerted in the oppo-
site direction backward and downward, while the

owners of them commenced swimming away from the

spot ; as they went off making vigorous efforts to free

themselves from the spiteful creatures still clinging to

them.

Not one of them said a word about staying longer by
the dead monguba ; but picking up little Kosa on the

way, they continued their retreat, nor paused again
until they felt sure of having distanced the tocandeiras !

As a matter of course they had retreated towards the

tree-tops.

After so many surprises, accompanied by almost con-

tinuous exertion, they stood in need of rest, such as they

might find among the trees.

Having chosen a tree that could be easily climbed,

they ascended to its branches, and there seated them-

selves as comfortably as circumstances would permit
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The pos'ltion they had chosen was only intended to

be a temporary one to serve them while considering

the question of how to annihilate the host of their

enemies, or expel them from the tree-trunk.

On perceiving that the sun was already over the

meridian, and satisfied, moreover, that their task was

one that might take time to accomplish, they altered

their minds, and determined to remain all night in their

new situation. The tree to which they had climhed

.seemed to offer as good accommodation as any one

within sight. It was furnished with the usual network

of sipos and other parasitical plants; which, with a

little contrivance, could be converted into tolerable

hammocks.

But there was a still more powerful reason for suspend-

ing their journey at this point. They were suffering

great pain from the stings of the tocandeiras, and until

that should be, to some extent, allayed, they could think

of nothing else unless, indeed, it might be a mode of

avenging themselves.

It was fortunate they had found a safe place to repose

upon ; and that Munday, who had suffered less than the

rest, preserved sufficient composure to "make their

beds :

"
for in less than twenty minutes after ascending

the tree every one of the party Munday and Rosa ex

cepted found himself in a state of raging fever.

It arose from the stings inflicted by the tocandeiras,

since these bloodthirsty insects not only bite as other

ants, but have the power of stinging like wasps only
the pain produced by their sting is much greater more
like that of the black scorpion.

Rosa was exempted from this suffering, as she had

not been either bitten or stung; and the Mundrucu,

although both species of wound had been repeatedly
inflicted upon him, was only very slightly affected his
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early training having
" acclimatized" him to the poison

of the tocandeiras.

This he said himself in answer to a question put by
the patron, who saw that he was not suffering like the

rest. But this question was not asked until a later

hour in fact not until after sunset for up till that

time neither Trevanion nor any of the others had a

thought of aught else than the agony they were

enduring.
As the sun went down, a cool breeze began to play

over the waters of the lagoa, and this the fever having
burnt itself out restored them to their ordinary health,

though with a feeling of languor that disinclined them
to do anything for that night.

Stretched upon their rude aerial couches, they looked

up at the stars and listened to Munday, as he made
answer to the interrogatory of Trevanion, which resulted

in the Indian giving them an account of one of the

singular customs of his tribe that known as the
'

Festival of the Tocandeira."

CHAPTER LXtV.

THE FESTIVAL OF THE TOCANDEIRA.

WHEN a youth of the Mundrucu nation, or its kindred

tribe the Mahiie, has reached the age for assuming the

dignities of manhood, he is expected to submit himself

to an ordeal that well deserves the appellation fiery.

This more especially if the youth's ambition inclines

him to become a warrior or otherwise distinguished in

the tribe.

The ordeal is voluntary, but without undergoing it,

the young Mundrucu must consent to an existence, if

not disgraced, at least inglorious; and if not absolutely
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corned by the girls of the malocca, he will have but

light chance of winning their smiles.

^ It will be known to my young readers that a custom

prevails among many tribes of North American Indiana

of submitting their young men, who aspire to become

braves, to a test of courage and endurance, so severe at

times as to be a torture quite incredible to those un-

acquainted with the Indian character.

Among some South American Indians there is a

similar custom, only that the mode of "matriculation" is

different.

What is it among the Mundrucus and Mahiies this

ordeal so much dreaded ?

You might fancy it a very trifling affair compared
with the tortures of the Mandans and other northern

tribes, when you are told that it consists simply in the

wealing of a pair of gloves, or mittens, for a certain

length of time so long as the wearer can make tho

round of the malocca, and finish up by an obeisance to

the tuchao or chief who awaits him at the door of his

hut.

But these matters once described to you as they were

described by Munday to his companions on the tree,

you will perchance change your mind, and regard the

Mundrucan ceremony as one of the most severe that

was ever contrived to test the constancy and courage of

an aspirant to distinction whether civic or military.

We transcribe the account in all its details, as given

by the tapuyo himself, though not exactly in his own

language, which was that known, and almost universally

spoken upon the Amazon, the lingoa geral.

When the young Mundrucu declares his readiness to
'

put on the gloves," a pair of these are prepared for him.

They are manufactured out of the bark of a species of

palm-tree, and are in effect only long hollow cylinder*
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closed at one end, and large enough to admit the hand
and arm up to the elbow.

Before being drawn on, they are half filled with ants

of the most spiteful and venomous kinds, but chiefly
with tocandeiras, from which the ceremony derives its

name.

Thus accoutred, and accompanied by a crowd, with

horns, drums, and other musical instruments in use

among the Indians, the candidate for manhood's rights
has to make the round of the malocca or village, pre-

senting himself before every hut, and dancing a jig at

every halt that is made. Throughout all the perform-
ance he must affect signs of great joy, chanting in a

cheerful strain, and loud enough to be heard above the

beating of the drums, the blowing of the horns, and the

fracas of his noisy followers.

Should he refuse to submit to this terrible ordeal, or

during its continuance show signs of weakness or vacil-

lation, he is a lost man. He will be for ever after the

butt and scorn of his tribe ;
and there is not a girl in

all Mundrucu land who will consent to have him for a

sweetheart.

His parents and relatives will also be affected in the

event of his proving a poltroon, and he will be regarded
as a disgrace to the family.

Stimulated by these thoughts, he enters upon the

ordeal, his friends urging him forward with cries of

encouragement his parents keeping by his side, and
with anxious entreaties fortifying him against a failure.

He has courageously thrust his hands into the fiery

gauntlet; and with like courage he must keep them
there until the ceremony is completed. He suffers cruel

torture Every moment increases his agony. His

hands, wrists, and arms feel as if surrounded by fire.

The insect poison enters his veins. His eyes are in-
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flamed; the sweat pours from his skin; his bosom

palpitates ; his lips and cheeks grow pale ; and yet he

must not show the slightest sign of suffering If he do,

it will cover him with shame ; and he will never be

permitted to carry the Mundrucu war-spear, nor impale

upon its point the head of his slain enemy.
He knows the awful fate that must result in case of

failure; and though staggering in his steps he keeps

courageously on.

At length he stands in the presence of the tuchao

seated to receive him.

Before the chief the ceremony is repeated with in-

creased empressement, the dance is redoubled in vigour-
the chant is louder than ever both continuing until hig

strength fails him through sheer exhaustion.

His gloves are then removed, and he falls into the

arms of his friends.

He is now surrounded by the young girls of the tribe,

who fling their arms around him, covering him with

kisses and congratulations.

His sufferings prevent him from appreciating their

soft caresses ; and breaking from their embrace, ho

rushes down to the river, and flings his fevered body
into the grateful current.

There remaining until the cool water has to some
extent alleviated his pain, he comes forth and returns to

the malocca, to receive fresh congratulations from his
" fellow savages."

He has proved himself of the stuff ofwhich warriors are

made, and may now aspire to the hand of any Mundrucu

maiden, and to the glory of increasing the number of

those hideous trophies that adorn the council-room of

the tribe, and which has earned for these Indians the

distinctive surname of Decapitadores (Beheaders).
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CHAPTER LXV.

AMAZONIAN ANTS.

SUCCEEDING this thrilling account of the tocandeira

festival, ants continued for a time to form the staple

subject of conversation, which was not confined to the

particular species they had encountered upon the log,

but related to many others that inhabit the forests arid

campos of the Amazonian valley.

Scores of sorts were known to the old Mundmcu, all

differing from each other, not only in size, shape, colour,

and what may be termed personal characteristics, but

also in their modes of life, and their habits ;
in short,

in every particular except those essential traits which

make them all members of thf same family. The ento-

mologist who would make a study of the economy of

ant-life, could find no better school to pursue it in than

the grand valley of the Amazon. In all parts of it he

will find these insects in countless numbers, and in a

vast variety of species, separated from each other not

only by mere generic traits, but by the far wider dis-

tinction of classes, founded on habits of life diametrically

opposed to each other.

Some species inhabit the earth, never descending
below its surface; others live under it, in subterranean

dwellings, scarce ever coming out into the light of day.

Others, again, live above the earth, making their home
in the hollow trunks of trees ; while still others lead a

more aerial life, building their nests among the twigs

and topmost branches.

In their diet there is still a greater variety. Among
the ants, as among beasts and birds, there are carnivor*
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nerUvora some that feed only on flesh, others that

coiitine themselves to vegetable substances. There are

moreover, kinds that kill their own "
meat," sometimes

devouring it before the life is out of it; while other

carnivorous species, like the vulture among birds, prey

only on such carrion as may chance to fall in their way,
and in search of which their lives seem principally to be

gpent.

Then there are the vegetable feeders, who not only

strip the leaves from plants and trees, but destroy every
other sort of vegetable substance that they may fancy to

*eize upon the clothes in a chest or wardrobe, the

papers in a desk, and the books in a library, having all

a'v times been consumed by these devastating hosts when

voraging for food, or materials out of which to construct

their singular dwellings.

These dwellings are of as many different kinds as

there are species of ants. Some are of conical shape, aa

large as a soldier's tent. Some resemble hillocks or

great mounds, extending over the surface to a circum-

ference of scores of yards. Others represent oblong

ridges, traversed by numerous underground galleries;

while there are species that make their dwellings in deep
horizontal tunnels or excavations, often extending under

the beds of broad rivers. Many kinds lead an arboreal

life, and their nests may be seen sticking, like huge
excrescences, to the bark of the forest trees, and as often

suspended from the branches.

To give a detailed account of the different kinds of

Amazonian ants to describe only their appearance and

ordinary habits would require, not a chapter, but a

volume large enough to be called a quarto.

In their domestic economy, the modes of constructing
their domiciles, the manner of propagating the species,

their social distinction into classes or castes, the odd
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relations that exist between the separate castes cf t

community, the division of labour, their devotion to

what some writers, imbued with monarchial ideas, have

been pleased to term their queen, but which in reality is

an individual elected for the special purpose of pro-

creation ; these and many other quaint characteristics of

the ant family render these insects almost an anomaly
in nature.

It is not to be expected that the uneducated Indian

could give any scientific explanation of such matters.

Nor did he attempt it. He only knew that there wero

many curious things in connection with the ants and

their indoor as well as outdoor life which he had himself

observed, and it was these particulars he communicated

to his companions on the tree.

He could tell them strange tales of the termites, or
" white ants," which are not ants at all, only so called

from a general resemblance to the latter in many of

their habits.

He dwelt longest on the sort called saiibas, or
"
leaf-carrying ants," of which he knew a great number

of species, each building its
" hill" in a different manner

from the others.

Of all the species of South American ants, perhaps
none surprises the stranger so much as the saiiba. On

entering a tract of forest, or passing across a patch of

cultivated ground, the traveller will come to a place

where the whole surface is strewn with pieces of green

leaves, each about the size of a sixpence, arid all in

motion. On scrutinizing these leafy segments more

closely, he will discover that each is borne upon the

shoulders of a little insect not near so big as its burden.

Proceeding onward, he will come to a tree, where thou-

sands of those insects are at work, cutting the leaves

into pieces of the proper size, and flinging them down
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to thousands of others, who seize upon and carry them
off. On still closer scrutiny, he will observe that all this

work is being carried on in systematic order that there

are some of the insects differently shaped from the

rest some performing the actual labour, while the

others are acting as guards and overseers !

Were he to continue his observation, he would find

that the leaves thus transported were not used as food,

but only as thatch for covering the galleries and passages

through which these countless multitudes make their

way from one place to another,

He' would observe, moreover, so many singular habits

and manoeuvres performed by the little crawling crea-

tures, that he would depart from the spot filled with

surprise, and unable to explain more than a tenth part
of what he had seen.

Continuing his excursion, he would come upon ants

not only differing from the saubas in species, but in the

most essential cruaraeteristics of life. These would be

the ecitons, or "foraging ants," who, instead of content-

ing themselves by feeding upon the luxurious vegetation
of the tropics, would be out upon one of their predatory

forays the object of their expedition being to destroy
some colony of their own kind, if not of their own

species.

It may be that the foraging party belongs to the

species known as Eciton rapax the giant of its genus,
and in which many individuals measure a full half inch

in length. If so, they will be proceeding in single file

through the forest, in search of the nests of a defence-

less vegetable-feeding ant of the genus Formica. If

they have already found it, and are met on their home-

ward march towards their own encampment, each will

be seen holding in its mouth a portion of the mangled
remains of some victim of their rapacity.
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Again, another species maybe met travelling in broad

eolumns, counting millions of individuals, either on its

way to kill and plunder, or returning laden with the

spoil. In either case they will attack any creature that

chances in their way man himself as readily as the

most defenceless animal. The Indian who encounters

tnem retreats upon his track, crying out Tanoca! to

wain his companions behind, himself warned by the anl

thrushes, whom he has espied hovering above the

cieeping columns, and twittering their exulting notes,

as at intervals they swoop down to thin the moving

legion.

Of all the kinds of ants known to the Mundmcu,
there was none that seemed to interest him more than

that which had led to the conversation the tocandeira,

or, as the Brazilians term it, fomiga-de fogo (fire ant).

Manday had worn the formidable mittens, and this

circumstance had no doubt left an impression upon his

mind that the tocandeira was the truest representation

ol spitefulness to be found in the insect world.

Perhaps he was not far astray. Although an ant of

ordinary size both in this and general appearance not

differing greatly from the common red ant of England
its bite and sting together are more dreaded than those

of any other species. It crawls upon the limbs of the

pedestrian who passes near its haunts, and clutching
his skin in its sharp, pincer-like jaws, with a sudden

twitch of the tail it inserts its venomous sting upon the

instant, holding on after it has made the wound, and so

tenaciously that it is often torn to pieces while being
detached.

it will even go out of its way to attack any one

standing near ; and at certain landing places upon some
of me Amazonian rivers, the ground is so occupied with

Us hosts that treading upon it is attended with great
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danger. In fact, it is on record that settlements have

been abandoned on account of the fire-ant suddenly

Jnaking its appearance, and becoming the pest of the

place.

Munday, in conclusion, declared that the tocandeiras

were only found in the dry forests and sandy sampas
that he had never before seen one of their swarms in the

gapo ; and that those on the deadwood must have re-

treated thither in haste to escape drowning when caught

by the inundation, and that the log had been afterwards

drifted away by the echente.

Whether this statement was true or not, the ants

appeared to have made up their minds to stay there, and

permit no intruders to deprive them of their new strange
domicile at all events until the vasante might enable

them once more to set foot upon terra Jinna.

CHAPTER LXVI.

THE ANTS STILL EXCITED.

AFTER Munday had concluded his interesting account of

the ants, all retired to rest, thinking of these terrible

insects. Some of the party even dreamt of them after

they had fallen asleep Tipperary Tom, for one, who, in

the middle of the night, started up suddenly under the

belief that his hands were enveloped in Mundrucu

mittens, and that the tocandeiras were tearing the skin

from his wrists.

On discovering his mistake, however, he lay quietly

down again, and without declaring the cause of his alarm,

as he feared to give occasion for that ridicule of which

more than once he had been made the butt.

At break of day they were all awake, and after refresh-

faig themselves with a little cheese which was only some

coagulated milk of the massaranduba preserved in
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sapuaya shells they once more turned their attention

to the floating trunk.

To their surprise it was no longer where they had

left it!

There was a fog upon the water, but that was rapidly

becoming dissipated ; and as the sun peeped over the

tree-tops, the lagoa was sufficiently free from mist to

have rendered distinguishable a dark object as large as

a man's head that might have been within a mile's

distance.

The monguba had been left scarce a hundred yards

from their sleeping place. Where was it now?
"Yonder!" said Munday, in reply to the question

asked by several at the same time. " Yonder the dead

wood, close in by the trees. You see him, patron ?
"

" Oh," exclaimed Trevanion,
" sure enough it is !

How came the log to get there ?
"

"Perhaps there is a current that has carried it,"

Temarked Richard.
"
No, master," said the tapuyo ;

" no current there.

Only that we made ourselves. By our splashing in the

water we started the deadwood from its moorings

among the piosocas. There has been a little breeze

through the night ; that has brought it this way. It is

now at anchor against yonder tree. I shouldn't wonder

if the ants would try to escnpe from it, and take to the

branches above them."
" Why do you think that?

"

"
Why, patron, because the dead monguba is not

their natural home, nor is the gapo their dwelling place

The tocandeiras belong to the terra finna; and no one

would expect to find them here. I can only account for

it in one way. They must have had their malocca in

the hollow of the log while it was lying on dry land.

The echente set it afloat while they were inside, and tho
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ood current has carried them far away from their own

country. There are other kinds of ants that dwell on

the gapo among its trees, but not the tocandeiras."

The explanation was lucid enough. At all events, it

was satisfactory to the companions of the tapuyo, who
now turned to ascertain whether his conjecture were

true : that the ants had abandoned the deadwood and

taken to the tree that stood over it.

It was very easy to make the observation ; for the log
was at no great distance, and as the sun had now

completely dispelled the fog, they could see it very

distinctly.

The tocandeiras were still upon it. Their countless

hosts were seen moving over its surface, in all their red

array, apparently as much excited as when putting to

flight the swimmers who had intruded upon their

straying territory.

What could they mean? The tapuyo himself was

nonplussed.

Only for a time, however. He soon discovered the

cause of the commotion, which in all likelihood had
continued throughout the night. The log, although
close to the stem of the standing tree, was not in juxta-

position with it. Something held it apart. There was
a space of several feet between ; and as none of the

drooping branches reached quite down to the deadwood,
it would have been impossible for the insects to trans-

port themselves to the tree without taking to wing or to

the water neither of which was it in their nature to do.

They evidently desired to make this change, as if sud-

denly dissatisfied with their quarters on the drifting

trunk, and wishing to change them for others less at the

mercy of the winds and waves.

So did the tapuyo explain the commotion that was
now occurring in their community.
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As there was something curious in all this, something
that could not fail to fix the attention of the observer,

our adventurers remained silent, watching the move-

ments of the insect multitude.

It is true they were not ordinary observers, and it

might be supposed they would have other things to

think of, instead of being interested in a spectacle that

would only teach them a chapter of natural history.

But this last was not their object. Their observation

was due to a very different motive. They remained

motionless, watching the movements of the ants, in

hopes that the latter might find some way of detaching
themselves from the floating log, and leave in peaceable

and undisputed possession the quarters they appeared
so desirous of quitting, to those who were equally

desirous of entering upon them.

CHAPTER LXVII.

THE TAMANDUA.

THE spectators, trusting to the explanation given by the

tapuyo, did not think of inquiring further into the cause

flf the commotion among the ants. They only wished

that it would end by the insects forsaking the deadwood,

and taking to the tree, which appeared large enough to

give shelter to their thousands.

While scanning it, to assure themselves of this,

several of the party perceived a movement among Us

branches, and soon after the form of a singular creature

that was causing it.

It was a quadruped, about the size of a racoon or cat,

but of a shape sui generis. Its body was long and

cylindrical, terminating posteriorly in a round tapering

tail, while at its anterior end a low flat head, prolonged
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Into a smooth slender muzzle, also tapered near/y to ^

point.

The eyes were so small as scarce to be seen, and the

mouth more resembled a round orifice than the closing

of a pair ofjaws.
It was covered with a silky fur of a uniform lengtt

over the body, and slightly crisped, so as to give it a

woolly aspect. This fur was straw-colour, with a tinge

of maroon brown on the shoulders and along the back,

while the tail presented a ringed appearance from an

alternation of the two colours

"Tamandua!" exclaimed Munday, at sight of the

strange quadruped.
" Tamandua! What is that?

"
inquired the patron.

" The ant-eater," answered the Indian ;

" not the

great one, which is called tamanvia, and don't climb

up the trees. That, you see, is the little one ; lives all

his life among the branches ; sleeps there either upon
bis breast, or suspended with his tail ; travels from one

tree to another in search of honey, bees, wasps, grubs ;

but, above all, of such ants as make their nests either in

holes, or stuck to the twigs. Ha !

"
continued the

tapuyo, apparently inspired by some new idea,
" whafc

could I have been thinking of? The tocandeiras wish

to climb up to the tree ? Not a bit of it ! They have

no intention of such a thing. Quite the contrary. It's

the tamandua that's keeping them in motion. See the

moving beast preparing to make a descent among
them !

"

Nothing could be more certain than that this was the

tamandua's intention ; for almost on the instant it was

seen to move down among the branches, descending
from one to the other, paitly using its strong hooked

claws, and partly its tapering and highly prehensile tail.

This last it employed solely in making the final leap,
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which was a sort of swing from a branch extended hori

zontally over the log on to the log itself.

Once upon the deadwood, it lay flat down upon its

breast and belly; and shooting out its long threadlike

tongue, coated with a viscid shining substance resembling
saliva, it commenced licking up the tocandeiras that

swarmed in thousands around it.

It was to no purpose that the ants made an attack

upon it. Nature had provided it with an armour proof
both against their bite and sting, neither of which could

penetrate the lanigerous shield that surrounded it,

affording ample protection both to its body and limbs.

Rage around it as they might, the tocandeiras could

do nothing to hinder it from licking them up from the

log, and tucking them in by hundreds into its capacious
stomach.

For ten minutes or so the glutinous tongue was

alternately projected and drawn in each time returning

to the creature's mouth loaded with tocandeiras, that as

they approached the dark orifice appeared struggling to

detach themselves.

At the end of that time the tamandua began to show

signs of satiety, only extending his linguinal lazo at long

intervals, and as if when tempted by some group of tho

tocandeiras that seemed fatter than their fellows.

Finally, the movement was altogether suspended.

The tamandua had taken his fill breakfasted to his

heart's content ; then erecting himself on his hind legs

after the manner of a squirrel or mimoset, he sprang

back upon the branch from which he had descended.

Going a little higher up, he selected another and larger

branch, placing himself so that his belly rested along its

upper surface, with the legs hanging down on each side ;

and then burying his proboscis in the long fur of his

breast, and taking two or three turns of his tail around
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head, body, and legs, by the absence of all motion, by
his silence and tranquil breathing he proclaimed to the

spectators that he was sound asleep !

CHAPTER LXVIII.

THE TAMANDUA IN A SURPRISE.

THE tamandua had simply gone to sleep, as most other

animals do in a state of nature when they have eaten to

satiety.

Before doing so it had no doubt satisfied itself that

there was but slight chance of the tocandeiras leaving
the log; and that when it awoke again, it could return

to them, and make a fresh meal. The only way they
could escape out of its reach would be by taking to the

water. But this would be from the frying-pan into the

fire, as by doing so they would incontinently drown

themselves.

It is true there was another mode of escape from the

log, but not from the ant-eater. The deadwood at one

point was in contact with the trunk of the standing tree.

The insects might have passed from one to the other,

and swarmed up the latter. But that could not avail

them, as the tamandua could have licked them off the

bark of the tree with as much facility as it had gathered
them off the surface of the ceiba.

From the confident manner in which it had laid itself

out for a spell of repose, one could have fancied that it

was aware of all this, and knew that its living larder

would be found untouched whenever it chose to return

to it.

In this, however, as the sequel proved, it chanced to

be mistaken.

The old savr that there is
"
many a slip between the
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cup and the lip
"

is as true in the life of an ant-eater as

in that of a man ; and when the tamandua awoke which

it did some twenty minutes afterwards and looked down

upon the deadwood, either with the design of going
back to have a fresh spell of ant-eating, or to assure

itself that the tocandeiras were still there, it was not a

little astonished to discover that not one of them was iq

sight ! Possibly the reader may have the same feeling

especially when told that the insects had not crawled

back into their old quarters in the hollow of the log
which being now full of water, it was impossible for

them to do nor yet were they hidden anywhere upon
the floating monguba. The question is, what had
become of them ?

When left by the tamandua to their own "
devices,"

there were thousands and thousands of them still

swarming. The few thousands which the devourer had

licked up made no perceptible diminution in their

numbers ; and on the retiring of their enemy, they were

seen swarming over the surface of the ceiba as thickly
and countlessly as ever.

Now they were gone. Not one was visible upon the

log ; the hue of which, from being of a flaming red,

bad returned to its original colour of sombre grey.
A few of the tocandeiras could still be seen, but not

upon the deadwood, These were discovered upon the

standing tree, crawling up its trunk and lower branches,

with an excited air and rapidity of movement that pro-

claimed them to be escaping from som.e terrible disaster.

The number of these refugees did not amount in all to

many hundreds. They were thinly scattered over the

bark, and could have been counted. There were too

few of them to tempt the tongue of the tamandua. It

would not have been worth his while to project that

slimy appendage for the sake of a single tocandeira ;
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ind for that reason he retained it not behind his teeth,

since he had none but within the cylinder-shaped

cavity of his mouth.

What had become of the tocandeiras ?

It is possible that their natural destroyer the taman-

dua put this question to himself in the shape ol a

mental interrogatory : for there is no animal, however

humble its organization however low its situation in

the intellectual scale that has not been gifted by bene-

ficent nature with a mind with powers of intellect and

ratiocination aye, with moral perceptions that enable

it to comprehend at least the primary principles of right
and wrong those great landmarks of life expressed in

the proverbial command, " Do unto others as you would
wish them to do to you."
Even the little insect of which we are speaking gives

evidence of this exercise both of intellectual and moral

power. No doubt you have yourselfwitnessed the proof.

You have seen one ant rob another of its crumb ot

bread that by a laborious effort had been carried far.

You have seen the companions of both gather around

the spot, deprive the despoiler of its ill-gotten prize,

restore the crumb to its lawful possessor, and punish th$

would-be pilferer.

If you have not seen this others have, myself amon;*

the number.

Surely it is reason ? Surely it is moral perception f

If not, what is it?

Your closet-naturalist calls it instinct a ready word to

cloak that social cowardice which shrinks from acknow-

ledging that besides man there are other beings upon
the earth endowed with intellectuality.

The ant-eater may, or may not, have put to itself *

question as to the disappearance of the tocandeiras.

There was none asked by the human spectators in the
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adjacent tree, who required no explanation about the

matter.

There was no-thing mysterious in it. While the

tamandua was asleep they had been witnesses of a scene

that completely explained it.

A description of that scene deserves a chapter to

itself.

It follows.

CHAPTER LXIX.

THE ANT-THRUSHES.
SCARCE a score of seconds after the ant-eater had gone
to sleep, and while Munday was making preparations to

make a capture of it, a little bird, about the size of a

starling, was seen flitting about among the tree-tops.

There was nothing about it to attract particular atten-

tion. It was of the ordinary shape of the shrikes, or fly-

catchers, and, like them, of sombre plumage a dull

grey, blended with bluish slate.

What made it an object of observation to our adven

turers was its movements.

As already said, it was flitting about among the tree,

tops now and then rising above them, and hovering for

a while in the air, then lighting again upon a branch,

and from this hopping to another, and another, all the

time giving utterance to notes that could scarce be called

musical, but which may be better described by the term
"
twittering."

It would have been difficult to say what was its object

in making these movements at least so long as it con-

tinued to act as described.

Munday was appealed to for 021 explanation, auJ

gave it.

" An ant-thrush," he said. "
It's hunting about fcr
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the very creatures that are swarming on that log. If it

should spy them Ah !" he exclaimed in a joyous tone,

evidently struck by some thought that gave him gratifi-

cation "
if it should we'll have no more trouble with

the tocandeiras. That's the friend that'll clear them out

of our way, quicker than we could count them. Yes,

patron, I promise you that. If the bird ant-eater for

that's what it is but gets its eye on that red crowd it'll

clear them off very differently from the way the beast

has done. In twenty minutes there won't be a tocan-

deira to sting us. May the Great Spirit prove propitious,

and turn its eyes upon the deadwood !

"

After such an explanation on the part of the Indian

it would have been strange if the eyes of his companions
had not all become fixed upon the bird, that was its

subject.

They were so, watching its every movement.
For a time it kept up its flickering flight, accompanied,

as already said, by a twittering note. It appeared to be

engaged in the ordinary avocation of seeking for its food

whatever that might be. But as Munday had pro-
nounced it to be an ant-eater, of course it was in search

of these insects, of which there are several kinds to be

found in the flooded forests. Our adventurers con-

tinued to \vatch its manoeuvres, all the time keeping

quiet, as the Mundrucu had desired them to do. More

readily could they comply with his request, as he had

promised them an advantage from the presence of the

bird, and cautioned them against scaring it away.
All at once the ant-thrush for such it was was seen

to change its tactics. Instead of the quiet way in which

it was flittering about among the trees, it became

suddenly excited its louder tone proclaiming a sur-

prise.

It had come close to the tree that contained the taman-
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dua, and saw the quadruped taking its siesia upon tks

branch.

Only for a moment was its attention given to the

slumberer, that in no way interested it, further than by

enabling it to draw certain conclusions.

It knew the hairy shape, clewed up on its arboreal

couch, to be possessed of a taste similar to itself a

taste for tocandeiras.

From the presence of the ant-eater it prognosticated
the proximity of their common prey. It knew that the

auadruped was not accustomed to travel far through the

forest, whether flooded or not that in fact, it could not,

and where it was found, pretty sure, also, would be

iound a colony of tocandeiras, or some other species of

the extensive family of the Formica.

Scarce noticing its fur- clad rival, or only regarding it

for an instant, the bird rose up into the air, and corn-

menced flittering around the tree, its eyes turning in all

directions in search of the expected prey.

The swarm of fire ants reddening the log formed too

conspicuous an object to escape being seen. The ant-

thrush soon saw them, and with a screech announced

the discovery.

The screech was not a mere ejaculation proclaiming
its joy. It was a call of a less selfish character. The
swarm of tocandeiras was sufficiently extensive to have

filled a hundred stomachs as large as its own, and it

knew that this number was empty, not far off in the

forest.

Its cry was a signal to scores of companions, an-

nouncing to them that a quarry had been discovered.

It was answered by what appeared a hundred echoes.

But they were not echoes, only responses, and soon after

the air resounded with whistling wings as the feathered

ant-eaters came crovdincj to the feast.
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Boy reader ! you have bred pigeons and fed them too.

You have flung before them whole pottles of barley and

pecks of oats until the pavement was thickly strewn ;

you have observed how quickly they would clear the

ground of the grain.

With like rapidity was the log cleared of the tocan-

deiras. In ten minutes' time not a single insect could

be seen upon it, and then the feathered ant-eaters, with-

out telling the tamandua of what they had done, or

giving a hint that his preserves had been despoiled, flew

off into the forest in search of a fresh swarm.

CHAPTER LXX.

ANT-EATERS BIPED AND QUADRUPED.

IN this little drama of nature, consisting of two distinct

scenes, our adventurers had witnessed only an ordinary

spectacle of South American animal life. They had

learnt that the ants have enemies among four-footed

beasts, and also among winged birds enemies not only

against them upon occasions, but whose sole occupation
consists in seeking for and destroying them.

Nor is it out of any wanton or cruel sport, but

simply an ordination of nature, which has taught these

birds and animals to regard the insects as their lawful

prey and proper food, and has in fact formed them to

subsist exclusively upon an ant diet.

Why one kind of creature should be constituted to

eat another is one of the great puzzles of nature ; and

the humane mind cannot help being shocked at the

thought. Nor is it satisfied at being told that it is a

wise ordination of the great Creator, intended to prevent
th3 earth being overrun by these species of insects and

animals, whose prolific habitM would bring about that

kmcntiile result.
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No This explanation will not do. Even a child

would be tempted to ask, Why were they made so

prolific ?

The cause of this apparently cruel decree of the

Creator is not this.

What it is no one has yet discovered ; and we can

only live in the belief that, like many other ordinances,

to all appearance contradictory to our ideas of the bene-

ficent and humane, this, too, has been given for wise and

good purposes.

The spectacle of the bird ant-eaters engaged in theii

work of destruction, is one that may be seen almost any

day in the Amazonian region. The presence of an army
of ants passing from place to place through the forest,

themselves often bent upon a marauding and murderous

expedition, may often be discerned long before the in-

sects themselves are in sight, by the twittering cries and

excited actions of the ant-thrushes, that in large flocks

are seen hovering about them, fluttering among the

trees, hopping from branch to branch at intervals dash-

ing down and snapping up a victim.

The traveller takes warning by the spectacle. Ex-

perience has long ago taught him that to stray into the

midst of a party of foraging ants whether it be tocan-

deiras or a score of other species is no slight matter.

It would be Uke dancing an Irish jig over a nest of

hornets. He is sure of being attacked and crawled

upon, bitten and stung, by the venomous bisects ; and to

avoid this, on hearing the call of the ant-thrush, lie

beats an instant retreat, following the back track till he

is sure of being out of the line of march.

The other spectacle that of the quadruped licking

up his insect prey is of less frequent occurrence ;

though it, too, may be often witnessed in the wilds of

the Solimoens forests.
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Of these four-footed ant-eaters there are many distinct

kinds, distinct not only in the specific characters, but

differing very considerably in their habits of life. Four

species are known to naturalists, but it is probable, as in

other cases of the kind, that there are many more yet to

be discovered and described. The great montaiia of the

Maraiion is a world of itself, whose borders only are

known, and these so superficially, that new discoveries

may be looked for from every fresh exploration. The

Indians, who are best acquainted with the remote haunts

of this wilderness, assert that there are others ; and

their testimony, derived from actual observation, gene-

rally turns out to have a foundation upon facts.

Of the four known species there is the great ant-

eater (Myrmecophaga jubata), called "
tamanoir," large

as a mastiff dog, and a match for most dogs in strength,

often conquering one, even to killing him, not by its

teeth, for it has none, but by compression, squeezing the

breath out of the dog's body between its thick muscular

fore limbs.

This is the tamandua bandeira, or " banner tamandua"

of the natives, so called from the peculiar colourization

of its skin, each side of the body being marked by a

broad blackish band, running obliquely from the

shoulders, and suggesting the resemblance of an heraldic

banner. It is a denizen of the drier forests, making
its haunt wherever the white ants (termites) abound-
those that construct the great

"
hills ;

"
and as these are

never found in the gapo or flooded lands, neither does

the great ant-eater make his appearance there.

Of the habits of this species a more complete account

fus been given elsewhere.*

The second species of tamandua that is, second in

* "Forest Exiles."
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size is quite a different kind of creature. It is alto-

gether arboreal in its habits, scarcely ever descending to

the earth, but passing from branch to branch and tree to

tree, by means of its strong curving claws, and more

especially by the aid of a long and highly prehensile

Mil. Like its banded cousin, its food consists exclu-

sively of ants termites, that construct large earthy

nests high up among the branches, or against the trunks

of the trees, where they present the appearance of

grotesque excrescences.

This tamandua is often seen moving about during the

day, in its slow progress very much resembling the sloths,

though its food is so very different from the bicho de

embaiiba, the " beast of the cecropia tree."

This species dwells chiefly in the thick forests, and

goes into the gapo at all seasons of the year.

That which had displayed a portion of its habits and

propensities before the eyes of our adventurers was a

tree-dwelling tamandua.

But there are still two other kinds that make their

home upon the trees both exceedingly .curious little

animals, and much more rarely seen than the larger

tarnanduas. They are distinguished by the name of

tamandua i, which in the Indian language means "little

tamandua."

One of them, the rarest of the family, or at least that

which is less frequently met with, is about the size of a

half-grown kitten. Instead of hair, its coat is a fine

wool, of a greyish yellow colour, soft and silky to the

touch.

The other is of the same size, but of a dingy-brown

colour, and with hair of a coarser kind.

These little ant-eaters are both nocturnal in their

habits, sleeping through the day clewed up in the cavity

tree, or in some fork of the branches. Only at
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night do they display their activity, when they commence

moving about in search of their insect prey.

Their nocturnal habits may account for their being
more rarely met with than their bigger brothers of the

toothless tribe.

Thus it is that the ants and termites have no chance

of escaping from their numerous enemies. On the

earth they are attacked and destroyed by the great ant-

eater in the trees by his congener with the four curving
claws. By day one species preys upon them by night
another. Go where they will there is a foe to fall upon
them even when they seek security under the earth :

for there, too, are they pursued by enemies of their own
tribe the savage ecitons, who enter their subterraneous

dwellings, and kill them upon their own hearths, to be

dragged forth piecemeal, and devoured in the light of

the sun !

CHAPTER LXXI.
THE CHASE OF THE TAMANDUA.

IF the tamandua had been surprised by the disappear
ance of the tocandeiras, it was not less so on seeing a

creature more than ten times its own size approaching

through the tops of the trees towards that upon which it

had been taking its dcsta.

This creature was of a dark bronze colour, having a

long upright body, a pair of legs still longer, arms
almost as long as the legs, and a roundish head, with

long black hair growing out of its crown, and hanging
down over its shoulders.

If the ant-eater had never before seen a human being
which was probable enough it saw one now ; for the

creature thus described was no other than the old Indian

Munday, who had taken a fancy to capture that tamanduu

anything else should be thought of.
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Perhaps the little quadruped may have mistaken him
for a monkey ; for no matter how secluded its life may
have been, it could hardly have escaped, some time or

other, from an encounter with some of the Amazonian

quadrumana.
If it supposed him to be an ape, it no doubt also

thought him the grandest it had ever seV eyes upon, far

exceeding the guaribas, coaitas, barrigudas, or any others

of the tribe.

Certainly it regarded him as being of the abnormal

type, for though it would not have stirred a step to get

out of the way of a whole troop of monkeys, no sooner

did it tuni its small eyes upon the man than it com-

menced beating a retreat.

Swinging itself from branch to branch, using both

claws and tail to effect the transit, it forsook the tree

where it had slept, and took to another farther in to-

wards the thick of the forest.

But Munday had anticipated this manoeuvre, and

struck out in a diagonal direction to intercept it.

Notwithstanding that the tamandua was more at home
on the branches than it would have been upon the

broad earth, it moved through them but slowly; and in

this sort of chase the Munclrucu was its match.

If fear urged the animal to do its best, there was also

something to stimulate the zeal of the man in the same

direction, and he seemed determined upon capturing it,

whether dead or alive.

It mattered little which ; for he had taken no fancy
to have it mer3ly as a pet, but as a piece de resistance for

his dinner.

Munday was at that moment suffering from severe

hunger, and a tamandua steak or roast would be some-

thing towards relieving him.

Stimulated by the anticipation, he passed among the
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branches of the tree, and over the matted leaves, with

the agility of an ape, now climbing up from limb to

limb, now letting himself down by some hanging sipo;

all the time keeping his eyes fixed, as far as it was possi-

ble, on the retreating tamandua.

Another now joined him in the pursuit, and that was

Richard Trevanion. The young Paranese, though by no

means equal to the Indian, was yet an expert climber ;

and if unable to overtake the ant-eater in a tail-ward

chase, he could be of some service in helping to head

and turn it back towards the tree from which it had just

escaped.
This stood at the end of a spit or projecting tongue o!

the submerged forest, forming a sort of narrow peninsula;

and the object was to get it back to the point, and, ia

the language of Tipperary Tom, " surround
"

it.

The others, left upon their perch, remained simple

spectators of the chase of course watching it with keen

interest.

They could not exactly tell why the tapuyo was so

earnest in his endeavours to take the tamandua; for

their hunger had not yet reached that degree of intensity

as to suggest the design of dining upon an animal that

had just shown himself such a free feeder. They said

nothing, however, to hinder the tapuyo from having his

way ; but watching him and his assistant as they
scrambled through the spray of the forest, patiently

waited for the termination of the curious chase.

It is possible that Munday might have been over-

reached,, with all his alertness; for the tamandua had

reached the narrowest part of the peninsula before he

could get there. Once across the isthmus, which con-

sisted of a single tree, it would have had the wide forest

before it ; and would soon have hidden itself amid the

matted tangle of leaves and twigs.
'
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Richard, however, was too cunning to let a stupid ant-

eater escape him ; and seeing that the chase was tending

toward the narrow neck, bethought him oC reaching that

point in a more rapid way than by "swarming" through

the branches that is, by swimming to it.

No sooner said than done. Dropping into the water

he swam towards the isthmus with all his strength, and

reached the tree that constituted it just in time to head

the tamandua.

The creature had just succeeded in crawling into this

tree ; and seeing its retreat cut off it turned to go back

towards the point of the peninsula.
But by this time Munday had arrived from the op-

posite quarter, and was already climbing into the same

tree. Seeing itself intercepted on both sides it com-

menced crawling up towards the topmost branches.

But Munday was too quick for it even in that direc-

tion ; and, springing after, with the agility of a cat, he

caught hold of it by one of the hind legs, and hindered

its further ascent.

Being an animal insignificant in point of size, and ap-

parently in point of strength, the spectators supposed
that he would speedily have dragged it down. In this,

however, they were mistaken. They were reasoning
without taking account of the highly prehensile power

possessed by the tamandua both in its fore limbs and

Jail.

Notwithstanding that the tapuyo exerted all his

strength, he could not detach it from the limb to which

it had fixei itself ; and even when assisted by his com-

panion they were only able to get the fore legs free

The tail, lapped several times around the limb, resisted

all their efforts.

Munday, however, cut the Gordian knot, by chop-

ping off the caudal appendage with his knife; and
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leaving two or three of its rings around the branch, he

twisted the stump round his wrist, swung the animal

outward, and brought it back against the trunk with a

thwack that not only took the prehensile as well as

every other power out of its tail and limbs, but also

the breath out of its body.

CHAPTER LXXIT.

ROAST TAMANDUA.
INSTEAD of returning to the tree where they had left

their companions, the old Indian and the young Para-

nese let themselves down into the water and swam direct

to the deadwood. Climbing up it they called out to the

others to join them.

There was no longer any creature to dispute their pos-

session of the log. The ant-thrushes had unconsciously
acted as bailiffs for them, and cleared out the con-

tumacious tenants sans ceremonie.

Descending from their perch, and of course taking
the string of shells along with them, they answered the

summons of the two pioneers ; and all seven became

installed upon the trunk of the monguba.
It was not a question of what they should next do.

There was but one sentiment about that. There was

not an individual of the party, the Indian perhaps ex-

cepted, that was not worn out regularly done up, with

want of sleep and over exertion. To recline in a proper
horizontal manner, without any fear of falling off. and

getting submerged perhaps drowned in deep water,

appeared a pleasure too great to be postponed for an

instant longer ; and although the deadwood was as hard

AS any other wood, and to sleep upon it would be like

sleeping on a plank, still it would give them the oppor-

tunity of lying in a horizontal position, and afford the
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feeling of security. Its superior surface was large

enough to afford space for all, and there were great

grooves or hollows between its buttresses that would

hinder them from rolling off.

As if by a tacit consent, and without communicating
their intention to one another, they stretched themselves

along the floating tree trunk, and were almost instantly

asleep.

There was one who did not join in this general indul-

gence. The old Indian, tough as the sipos of his

native forest, seemed as if he could live out the remain-

der of his life without another wink of sleep ; and when
the rest of his companions were buried in a profound

repose, he was engaged in an operation that required all

his energies backed by the most stoical patience to

render successful. In the trunk of the monguba, at 9

place where the bark was dry, he had picked out a small

circular cavity, beside which he had placed some withered

leaves and dead twigs, collected from the tree that spread
its branches above. Over this cavity was he kneeling^

his breast being directly above it. Between his ribs and

the hollow, extended a straight stick that had been cut

from some species of hard wood, and trimmed clear of

knots, or other inequalities.

The stick was pressed between the palms of his hands,

that were seesawing it horizontally, so as to produce a

rapid rotatory motion, at intervals alternating in direc-

tion.

The object of th:.s simple contrivance was soon ap-

parent, or would have been to any one observing the

operation.

But there was no one, with the exception of the

operator himself
; and he knew what he was about.

In about ten minutes from the time that the straight

stick was set rotating, smoke appeared rising out of
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the cavity in which its end was inserted; and soon

after sparks were seen to fly among the loose dust that

had there collected from the friction.

Presently the sparks, becoming thicker, united into a

flame, and then the operator, dropping the straight stick,

hastily covered the hole with the dry leaves and chips,

and blowing gently under them, was soon cheered by
trie sight of a blaze.

A few minutes sufficed to ensure its safe continuance,

after which some faggots were obtained and heaped

upon it, when a fire was kindled, over which a cook, with

ever so little skill, might have dressed a tolerable dinnei

To do this had been the object of the tapuyo ; and as soot

as he saw his fire fairly under way he proceeded to the in

spection of his larder, simple enough, since it consisted

only of the tamandua. This did not deter the tapuyo
from proceeding to carry out his design ; and without

resorting to any process of dressing or trussing the

game not even taking the hide off it he laid it across

the fire, and left it to frizzle in its skin.

It was not the first time by scores that Munday had
made that repast, known among Spanish Americans as
" carne con cuero."

Having disposed of the tamandua, after the fashion

described, and trimmed the fire to his satisfaction, he
now proceeded to take measures to prevent the spread-

ing of the flames. The deadwood around the spot
were he had established his simple euisin^ was dry as

tinder. If not prevented, the fire would soon extend

itseir over tbe whole surface, and not only rouse his

companions n-om tneir slumber, but cause them to beat

a retreat from their quarters, as quick, if not so

ignominious, as that which had succeeded the attack of

the tocandeiras.

To avoid this their puiVeyor had recourse to an ex-
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pedient so ingenious that it could only have emanated

from the brain of an Indian. Stripping off the cotton

shirt, that throughout eveiy vicissitude still clung to

his shoulders, he leant over the side of the floating log,

and submerged it for several minutes under the water.

When well soaked he drew it up again, and, taking it

to the spot were the fire was crackling, he wrung the

water out in a circle around it, so as to saturate the

hearth.

In this way the flames were prevented from spreading,

and, satisfied upon this score, he squatted down upon his

hams, and remained in this attitude until the tamandua,
which he had occasionally turned upon the fire, was
" done brown."

He then awakened his sleeping companions, telling

them that " dinner was ready."

They were not a little astonished, on getting the
"
ghoul

" out of their eyes, to see the fire blazing above

them, with the bronzed body of the Indian, nude to the

waist, squatting in front of it; to hear also the crackling

of sticks, the loud sputtering of the roast, and the hiss-

ing of the water circle that surrounded the hearth.

But the savoury incense that filled the air was far from

being disagreeable, and although but a short while before

they could not guess why their guide was giving such

earnest chase to the ant-eater, they now perceived the
" method of his madness."

Despite a little squeamishness, which soon wore off,

they accepted his invitation to partake of the repast, and

in an inconceivably short space of time only the bones

of the ant-eater could be seen upon the ceiba, arid these

clean picked.

It tested like roast goose I
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CHAPTER LXXIIT.

THE JUAROUA.

Br the time they had finished dining tha sun was con-

siderably over the meridian line ; so low, in fact, that it

became a question whether they should not remain in-

active during the remainder of that day, and set to work

at an early hour of the following morning.
The short nap they had taken while Munday was en*

gaged in his culinary operations had not satisfied them.

So long debarred from anything like a night's rest, they

required several hours of continuous sleep to recruit

their strength, and restore their spirits to the ordinary
condition of energy.

It was agreed among them that they should lie up for

the rest of that day, and go at the work they designed
next to do at the earliest hour of the following morn-

ing.

This work had been already discussed between them
and decided on. It was to convert the deadwood into

a craft a rude one it might be, but still a craft to be
worked with oars or paddles, and navigated across the

.agoa.

The chief difficulty would consist in procuring the

saddles ; but Munday had assured them that it was not

insurmountable.

They would find that out on the following day.

lliey all went to sleep again, Munday this time,

among the rest, the coaita monkey alone keeping awake;
for the creature, having them all the while in sight, had

followed around the selvedge of the forest, at length

rejoining them on the log.

They had been slumbering about an hour, when a
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low whimpering noiso made by the monkey awoke Tip-

perary Tom, close to whose ear the animal had squatted
itself.

"Fwbat is it, ye owld ape?" asked he, drowsily, ad-

Jressing himself to his pet; "what he yez jabberin'
about? Arrah, div yez see anythin' that disthrisp^a

ye t
"

The coaita made no reply further than by continuing
to give utterance to the odd sounds that had awakened
the sleeper.

It was a sort of chittering, accompanied by a chat-

tering of the teeth; and from the way the animal

trembled, as it crouched close to his head, Tom could

tell that it was in fear of something.
It was not absolutely terrified. Had it been so, its

screams would have startled every sleeper upon the log.

It was only trembling under a slight fear, as if suspi-

cious there was some danger in something it saw, but

not certain upon the subject.

What could be causing it to manifest this emotion?

Its master raised himself up, and leaning upon one of

his elbows, looked out over the gapo.
There was nothing observable in that direction

nothing but open water, whose smooth surface was

shining like a sheet of burnished gold under the beams
of the setting sun.

Tom next turned his attention upon the trees.

He saw nothing there not so much as a bird moving

femong the branches.
"
Arrah, me jewel !

"
said he, once more addressing

the monkey.
" Fwhat's disturbin' ye? Any how I see

nothin', ayther on the wather or in the threes ; nothin'

to account for yez thrimblin' in that way, like the quakin
1

&T an aspick. Trath ye appear to be in throuble a*

some kind or other. Won't yez tell me fwhat it is ?
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' Oh ! yez are looking down that way, are ye ?
" he

continued, raising his head a little higher, and peeping
over the edge of the deadwood,

"
it's thare is it, the

eomethin' that scayrin' ye ?

"An' shure enough thare is a somethin' outyandther.
Share's a purl upon the wather, as if some crayther
was helow makin' a disturbance, among the weeds. I

wondher fwhat it is !

"Is it a fish ? Fwhat wild hindher it to be another

av them ugly alleygators ? Be St. Pathrick it might be

the big snake the Indyin's been tellin' us about, that

grows to ten times the length av a man, an' cyan swallow

a whole cow 'idout puttin' a tooth in her. Lard, if it's

that, I'd better wake them all out av their sleep."

Undecided about doing this, the Irishman remained

in his {sitting posture, with his eyes fixed upon the spot
where he had observed the "purl

"
in the water.

The movement was at some distance off a hundred

yards or thereabouts. It was still going on ; and Tom
now perceived that the animal fish, serpent, alligator,

or whatever was making it was gradually drawing
nearer the deadwood.

At Jength it came near enough for him to obtain a full

view of it ; and although he could tell that it was neither

a snake nor a crocodile, still was it a creature of suf-

ficiently formidable appearance to cause him a feeling ot

fear especially as it was of a kind with which he had no

previous acquaintance. In shape.it resembled a seal;

but in Dimensions it was altogether different, being
much iarger than seals usually are. It was full ten

feet from snout to tail, and of a proportionate
thickness of body. It had the head of a bull or cow,
with a broad muzzle and thick overhanging lip ; but
with very small eyes ; and instead of ears, only two

round cavities could be seen upon the crown of its head.
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It had a large flat tail not standing up vertically, like

the tail of a fish, but spread in a horizontal direction,

like that of a bird.

Its skin was smooth, and naked of hair, with the ex-

ception of some straggling ones set thinly over it, and

some tufts resembling bristles radiating around its

mouth and nostrils.

The skin itself was of a dull leaden hue, with some

cream-coloured tints under the throat and along the

belly.

But what appeared to Tipperary Tom in fact the

only thing he had noticed, before rousing the others

was a pair of flippers, of more than a foot in length,

standing out from the shoulders, and that looked like

little paddles. These were in motion ; for the huge
creature was using them to propel itself through the

water, just as a fish makes use of its fins, or a swimmer
his arms. In front of each was a teat, giving the animal

the appearance of having breasts like a human being.
The Irishman did not stay to note one-half of the

characteristics detailed. Not any of them, in fact, sa,\o

the more striking features that had forced themselves

upon his observation, and he was too badly scared at wnot

he saw to remain an instant longer the sole observer ;

and taking hold of the sleeper who lay nearest him

the Indian it chanced to be he shook him out of hia

sleep.

"Luk thare, owld Munday," he muttered in the

Indian's ear, and pointing towards the spot where the

aquatic monster was moving ;

<f luk thare ! Fwhat la

that fwhat is it anyhow ?
"

" What where ?
" asked the Indian, looking dreamily

around him. " Ah ! that there. By the Great Spirit*

it's the juaroua !

"
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CHAPTER LXXIV.

A FISH-COW AT PASTURE.

As the Indian pronounced the word juaroua his man-

ner clearly proclaimed him suddenly inspired with an

interest in the creature thus oddly named. He started

np into a sitting attitude; but then, as if afraid of his

movements being observed, he remained motionless as

the log that was under him, keeping his eye steadfastly

fixed on the huge seal-like shape, still intending to mako

approach.
The Irishman had in no way benefited by his answer

A juaroua ! So far as that made him the wiser, the Indian

might as well have kept the name.

"But fwat is it?" he again asked, curious to learn

omething of the creature, the more so since his com-

panion appeared to take such an interest in it. Arrah !

now till me fwat it is 9 **

" A juaroua," again answered the Indian.
"
Och, now, it isn't that I mane, Munclay; I want yez

to till me fwat sort of a baste the craythur is. Is it a

fish or a quadrupid ?
"

"A peixe-boi a peixe-boi!
"

hurriedly answered the

tapuyo. "That's how the whites call it. Now you

44 An' be japers, but I don't though not a bit. betther

than before. A pike's boy. Trath it don't look much
like a pike at a\l, at all. If it's a fish av any kind, I

should say it was a sale, an' a murtherin' big wan at

that. Oh! mother av Moses! luk thare, Munclay!
Arrah, see now. If it's the owld boy, yandther's the

young wan right under it. See, it has tuk howlt on the

tit, an's sucking away like a calf. An' luk ! The owld

waa has got a howlt ay it wld her flipper, an *s kapin' it
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fcp to the breast. St. Pathrick save us, did livin' sinner

iver see such a thing!
*

The spectacle which had called forth this series of ex-

clamatory phrases was indeed calculated to astonish the

Irishman, since it has from all time astonished the

Amazonian Indians themselves, despite the frequency
with which they are treated to it. They cannot recon-

cile with the rational a habit so abnormal as that of a

fish suckling its young ; for they have no other belief

but that the peixe-boi is a fish instead of a cetacean.

For this reason, notwithstanding that these people

epend a considerable portion of their time in chasing,

killing, curing, and eating it, they nevertheless continue

to regard it with curious feelings, as a creature not to be

classified in the ordinary way.
What Tinperary Tom saw was the calf of the fish-cow

for it was one approach the teat like any other calf,

take hold of it, and pull away. There was the difference

of the performance taking place under water instead of

in a green field ; and the further difference that the

mother, instead of leaving the calf to its own devices,

took hold of it in her arm-like flipper, and held it to the

breast; but this made the thing all the more wonderful

suggesting a resemblance of habit to that of a human

mother, and of course increasing the astonishment of

Tipperary Tom.
Tom would have been still more demonstrative in hia

surprise had he not been checked by the Indian.
" Hush !

"
whispered the latter, with a sign to him to

keep quiet.
" Sit still ! make no noise. There's a

chance of our capturing the juaroua a good chance,

now that I see the juaroua-i (little one) along with it.

Not a word, Senhor Tomo. Don't wake the others yet

a bit. The juaroua can see like a vulture, anr1 hear like

an eagle, though it has such little eyes and ears. Hush 1"
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After repeating the caution, the Mundrucu remained

motionless as a statue of bronze, the Irishman, as far as

was in his power, imitating his example.

The peixe-boi had by this time got abreast of the

deadwood, and was swimming slowly past it.

A little beyond there was a sort of emoayment, open-

ing in among the trees, and towards this it appeared to

be directing its course suckling the calf as it swam.
" Good !

"
said Munday, in a muttered exclamation

" I guess what it's going after up there."
"
Fwhat, Misther Munday ?

"

"Don't you see something lying along the water?
'

"Along the wather? No yis, I do, though. But

it's only grass some sort av wather-grass, that's ayther
floatin' there or growin' up from the bottom."

" That's just it, Senhor Tomo."
" An' fwhat wud it want wid the grass ? Yez don't

mane to till me it ates grass ?
"

" Eats nothing else."

" Trath ! it has got the snout av a cow, an' the whole

countenance av that same intirely. It wudn't astonish

me to see it ate some av that grass up thare especially

afther seein' it sucklin' the calf."

"
It's just the sort it feeds on. Very like that 's its

pasturing place. So much the better if it is."

"
Fwhy the betther, Misther Munday?

"

'* Because it will stay there till the morning, and give

me a chance of killing it."

" Killin' it I fwy wud yez do that?"
"
Strange question, Senhor Tomo. Seven of us

gtarving !

"

" Oh ! yez would be afther atin' it ? Now I undher-

stan'. But why cyan't ye kill it now? "

" For want of a weapon."
" Shure yez have your knife ?

"
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" No use the knife no use. The juaroua too cun-

feing to let one come so near. No chance to strike it

that way. Santos Deos ! If it come back in the morn-

ing, I take care to be ready for it. From it we may get

meat enough for a long voyage. See! it's begun to

browse !

"

Sure enough it had, just as the Indian said, com-

menced pasturing upon the long blades of grass that

spread horizontally over the surface
;
and just as a cow

gathers the meadow sward into her mouth, at intervals

protruding her tongue to secure it, so did the great
water-cow of the Amazons spread her broad lips and

extend her rough prehensile tongue to take in the

floating herbage of the gapo.

CHAPTER LXXV.
THE PASIIIUBA SPEAK.

THE spectacle of an amphibious cow pasturing upon a

bed of aquatic grass was too curious, and, as Tipperary
Tom thought, too interesting to be selfishly enjoyed ;

he declared his intention to share it with the others,

who were still sleeping unconsciously on the log.

Munday no longer made objection, only cautioning the

Irishman to awake his companions one by one, and

without making much disturbance.

This injunction was obeyed, and soon the whole

party became spectators of the performance the only

one who had witnessed it before, besides Munday him-

self, being the young Paranese.

He had often seen the like in the cailos and still

channels that intersect the great Amazonian delta, where

fish-cows are almost as common as any other kind.

While the rest were looking on with eyes Aill of
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interest su6h as may be seen in a Zoological garden at

the "feeding of pelicans" Munday silently absented

himself from the log.

<one of them took any notice of his departure; that

they made no inquiry as to the cause of his leaving
them. They only saw that he went off among the tree-

tops ; but whither, or for what purpose, was not asked

of him.

Previous to going, he had enjoined upon them to ob-

serve strict silence, and not stir out of their places, or

even make much movement in them till his return.

In the belief that the Indian had some substantial

reason for laying this embargo upon them, they sub-

mitted to it with the best grace they could ; and ono

and all kept their places, sitting silently as sphinxes.
If they did venture to address a few words to one

another, it was in low whisperings that could not have

been heard beyond the precincts of the deadwood ; cer-

tainly not by the fish-cow, notwithstanding the acute

sense of hearing which these creatures are reputed to

possess.

The situation, however, began to get irksome. It is

no small tashVoO sit silent for an hour, without stirring

to boot, especii^y when you have been desired to do so.

And for full this period the Indian was absent.

Several of the ">arty had got very tired of keeping
their promise to obey his injunction, and more than one

of them was just on the eve of breaking it, when the

tapuyo returned ; which he at length did.

It was observed that he came not as he went. He
had stolen off, taking with him only his knife. At his

re-appearance, he had the knife still with him, but

another weapon as well one that the knife had enabled

him to procure.

It was a staff of about twelve feet in length, straight
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as a rush, slightly tapering, and pointed at the end like

a spear.

In point of fact it was a spear one which he had
been manufacturing during his hour of ahsence out of a

split stem of the pashiuba palm.
Not far off he had found one of these trees, a water-

loving species Iriartea exurhiza whose stems are sup

ported upon slanting roots that stand many feet above

the surface of the soil. With the skill known only to an

Amazonian Indian in the use of a knife-blade, he had

split the pashiuba hard as iron on the outside, but soft

at the heart ; and out of one of the split pieces had he

fashioned the improvised spear.

Its point only wanted to be submitted to fire, and

then steel itself would not serve better for a spear-head.

Fortunately, the hearth was not yet cold. A few red

cinders smouldered by the wet circle ; and, thrusting
his spear-point among them, the Indian waited for it to

become indurated.

When done to his satisfaction, he drew it out of the

ashes, scraped it to a keen point with the blade of his

knife, and then announced himself rea
~

to attack the

juaroua.
The amphibious animal sat there its head visible

above the bed of grass upon which i' /as still grazing.

Munday, while rejoiced by the circumstance, expressed
himself also surprised at it. He had not been sanguine
of finding it on his return with the spear, and while

fabricating the weapon he had only been encouraged by
the expectation that the peixe-boi, if gone away for

the night, would return to its grazing ground in the

morning.
As it was now it could not have afforded him a better

opportunity for ttrtidng it. It was reclining near the

surface, its head several inches ^bove it, and directly
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under a large tree, whose lower limbs, extending hori-

zontally, almost drooped into the water.

If he- could but get unperceived upon one of those

limbo, it would be an easy matter to drive the spear into

its body as far as his strength would enable him.

If any man could swim noiselessly through the water,

climb silently into the tree, and steal without making
soun I along its limbs, that man was the Mundrucu.

In less time than you could count a thousand he had

successfully accomplished this trio of feats, and was seen

crouching upon a limb right over the " cow."

In an instant his spear was seen to descend, as the

spectators were expecting it to do; but to the astonish-

ment of all, instead of striking the body of the peixe-boi,

it pierced into the water several feet from the snout of

the animal !

What could it mean ? Surely the skilled harpooner
of fish-cattle could not have made such a strange stroke!

Certainly he had not touched the cow ! Had he speared

anything?
" Be japers, he 's killed the calf!

"
cried Tipperary

Tom. "Look yandther! Don't yes goo its cyarcass
floatin' on the wather ?

"

It was as the Irishman had declared. The suckling
was seen upon the surface turned belly upwards, beyoni
a doubt dead.

Still the spectators could not understand it. Why
should the calf have been killed which would scarce

give them a supper and the cow spared, that would

have provisioned the whole crew for a month ?

Why had the chance been thrown away ?

Was it thrown away ? They only thought so, while

expecting the peixe-boi to escape.

But they were quickly undeceived. They had not

reckoned upon the strong maternal instincts that in-
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spired the breast of that amphibious mother instincts

that annihilate all sense of danger, and prompt to a reck-

less rushing upon death in the companionship and for

the protection of the beloved offspring.

It was too late to protect the tiny creature, lying

wrong side up upon the water-sward. But the mother

recked not of this. Danger did not deter her from

approaching it, again and again, each time receiving a

fresh stab from that terrible stick, until she too turned

her cream-coloured abdomen upwards, and with a long-

drawn sigh expired among the sedge.

Her destroyer, on returning to his companions, in

answer to their inquiries explained why he had first

killed the calf, instead of attacking the cow. Had he

acted otherwise, it would have ended in the mother

making her escape, and in all likelihood carrying the
** chick

"
along with her. These animals are extremely

tenacious of life, and a single thrust from such a weapon
as he wielded would only have mit the peixe-boi to flight

never to be encountered again. The harpoon alone,

with its barbed head and float, can secure them for a

second stroke ; and not being provided with this wea

pon, nor the means of making it, the old tapuyo knew
that his only chance was to act as he had done.

Experience had made him a believer in the strong
maternal instincts of the animal, and the result prov*<|

that he had not mistaken their strength.

CHAPTER LXXVI.

CURING THE FISH-COfW.

NOTHING was done for that night. All slep contentedly
on the deadwood, which next day became the scene of

a series of operations of a somewhat curious kind.

This did not differ very much from the spectacle that
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might be witnessed in the midst of the wide ocean,

when whalesmen have struck one of the great leviathans

of the deep, and brought their ship alongside for the

purpose of cutting it up.
In like manner as the whale is

"
flensed," so was the

fish-cow, Munday performing the operation with his

knife, by first skinning the creature, and then separating
the flesh into broad strips or "

steaks," which were

afterwards made into "
charqui," by being hung up in

the sun.

Previous to this, however, many
"
griskins

"
as Tip-

perary Tom called them had been cut from the carcass,

and, broiled over the fire kindled upon the log, had
furnished both supper and breakfast to the party.

Though only the Mundrucu and Richard Trevanion had

Jver tasted of this flesh before, there was no squeamish-
,.ess shown by any one. Hunger forbade it; and,

ndeed, whetne* \vith sharp appetites or not, there waa
no reason why they should not relish what forms one ol

the most coveted articles of animal food to be obtained

in Amazonia. The taste was that of pork; though
there were parts of the flesh of a somewhat coarser

grain, and inferior in flavour to the real dairy-fed

article.

The time spent in cutting up and curing it extended

to the whole of that day. Eather might it be said that

the day was occupied in making it ready to get cured:

for it would take several days' exposure under the hot

sun, before it would be safe from spoiling. Before

night, however, Munday, assisted by the others, had got
it separated into thin slices, and suspended upon a sort

of " clothes line," which, by means of poles and sipos, ha

had rigged upon the log.

It may be asked, why were they taking all this

trouble ? The answer will be easily conjectured. Ther
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was no certainty about the time when thsir contem.

plated voyage might come to an end. They might ha

days, or weeks, before reaching a spot of dry land.

They might not again chance upon such a supply of

provision.

With this uncertainty before them, it was but simple
instinct that impelled them to the act of providence.
The lean parts alone were to be preserved, for the fat

which lies between these, in thick layers of a greenish
colour and fishy flavour, is considered rather strong for

the stomach even of an Indian, not over nice about

such matters. When a peixe-boi has been harpooned
in the usual manner, this is not thrown away, or wasted

in any respect. It is then rendered in a proper boiling-

pot, and yields a very good kind of oil ten or twelve

gallons being obtained from an individual of the largest

and fattest kind.

In the present instance, the fat was disregarded and

flung back into the flood, while the bones one by one as

they were laid bare were served in a similar fashion.

The skin, however, varying from an inch in thickness

over the back, to half an inch under the abdominal

regions, and which Munday had removed with consi-

derable care, was with like care stowed away in a hollow

place upon the log. Why it was kept none of the others

could guess. Perhaps the Indian meant it as a piece de

resistance to fall back upon, in the event of the "
charqui

"

giving out?

It was again night by the time the cow-skin was

deposited in its place, and of course no journeying could

be attempted for that day. On the morrow they in-

tended to commence the voyage, which it was hoped
would bring them to the other side of the lagoa, if not

within sight of land.

As they ate their second supper of airipJiibinu steaks,
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they felt in better spirits than they had been for many

days. They were not troubled with either hunger or

thirst; they were not tortured by sitting astride the

branches of a tree; and the knowledge that they had

now a craft capable of carrying them however slow

might be the rate inspired them with pleasant expecta-

tions.

Their conversation was more cheerful than usual,

and, during the after-supper hour, it turned chiefly on

the attributes and habits of the strange animal which

Munday had so cleverly dissected.

Most of the information about its habits was supplied

by the Indian himself, who had learnt them by personal

experience ; though many points in its natural history

were given by the patron, who drew his knowledge of it

from books.

Trevanion told them that a similar creature though
he believed it to be of a different species was found in

the sea : but generally near to some coast where there

was fresh water flowing in by the estuary of a river.

One kind in the Indian seas was known by the name

dugong, and another in the West Indies as the manati

or manatee called by the French lamantin. The

Spaniards also know it by the name of vaca marina (sea-

cow), the identical name given by the Dutch of the Cape

Colony to the hippopotamus of course a very different

animal.

The manati is supposed to have been so named from

its fins, or flippers, bearing some resemblance to the

hands of a human being in Spanish manos entitling

it to the appellation of the " handed "
animal. But the

learned Humboldt has shown that this deviation would

be contrary to the idiom of the Spanish language, which

would have shaped the word maniido, or manon, and not

manaii.
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It is, therefore, more likely that this name is the one

by which it was known to the aborigines of the southern

coast of Cuba, where the creature was first seen by the

discoverers of America.

Certain it is that the sea species of the West Indies

and the Guianian coast is much larger than that found

in the Amazon and other South American rivers; the

former being sometimes found full twenty feet in length,
while the length of the fish-cow of South America rarely
reaches ten.

Here Munday took up the thread of the discourse,

and informed the circle of listeners that there were

several species of juaroua this was the name he gave
it in the waters of the Amazon. He knew of three

kinds, that were quite distinct, not only in size, but in

shape the difference being chiefly observable in the

fashion of the fins and tail. There was also some
difference in their colour one species being much

lighter in hue than the others, with a pale cream-

coloured belly; while the abdomen of the common kind

is a slaty lead, with some pinkish white spots scattered

thinly over it.

A peculiar characteristic of the peixe-boi is discovered

in its lungs : no doubt having something to do with its

amphibious existence. These, when taken out of the

animal arid inflated by blowing into them, swell up to

the lightness and dimensions of an India-rubber swim-

ming-belt; so that, as young Eichard observed, while so

inflating them, they could spare at least one set of the

sapu9aya shells, if once more compelled to take to the

water.

Munday gave a very good account of the mode prac-
tised in capturing the juaroua, not only by the Indiana
of his own tribe, but by all others in the Amazon
valley.
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The hunter of the peixe-boi or fisher, as we should

rather call him provides himself with a "montaria"

(a light canoe) and a harpoon. He rows to the spot
where the amphibious creature may be expected to

appear usually some solitary lagoon or quiet spot out

of the current, where there is grass of a species forming
its favourite food.

At certain hours the animal comes thither to pasture.

Sometimes only a single individual frequents the place,

but oftener a pair, with their young "calves" never

more than two of the latter. At times there may be

seen a small " herd
"
of old ones, consisting of * bulls

"

and " cows." This is at a certain season of the year
when they become gregarious.

Their enemy, seated in his canoe, awaits their ap-

proach in silence; and then, after they have become
oblivious of all else save their enjoyment of the succulent

grass, he paddles up to them. He makes his advances

with the greatest caution; for the fish-cow, unlike its

quadruped namesake of the farm-yard, is a shy and sus-

picious animal. The plunge of the paddle, or a rude

ripple of the water against the sides of the montaria,

would frighten it from its food, and send it off into the

open water, where it could not be approached.
The occupant of the canoe is aware of this ; and takes

care not to make the slightest disturbance, till he has

got within striking distance.

He then rises gently into a half-crouching attitude ;

takes the measure of the distance between him and his

victim ; and throws his harpoon with unerring aim.

A line attached to the shaft of the weapon secures the

wounded animal from getting clear away. It may dive

to the bottom, or rush madly along the surface, but can

only go so far as that terrible " tether
"
will allow it to

be dragged back towards the montaria, where its
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struggles are usually terminated by two or three thrusts

of a spear.

The sport, or, more properly speaking, the trade, of

harpooning this river cetacean, is followed by most of

the Amazonian Indians.

There is not much of it done during the season of the

floods.

Then the animals, becoming dispersed over a large

surface of inundated forest, are never seen, or only on

rare occasions; and a chase specially directed to dis-

cover them would not repay the trouble and loss of

time.

It is when the floods have fallen to their lowest,

and the lagoas or permanent ponds of water have

contracted to their ordinary limits, that the harpooning
of the fish-cow becomes profitable. Then it is followed

as a regular pursuit, that occupies the Indian for several

weeks in the year.

Sometimes a lagoon is discovered in which many of

these creatures have congregated their retreat to the

main river having been cut off by the falling of the

floods. On such occasions the tribe making the dis-

covery reaps a plentiful harvest, and "
butchering

''

becomes the order of the day.

The malocca, or village, is for the time deserted ; all

hands men, women, children, and curs moving off to

the lagoa, and making their encampment upon its edge.

They bring with them boiling-pots, for
"
trying out

"
the

oil, and jars to contain it, and carry it to the port of

commerce: for, being of a superior quality, it tempts

the Portuguese trader to make long voyages up many
remote tributaries where it is obtained.

During these grand fisheries there is much feasting

and rejoicing.

The "jerked" flesh of the animal, its skin, and,
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above all, its valuable oil, are exchanged fcir knives, pig-
ments, trinkets, and, worse still, for cashaca (rum).
The last is too freely indulged in; and the fishing

rarely comes to a close without the first being used in a
manner that brings wounds, and often death, to one or

more of the purchasers.

As the old Mundrucu had been present at many a

pescado of the fish-cow, he was able to give a graphic
account of the scenes he had witnessed, to which his

companions on the log listened with the greatest atten-

tion. So interested were they with his relation, that it

was not till near the hour of midnight they thought of

retiring to rest.

They did so at length with the determination to rise

at the earliest hour of the morning, and enter upon tha

navigation of the lagoa.

CHAPTER LXXVII.
A SAIL OF SKIN.

!>* daybreak they were astir upon their new craft; and,

after a breakfast on beefsteaks, which tasted more like

veal or pork, they set about moving it away from their

moorings.
This was not so easily accomplished. The log was a

log in every attribute; and though once a splendid
silk cotton tree, covered with gossamer pods, and

standing in aerial majesty over the surrounding forest,

it now lay as heavy as lead among the weeds and water

lilies, as if unwilling to be stirred from the spot into

which it had drifted.

You may wonder how they were able to move it at

all ; supposing, as you must, that they were unprovided
with the means either in the shape of oars or sails.

Uut they were not so badly off as that. The whole of
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the preceding day had not been spent in curing the fish-

cow. Monday's knife had done other service during the

afternoon hours; and a pair of paddles had been the

result.

Though of a rude kind, they were perfect enough for

the purpose required of them ; while at the same time

they gave evidence of great ingenuity on the part of him

who had contrived them.

They had handles of wood, with blades of lone.

It is needless to say that the wood had been procured

among the adjacent tree-tops; but whence came the

bone two broad pieces big enough to make a pair of

shovels, and almost as thin ?

They must have been taken from the skeleton of the

"cow!"

Exactly so. They were its shoulder blades; which

Munday had carefully retained along with the skin,

while allowing the "offal" and everything else to sink

down to the bottom of the gapo.

It was not the first time he had known these osseous

structures put to a good use. In his own tribe, and

elsewhere on the Amazon, he had seen them employed
and had himself employed them as a substitute for

that most useful implement of domestic economy the

spade. Many a cacao patch, and field of mandioca, had

Munday cleared of its superfluous vegetation with the

shoulder-blade of a fish-cow ; and upon odd occasions

had he used it for a paddle. Hence the origin of his

present ingenuity.

It needed only to shaft them ; and this had been done

by splicing a pole to each with the tough sipos, to be

found on almost every tree in a South American forest

growing in such abundance as oftimes to conceal its own

twigs and branches.

Provided with the** caddies, then one of them
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wielded by himself, the other by the sturdy Mozam-

bique the log was compelled to make way through the

water.

The progress was necessarily slow on ace aunt of the

opposition made by the tangle of long stalks and broad

leaves of the lilies.

But it promised to improve, when they should get

beyond these, and out into the open part of the lagoon.

Moreover, out there they could see that there was a

ripple upon the water ; which proved that a breeze had

sprung up, not perceptible inside the sheltering selvedge

of the trees. They could see that it was blowing in the

right direction that is, from the trees, and towards the

lagoa.

You may suppose that the wind could not be of much
use to them with such a craft not only without a rudder,

but unprovided with sails.

So thought they all of them except the old tapuyo,

But the Indian had not been navigating the gapo, for

!>ve than forty years of his life, without learning how

~g?gtruct a sail ; and if nothing else had turned up ha

could have made a tolerable substitute for one out of

many kinds of broad tough leaves especially those of

the miriti palm, with which the flooded forest abounded

He did not trouble himself about these as chance

had provided him with a better article.

His companions had been conjecturing the evening
before, and that morning also, what he intended doing
with some long straight poles, which he had cut from

the trees, and stowed away upon the ceiba. A deep hole

that he had scooped out with his knife-blade on the top
of the log, and near its biggest end, had equally giver
111em cause for conjecture.

It is known that they had also been at a loss to divine

Vis intent in so carefully preserving the skin of the cow.
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To suppose that he had done so with the intention, et

some future time, of profiting by the disposal of it to a

trader, \vould have been, under the circumstances, simply

preposterous.

He had not revealed his motives to any one of the

party. Men of his race rarely declare their intentions,

until the moment of carrying them into execution.

There is a feeling of proud superiority that hinders such

condescension. Besides, he had not yet recovered from

the sting of humiliation that succeeded the failure of his

swimming enterprise; and he was determined not to

commit himself again, either by too soon declaring his

designs, or too confidently predicting their successful

execution.

It was not, therefore, till a stout pole had been set up
in the hollow carved out by his knife ; two cross pieces

firmly lashed to it by sipos ; and the skin of the fish-cow

spread out against these like a huge thick blanket of

caoutchouc, and attached to them by the same cordage

of creepers it was not till then that his companions
became fully acquainted with his object in having cut

the poles, scooped the hollow, and retained the skin of

the cow.

It was all clear now; and they could not restrain

themselves from giving a simultaneous cheer, as they
saw the dull deadwood, under the impulsion of the skin

sail, commence making a more rapid movement, until it

seemed to
' walk the water like a thing of life !

"

CHAPTER LXXVIIL
BECALMED.

ONCE out on the open lagoa, and fairly under sail, it

became a question in what direction they should steer

their new craft.
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The sun was still but an hour or so above the horizon,

and pointed out the east in a manner not to be mis-

taken. All the other quarters of the compass were

deducible, without any difficulty.

What they wanted to reach was the other side of the

lagoa, which the Indian believed to extend in the right

direction for finding terra firma. They had skirted the

edge upon which they were, for several miles, without

finding either the sign of land or an opening through
which they might penetrate through the forest. It was

but natural that they should wish to make trial on the

other side, in the hope of meeting with better fortune.

It was easy to set the head of the craft towards the

open water of the lagoa, and easy to keep on in the

same direction so long as the sun was low down. This

was just what they did.

Mozey, who prided himself on being the best sailor

aboard, was entrusted with the management of the sail ;

while Trevanion himself acted as pilot using one of the

paddles to steer with, the other being handled by Tip-

perary Tom as a sort of supplementary rudder.

The Indian busied himself in looking after the curing
of the charqui which, by the help of such a hot sun as

was shining down upon them, would soon be rendered

safe beyond the chance of decomposition.
The young people, seated together near the thick end

of the log which Mozey had facetiously christened the

quarter-deck of the craft occupied themselves as they
best might; now conversing with each other, now

drawing amusement from the pets that had survived all

the perils yet passed through. These were the coaita,

the ouistiti, and the macaw; all three as lively and

vociferous as they had ever been on board the galatea.

That morning there was a good deal of talking done

by everybody. The cloud that had shadowed thero for
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days appeared altogether dispelled. With a raft such

as that they were now provided with, there was every

expectation of their being able to get out of the gapo.
It might not be done in a day, or t\vo, or even in a week.

But time was of little consequence, so long as there was

a prospect of ultimate release from the labyrinth of

flooded forests.

The charqui, if economized, would feed all hands for

a fortnight, at least ; and, unless they should again get

stranded among the tree-tops, they could scarce be all

that time before reaching dry land.

What a lucky hit had been the spearing of the cow-

fish ! Without it they might have crossed the lagoa all

the same ; but the chances would have been ten to one

in favour of their being famished for want of food.

There was nothing amid the open water likely to have

furnished them with a meal ; no sign of even the smallest

fish ; and they might find no fruit among the trees on

the opposite shore.

Now they were independent of both ; and could con-

verse freely, and without any apprehension of suffering

either from hunger or thirst.

Their progress was sadly slow. Their craft has been

described as "
walking the water like a thing of life

"

But this is rather a poetical exaggeration. Its motion

was that of a true deadwood, heavily weighted with the

water that for weeks had been saturating iu sides. It

barely yielded to the sail ; and had they been forced to

depend upon the paddles, it would have been a hopeless
uffair. A mile an hour was the most they were able to

make ; and this only when the breeze was at its freshest.

At other times, when it lulled, which it unfortunately
did at irtervals, the log lay upon the water with no more
motion than that made by themselves as they stepped

it.
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Long before the middle of the day, they had lost the

compass hitherto guiding them ; which was the sui\

itself. The golden orb was still blazing above them,

but too much above them to give any clue to their

course. Even the tapuyo himself could not have told

the direction by any sign seen in the heavens.

They might have " taken in" sail, and lain to until the

afternoon, when the sun would once more have served

them. But there was no need to do this. They could

trust to the breeze not likely to veer about for an hour

or two ; and with their " canvas" spread as it was, dead

before the wind, they kept on.

They had as yet another guide. They were still

within sight of the tree-tops from which they had started

out. Some of these they had marked, as they sailed

away from them ; and by keeping them on the stern

there was not much danger of getting out of their

reckoning at all events, not until the trees should sink

below the level of the horizon.

Towards noon their progress became slower; and

when at length the meridian hour arrived the ceiba

stood still. The skin sail had lost the power of pro-

pelling it on. The breeze, falling by degrees, had

literally died away, and was succeeded by a dead calm.

The shoulder-blades of the peixe-boi were now re-

Borted to, to serve for what they had been originally

designed. But neither these, nor the best pair of oars

that ever pulled a man-o'- war's boat, could have pro-

pelled that tree-trunk through the water at a faster rate

than half a knot to the hour.

It appeared a thankless task; and the improvised

paddles were soon laid aside.

There was one comfort to be drawn from the delay.
The hour of dinner had now arrived ; and there was not

one of the crew unprepared for the mid-day meal. In
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their hurry at setting out, and the solicitude arising

from their uncertainty about the sailing of their craft,

they had breakfasted in a very scant and careless

manner.

Now was the \irne to make up for it ; and, plain as

was the fare, all were eager to partake of it.

Their dinner was to consist of but one dish, a cross

between fish and flesh a cross between fresh and

dried for the peixe-boi was still but half converted into

cliarqui.

The breeze playing over the water had sharpened
their appetites to such an extent that some of them
could have eaten it raw.

Fortunately they were not forced to do this, The
Indian had carefully guarded the fire, the kindling of

which had cost him so much trouble and ingenuity. A
few sparks still smouldered, where they had been

nursed ; and, with some decayed pieces detached from

the ceiba itself, a big blaze was once more established.

Over this the choicest tit-bits taken from the sipo

strings were suspended ; until their browned surface

proclaimed them done to a turn.

It was Mozey who officiated at the spit; but there

was not much opportunity for the old sea cook to

exhibit his skill. He could only give them a simple

roast, without either sauce or seasoning.
Their keen appetites furnished both ; and when the

meal was over, all were ready to declare that they had

never dined more sumptuously in their lives !

Hunger is the best appetizer; scarcity comes nest
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CHAPTER LXXIX.
A SUBAQUEOUS ENEMT.

THEY sate after dinner conversing upon different

themes, and doing the best they could to while away
the time. There was no opportunity of displaying their

activity otherwise, since there was absolutely nothing
for them to do. True they might have taken a spell at

the paddles ; but there appeared so little advantage in

this, that no one thought of it.

They were cheerful enough. There was no particular

cause for desponding. In two or three hours' time the

sun would be sufficiently low again to ensure their safe

guidance ; and if the breeze did not spring up so soon,

it would perhaps do so at a later hour certainly to-

wards the evening, as the tapuyo confidently predicted.
Even if not that day at all, they might expect it on

the following morning; and there could be no great

hardship in spending the night upon the open bosom
of the lagoa. They had passed one there already in a

softer, but less comfortable couch.

So far from being despondent, they were chatting

gaily the only thing that at all discommoded them

being the beams of the sun, that fell upon their crowns

like sparks of fire howered down from a burning sky.

They were the better able to ensure this, however, by

resorting to a contrivance that originated in the brain

of Tipperary Tom ; and which the Irishman had put in

practice on the instant of conceiving it.

Tom's idea was, that the heat of the sun could be

endured with greater equanimity in the water than upon
the log ; and to satisfy himself of the correctness of his

conception, he had once more girdled on the cincture of

Bhells, and slipped over the side.
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His example was followed by three others of thu

party; who were, the patron himself, his son, and

nephew.
Little Rosa did not need to retreat overboard in this

ignominious manner. She was in the shade, under a

tiny toldo of broad leaves of a pothos plant ; which, grow-

ing parasitically upon one of the trees, had been plucked
the day before, and spread between two projecting but-

tresses of the deadwood. It was the Paranese cousin

who had constructed this miniature arbour; and right

proud did he appear to see his little sylph reclining
under its shade.

The tapuyo, accustomed to an Amazonian sun, did

not require to keep cool by submerging himself; and as

for the negro, he would scarce have been discommoded

by an atmosphere indicated by the highest figure on the

centigrade scale.

These two mo>, though born on opposite sides of the

Atlantic ocean, were alike types of a tropical existence;

and, equally disregarding the fervour of a tropic sun,

they remained upon the deadwood ; where, in a few

minutes, the negro, who was a devoted disciple of the

drowsy god, fell fast asleep.

Neither his slumber, nor the gen erf^ tranquillity that

succeeded it, was of long duration, it was disturbed

by a loud cry that proceeded from the lips of Tipperary

Tom, and which was almost instantly chorused by the

other three, who were with him in the water.

Simultaneous with the cries was heard a series of

violent plunges, accompanied by the rattling of the

sapucaya shells, as they rose and fell under the excited

actions of the swimmers.

All four, who had fallen a little astern, were seen

making towards the log ; and by the terror depicted on

their countenances, as well as the quick irregular strokes
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by which they were propelling themselves, it was evident

there was something in the water that had caused them

serious alarm.

More than this. The cause appeared still to be con-

tinuing: for their cries were kept up, while every now
and then one or other of the four was seen springing

upward and forward as if to escape from some pursuer
fast pressing them from behind !

What could it all mean? The Indian put the question
to himself; Mozey muttered it aloud. Little Rosa,

starting out from under the toldo, pronounced it in a

cream.

It was of no use asking the swimmers themselves.

They were as ignorant of what was alarming them as their

companions upon the log ; they only knew that some-

thing was biting them about the legs and feet; but

what it was they had not the slightest idea. It might
be an insect it might be a water-snake, or other am-

phibious reptile; but whatever it was, they could tell

that its teeth were sharp as needles, and scored their

flesh like fish-hooks.

Whatever it was, they knew there was more than one

individual. They had all been bitten at the same time.

There appeared to be a swarm or school surrounding
and assailing them.

It was not till they had gained footing upon the log,

and their legs were seen covered with lacerations, and

streaming with fresh blood, that they ascertained the

sort of enemy that had been attacking them. Had the

water been clear, they might have discovered it long
before ; but discoloured as it was, they could not see

beneath the surface at least not far enough to make
out the character of their surreptitious assailants.

The lacerated legs would scarce have been a clue to

those who had been so severely phlebotomized. But
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there was ono who well understood the sign, and thi

was the tapuyo.

Up to the time of their climbing back to the log, he

had been puzzled like the rest: but as soon as his eye
rested upon the four sets of ensanguined shins, his

perplexity disappeared; and with an exclamation that

rather betokened relief, he pronounced the simple

phrase
"
Only piranhas 1"

CHAPTER LXXX.
THE PIRAXHAS.

THE companions of the tapuyo were not made any wiser

by his words, until piranhas were explained to them to

mean biting fish : for such were the unseen enemies

that had assailed them.

They belong to the great tribe of the Sdlmonida, and

there are many different kinds of them in the different

Amazonian rivers all very voracious, and ready to bite

at anything that may be thrown into the water. They
often attack bathers, putting them to flight; and a

swimmer who should be so unfortunate as to be sur-

rounded by them, when far from shore or a boat, will

have the greatest difficulty to escape the fearful fate of

being eaten up alive!

Most of the species are fish of small size ; and it is

their numbers that the swimmer has chiefly to dread.

As it was, our adventurers were more scared than

hurt. The commotion which they had made in the

water, by their plunging and kicking, had kept the

piranhas at a distance ; and it was only an odd one that

had been able to get a tooth into them.

For any injury they had sustained, the Mnndrucu

promised them not only a speedy revenge, but indemni-
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fixation of a more consolatory kind. He knew that th

piranhas, having tasted blood, would not willingly

wander away at least for a length of time.

Although he could not see the little fish through the

turbid water, he was sure they were still in the proxi-

mity of the log no doubt quartering about in search of

the prey that had so mysteriously escaped them.

As the deadwood scarce stirred, or drifted only very

slightly, the piranhas could keep alongside, and see

everything that occurred without being seen themselves

This the tapuyo concluded they were doing.
He also knew of their reckless voracity ; how they

will suddenly spring at anything thrown into the water,

and swallow, without staying to examine it.

Aware of this habit, he had no difficulty in determin-

ing what to do. There was plenty of bait in the shape
of half-dried charqui ; but not a single fish-hook to be

found. A pair of pins, however taken from the gar-

ments of little Rosa supplied the deficiency; and a

piece of string was discovered upon one of the others

just long enough for a line.

This was fastened at one end to the pashiuba spear,

to the pin-hook at the other, and then, the latter being
baited with a piece of peixe-boi, the fishing commenced.

Perhaps never with such rude tackle was there a more
successful spell of angling.
Almost as soon as the bait sank under the water, it

was seized by a piranha, that was instantly jerked out

of its native element, and landed on the log.

Another and another and another, till a score of the

creatures lay dead or dying upon the top of the dead-

wood. Tipperary Tom gave them the coup-de-grace aa

they were caught writh a cruel eagerness, that might to

gome extent have been due to the smarting of his shina

How long the catch might have continued it is dilfi
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cult to say. The little fish were booked as fast as fresh

bait could be adjusted: and it seemed as if the line of

succession was never to end.

It did end, however, and in a way altogether un-

expectedby one of the piranhas that had been hoisted

high up into the air dropping back again into the

water, and taking not only the swallowed bait, but the

hook itself, and a portion of the line, along with it. The

string had given way at a weak part, near the end of the

rod ; and with the exception of the bit that remained

dangling from the point of the spear, not a strand of it

was ever seen again.

Munday. who knew that the little fish were excellent

to eat, would have continued to take them, so long as

they were willing to be taken
;
and for this purpose the

dress of Rosita was despoiled of two more pins, and a

piece of string fabricated out of the skin of the cow-fish.

When the new tackle was tried, however, he dis-

covered to his chagrin that the piranhas would no

longer bite; not so much as a nibble could be felt at

the end of the string. During the interval, they had

obtained time for reflection perhaps had held counsel

among themselves, and come to the conclusion that

the game they had been hitherto playing was "
snap-

dragon" of a dangerous kind, and that it was high time

lo desist from it.

Whatever may have been the cause, they had either

retreated from the spot, or become too cautious to be

any longer lured to certain destruction by a toothful of

half-cured charqui.

The little incident, at first producing chagrin, was soon

viewed rather with satisfaction. The wounds received

were so slight as scarce to be regarded ; and the terror

of the thing was over as soon as it became known what

tiny creatures had inflicted thorn. Had it been snakes,
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alligatrrs, or any animals of the reptile order, the awe

might have continued. But a school of handsome little

fishes who could suppose that there had been any

danger in their attack ?

There had been, nevertheless, as the tapuyo assured

them backing up his assurance by the narrative of

several narrow escapes he had himself had from being
torn to pieces by their sharp triangular teeth ; further

confirming his statements by the account of an Indian

he had known one of his own tribe who had been

eaten piecemeal by piranhas.

It was in the river Tapajos, where this species of fish

is found in great plenty. The man had been in pursuit
of a peixe-boi, which he had harpooned near the middle

of the river, after attaching his weapon by its cord to the

bow of his montaria. The cetacean, being a strong one,

and not wounded in a vital part, had made a rush to get

off, carrying the canoe along with it. The harpooner,

standing badly balanced in his craft, lost his equilibrium
and fell overboard.

While swimming to overtake the canoe, he was at-

tacked by a swarm of piranhas, ravenous for a prey.

Perhaps they were made so by the blood of the peixe-

boi, that left a red streak along the water.

The Indian was unable to reach the canoe ; and not-

withstanding the most desperate efforts to escape, he

was ultimately compelled to succumb to the myriads of

his assailants.

His friends on the shore saw it all, without being able

to render the slightest assistance. They saw his help-
less struggles, and heard his last despairing shriek, as

he sank below the surface of the water. Hastening to

their canoes, they paddled rapidly out; and poising
themselves over the spot where their comrade had dis-

appeared out <?f sight, they looked belo.
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All they could discern was a skeleton lying along the

sand at the bottom of the river, clean picked as if it had

been prepared for an anatomical museum !

The school of piranhas was disporting itself above, as

if engaged in dancing some mazy minuet in hono: 1* of

the catastrophe they had occasioned !

CHAPTER LXXXI.

A STOWAWAY.

THE new-caught fishes looked too temptingly fresh to

be long untasted ; and although it was scarce an hour

since our adventurers had eaten their dinner of peixe-

boi, one and all were inclined for a post-prandial meal

upon piranha.

Those who had taken to the water, either from the

cooling they had received, or the fright, appeared to

have found a fresh appetite; and Mozey, the chef-de-

cuisine, was called upon to furnish a dish of broiled
"
biting fish."

The Mozambique was ready to obey. The Mundrucu
*et the fire freshly astir; and half a dozen piranhas
were soon browned in the blaze, and distributed among
the party; who one and all endorsed the declaration of

the tapuyo, by pronouncing them a delicacy.

After the second dinner, they were still more hilarious

than ever. The sun was beginning to indicate the

quarters of the compass; and already a few puffs o

\vind promised them an evening breeze.

They saw that it was still blowing in the same direc-

tion, and therefore favourable to the navigation of their

craft whose thick sail, spread broadly athwart ships,

seemed eager to catch it. Under these circumstances

our adventurers had become buoyed up with pleasant

anticipations. Even more ; the* were joyful !
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Little dreamt they at that moment that something
worse than a volcano was slumbering under their feet;

that, separated from them by only a few inches thickness*

of half decayed wood, was a creature of such monstrous

size and hideous shape, as to have impressed with a

perpetual fear every Indian upon the Amazon, from

Para to Peru, from the hard waters of the Purus to the

sources of the Japura !

At that moment, when they were chatting gaily, even

laughingly, in confidence of a speedy deliverance from

the gloomy gapo at that very moment the great
" mai

d'agoa," the mother of the waters, was writhing restlessly

beneath them, preparing to issue forth from the cavern

ous hollow that concealed her.

The tapuyo was sitting near the fire, picking the bones

of a piranha, which he had just taken from the spit,

when all at once the half-burnt embers were seen to

sink out of sight, dropping down into the log, as cinders

into the ashpit of a dilapidated grate.
"
Ugh !" exclaimed the Indian, giving a slight start,

but soon composing himself;
" the deadwood hollow at

the heart ! Only a thin shell outside, which the fire has

burnt through. I wondered why it floated so lightly
wet as it was."

" Wasn't it in there the tocandeiras had their nest?**

inquired Trevanion.
"
No, patron. The hole they had chosen for their

hive is different. It was a cavity in one of the branches.

This is a hollow along the main trunk. Its entrance

will be found somewhere in the butt under the water,

I should think, as the log lies now."

Just then no one was curious enough to crawl up to

the thick end and see. What signified it whether tho

entrance to the hollow which had been laid open by
the falling in of the fire was under water, or abWO U,
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so long as the log itself kept afloat ? There was no

danger to be apprehended from the phenomenon thus

accidentally discovered ; and the circumstance would

have been speedily dismissed from their minds, but for

the behaviour of one of the pets, that just then attracted

the attention of everybody. This was the coaita.

The ape had been all the time sitting upon the highest

point which the deadwood offered for a perch. Not

upon the rudely-rigged mast, nor yet the yard that

carried the sail, but on a spar that projected several feet

beyond the thick end, still recognizable as the remains

of a root.

From this situation it could see the butt end of the

tree ; and had it been gifted with the power of speech,

might have decided the points started by the tapuyo .

as to whether the log was hollow out to the end, and
whether the aperture was above the surface of the water.

One thing was very certain it saw something, and

something it had not noticed before ; for up to that time

it had been sitting tranquilly on its perch, with its tail

turned round the root, its tranquillity only disturbed by
the occasional titillation of those little insects that ap-

peared to be its greatest pests.

Its air and attitude underwent a sudden change. Ab-

ruptly ceasing from the search after its habitual tormen-

ters, it stood at full length upon all fours, uttering a

series ofscreams, with chatterings between, and shivering

tbroughout its whole frame, as if some dread danger
was in sight, and threatening it with instant destruction !

It was close consequent on the falling in of the faggots

that this exhibition had commenced ; but there was

pothing to show that it was connected with that. The

place where the fire had been burning was far away
from its perch, and it had not even turned its eyes in

that direction. On the contrary, it \va looking below
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not directly below where it stood, but as if towards the

butt end of the ceiba, which could not be seen by those

upon the log.

Whatever was frightening it should be there.
" What can the monkey mean ?

"
asked everybody

of course without showing any other emotion than that

of curiosity. There could be nothing there to cause any
alarm except to an ape, and this might be done by the

sight of a big spider, a bat, or any other creature to

which the eyes of the coaita were not accustomed.

Still was there something about the excited actions of

the four-handed animal something so heart-rending in

its cries that it was impossible to believe them inspired

by any ordinary object of dread, and the spectators were

convinced that some startling terror was under its eyes.

Tipperary Tom was the first to attempt a solution of

the mystery. The piteous appeals of his pet could not

be resisted. Scrambling along the log, he reached the

projecting point, and peeped over.

Almost in the same instant he recoiled with a shriek,

and, calling the name of his patron saint, retreated to

the place where he had left his companions !

This did not deter the tapuyo from making an ex-

cursion to the place which Tom had found untenable.

On reaching it, he craned his neck over the end of

the deadwood, and looked below.

A single glance seemed to satisfy him ; and drawing
in his head with as much show of fear as the man who
had preceded him, he exclaimed in a terrified shriek :

Santos Dios I 'tis the spirit of the waters F
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CHAPTER LXXXII.
THE ANACONDA.

" The spirit of the waters!" exclaimed Trevanion, woft

dering what the tapuyo could be talking about, while all

the others remained in speechless amazement, their eyes

alternately turned upon the Indian and the Irishman,

both of whom stood trembling with affright.
" The mai cVagoa ! the mai d'agoa I

"
was the reply c-t

the Mundrucu.

"The mai agoa!" echoed the miner. "What do

you mean by that, Munday? Something to be feared,

is it?"

The old Indian gave an emphatic nod of affirmation,

but without making reply in speech. His silence ap-

peared partly owing to his being under a feeling of ex-

treme awe, and partly that he was meditating upon some

plan of escape from the danger.
"What did you see, Tom?" continued Trevanion,

addressing himself to the Irishman, in hopes of re-

ceiving some elucidation from that quarter.

"Be Sant Fathrick! yer honner, I cyan't tell yez
what it was. It was sometbin' like a head with a round

shinn neck to it, just peepin' up out ov the wather. I

saw a pair av eyes I didn't stay for any more, for them

eyes was enough to scare the sowl out av me. They
were glitterin' like two burn hi' coals ! Munday calls it

the spirit av the wathers. Be Japers ! it looks like the

spirit av darkness the divil himself!"
" The mai d'agoa, uncle," interposed the young

Paranese, speaking in a suppressed tone of voice.
** The mother of the waters! It's only an Indian super-

stition, founded on the great water serpent
' the ana-
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conda.' No doubt it's one of these that he and

Tom have seen swimming about under the butt end

of the log. If it be still there I shall have a look at

it myself."
The youth was proceeding towards the spot so hastily

vacated by Munday and Tom, when the former, seizing

him by the arm, arrested his progress.
" For your life, young master, don't go there ! Stay

where you are. It may not come forth ; or else it may
not crawl up to this place. I tell you it is the mai d'agoa

the spirit of the waters!"
"
Nonsense, Munday ; there's no such thing as a

spirit of the waters. If there were it would be of no use

our trying to hide from it. What you've seen is an

anaconda. Let me have a look. I know these water-

boas well enoughhave seen them scores of times

among the islands at the mouth of the Amazon. I have

no fear of them. Their bite is not poisonous ; arid,

unless it is a very large one, there's not much danger
to us. Let me have a look !

"

The Indian, by this time half-persuaded that he had

made ti mistake his confidence also becoming restored

by the courageous behaviour of the young Paranese

permitted the latter to pass on to the end of the log.

On reaching it, Richard looked over ; but almost on

the same instant recoiled with a cry, retreating as did

the others. The ape at the same time uttered a shrill

scream, springing down from its perch, and scampered
o/T to the opposite extremity of the deaclwood

"It wan anaconda!" muttered the Paranese, as he

made his way "amidships," where all the rest were

awaiting him ;
" the largest I have ever seen. No

wonder, Munday, you should mistake; it for the mai

d'agoa. Tis a fearful-looking creature."

"You think there is danger in it, cousin Richard,"
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asked Ralph, seeing that the young Paranese, on hit

return, showed signs of apprehension.
" I hope not," answered Kichard, with some hesitation ;

41 1 hope we shall be able to destroy it before it can do

any of us an injury. But it is veiy large, and we have

MO arms ! What's to be done, Munday ?
"

"Be quiet make no noise!" entreated the Indian,

Teho, having now recovered from his superstitious fears,

*as himself again.
"
Maybe it will keep its place till

I can get the spear through its neck, and then . Santo*

Dios! too late. The sacuraja is coming upon the log !"

The speaker did not need to point out what had caused

him to make this declaration. Just rising through a

forked projection of the roots was seen the object that

had first set the coaita to chattering, and afterwards

chased it from its perch.
A horrid creature it was, and caused the most

courageous of the crew to tremble as they beheld it.

There was no mistaking it for anything else than the

head of a serpent ; but such a head as no one of the

party not even the far-travelled tapuyo had ever seen

before. In size it equalled that of an otter, while the

lurid light that gleamed from a pair of scintillating orbs,

and still more the long forked tongue, at intervals pro-

jected like a double jet of flame, gave it an appearance

altogether demoniac.

The water out of which it had just risen still adhering
to its scaly crown, caused it to shine with the brightness

of burnished steel; and as it loomed up between theix

eyes and the sun it exhibited the coruscation of fire.

Under any circumstances it would have been fearfu?

to look at; but as it rose in slow silent gliding above the

projection of the roots, hanging out before it its forked

red tongue, it was a sight to freeze the blood in the veins

of the bravest !
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When it had raised its eyes fairly above the log, so

that it could see what was upon it, it paused as if to

reconnoitre.

The frightened men having retreated towards the

opposite end of the deadwood, stood as still as death, all

fearing to make the slightest motion, lest they might

tempt the monster on. They were a good distance full

twenty paces from the horrid head.

Munday was nearest to it, with the pashitiha spear in

hand, ready raised, and standing as guard over the

others. Richard, armed with Munday's knife, was imme-

diately behind him.

For more than a minute the hideous head remained

motionless, while those who were frightened by it ob-

served a similar inaction. There was no speech nor

sound of any kind. Even the coaita, screened by the

intervention of the bodies, had, for the time, ceased to

utter its cries of alarm. Only the slightest ripple on

the water, as it struck against the sides of the ceiba, dis-

turbed the tranquillity of the scene : any one viewing
the tableau at that moment might have supposed it to

have been set for the taking of a photograph.
But it was only the moments of still calm that pre-

cede the tempest ; and in an instant it was over.

A commotion took place among the statue-like figures

all retreating still nearer the extremity of the log as

they saw the serpent's head rise higher above the roots,

and, after vibrating several times from side to side, laid

flat along the edge, evidently with the design of ad-

vancing towards them.

In another instant it was advancing n3l rapichy, but

with a slow, regular motion, as if the monster felt sure

of its victims, and did not see the necessity for making
much haste to secure them I
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CHAPTER LXXXIU.
AN UNEXPECTED ESCAPE.

EE eyes of our ad \enturers, thus menaced, were turned

alternately, now upon the advancing serpent, now upon
the tapuyo. With increased dread they could perceive

that while the former was resolute in its approach, the

latter appeared undecided.

It arose in his having but little faith in the pashiuba

spear, which, after all, was but an imperfect weapon to re-

ceive the attack of such an enemy. Sharp as it was, and

well enough for sticking a cow-fish, it would require

great skill to impale on its point the slippery sacuraja.

This the Indian knew ; and hence the doubt and in-

decision which was making itself manifest to the eyes of

his companions. The great reptile had already displayed

more than a third of its hideous body, and kept con-

stantly thickening as it rose over the butt end of the

edge ; and still the tapuyo appeared undecided and

irresolute.

In a whisper Trevanion suggested their taking to the

water.
" No, patron ; anything but that. It would just be

what the sacuraja would like. In the water it would be

at home, and we should not. We should there be

entirely at its mercy."
" But are we not now ?"
" Not yet not yet stay !

" From the confidence with

which he spoke, and with which he appeared onlyrecently

inspired, it was evident some plan had suggested itself.

" Hand me over that monkey !

" he said, addressing
himself to those who stood behind him.

Tippsrary Tom, who acted as protector of the coaita
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seeming to take it for granted that the request was

directed to himself, at once complied with it, without

knowing its object.

It was only when the tapuyo took the ape in his arms,

and advanced some paces along the log, that he was

able to g/iess for what his pet was destined to distract

the attention of the anaconda, by securing for it a meal !

Under other circumstances, Tom might have inter-

fered to prevent the sacrifice. As it was, he could only

regard it with a sigh, knowing it was necessary to his

own salvation.

As Munday, acting in the capacity of high-priest, ad-

vanced along the log, the demon to whom the oblation

was to be made, and which he still fancied might be the

gpirit of tlie waters, paused in its approach, and, raising

its head, gave out a horrible sibilation.

In another instant the coaita was hurled into the air,

and fell right before it. Rapidly drawing back its head,

and opening wide its serrated jaws, the serpent struck

out with the design of seizing the offering thus freely

bestowed. But the ape, with the quickness character-

istic of its kind, had already perceived the danger ; and,

before a tooth could be inserted into its skin, it sprang

away, and scampering up the mast that stood nearly

amidship, left Munduy face to face with the anaconda,
that now, altogether disregarding the scape-goat, ad-

lanced rapidly upon him who had endeavoured to make
use of it !

Chagrined at the failure of his stratagem, and dis-

mayed by the threatening danger, the tapuyo quickly
retreated. In his confusion he trod upon the fire, stiH

smouldering upon the deadwood his scorched fed

scattering the faggots as he danced through them.

He had just time to lay hold of the spear, as the ser-

pent, once more in motion, came resolutely on.
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His companions were now more frightened than ever

They had observed his indecision the failure of the

stratagem he had been so eager to adopt and they now
saw that he was, like themselves, a prey to fear. He ap-

peared as much if not more terrified than any of the

party ; for again had he become a believer in the spirit

of the waters. As he stood poising his spear, it was

with the air of a man not likely to use it with effect.

The young Paranese, with his knife, was more likely to

prove a protector.

But what could either do to arrest the progress of such

a powerful monster as a serpent, that, with only two-

thirds of its length displayed, extended full twenty feet

along the log ?

Armed as well as unarmed, he stood shivering and

half paralyzed. It would be their last chance to fling

themselves into the flood. He would have done so at that

moment, but they well remembered their inability to

keep above water without the swimming belts. These,

unfortunately, had been deposited in the quarter-deck
of their craft, and could only be reached by passing over

the body of the anaconda. It had come to the point of

despair. One or other of the party must become a

victim, and who was to be the first ?

The young Paranese seemed determined to take pre-

cedence; and, with the generous design of protecting his

friends perhaps only little Rosa was in his thoughts
he had thrown himself in front of the others ; even the

spearman standing behind him. It might have appeared
that his time was come. He had not himself any
confidence that it was not. What could he do with a

knife-blade against such an enemy ? He stood there but

to do what he could his duty, and die.

And both would have been accomplished the duty
aiid the death, Almost to a certainty would this have
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been the result, had the actors in the strange drama
been left to themselves. Nothing that our adventurers

could have done would have saved them or at least

some of their number from becoming the prey of the

eacuraja.

But it was not decreed that any of them should suffer

luch a sad fate. The Omnipotent hand that had pre-

served them through so many perils was still stretched

over them, and in its own way extricated them from

this new danger.

To one unacquainted with the cause, it might have

been a matter of surprise to see the reptile, hitherto

determined upon making an attack, all at once turn away
from its intended victims, and, without even showing its

tail upon the log, retreat precipitately into the water, and

swim off over the lagoa, as if the ceiba was something
to be shunned beyond everything else that might be

encountered in the gapo !

CHAPTER LXXXIV.
HISTORY OF THE ANACONDA.

THE retreat of the anaconda was witnessed by our ad-

venturers with a feeling of intense relief. They only
restrained themselves from giving a shout of con-

gratulation, through fear that the monster, irritated

by the exhibition, might return to the attack.

Though it may be a mystery to the reader why it had

retreated, it was none to them.

They had seen it crawl over the scattered faggots ;

they had heard the hissing, spittering sound, as the live

coals came in contact with its wet skin ; they had wit-

nessed its dismay, overpowered by a phenomenon so

unexpected, and the flight that followed. They were

therefore well .ware that it was the scorching of the hot
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cinders that had caused the sacuraja to forsake the dead-

wood in such a sudden and apparently mysterious

manner.

It was some time before they were entirely relieved of

their fears. Notwithstanding the precipitate fashion of

its retreat, they could not tell but that the anaconda

might change its mind and come back again.

They could see it swimming for some time in a tor-

tuous track, its head, and several inches of its neck,

raised erect above the surface of the water. 'Ehen it

appeared to take a direct course, as if determined upon

leaving the lagoa.

They continued to watch it with feelings in which

there was still an admixture of apprehension ; and not

until it was entirely out of sight did they deliver them-

selves up to mutual congratulations on an escape almost

miraculous. They had no doubts about the extreme

danger through which they had passed. But for the

fright caused by its coming in contact with the fire, the

reptile would undoubtedly have persisted in its attack,

which could scarce have ended otherwise than in the

destruction of one or more of the party.

It was, therefore, with no ordinary feeling of relief

that they saw it swimming away, and finally disappearing

from their view in the far distance.

The mystery of its presence upon the dead monguba
was soon cleared up. The log was hollow inside, the

heart-wood being entirely decayed and gone. In the

cavity the sacuraja had perhaps sought a sleeping-place,

secure from being intruded upon during some protracted

slumber that had succeeded the swallowing of a gigantic

prey deer, paca, or capivaia. Here it had probably lain

for days perhaps weeks ; and the log, carried away by
the rising of the floods, had done nothing to disturb its

repose. Its first intimation that there was any change ia
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the situation of its sleeping-place was when the fire fell

in through the burnt shell, and the hot cinders came in

contact with its tail, causing it to come forth from its

concealment, and make that observation that resulted in

its attacking the intruders. The hollow that had con-

tained the colony of tocandeims was altogether a dif-

ferent affair. It was a cavity of a similar kind, but

unconnected with that in the heart of the tree ; and it

was evident that the little insects and the great reptile,

although dwelling in such close proximity under the

same roof, it may be said were entirely unacquainted
with each other.

When the serpent was quite gone out of sight, and

its return no longer dreaded, our adventurers once more

recovered their spirits, and conversed even gaily upon
the strange incident. The breeze having freshened to

a degree that earned their raft with considerable rapidity

through the water, and also in the right direction, they
bad begun to scan the horizon before them in the hope
of seeing, if not land, at least the tree-tops ahead.

These, however, did not show themselves on that day,

and before the sun went down the forest they had left

behind them also sank out of sight. The night over-

took them in the middle of the lagoa surrounded

on all sides by a smooth surface of open water, spot-

less and apparently as limitless as the great ocean

itself.

They did not "
lay to," as on the night before. The

breeze continued favourable throughout the night ; and

as they were also favoured with a clear sky, and had the

stars to pilot them, they kept under sail till the morn-

ing.

Before retiring to rest they had supped upon roast

charqui and biting-fish broiled over the coals ; and after

supper talk commenced as usual, the chief topic being the
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anaconda. On this subject the tapuyo had much to say,
for of all the animals that inhabit the water-wilderness

of the Amazon there is none that inspires the Indian

with greater interest than the sacuraja. It is the theme
of frequent discourse and the subject of scores of

legends some real and true, while others have had their

origin in the imagination of the ignorant aboriginal :

pome even having proceeded from the excited fancy of

the colonists themselves, both Spanish and Portuguese,
who could boast of a higher intelligence and better

education. The fanciful say that there are anacondas in

the waters of the Amazon full thirty yards in length,
and of a thickness equalling the dimensions of a horse 1

This has been stated not only once but repeatedly-
stated and believed in, not only by the ignorant Indian,

but by his instructors, the monks of the missions. The
fanciful part of the statement is only as regards the size

which, it must be admitted, can only be an exaggeration.

What is real and true is of itself sufficiently surprising.

It is true that in the South American rivers there are

anacondas, or " water boas/' as they are sometimes

called, over thirty feet in length and of proportionate
thickness ; that these monstrous creatures can swallow

such quadrupeds as capivaias, deer, and even large-sized

animals of the horse and cattle kind ; that they are not

venomous, but kill their prey by constriction, coiling

themselves around it, and crushing it by a strong mus-

cular pressure; and that, once gorged, they return to

lorne safe hiding place of which there is no scarcity in

the impenetrable forests of Amazonia go to sleep, and

remain for a time in a sort of torpid condition. Hence
it arises that they are much more rarely seen than those

aiiimais who require to be all the time on the alert iu

search of their daily food.

Of these great snakes of tropical America there are
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several species ; and these again are to be classified

according to their habits into two groups markedly dis<

tinct: the "boas," properly so called, and the " watei

boas
"
or anacondas. The former are terrestrial in theh

mode of liiing, and are to be found upon the dry road;

the latter, though not strictly living in the watev^ undei

it, are never met with unless where it is abundant;

that is to say, on the banks of rivers and lagoons, or in

the submerged forests of the gapo. They swim undei

water, or upon the surface, with equal facility ; and they
are also arboreal, their powers of constriction enabling
them to make their way to the tops of the highest trees.

It is these that are more properly called sacurajas a

name belonging to the common language spoken upon
the Amazon, a mixture of Portuguese with the ancient

tongue of the Supinambas, known as the lingua geral.

No doubt, also, it is from some unusually large speci-

men of sacuraja, seen occasionally by the Indian hunters

and fishermen, that these simple people have been led

into a belief in the existence of the wonderful mat d'agoa,

or " mother of the waters."

CHAPTER LXXXV.
A SNAKE "YARN."

CHEERED by the thought that the breeze was bearing
them in the right direction, our adventurers sat up till a

late hour.

When they at length resolved upon going to sleep, it

was arranged that two should sit up one to mind the

sail, the other to ply a paddle, and keep the craft steadily
to her course, as well as could be done with such a

rudder.

The old sea-cook still had charge of the sheets and

halyarsd, while Tipperary, notwithstanding that he had
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already proved himself such an indifferent helmsman,
was entrusted with the steering.

After the many perils through which they had passed,

and under the apprehension of the many more through
which they might yet have to pass, Tom's mismanage-
ment the original cause of all their misfortunes if

not forgotten, was not remembered against him with

any feeling of resentment. It had been only an error

of judgment a fault of the head and not of the heart.

He had ofttimes since expressed his sorrow for it ;

End as he was himself a sufferer in common with the

others, none of them ever cast it in his teeth. Even
the negro, whose race appears, almost by instinct, to

inherit an antipathy to the countrymen of Tom, and

who, previous to the catastrophe, was not always on the

best of terms with the Irishman, no longer showed

signs of epite : rather had the two become friends.

Their friendship sprang from the ties of a common mis-

fortune, and any little difference that now displayed
itself was in a rivalry as to which should make himself

most useful to the floating community.
On this particular night they sat together as white and

black brothers : Mozey attending to the sipo, that served

for a sheet to the sail, and Tom steering the craft by a

star that had been pointed out to him as that towards

which he was to "
keep her head."

Both African and Irishman were not a little vain of

being thus left to themselves. Up to that time both had

been playing a very subordinate part ; the Indian taking

upon himself almost the sole management of affairs,

and treating them as a brace of nobodies. From the

night on which they had made their unfortunate mistake

by straying into the gapo, he had scarce closed an eye
in sleep; and every movement had been made by his

counsel and direction : moreover, both had suffered
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humiliation by his having saved their lives from drowning;

Although they were not ungrateful for that, they were,

nevertheless, chagrined to think that they should be

looked upon as nobodies.

On this night Munday, worn out by his long-con-
tinued exertions, was urged by Trevariion to desist from

them, and recruit his energies by means of a good spell

of repose. As there was no particular reason why he

should remain awake, he had consented to do so ; and

in a squatting attitude, with his back against one of the

buttresses, he reposed, silent as the Sphinx.
Neither the man of Mozambique nor he of Tipperary

was given to habits of silence ; and they continued to

converse long after the others had sunk into slumber.

So as not to disturb their companions, their conversation

was carried on in a tone which, from their proximate

position, did not need to be loud : in other words, they

spoke in mutterings.
After what had that day occurred, it was natural that

the theme should be snakes. " Yez have got some in

your counthry haven't yer, Mozey?" inquired Tom.
" Dar youse 'bout right, Masser Turn. Haven't we

got um ! Snakes ob de Nggest kind."
" But none so big as the wun we saw to-day?

"

" But" ! you call dat a big snake? He not more than

ten yards long. We hab some on de coass ob Africa,

down dere by Mozabeek, dat measure more dan a mile

ticker round de body dan clis ere log we sittiu on."
" More than a moile long !

"
rejoined Tipperary.

" An thicker than this three ! Div yez see anytliin' green

in me oye ? Be Japers, nager, you must be jckin' !

"

"
No, I isn't. It's de troof, de whole troof, an' nuffin

but de troof."
" Yez don't mane to say you iver saw wan av that

size yerself ? Yez don't say that. Mozey ?
"
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"Dat I do, Massa Turn dat bery ting."
" A. moile in length, an* thick as this owld tree ?

"

"
Well, I's not say it war de whole ob a mile. Tt

mout be less, an' it mout be more dan a mile. Ob one

ting I's sartin shoo : it wa'n't less dan three-quarters ob

a mile."
" Be Sant Pathrick, it was a stratcher. But I don't

bclave it."

" Buf ! youz may blieve um or not ; jess as you pleezg

^out dat, Massa Tipperary. All Ibe got to say is, dal

de snake I 'peak 'bout war long nuff to go clar roun

the kraal, and twice roun' too."
" A kreel ! fwhat moight that be ?

"

14 You doan know what am a kraal ?
"

" I know fwhat a kreel is. Miny's the wan I've car-

ried on me back full ov turf at that, in the bogs of

Tipperary. Yez don't mane a kreel, div ye ?
"

44 Buf! kreel ! no. De ting I'm 'peaking 'bout am de

place whar we niggers live in a village you white folk

call um."

"A village! tfat is a town av people men, weemen,

and childher."
4i Jess so. Da be men, woman, an' chiller in dfr

kraal sartin to be plenty of boaf de last an' dar am

dogs, an' sheeps, an' goats, an' sometime big cattle.

Dat's zactly what we brack folks ob de African coass call

de kraal. Some am bigger dan oders ; but all ob dem
hab de men an' de woman, an' plenty ob piccanniny. De

one I 'peak 'bout, dat wan surrounded by de snake, war

a kraal ob de mod'rate size. It had 'bout a hundred

houses, an', ob coorse, it contain zackly hundred

fam'lies, excludin' de piccaninnies."
" A snake to extind round a hundhcrd houses!

Mither av Moses! ye don't say so, nager?"
4<

Fack; twice roun', as 1'b sayed."
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"Whin was that?"
' When dis chile was a piccaninny hisself. If you

like, Massa Tipprary, I tell you all 'bout it."

11
0, Lard, till us ! I loike to hear stories about big

snakes. It's a moighty good way av killin' the toime."
" Ah ! de big snake I'se a gwine to tell ye bout war

debbelish near killin' me."
" Shure, now !

"

" Dat it was ; an* if I hadn't been one of de bess

climbers, an' one ob de cunninest piccaninnies in de

kraal, I shouldn't a been now on dis ole deadwood."
"
Shure, now ! Go on, nager. Tell us how yez

escaped."
"
Well, ye see, Massa Turn, dat de kraal I 'peak 'bout

war my native place ; dat are de place wha dis chile fust

saw de shinin' ob de sun. I pose I war 'bout ten year
ole jess at dat time when de sacumstance 'curred ob

which I go tell you. Near de village dar war a big

foress. It wa' filled with all sorts ob dangerous beasts.

Da wa' buffaloes, and elephants, an' de rhinoceros, an*

hipperpottamusses, an' dar war big monkeys ob de

baboon 'pecies. These lass war partickler dangerous,

'pecially to de women ob de place, for if any ob de nigga

gals strayed too fur into de foress, den de baboons car-

ried dem up into de tops ob de highest trees, an' dero

kep' dem prisoner fo' eber. But de wussest ting in dat

wood war de snakes. Da war ob all sorts an' sizes.

Dere war de cobera, berry benomous, dat killed you wit

him bite, an' de spit snake, dat for pizen beat de cobera

all holler, as it could kill ye by just spittin' upon yer

out of the branches of a tree. An' dar war de whip-

snake, dat lashed folks to death wif its tail ; an' de rock

boa, dat twisted itself roun' you body, an' crushed you
into a jelly. But none ob dese kud hold a candle to cfe

great big snake ob all de one I tellin' you 'bout
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Mimday he call dat we see de spirit ob de waters. Our big
snake we nigga ob Mozabeek call de deblil ob de woods.

Kebbainind 'bout de name. He come one fine mornin',

dis debbil come, while de people ob de kraal war ail

'sleep, dat is 'fore anybody get up to go 'bout dar bisaess.

He surround de village twice.
1 *

" You mane tbat he crawled twoice round it?
"

" Not a bit ob dat ; he may hab crawled twenty times

?oun* it : nobody know. De people all sleep when he

come. What dis chile mean is, dat when de people get

out ob dar beds, an' come to de door, de debbil ob de

woods, he hab him body all roun' de place in two great

coil, one on top ob de odder, like de cable 'board ship de

two makin* a fence round de kral, more'n ten feet high."
" Sant Pathrick preserve us !"

44 Ah, Masser Turn. I link I hear you say dat de Saa

Pafrick you 'peak 'bout was a great snake killer in yur

country. Golly ! I wish he had been in de island ob

Mozabeek on dat same momin'. Prabps dis niggk

might still hab a fadder an' a modder. He loss deoi

boaf on de occasion we now 'peak pb."
" An orfan yez are ?

"

" From dat same mornin'."
44 Go on, Mozey, crayther; tell us all about it !

"

14 Dat I will do. You see de snake, after enclosin
1

do

kraal twice roun' wif him body, lef enuf ob de neck to

reach all ober de place ; den stietchin' out him mouf, dat

war wide 'nuf to swaller a man wifout chewin' him, he

went from house to house, pickin' out de people, till der

want one lef, neider man woman nor chile. He eat up
de chief ob de kraal jess de same as de commonest
scum ob de village. As for de piccaninnies, he swal-

lowed dem eight or ten at a time, jess de same as we see

de ant-eater do wif de ants. Boaf de men an' de

women an 'de children try for to 'scape out ob de place.
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'Twan't no manner ob use. When dey tried to climb

ober de body ob de snake, de ole debbil gub hisself a

shake, an' down dey slipped from him sides, as if him
skin had been coated from de slush cark. Ob course

de wa' soon all destroyed."
" But yerself, Mozey ; how did yez manage to 'scape?"
"
Ah, how ! dat wor de bess joke ob de whole. As

Fse been tellin' you, I war at de time only a piccaninny,
'bout ten years ob de age. I war considered 'bove de

common for dat age, an' war employed in de house ob de

chief, wich war called de palace. Well, juss when I

see dat great big mouf sarchin' from place to place an'

swallerin' up ebberybody, I know it wan't no use to hide

down dar among de houses. Now dar war a big pole dat

stood right in front ob de palace, wif a flag floatin' on

de top. When de odder folk war runnin' about ebbery
wha else, I climbed up de pole, an' when I got to de top,

I drawed de flag roun' me, so as to hide de whole ob

my body from de view. When dat ere debbil ob de

woods had finished off wif de oder people, an' cleared

out de kraal complete, he nebber thought 'bout lookia'

up de pole, or 'spectin whether tha wa anybody wrop up
in de flag at de top. Dis chile kep up dar till he see de

snake 'tretch out him long body, an' yo back to de big
forress. Den I slip down from de tree, an' make my
way to de nearest place wha de war people. As boafmy
fadder an' modder had been eat up 'long wi' de ress, I

afterwards lef home an' tuk to de sea. Daats why dis

nigga hab wandered all de way from dat ere island ob

Mozabeek. Buf ! de snake we see here, de spirit ob de

water, ain't no more to de debbil ob de woods dan a

tadpole am to de biggest alligator in all de waters ob da

Arnazum I

*
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CHAPTER LXXXVI.

BT. PATRICK'S PERFORMANCE.

NOTWITHSTANDING the serious air with which Mozey told

his very improbable story, Tom did not appear to give

implicit credence to it. He evidently suspected that the

rogue had been telling him ; and, after several exclama

tions of wonder, but without betraying incredulity, ho

gat in silence, apparently cogitating some scheme for a

revanche.

It was not long before an opportunity offered; his

companion, unintentionally, furnishing him with a cue.
" I'se hab heer, Massa Turn, dat dar am no snake in

de country where you come from. Dat ere de troof ?
"

"
Yis, it's as thrue as the howly Gospels. Nayther

snake nor toad in owld Oireland nayther cowld live for

a single hour, if ye plants thim tbare. The green
oiland wudn't contain thim."

"
Golly ! How can dat be ?

"

" Bekase they're condimned to die the moment they
sit fut on the sud."

" But what condemn dem ?"
" Saint Pathrick, to be shure. Trath thare's a stoiy

about that. Maybe yez wud loike to be afther hearin'

it, Mozey?"
" Like um berry much, Massy Turn."
"
Will, thin, 111 till it to yez. It isn't sujh a won-

dherful story as yours ;
but it had a bether in din', as ye '11

see when ye've heeard it. Instid av the snakes killin' all

the people, exciptin wun, the reptoiles got killed th tin-

selves, all but wun that was the fater ov ivery sirpint

in the world. He's livin'yet, an must now be about

thousand vears ur age. So the praste sez.
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"
Will, ye see, Misther Mozey. A long toiuie ago, owld

Oireland was very badly infisted with thim vinommy
craythurs. They wur so thick all over the swate oiland,

that yez cudn't sit your fut down without tridden on wun
ftv their tails ; an' to kape out av their way the people
had to build a great scaffoldin' that extinded all over tlje

counlhry, an' slape on the threes, just as we've been

tloin* over the gyapo heear.
" Whenever they wanted anything to ate, such as

purtattes, an' the loike, they were compelled to git it up
from the ground wid long forks ; an* whin they wur in

ueed to dhrink they had to dip it up in buckets, as if

they were drawin' it out av a well.
" Av coorse this wos meighty inconvanient an* cudn't

last long no how. The wors ov it was, that the snakes,

instid ov getting thinned off, were eveiy year growin*

thicker, by raizin ov their breedin' large families of

young wuns. Yez must know that owld Oireland's a

great counthry for that sort ov thing. Will : it got so

bad at last that thar wusn't a spot av groun bigger than

the back ov your hand that warn't occupoyed by a

snake, an in some places they were two deep."
"
Gollys !

"

" Yez may well say, gollys. The people up on the

platform that I towld ye about sayed gollys too, an'

worse than that ; they cursed an' swore, an' raged, an
1

raved, an' at last prayed to be delivered from the inemy."
Here Tom paused to note the effect of his speech on

his sable listener.

" But dey war dilibbered wur dey ?
"

"
Trath, wur they. If they hadn't, is it at all loikely

that yez wud see me heear ?
"

" Dat um true, Massa Turn. An* how did de folks git

elar out ob dat here dam ugly dilemmer ?
"

" Howld yer tongue, and I'll tell yes."*
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" Go on, Massa Turn. Bis nigger no say anode?

rord. Hu keep still as a '

possum.'
"

"Will! As I've already related to ye: the people

prayed. Not as your countrymen prays, to a stick or a

stone, OP beloike to the sarpents themselves, that cowld

do them no binefit ; but to a lady, that was able to pro-

tict them. We, in ould Oireland, call her the Virgin

Mary. She was the mother av Him that came down
from the siventh heaven to save us poor sinners. But

what's the use of my tryin to explain all that to an

ignorant haythen, loiko you?"
" No use, Massa Turn, no use," rejoined the African,

in a tone of resignation.
11 Never moind, Mozey. The lady heeard their prayer,

and that was an ind to it."

She killed de snakes !

"

" Arrah now; did yez think the Virgin Mary a raal

lady as she was ud be afther doin such dhirty work a

slaughter a whole island full of vinomous sarpints?
Not a bit av that same. It's thrue they were desthroyed ;

but not by her own swate hands. She sinds a man to

do the work for her She sint Sant Pathrick."
" Oh ! Ise heerd ye 'peak ob dat man, many's da

time, Massa Turn. 'Twur him dat kill de serpents,

wur it ?
"

" Truth was it."

" But how'd he do it ? It muss hab take urn a berry

long time to destroy um all?"
" There ye are intirely asthray, nager. It only occu-

poied him wun day, an' not all the day nayther, for he

had done the work a thrifle ov an hour or so afther

dinner-time."
"
Gollys ! how'd he do all that?"

Cl Will ! ye see, he invoited all the snakes to ft grand

banquit. He had such a chai-roin' v/ay wid nim that
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they wun an' all agreed to come. The place was on the

top ov a high mountain called the Hill of Howth far

hoigher than any in the Andays we saw when crassin'

thare. The faste he had provided for them was a

colliction of toads, includin' every wun ov thim that

inhabited the oiland. The toads he had invited too; an*

the stupid craythers, not suspictin' anythin', come

willingly to the place.
" Now yez must understhand, nager, that the snakes

are moighty fond of toads, an' frogs too; but Saint

Pathrick had no ill-will against the frogs, an' they wur
exchused from comin'.

" Will. As it was, the toads wur axed at an earlier

hour than the snakes, an' got first to the top of the hill ;

an' while they were waitin' there to see what was to be

done, the sarpints came glidin* up, an' bein' tould that

their dinner was spread before them, they fell to, an*

swallowed up ivery toad upon the hill, which was ivery

wun there was in all Oireland."

The narrator made a long pause, either to draw breath

after such a declaration, or to give time for his com-

panion to indulge his astonishment.
"
Goramity !

"
exclaimed the latter, impatient for

further explanation.
" How 'bout de snakes demselves?

Surely they didn't swallow one anodder?"
" Truth ! an' that's just fwhat they did do ivery

mother's son of thim.'*
** But dat ere doan' tan to reezun, unless dey hab a

fight one wif de odder ? 'Splan yourself, Massa Turn."
"
Will, yez have guessed it exictly widout me sayin'

a word. They did have a foight, that wint roight

through the whole crowd, like a shindy in Donnybrook
fair.

"Yez would loike to hear how it begun. Will, I'll tell

ye. There was two kinds av the riptile. Wun they
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called 'Kibbon snakg '

an' the tother <

Oiange snakes/

f>y razon av their colour, both in polyticks an' religion.

They had a king over both that lived moighty foine at

their expinse. But he couldn't manage to keep thim

continted with payin' him taxes, unless by sittin' the

wun agaynst the tother. An' this he did to the full av

his satisiacshin. Now the bad blood that was betwane
thim showed itself at that great gatherin' worse than

iver it had done afore. There wasn't toads enough to

give them all a full male ;
an' by way of dissert they

thought they'd turn to an' ate wuu another. Av course

that was just what Sant Pathrick wanted ; for he wasn't

plazed at their havin' two sorts of religion. So the ould

praste hugged thim on in the quarrel, till it come to

blows, an' inded in both koinds killen an' atein wun
another till there was nothing lift av ayther exceptin' the

tails."

"
Golly ! what becomed ob de tails ?

"

"Oh! thim. The people jumped down from the

scaffolds an' gathered thim up into a hape, and thin

made a great bonfire av thim, and aftherwards spred
the ashes over the groun ; an' that's what makes ould

Oireland the greatest jim av the oshin."
" But Massa Turn, you hab say dat one ob de snakes

'scape from de genr'l congregation ?
"

" Truth did I say it. Wun did escape, an's livin to

make mischief in ould Oireland to this very day."
" Which one was he ?

M

" Their king."
" De king. How you call urn, Massa Tipprary f

*

"Thedivvel."
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CHAPTER LXXXVII.
LIGHTS AHEAD.

expression of incredulity had now floated from tha

countenance of the Irishman to that of the African, who
in turn suspected himself sold.

The leer in Tom's eye plainly declared that he consi-

dered himself "
quits

"
with his companion ; and the

two remained for some moments without further ex-

change of speech. When the conversation was resumed,

it related to a theme altogether different. It was no

longer on the subject of snakes, hut stars.

The pilot perceived that the one hitherto guiding him
was going out of sight not by sinking below the horizon,

but because the sky was becoming overcast by a thick

stratum of clouds.

In ten minutes more there was not a star visible ; and,

so far as direction went, the helm might as well have

been abandoned.

Tom, however, stuck to his paddle, for the purpose of

steadying the craft; and the breeze, as before, carried

them on in a direct course.

In about an hour after, this gave token of forsaking
them : and at a still later period the log lay becalmed

upon the bosom of the lagoa.

What next? Should they awake the others, and

communicate the unpleasant intelligence ?

Tom was of opinion that they should, while the negro

thought it would be of no use.

41 Better let dem lie 'till," argued he,
" and hab a good

night ress. Can do no good wake em up. De ole craft

muss lay to all de same, till dar coi e anodder whif ob

de wind !

"

While they were disputing the |>oint, or rather after
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they had done disputing, and both held their tongues,
a sound reached their ears that at once attracted the

attention of both.

It was rather a chorus of sounds, not uttered inter-

mittently, or at intervals, but continued all the time they
were listening. It bore some resemblance to a distant

waterfall; but now and then, mingling with the hoarsei

roaring of the torrent, were voices as of birds, beasts,

and reptiles.

None of them were very distinct. They appeared to

come from some point at a great distance off.

Still they were loud enough to be distinguished as

sounds that would not proceed out of the now tranquil

bosom of the lagoa.

Perhaps they might sooner have attracted the notice

of the two men, but for the sighing of the breeze against
the sail, and the rippling of the water as it rushed along
the sides of the ceiba.

When these sounds had ceased, the conversation that

ensued produced the same effect; and it was only after

the dispute came to a close that the disputants wera

made aware that something besides their twn voices was

disturbing the tranquillity of the night.

"Fwhat is it, I wondher?" was the remark of Tip-

perary Tom, offered half interrogatively to his companion.
"
Cyan yez tell, Mozey ?

"

" It hab bery much de soun ob a big foress !

"

"The sound av a forest! Fwhat did yez mane by
that?"

" Wha' shud I mean, but de boices ob de animal dat

lib in de foress. De birds, an' de beast, an' de tree frogs,

an' dem ere crickets dat chirps 'mang de trees. Da's

what dis nigger mean."
" Be Japers ! I b'lieve ye're right, nager. It's just

that same. It cyant be the wathcr, for that's did calm;
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an* it cyant purceed from the sky, for it don't came in

that direckshun. In truth, it's from the forest, as ye

say."
" Th dat case, den, we muss be near de odder side ob

de logoa, as de Indyun call um jess wha we want

to go."
41

Sowl, thin, that's good news ! Will we wake up the

masther an' till hirn av it ? Fwhat dti yez think ?
"

"Dis nigga tink better not. Let um all sleep till de

broke ob day. Dat can't be far off by dis time. I hab

an idee dat I see de furs light ob mornin jess showin*

out yonner, at de bottom ob de sky. Goramity ! what's

jon?"
"Fwhat? fwhere?" inquired the Irishman, in answer

to the interrogatory of the negro, uttered in a tone of

surprise.
"
Dar, dar ! 'trait afore do head. By golly ! dar's a

lire out yonner, or someting dat hab de shine ob one !

Doan ye see it, Massa Turn ?
"

"
Troth, yis ; I do see somethin' shinin*. It an't them

fire-flies div yez think ?
"

"No! 'tan't de fire-fly. Dem ere flits about. Yon

ting am steady, an' keeps in de same place."
" Be Japers ! that's the truth. Yis it is. There's a

raal fire yander, or else it's the willy-wisp. See ! be me
troth there's two av thim. Div yez see two ?

"

4< Dar am two."
" That cyant be the willy-wisp. He's niver seen in

couples at laste, niver in the bogs av Oireland. Fwhat

the divvel can it be ?
"

"What can which be ?
:'
asked Trevanion, who, at this

moment awaking, heard the question put by Tom to tha

negro.

"Och, murihsr, look yandher! Don't yes eca a

foire?"
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"
Certainly, I see something rery like one or rather

two of them."
"
Yis, yis ; thare's two. Mozey an' myself have just

discovered thim."

And what does Mozey think they are ?
"

"
Troth, he's perplexed the same as meself. . r cyant

make hid or tail av thim. If thare had been ;; wan,
I'd a sayed it was a willy-wisp."

" Will o' the wisp ! No, it can scarce be that the

two being together. Ah ! I hear sounds."
"
Yes, masiher, we've heerd thim long ago."

'

Why didn't you awake us ? We must have drifted

nearly across the logoa. Those sounds, I should say,

come out of the forest ; and that, whatever it is, must be

among the trees. Munday ! Munday !

"

"Hola! " answered the Indian, as he started up from

his squatting attitude :
" what is it, patron? Anything

gone wrong?"
" No : on the contrary, we appear to have got very near

to the other side of the lagoa."
"
Yes, yes !

"
interrupted the Indian, as soon as the

forest noises fell upon his ear; 'that humming you
hear must come thence. Pa terra! lights among the

trees!"

"Yes, we have just discovered them. What can

they be?"
"
Fires," answered the Indian.

" You think it is not fire-flies?
"

" No ; the locugos do not show that way. They are

real fires. There must be people there."
" Then there is land, and we have at last reached

terra firma."
"The Lord be praised for that," reverently ex-

claimed the Irishman. " Then our troubles will soon

be over."
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*
May be not, may be not," answered the Mundrucu

In a tone of voice that betrayed both doubt and ap-

prehension.

"Why not, Munday?" asked Trevanion. "If it be

fires we see, surely they are on the shore, and kindled

by men. There should be some settlement where we
can obtain assistance ?

"

" Ah ! patron ; nothing of all that need follow from

there being fires ; only that there must be men. The
fires need not be on the shore ; and as for the men who
made them, instead of showing hospitality, just as like

they may take a fancy to eat us."
" Eat us ! you mean that they may be cannibals?"
" Just so, patron. Likely as not."
"
Goramity!

"
exclaimed the African.

" The Virgin protect us !

"
cried Tipperary Tom.

By this time young Richard, Ralph, and Rosa had

become awakened, and overhearing the conversation

about cannibals, added their exclamations of fear.

"
It's good luck," pursued the tapuyo, looking around :

"
good luck the wind went down, else we might have

been carried too close. I must swim towards yon lights,

and see what they are, before we go any nearer. Will

you go with me, young master ?
"

"
Oh, certainly !

"
replied Richard, to whom the

question was addressed.
41
Well, then," continued the tapuyo, speaking to the

others :

"
you must not make any loud noise while we

are gone. We are not so very distant from those fires

a mile or thereabout ; and the water carries the sound a

long way. If it be enemies, and they should hear us,

there would be no chance of escaping from them.

Come, young master, there's not a minute to spare. It

must be very near morning. If we discover danger, we
hall have but little time to gat out of its way in the
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darkness; and that would be our only hope. Come!
follow me !

"

As the Indian ceased speaking, he slipped gently

down into the water, and swam off to the two lights,

whose gleam appeared every moment to be growing
more conspicuous.

" Don't be afraid, Eosita," said Richard, as he parted
from his cousin,

" I warrant it'll turn out to be some

plantation on the bank, with a house, with lights shining

through the windows, and white people inside, where

\ve'll all be kindly received, and get a new craft to carry

us down to Para. Good bye for the present ! We'll

soon be back again with good news."

So saying, he leaped into the water, and swam cS in

the wake of the tapuyo.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII.

AN AERIAL VILLAGE.

THE two swimmers had not made many hundred yards

through the water when they saw beyond doubt that the

forest, whether on dry land or standing in the inunda-

tion, was not far off. It was even nearer than they had

at first imagined, the darkness having occasioned the

deception. The log may have drifted nearer, while they

were under the impression that they lny becalmed.

At all events, they were now scarce a quarter of a mile

from the forest edge, which, despite the obscurity, they

knew to stretch along the horizon as far as they could

have seen had it been daylight. They could oplyjust

distinguish a dark belt or line rising above the surface

oi the water before them; but that this extended right

and left to a far distance could be told from the soundf
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that came from it. There was the hum of tree-cricketa

*nd cicadas, the glucking of toads and frogs, the screams

of aquatic birds, the hooting of owls, and the strange

plaintive calls of the goat-suckers, of which several

species inhabit the gapo forests ; the "
whip-poor-will

"

and the "
willy-come-go

"
all the night long giving utter-

ance to their monotonous melody.
Harsher still were the cries proceeding from the

throats of howling monkeys, with now and then the

melancholy moaning of the ai, as it moved slowly

through the branches of the embaiiba (cecropia tree).

All these sounds, and a score of other kinds some

produced by insects and reptiles of species not even

known were blended in that great choir of Nature that

fills the tropical forest with its midnight music.

As many of the voices could be heard afar off indeed

*t all distances until scarce distinguishable the ona

from the other, or all of them from an almost impercep-
tible humming, it proved that the woods were continuous

along the horizon.

The two swimmers, however, paid no attention to tills

fact, their whole thoughts being occupied in scanning
the lights that, as they advanced, grew every moment
more conspicuous.

There was no longer any doubt about these being
caused by the blaze of fires. The tapuyo was confident

upon this point. It was simply a question of where the

fires were burning, and who had kindled them.

The young Paranese supposed them to be upon the

chore of the lagoa, and of course upon dry land. About

this, however, his companion expressed a doubt. They
did not eeem to burn steadily, their discs appearing now

larger and now less. Sometimes one would go out alto-

gether, then blaze up afresh, while the other was aa

suddenly extinguished.
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The younger of the two swimmers expressed astonish

ment at this intermittance, which his companion easily

explained.

The fires, he said, were placed at some distance from

the edge of the forest, back among the trees, and it was

by the tree-trunks now and then intervening that the

illusion was caused.

Silently the swimmers approached, communicating
with each other only in whispers or low mutterings.

In due time they glided in under the shadow of the

thick foliage, and saw the fires more distinctly.

To the astonishment of Eichard for the tapuyo did

not seem at all astonished they did not appear to be

on the ground, but up in the air !

The Paranese at first supposed them to have been

kindled upon the top of some eminence on a ridge, or

other elevated ground. On scanning them more closely,

he saw that this could not be the case. Their red light,

gleaming downward, fell upon a water surface shining
beneath. It was clear they were in some way suspended
above the water.

As the two swimmers drew nearer, and their eyes

became accustomed to the glare, they could make out

that the fires were upon a sort of scaffold raised several

feet above the water, and supported by the trunks of

the trees.

Other similar scaffolds could be seen, on which no

fires had been kindled ; from the fact, no doubt, that

their occupants were not yet astir.

That they were occupied was not altogether deduced

from the presence of the fires. Under their blaze several

human figures were seen moving to and fro, and others

were observable on the platforms approximate, that were

more dimly illuminated : some entering, some coming
forth from "

toldos," or sheds, that stood upon thorn
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Hammocks could be seen suspended from tree to tree

iome empty, and some still holding a sleeper.

All these objects were seen at a single glance, while

ftt the same time were heard human voices, that in the

distance had been hitherto drowned by the louder strepi-

tation of the forest choir. They could now be distin-

guished as the voices of men, women, and children

not occupied in any particular celebration
v
but such as

might be heard in some rural hamlet or village whose
inhabitants were about bestirring themselves to enter

upon their daily avocations.

Scarce a score of seconds had been spent in making
these observations, when the tapuyo, gliding close up to

the Paranese, whispered in his ear :

A malocca !

"

Richard did not need to be told what was meant by a

malocca. He knew it was the general name for a village

of Indians sometimes under a single roof, but oftener

consisting of a collection of huts.
14 An Indian village !

"
he rejoined.

" We've reached

torrajirma, then?"

"No."
" But a village Don't that prove we are near dry

knd?"
" Not a bit of it, young master. Not such a village

as we now see. The very reverse. If the dry land had

been near, those fires wouldn't be burning among the

tree-tops. It only proves that the terra firma is far off."

' At all events, we are fortunate in falling in with this

curious malocca, suspended between heaven and earth,

Are we not so ?
"

" That depends upon who they are that inhabit it.

It may be that we've chanced upon a tribe of cannibals.'1

' Cannibals! Do you think there are such in the

g*po?"
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" Sure of it, young master. There are savages in the

gapo who would torture before killing you more espe-

cially, whose skins are white. They remember, with

bitterness, what first drove them to make their home ia

the midst of the water forests the white slave-hunters.

They have reason to remember it ; for the cruel chase

is still kept up. Santos Dios ! if this be a malocca of

Muras, the sooner we get away from the spot the safer.

They would show you whites no mercy, and less than

mercy to me, a red man like themselves. We Mun-
drucus are their deadliest enemies."

" What had we best do? "
inquired the Paranese.

" Lie still, and listen. Here, young master, lay hold

of this sipo, to support you, and don't say a word. Let

me hear what they are saying. I know the Mura

tongue. If I can catch a word, it will be sufficient

Hush!"
Eichard did as directed, and both he and the tapuyo,

clinging to the eliaiia, observed silence.

Not long, scarce two minutes, had they been listening,

when the Indian was seen to start, an expression of

anxiety suddenly overspreading his features. His com-

panion could perceive it under the faint light of the

distant fires.

" As I expected," said he,
"
they arc Muras. We must

be gone, without a moment's loss of time. It will be as

much as we can do to paddle the log out of sight before

day breaks. If we don't succeed in doing so, we are all

lost. Once seen, their canoes would be too quick for us.

Back, back to the monguba!
"

Much quicker than they approached the fires, did tha

swimmers retreat from them not resting for a single

till they had rejoined the others o the deadwood.
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CHAPTER LXXXIX.
A BLOW RETREAT.

THE report brought back by the tapuyo, instead of pro-

ducing joy, spread consternation among the crew.

Trevanion, incredulous of the existence of such blood-

thirsty savages as Munday represented the Muras to be,

was disposed to treat it as an exaggeration. The young
Paranese, who, when in his father's house, had met many
of the up-river traders, and heard them conversing on

this very theme, was able to endorse what the Mundrucu
said. It was well known to the traders that there were

tribes of wild Indians inhabiting the gapo lands, who

during the season of the inundation made their home

among the tree-tops that some of these were cannibals,

and all of them savages of a most ferocious type, with

whom an encounter in their native wilds, by any party

not strong enough to resist them, might prove both

dangerous and deadly.

There was no time to argue the point. It was a

question whether there would be time to get the ceiba

out of sight ; and without farther opposition the ex-miner

himself sprang to one of the paddles, the tapuyo taking
the other. They had no idea of going back across the

lagoa. To have proceeded in that direction would have

been to court discovery. With such slow progress as

they could attain, a mile would be about all they might
make before daybreak ; and out on the open water

their craft would be distinguishable at three times the

distance.

The course counselled by the tapuyo was to keep at

first parallel to the line of the trees, and then enter

among these as soon as the dawn should begin to declare

itself.
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Munday and the ex-miner did their best at the paddles,

plying them with their utmost strength. If the latter

needed any further argument to stimulate him, it was

supplied hy the former, as they bent their bodies side by
side ; and before they had made half a mile from their

point of starting Trevanion looked back at the blazing

fires, as beacons no longer to be sought, but shunned,
like something about to cause a conflagration of the

forest.

In truth, this might have been taken for the intention

of those who had kindled them. As the retreating party
were moving away, not two but ten fires were seen

gleaming among the trees, filling the forest with their

bright coruscation.

The increase in their number was easily accounted for.

The tapuyo explained that each new light denoted the

uprising of a fresh family, until the whole malocca was

bestirring iteelf. The fires were being kindled with a

culinary intent to cook the breakfasts of those who had

kindled them.

Notwithstanding this domestic design, our adventurers

looked back upon them with feelings of apprehension,
almost of awe. From what the tapuyo had told them,

they were not without fears that, roasted over those very

fires, they might furnish the savages with the material

for a cannibal repast !

To all appearance never did the ceiba go slower;

never did the log lie so dead upon the water. Despite
the vigorous straining of strong arms, it scarce seemed

to move.

The sail was of no service, as there was not a breath

of air ; or if one, it was stirring in the wrong direction.

Rather was the sail an obstruction ; and, seeing this,

Mozeylet loose the haliards and gently lowered it down,

They had made scarce half a mile from the point of
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tarting, when they Saw that which caused them to chango
their course. It was the dawn just appearing ahove th

tops of the trees. They were upon the equator itself,

where between dawn and daylight there is but a short

interval of time.

Knowing this, the craft was turned half round, and

pulled towards a place of concealment.

At the turning place they were still half a mile from

the margin of the submerged forest ; and as they moved
on to make it, they could see the sun's light stealing

over the surface of the water, and the fires becoming

paler at its approach. In ten minutes more, daylight
would be down upon them !

It was now a struggle against time a trial of speed
between the ceiba and the sun ; both slowly approaching
a critical point in their course. Trevanion and the

tapuyo plied the paddles as men rowing for their lives

and the lives of others dear to them.

One might have supposed that the sun favoured them.

For some seconds he not only seemed to suspend his

rising, but sank back in his course. Perhaps it was the

shadow of the trees under which they had now entered.

At all events, they were in the midst of obscurity,

propelling the deadwood into the embouchure of an

igarape, overshadowed with drooping trees, that like a

dark cavern promised them a place of concealment

CHAPTER XC.

UP THE ARCADE.

THE place into which they had paddled was a little

creek, overshadowed by leafy boughs that met above,

forming a sort of arcade, the surface of the water repre-

senting the flag pavement.
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At the moment of their entering it was so dark thet

could not tell how far the opening extended. In thia

Tincertainty they suspended the stroke of their paddles,

And suffered the ceiba to come to a standstill.

As yet they had no other light than that afforded by the

Sre- flies that flitted about under the trees. But these were

ot the large species, known as cocuyos (elater noctilucus),

one of which, when held over the page of a printed

book, enables a person to read ; and as there were many
of them wandering about, their united coruscation

enabled our adventurers to see that the creek was of

very limited extent.

Gradually, as the sun rose higher in the heavens, his

light fell gently glimmering through the leaves, and

showed to a certainty that the arcade was a cul-de-sac,

extending only about a hundred yards into the labyrinth

of branches and parasitical plants.

They had entered a " court
"
through which there was

no thoroughfare ;" and there they were compelled to

remain. They could only get out of it by leaving the

log and once more taking to the tree-tops, or else by

returning to the open water of the lagoa.

Neither course was contemplated. They had had

enough of travelling through the tree-tops, and to

abandon the craft that had carried them so comfortably,

and that might still avail them in their search after

terra firrna, was a thing not to be thought of.

As to returning to the open water, that would be like

delivering themselves into the very jaws of the danger

they were desirous to avoid : for, as the sun was now

shining brightly over the lagoa, they could not go that

way without tsing seen from the scaffolding of the

ixialocca.

Once seen by the savages, there would not be the

slightest chance <*f escaping from them. They were
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provided with canoes close at hand, moored among the

tree-trunks that formed the supports of their aerial habi-

tations. Munday and Richard had seen them, while

making their late reconnaissance. Clumsy structures

they appeared, but no matter how clumsy or slow, they

could not be slower than the deadwood; and in the

event of a chase, the latter would be easily overhauled

and captured. There was only one course that could be

pursued, offering any prospect of safety. That was to

remain all day in the arcade, and trust to the chance

that none of the savages might have any business that

would bring them within sight of the place of conceal-

ment.

On the return of night they could steal out again,

and by an industrious use of their paddles get a safer

distance between themselves and the dangerous denizens

of the malocca.

Having determined on adopting this course, they drew

their craft into the darkest corner of the arcade, and,

making it fast to a tree, prepared themselves for passing
the time in the pleasantest manner that was possible

under the circumstances.

It was not much pleasure sitting in that silent, sombre

shadow; more especially as they were all the time in

dread that its silence might be disturbed by the wild

shout of a savage, who might chance to come towards

their place of concealment.

They had taken every precaution to escape discovery.

The little fire left burning upon the log had been

extinguished long before. Munday had put it .;*it,

immediately on seeing the two lights as already de-

scribed. They would fain have rekindled it, to cook

their breakfasts with ; but fearing that the smoke rising

over the tops of the trees might be seen from the

malocca, they elected that morning to -at the charqui
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raw. To hare kindled a fire and cooked it might
have subjected themselves to be eaten in a like crude

manner !

After breakfast they could do nothing but keep their

seats, and await, with as much patience as they might
command, the development of events.

It was not all darkness around them. As the little

creek penetrated the trees in a straight line, they com-

manded a view of a portion of the lagoa outside.

Though themselves seated in the midst of obscurity,

they could see brightness beyond the embouchure of

the embayment the sun shining with a golden gleam

upon the water.

Their situation was very similar to that of a person
inside a grotto or cavern on the sea-shore, which com
mands a view of the ocean stretching away from its

mouth, the bright space gradually widening as it recedei

in the distance.

On this their eyes were almost continuously kept,

surveying it from side to side and end to end ; not in

the hope of seeing anything there that might give them

gratification, but rather desiring that nothing should be

seen.

Notwithstanding the obscurity that surrounded thorn,

they could not divest themselves of the idea that one

passing opposite the entrance of the creek could see

them distinctly enough ; and this kept them in a con-

tinuous state of apprehension.

They had no need to keep watch in any other direc-

tion Behind them, and on each side, extended tha

unbroken wall of tree-tops, shaded with elianas worked

and woven together into a network that appeared im-

penetrable even to the wild animals of the forest.

Who would have looked for an enemy in human

Bhape to come that way ? They did not ; and therefore
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their
1 watch was directed only towards the entrance of

the embayment.

They passed the morning now in silence, and now

conversing, but in whispers or tones so low as not to

betray their presence. They never spoke so loud as to

be heard beyond the confines of their arboreal cove.

Up to the hour of noon no incident occurred to

disturb the tranquillity of the place, or in any way add

to their apprehensions. These had gradually given

place to a feeling of confidence that they would escapo

discovery until night came ; and then, during the dark-

ness, they would have but little fear of it.

Nothing had been seen outside to cause uneasiness.

Now and then a bird appeared winging its way over the

lagoa, crossing the bright band illumined by the sun, or

poising itself for a moment above, and then plunging
downward upon some prey it had detected in the water.

All these appearances were only calculated to increase

their confidence ; as the presence of the birds, undis-

turbed, at their ordinary avocations, proclaimed the

absence of human beings.
A like deduction was drawn from the behaviour of a

brace of large cow-fishes, or fish-cows, seen at some dis-

tance outside the entrance of tbe arcade and directly in

front of its mouth. The creatures when first noticed

were engaged in some sort of rude gambol, at which

they continued for a full half hour.

After that, one of them swam off, while the other,

laying itself along the surface of the water, appeared it

go to sleep.

It was a tantalizing sight to the eyes of the old

tapuyo; and it was just as much as he could do t<r

restrain himself from swimming out and attacking tin

sleeper either with his knife or the pashiuba spear.

The danger, however, would have been too great ; no|
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from a conflict with the "
cow," but of being seen by f&s

sharp-eyed savages. The spot where the animal reclined

was in clear water, several hundred yards out from tho

trees, and any commotion caused there could scarce fail

to be observe il from the elevated scaffolding of the

Indian village

In view of U Ss, the Mundrucu resisted the temptation,
and consented though not without reluctance, to let tho

peixe-boi so far as he was concerned continue its

slumbers uninterrupted.

CHAPTER XGI.

FOLLOWING THE FLOAT.

UNFORTUNATEI f for our adventurers, as well as for tha

cow-fish itself other eyes besides those of the tapuyo
had been walehing the gambols of the two cetaceans,

and had paid particular attention to the one now taking
its siesta on the surface.

Neither Munday nor his companions had any suspicion
of this; for, excepting the peixe-boi itself, no other

living creatuto was in sight.

Having observed it for a considerable length of time,

still reclining in its attitude of repose, they had almost

ceased to think of it ; when all at once it was seen to

spring clear out of the water ; and, after making two or

three grotesque plunges, sink suddenly below the

surface !

The action was so violent and unnatural that it could

scarce have been voluntary.

Rather did it appear as if the peixe-boi had been

assailed in its sleep by some enemy, from which it was

but too fain to retreat.

But what could this enemy be ? The tapuyo knew of
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nothing under the water that was likely to have made the

attack.

There were no sharks or swordfish in ths gapo, and
an alligator would scarce dare to meddle with a creature

of such enormous dimensions.

Much less could an enemy have come from the air.

There is no bird in South America, not even the great
condor itself, that would think of swooping down upon
a peixe-boi.

Some of the party said those who had been still

keeping their eyes upon it that they had seen some-

thing glancing towards the cow-fish at the moment it

made the leap something that looked like a spark or ft

flash of lightning!

What could that be ? There was no cloud in the sky,

cor thunder. It could not have been lightning.

"Pa terra!" exclaimed the tapuyo, in evident alarm.
" I know what it was. Keep quiet, or we are lost .'"

" What was it ?"

" A harpoon look yonder, patron ! Don't you see

the water in motion where the juaroua went down ?"
"
Certainly I do. That's very natural. The waves

are caused by the plunging of the animal."
" The waves ! not that ; look again. You see a thin

ripple. There's a cord making it. Yonder's the float ;

and close behind that you will see something more,

Yonder ! Yonder he is 1"

Munday needed not to continue the explanation.

Before he had ceased speaking his companions became

witnesses of a spectacle that explained everything- why
the peixe-boi had sprung up out of the water and then

sunk so suddenly beneath it.

There was a rippling line caused by a cord drawn

rapidly along the surface at the end of this a small

buoy of wood dragged rapidly after, and cbse behind &
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canoe, with an Indian in it; the Indian in a bent attf*

tude, plying his paddle, and evidently in pursuit of the

wounded cow-fish.

The log was a "
float," the line drawing it along was

%t its other end attached to a harpoon, and that harpoon
bad its barbs buried in the body of the peixe boi !

Such a specimen of a human being, even for a savage*

none of the spectators the tapuyo perhaps excepted
had ever beheld. He was as naked as if he had never

been outside the Garden of Eden ; and this very naked-

ness displayed a form that, but for the absence of a hir-

sute covering, more resembled that of a monkey than a

man. A body extremely attenuated, pot-bellied withal

a pair of long thin arms, with legs to match ; the latter

knotted at the knees, the former balled at the elbows a

huge head, larger from its mop of matted hair, and a face

with high cheeks and sunken eyes, gave him an appear-

ance more demoniac than human.

No wonder that little Rosa screamed as he came in

Bight, and that dismay exhibited itself on the features of

several others of the party.
" Hush !

"
whispered Munday.

" Silence all ! Not a

word, or we shall be seen, and then not he, but perhaps
a hundred of his tribe Hush !

"

The injunctions of the tapuyo were obeyed to the

letter ; and not a sound could be heard upon the ceiba,

"except the agitated breathing of all.

Fortunately the scream of Rosita had been only slight ,

and the savage, in eager pursuit of the peixe-boi, had

not heard it. It was evident he had not, for he was seen

to continue the chase without interruption.

He had no difficulty in keeping the game in sight, or,

at all events, in discovering its whereabouts. The float

guided him to this, for, no matter where the " cow '*

went, the tether was still attached to her, and the move-
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ment of the log along the surface betrayed to the eye of

the pursuer every change of direction made by the

retreating cetacean.

Sometimes the float was carried in one direction,

sometimes in another now only for a short distance,

anon for a longer shoot, and then it would lie motionless

upon the water.

Two or three times the savage, dropping his paddle,

was enabled to lay hold of the line and commence haul-

ing in ; but the great strength of the juaroua, as yet

unexhausted, proved too much for him, and he was com-

pelled to let go or be pulled clear out of his crafl.

The latter was but a frail embarcation of the smallest

and rudest kind consisting of a shell of tree bark,

gathered up at both ends and tied by sipos, so as to give

it somewhat the shape of an ordinary canoe. Even

paddling with all his strength, its owner could make no

great speed ; but great speed was not required in the

chase of a peixe-boi with a barbed spear sticking through
its skin and rankling between its ribs.

It only required patience, until the huge creature

should become exhausted with its struggles and en-

feebled by the loss of blood. Then might the conquest
be completed without either difficulty or danger.
For twenty minutes or more the chase continued ; the

float being dragged hither and thither until it had quar-
tered the water in almost every direction.

Sometimes both log and canoe were in sight, some-

times only one of them ; and sometimes neither at

such times the cow-fish having passed far beyond the

limits of clear water visible to the spectators.

On the last of these occasions several minutes had

elapsed before the chase came again in sight. Our
adventurers were in hopes they would see no more of

either fish, float, or follower, The interest thoy might
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otherwise have taken in such a curious spectacle was

destroyed by the apprehension of the danger that would

result in their being discovered ; and gladly would they

have foregone it, or permitted it to have come to a con-

clusion entirely out of their''sight.

They had no control, however, either over the per-

formance or their own position ; and destiny willed that

they should witness the denouement.

Just as they had begun to congratulate themselves

that they were to be spared this unpleasantness, the

float once more came before their eyes, still being

dragged along the surface, but with much less rapidity

than when last seen.

This time they looked upon it with feelings of alarm

they had not experienced before.

And why ? What was it to them whether it was

moving slow or fast ? What could it matter whether the

fish-cow was still in full strength, or fainting at the ex-

tremity of the cord ?

Nothing. It was not this that was alarming them.

It was not the slow motion now exhibited by the ceta-

cean, but the direction in which it was being made. The
snanatus was coming into the arcade !

Scarce had they concluded the observation when the

canoe was seen following close after, with the hideous

savage eagerly plying his paddle, while with outstretched

neck and wild scintillating orbs, he peered inquiringly

into the darkness before him !

There was no chance to escape discovery I

CHAPTER XCII.

A CANNIBAL CAPTURED.

THE fears of those standing upon the ceiba could not

have been greater than that of the savage hyjaself, as his
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canoe came bump against the deadwood, and he saT

Standing above him a crowd of human forms.

A wild cry escaping from his lips expressed, at one

and the same time, his terror and astonishment. Then
a second, in louder tone, was intended te give the alarm

to his kindred upon the scaffolding, who might possibly
hear it

With an Indian, as with the wild animal, presence of

mind js rather an instinct than an act of ratiocination.

Instead of being disconcerted by what he saw, and

losing time to recover himself, the Mura at once plunged
his paddle into the water, and commenced making back-

ward. He was assisted by the recoil of the canoe,

which, on striking the deadwood, had been separated
from it by the violence of the collision.

In a score of seconds he had sculled himself almost

clear of the arcade. He was already w
!

thin a few feet

of its mouth, and would soon be back upon the open

lagoa; when he would undoubtedly make for tho

malocca, and bring the whole tribe oi cannibals upon
them.

None of the party thought of pursuing him. There
was an attempt made to seize the canoe at the moment
of its closing upon the log, but the craft had recoiled so

suddenly after the collision, and been paddled so rapidly
out of reach, that the thing failed, and only ended in

Tipperary Tom getting soused in the water, and nearly
drowned before he could be dragged out again. The

attempt at seizure might have had a different result,

had Munday been among those who made it. But he

was not.

He was nowhere to be seen upon tho log, nor any
where else !

What had become of him ?

None of them could say. Lifle Rosa was the onty
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one who could give any explanation of his absence. She

thought she had seen him slip off at the hack of the log,

while the canoe was coming on in front. She was not

sure, it was so dark upon that side ; and she had heen

too much engaged in regarding the approach of the

Had he made off to conceal himself among the tree-

tops? Had he gone to secure his own safety, and

abandoned his friends to their fate ?

They could not think this. Such a cowardly act would

have been contrary to all they knew of the brave Mun-

drucu, whose faithfulness had so many times been put
to the severest test.

But they did not harbour a suspicion of his loyalty

They only wondered at his sudden disappearance, and

were questioning one another, in the hope that some one

could account for it.

No one could. There was nothing known beyond
what Rosa fancied she had seen, and this only indicated

the mode by which the tapuyo had departed from among
them. The purpose of such departure could not even

be conjectured.

It was not long before it became known. Just at that

critical moment when the canoe had reached the em.

bouchure of the arcade, a dark round thing, looking like

a human head, rose up in the water, scarce six feet

before it, and then another dark thing, wonderfully like

a human hand, shot up beside the head, followed by a

long and sinewy arm !

The hand was seen to strike upward and clutch the

canoe close by the stem ;
then the craft went down, one

end under water, while the other flew up into the air ;

then there was a capsize the savage, with a shriek and

a loud plash, falling out; and then there was a struggle

now under water, now above the surface accompanied
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by strange choking noises, as if two enormous alligators

were engaged in a conflict of life and death.

As the astonished spectators continued to gaze upon
the scene still but imperfectly comprehended by them

they saw that the combatants were coming nearer, as

if the struggle was being carried on towards the end of

the arcade, and was likely to terminate where they
stood.

And there it did end, in six seconds after, by the

missing tapuyo making his appearance alongside the

log, and dragging beside him the man who had made
that involuntary header from the canoe !

The latter was no longer resisting. The knife blade

glittering between Munday's teeth a taste of whose

quality the savage had already experienced hindered

him from offering any further resistance ; and as they
came up to the log, the two were swimming side by side

in comparative tranquillity, only that the action of the

one was evidently involuntary, while the other was di-

recting it.

It was more like the companionship of a policeman
and a thief, than that of two swimmers who chanced to

be going the same way. One arm of the Mura was

clutched by the Mundrucu, as if the captive was partly

bupported while being dragged along.
" Keach out there, patron, and pull him up !

"
cried

Munday, as he conducted his captive alongside the log.
'

I don't want to kill the animal, though that might bf

the safest way in the end."
" No, no ; don't do that !

"
returned Trevanion, who

now, along with all the others, had arrived at a full

comprehension of the affair.
" We can keep him secure

enough ; and if his shouts have not been heard, we need

not fear having him along with us.'*

As the patron spoke, he stretched down, and laying
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hold of the captive, drew him close to the side o! the

deadwood. Then, assisted by Munday in the water and

Mozey upon the log, the Mura was hoisted " aboard "

CHAPTER XCIII.

THE NEW PASSENGER.
ONCE upon the deadwood, a more abject wretch than

the captive Mura could not have been found elsewhere.

He trembled from head to foot evidently believing
that he was about to be killed, and perhaps eaten.

He had only consented to bo taken from the know*

ledge which Munday had in some way conveyed to him

that resistance could but end in instant death ; and

there are few, even amongst the most reckless of savages,

who will not yield to this.

As he stood dripping upon the deadwood, a fed stream,

trickling down his wet skin from a knife-wound in the

shoulder, explained how the tapuyo had made known to

him the idleness of resistance. It was the first stab,

and was not dangerous ; but it had given a foretaste ol

what was to follow, had the struggle been kept up. After

receiving the hint, the Mura had surrendered ; and the

after commotion was caused by his being towed through
the water by a captor who also required to use all his

strength and energy in supporting him.

How had Munday accomplished the capture? Or

rather, how had he set about it ? for the capture itself

was witnessed by all.

All turned towards the tapuyo for an explanation.

It was simple enough ;
and some of them had already

divined it

While the canoe-man was advancing up the arcade,

the Mundrucu, instead of waiting till he came near, had

dropped quietly into the water, and swam in an outward
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direction, as if intending to meet the manatee-hunter in

the teeth. This he actually did ; met and passed him,

but without being seen. The darkness favoured him,

as did also the commotion already caused by the wounded

cow-fish, that in its passage up the creek had left large

wares upon the water. These striking against the

trunks of the trees created a still further disturbance,

amidst which the swimmer's dark face and long swarthy
locks could not have been easily distinguished.

Nor were they. Without being seen, either by friend

or enemy, the Mundmcu succeeded in passing to th

outside of the canoe. Supporting himself by a branch,
he awaited the return of the savage knowing that as

soon as the latter set eyes upon the others he would

instantly beat a retreat. It turned out just as the tapuyo
had anticipated ; and just as he had designed i3 ^Md ho

deal with the canoe-man.

In all this, the only thing that appeared singular was

tb$ tapuyo's taking so much pains to go out near the

entrance, instead of boldly laying hold of the canoe as

it passed him on its way inwards, or indeed of waiting

for it upon the log where any one of the others, had

he been a strong swimmer, and armed with a knife,

might have effected the capture.

Munday, however, had good reasons for acting as he

had done. While the canoe was approaching, who could

tell that it would come close up ? It had done so, even

to striking the deadwood with its bow; but Munday
could not anticipate such a chance as that. Had tho

savage discovered their presence a little sooner, he would

have turned and sculled off, before any swimmer could

have come up with him.

A similar reason was given for gliding stealthily past,

and getting on the other side. Had the Mundrucu

acted otherwise, he might have been perceived before he
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could seize hold of the canoe, and so give time for the

manatee-hunter to make off.

As this last would have been a terrible contingency,

rendering their discovery almost a fait accompli, the cun-

ning old tapuyo knew how important it was that no

mismanagement should occur in the carrying out of

his design.

Neither had there, unless from that cry of alarm raised

by the savage as he commenced retreating, and which

now became the chief source of their anxiety.
' If it has been heard," said Trevanion,

" there will

be but little chance of our escaping capture. From what

you saw, I suppose there are hundreds of these hideous

creatures. And we without weapons without the means

either of attack or defence what could we do ? There

would be nothing for it but to surrender ourselves as

prisoners."

The Mundrucu was not able to offer a word of encou-

ragement. The thing was too clear. To have attempted

defence against a whole tribe of savages, armed, no

doubt, with spears and poisoned arrows, would have

been to rush madly on death.
"
It is fortunate," continued the ex-miner,

" that you
have not killed him."

"Why, patron?
" demanded the tapuyo, apparently in

some surprise.
"

It would have made them revengeful; and if we

have the ill luck to be taken, they would have been the

more certain to destroy us."

"No, no," answered the Indian; "not a bit more

certain to do that. If, as you say, we have the bad luck

to become their captives, we shall be killed all the same.

Their old revenge will be strong enough for that; and if

not their revenge, they have an appetite that will ensure

our destruction. You understand, patron ?
"
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This conversation was carried on in a low tone, and

only between Trevanion and the tapuyo.
" Oh, God !

"
groaned the ex-miner, as he listened to

the last speech, at the same time turning his eyes upon
his children. " It would be a fearful fate for for all

of us !

"

" The more reason for us doing all we can to avoid

falling into their hands."
" But what can we do ? Nothing ! If they discover

our hiding-place before nightfall, then we shall surely

be taken."
" Admitted that, master ; but if they do not

"

" If they do not, you think there would be some hope
of our getting away from them ?

"

41 A good hope a good hope."
" On the raft ?

"

" Better than that, patron."
" You have some plan ?

"

I've been thinking of one ; but it's no use to speak
of it, so long as we're in doubt this way. If we're left

unmolested until night, then, patron, it will be time to

declare it. Could you but promise me that this screecher

has not been heard, I think I could promise you that by

midnight we should not only be beyond the reach of his

bloodthirsty fellows, but in a fair way of getting out of

our troubles altogether. Ha ! yonder's something must
be looked to ; I forgot that."

"What?"
" The igarite. How near it was to betraying us ! I"t3

course must be stopped on the instant."

And on the instant the speaker once more slipped
down into the water, and commenced swimming towards

the entrance of the arcade.

Neither Trevanion nor the others required any expla-

nation of this new movement on the part of the tapuyo.
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The object was evident. The canoe out of which the

Mura had heen so unceremoniously spilled, and which

was now bottom upwards, was drifting outward. It

was already within a few feet of the entrance, and in

another minute would have been caught by a breeze

that had commenced stirring beyond the branches of

the trees.

Once outside it would soon have made way into the

open lagoa, and would have formed a conspicuous mark
for the eyes of those upon the malocca. The seeing

that, upside down as it was, could not have failed to

bring about the very danger it had been capsized to

avert.

Munday swam silently, but with all his strength,

towards it. It must be reached before it could drift

outside ; and for some time there was apprehension in

the minds of the spectators that this might not be

done.

The only one of them that would have been gratified

by a failure was the captive Mura. But the wretch

showed no sign of his desire, knowing that there

would be danger in his doing so. He was himself

held fast in the strong arms of the negro ; while

Tipperary Tom stood near, ready to run him through
with the spear in case of his making any attempt to

escape.

Their apprehensions, so far as the canoe was con-

cerned, soon came to an end. The tapuyo overtook

it before it had cleared the screening of tree-tops ;

End, laying hold of a piece of cord which was attached

to its stem, took it in tow.

In less than five minutes after it might have been

seen right side up, lying like a tender alongside th

monguba.
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CHAPTER XC1V.

A DAT SPENT IN SHADOW.

ALL day long did our adventurers abide in silence,

keeping close in their shadowy retreat.

Now and then only the Mundmcu swam to the en-

trance of the arcade, and, screened by the trees, took a

survey of the open water outside.

He saw nothing to cause alarm. He saw a canoe

larger than that he had captured, with three men in it

But they were not coming in the direction of the hiding-

place. They were out on the lagoa, about two hundred

yards from its edge, and opposite the malocca.

This itself could not be seen, as it was some distance

back among the trees ; but, from the bearings he had

taken on the night before, the tapuyo knew where il

lay.

He watched the canoe as long as it remained in sight

The gestures of the savages who were in it told that

they were occupied in fishing, though what sort of fish

they would be taking in the flooded lake, Munday could

not guess.

They stayed about an hour, and then, paddling their

craft back among the trees, were seen no more.

This spectacle, especially its termination, gratified

the tapuyo and those to whom he made his report. It

was evidence that the harpooner had come out alone

and that while striking the cow-fish he had not been

observed by any of his people. Had that incident been

witnessed by them, every canoe in possession of the

tribe would have instantly repaired to the spot.

Since the killing of a juaroua is an event of rare

occurrence in the season of the vasante, when it doe?
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transpire it causes the same joyful excitement in a m*
locca of Amazonian Indians as the capture of the great
fcalrus would in a winter village of Esquimaux.
It was, therefore, quite clear to our adventurers that

jhe harpooner had not been seen at his work ; and the

behaviour of those in the canoe was proof that up to

that time no suspicion had been aroused as to the cause

of his absence from the malocca.

On this score their apprehensions were allayed ; and

they were enabled to endure their imprisonment with

calmer confidence, and higher hopes of finally effecting
their escape.

How long would this state of things continue ? How
long might the Mura be away before his absence should

excite suspicion and lead to a search ? He must have

relatives in his tribe brothers, sisters, perhaps a wife.

He was old enough to be married, if such a ceremony
was known among his people scarce half-human, as

the tapuyo declared them to be. At all events he might
be mated, if not married; and his mate would be longing
for his return.

These questions were put by the patron and others

of the party.

They were answered by the Indian not the captive

Mura, but that other aboriginal, who had performed so

many heroic achievements during the last ten days ; by

Munday the tapuyo.
44 About that don't trouble yourself," said he, in reply

to the patron.
" As to 'such a thing as this," he continued, pointing

contemptuously to the shivering captive,
" he'll no more

\>e missed than would a coaita monkey that had strayed

torn its troop. If he's got a wife, which I don't sup-

pose he has, she'll be only too glad to get rid of him.

As for any one of them coming after him through affec-
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tion, as you call it, there you're all out, patron. Among
Muras there's no such feeling as that. If they'd seen

him strike the juaroua it might have heen different.

Then their bellies would have brought them after him*

kke a flock of hungry vultures. But they haven't seen

him ; and unless chance guides some of them this way
we needn't be in any fear not for this day. As for the

morrow, if they'll only stay clear till then, I think I can

keep my promise, and we shall not only be beyond
the reach of Muras, but out of this accursed lagoa

altogether."
" But you spoke of a plan, good Munday ; you have

not yet told us what it is."

The tapuyo for a time made no reply. He was

thinking of that plan which, after so many confident

declarations on his part, had proved a shameful failure.

He was shy of making further professions without being
sure of success.

"Wait, master," he at length rejoined; "wait till

midnight, till the lights go out in the Mura village, and

perhaps a little longer. Then you shall know jny plan

by seeing it carried into execution."

But does it not require some preparations ? If so,

why not make them while it is yet daylight? It is now
near night; and you may not have time."

" Just so, patpon ; but night is just the preparation I

want that, and this knife."

Here Munday exhibited his shining tlade, which

caused the Mura captive to tremble all over, thinking
that his time was come. During all the day he had not

seen them eat. They had no chance to kindle a fire for

cooking purposes, apprehensive that the smoke seen

above the tree-tops might betray them to the enemy.
Some of them, with stronger stomachs than the rest,

had gnawed a little of the charqui raw. Host had eaten
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nothing, preferring to wait till they should have an

opportunity of cooking it, which the Mundrucu had

promised them they should have before morning of the

next day. Their abstinence was altogether misunder-

stood by the Mura. The wretch thought they were

cultivating their hunger to feed upon his own flesh !

Could he have seen himself as he was in their eyes,

he might have doubted the possibility of getting up such

an appetite. They had taken due precautions to pre-

vent his making his escape. Tied hand and foot by the

toughest sipos that could be procured, he was also fur-

ther secured by being fastened to the monguba. A

strong eliana twisted into a rope, and with a turn round

one of the buttress projections of the roots, held him in

place; though this was superfluous, since any attempt to

slide off into the water must have terminated by his

going to the bottom, with neither hand nor foot free to

support him.

They were determined, however, on making things

doubly sure, as they knew that his escape would be the

signal for their destruction.

Should he succeed in getting free from his fastenings,

he would not need his canoe; he could get back to his

village without that; for, as Munday assured them, he

could travel through the trees with the agility of an ape,

or through the water with the swimming powers of a

fish ;
and so could all his people, trained to the highest

skill both in climbing and swimming, from the very

nature of their existence.

There was one point upon which Trevanion had had

ioubts: that was whether they were really in such

danger from the proximity of this people as Munday
would have them believe.

But the aspect of this savage, who could now be con-

templated closely, and with perfect coolness, was fast
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resolving these doubts; for no one could have looked in

his face and noted the hideous expression there depicted
without a feeling of fear, not to say horror. If his tribal

standard were all like him and the tapuyo declared

that many of them were still uglier they must have

formed a community into which no sane man would

have intruded, except it had been upon the most positive

compulsion.
At the close of that conversation, in which Munday

had made exhibition of his knife, the .strange expression

upon the features of the captive savage, along with some

words to which he gave tongue, and which were trans-

lated by the tapuyo, convinced Trevanion that Munday
had spoken the truth, and that man-eating was a custom

of the Muras.

No wonder, then, that our adventurers took particular

pains to keep their captive along with them, since a sure

sequence of his escape would be that themselves would

furnish the materials of a feast upon the scaffolds of the

jMura village!

Had he been left to himself, Munday would have

taken still surer precautions against his getting off; and
it was only in obedience to the sternest commands of

Trevanion that he was withheld from acting up to the

old adage,
" Dead men tell no tales."

CHAPTER XCV.
THE CRY OF THE JAOUAE.

THE night came on without any incident of a nature to

alarm or annoy them ; but no sooner was the sun fairly

below the horizon than they became aware of a circum-

stance that caused them serious annoyance, if not

absolute alarm. They saw that a full round moon was

rising up in the sky, nearly opposite to the point where
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the sun had sat, and there was every indication that

they were to have a night of the most brilliant moon-

light. The Mundrucu, more than any of them, was

chagrined at this. More than any of them did he com-

prehend the importance of having a dark night for

carrying out his scheme, whatever it was; for he had not

yet revealed it even to the patron himself. In fact, he

had declared that a dark night was indispensable, or,

at all events, one very different from that which the

twilight promised them.

The original intention had been, as soon as night set

in, to get the deadwood once more into the open water,

and then, if the wind should be in their favour, to bend

the sail and glide off in any direction that would take

them away from the malocca. If there should be no

wind, they could use the paddles and creep round the

edge of the lagoa, going as far as might be in their

power before another sun should expose them to view.

It was doubtful whether they could have rowed the

deadwood a sufficient distance before daybreak that

is, beyond eyeshot of the savages ; but if not, they

could again seek concealment among the tree-tops, and

wait for the second rjight to continue their retreating

voyage.

This, their first intention, was likely to be defeated by

the clear shining of a tropical moon. As she rose

higher in the heavens, the lagoa became illumined by

the white effulgence ; and as there was not the slightest

ripple upon the water, any dark object passing along

its surface would have been seen almost as distinctly

as by day.

Even the little canoe could not have been carried

outside the selvedge of the trees without the danger of

being seen from afar much less the huge mass of the

monguba.
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Should that continue throughout the night, there

would be no chance for the deadwood to steal out unob-

served no alternative for that inert craft but to remain

*t its moorings.
That the entrance to the arcade and the tree-line out-

side could be seen from the malocca was a thing already

determined. The tapuyo had tested it during the day,

while making his repeated reconnaissances. Through
the foliage in front of the village he could see here and

there some portions of the scaffolding, with the toldos

erected upon them ; and its position was also determined

by the smokes rising from the different fires.

As soon as night had come on, he and the young
Paranese had made a reconnaissance in company, and

from the same place saw the reflection of the fires upon
the water-surface below, and the fires themselves gleam-

ing through the open spaces in the frontage. Of course

Miey who sate or stood around them would, or at all

events could, see them, should they attempt to go out

with the monguba.
This scheme, no longer seeming feasible, would have

to be abandoned ; and, in point of fact, was abandoned

for the time. It could only be resorted to in the event of

the sky becoming obscured, and the moon getting
"
put

out," as Munday termed it, either by clouds or a thick

fog.

Munday admitted that his plan might be put in prac-

tice without the interposition of either clouds or fog;

but that in this case it would be ten times more perilous,

as well as ten times more liable to failure. This was all

he would confess. He still persisted in keeping the

scheme to himself.

He expressed his determination, however, not to try

it until the last possible moment ; that is, unless the

moon should get "put out
"
sooner than was expected.
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In any case he did not intend to act until midnight
After that any time would do before the hour of earliest

daybreak.

Confiding in the craft of the old tapuyo, Trevanion

questioned him no further, but along with the rest

waited as patiently as possible for the development of

events.

The water-forest was once more ringing with its noc-

turnal chorus. Tree-toads and frogs were sending forth

their metallic monotonies ; cicadse and lizards were

uttering their sharp skerling notes, while birds of many
kinds, night-hawks in the air, strigidfe among the trees,

and water-fowl out upon the bosom of the lagoon were

all responding to one another each to the call of its

own kind.

From afar across the spray of the forest came lugu-
brious vociferations from the throats of a troop of howl-

ing monkeys (ateles) that had made their roost among
the branches of some tall, overtopping tree

; and once

what was something strange was heard a cry different

from all the rest, and on hearing which all the rest

suddenly sank into silence.

That was the cry of the jaguar tiger the tyrant of

the South American forest.

Munday recognized it on the instant of its utterance.

And so did the others : for they had heard it before

often before, while descending the Solimoes. As already

said, it sounded strange to their ears. It would have

been nothing strange to have heard it on the banks of

the mighty river, or any of its tributaries. But there in

the gapo in the midst of a submerged forest it was

not only strange, but significant, that scream of the

jaguar.
"

Surely," said Trevanion, on hearing it,
"'

surely wi
must be in the neighbourhood of land.''
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"
How, patron ?" replied the Mundrucu, to whom the

remark was more particularly addressed; "you mean
because we hear the voice of the jauarite."

"
Certainly. It could not be in the gapo in the

flooded forest living among the tree-tops ?
"

" It might and it might not. Sometimes the great

tiger gets overtaken by the inundation, and then, like

ourselves, has to take to the tree-tops. But, unlike us,

he can swim whenever he pleases, and his instinct soon

guides him to terra firma.
"
Besides, there are places in the gapo where the land

is above water tracts, of high ground that during the

vasante become islands. In these the jauarite delights to

dwell. No fear of his starving there, since he has his

victims enclosed as it were in a prison, all of them that

can't swim and he can all the more conveniently lay

his claws upon them whenever his hunger demands

satisfaction.
" No, no, patron," continued the tapuyo,

"
it don't

follow what you infer. The cry of that jauarite is EO

sign of dry land ; that is, no sure one. The beast may
be twenty miles from terrafirma"

While they were thus conversing, the cry of the jaguar
once more resounded among the tree -tops, and again
was succeeded by a spell of silence on the part of the

other inhabitants of the water-forest.

There was one exception, however ; one kind of crea-

tures not terrified into stillness by the voice of the great

cat, whose own voices, now heard in the interval o|

silence, attracted the attention of the listeners. Tbev

wore the Muras. Sent forth from the malocea, then

shouts came pealing across the water, and entered tha

ehadowy aisle where our adventurers were sitting in

concealment.

They were uttered in tones well calculated to cause
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fear ; and this was the first impression produced by
them.

Nothing in the gapo gave forth a harsher or Tnora

luguhrious chant not even their near kindred th

howling ape.

Munday, however, who had a thorough knowledge ol

the habits of his national enemies, interpreted their

tones in a different sense, and drew good augury from

them. He said that instead of grief they betokened joy.

Some bit of good luck had befallen them, such as the

capture of a cow-fish, a topia, or a half score of monkeys.
The sounds signified feasting and frolic. There was

nothing to denote that the sullen savage by their side

was missed from among them. Certainly he was not

mourned in the malocca.

The interpretation of the tapuyo guess or conjecture

though it may have been had a pleasant effect upon
the ears of his auditors, and for a while they felt

hopeful.
But the gloom soon came back at the sight of that

brilliant moon a sight that otherwise should have

cheered them as she flooded the forest with her silvery

light, till her rich rays, scintillating through the leafy

elianas, fell like sparks upon the sombre surface of the

water-arcade.

CHAPTER XCVI.

THE MOON PUT OUT.

MIDNIGHT came, and still the moon shone clear and

bright too clear and too bright for those who ;are

seated on the monguba.
Munday began to show symptoms of uneasiness, of

anxiety. Several times had he taken that short swim,
like an otter from its earth, or a beaver from its dome-

shaped dwelling, each time returning to his companions
upon the log, but with a Countenance that betrayed no

sign of his having been gratified by the excursion.

Uneasy as the others may have been, they forbore ta

question him. They were all satisfied that he knew
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what he was about, and would in due time tt
declare his

intentions."

About the sixth trip since night had set in he came

swimming back to the deadwood with a more pleased

expression upon his countenance than had hitherto

characterized it.

" You've seen something that gratifies you ?
"

said

Trevanion, interrogatively,
" or heard it, perhaps ?

"

" Seen it," was the laconic reply.
"What?"
" A cloud."

"A cloud There are few who would find gratifi-

cation in that. Only a farmer, I should think, in the

midst of a season of drought. Well ?
"

" Not much of a cloud, patron ; no bigger than the

spread skin of the cow-fish there; but it's in the east,

and therefore in the direction of Gran Para. That means
much."

" What difference can it make in what direction it

is?"
" Santos Dios, patron ! every difference. If from Gran

Para, 'tis up the great river. Up the great river means
rain perhaps thunder, lightning, a storm. A storm is

just what we want."
" I don't clearly comprehend you."
" No ! Surely, Patron, 'tis clear enough. We don't

want this clear sky. A storm will give us what we do
want."

"
Oh, now I see what you mean. Well ?

" I must go back to the mouth of the igarape, and
take another look at the sky. Have patience, patron,
and pray for me to return with good news."

So saying, the tapuyo once again slipped down into

the water, and swam towards the entrance of the arcade.

For a full half-hour was he absent, but long before his

return the news he was to bring back had been told by
signs that anticipated him. The moonbeams, hitherto

seen striking here and there through the thinner screen
of the foliage, had been growing dimmer and dimmer,
until they were no longer discernible, and uniform dark-

ness prevailed under the shadow of the trees.
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So dark had It become, that when tho swimmei rc

turned to the ceiba log those seated upon it were only
framed of his approach by a slight plashing in the

water, caused by the action of his arms.

Next moment he was in their midst.
" The time has come," said he,

<; for carrying out my
scheme. I have not been mistaken in what I saw.

The cloud, a little bit ago not bigger than the skin of

lhe juaroua, will soon cover the whole sky. The rags upon
its edge are already blinding the moon

;
and by the time

we can get under the scaffolds of the malocca it will be

dark enough for our purpose."
What! the scaffolds of the malocca! You intend

go ng there?
"

' That is the intention, patron."
Alone?"
No. I want one with me."
Who ?

"

One who can swim like a fish. Any other would be

of no use."

"My nephew Richard ?" said Trevanion, idly asking
the question, since he knew to whom alone this descrip-
tion could refer.

" The young Paranese," replied the tapuyo.
" But there is great danger, is there not?" suggested

Trevanion,
" in going

"

"In going there is," interrupted the tnpuyo ; "but
more in not going. If we succeed we shall all be safe,

and there's an end of it. If we don't we have to die,

and that's the other end of it, whatever we may do."

"But why not try our first plan? It's now dark

enough outside. Why can't we get off upon the raft?"
" Dark enough, as you say, patron. But you forget

that it is now near morning. We couldn't paddle this

log more than a mile before the sun would be shining

upon us, and then
"

"Dear uncle," interposed th^ young Paranese,
" don't

interfere with his plans. No doubt he knows what is

best to be done. If I am to risk my life, it is nothing
more than we're all doing now. Let Munday have his

way. No fear but we shall return safe. Do, dear uncle I

let him have his wr

ay."
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Trevanion could scarce do otherwise than yield to the

Intercession, which he did; and Munday, having ob
tained full consent to his undeclared scheme, hastened

to carry it into execution.

As he had already informed them, no preparation was
needed only his knife and a dark night. Both were

now upon him
;
the knife in his waist-strap, and the

dark night over his head. One other thing appeared

necessary to the accomplishment of his purpose the

canoe captured along with the savage. But it was already

prepared, lying handy alongside the log.

With a parting salute to all silent on the part of the

tapuyo, hut spoken by the young Paranese ; a hope of

speedy return ; an assurance of it whispered in the ear

of Rosita the canoe was shoved off, and soon glided
out into the open lagoa.

CHAPTER XCVIL
AN HOUR OF SUSPENSE.

HOWEVER perilous the enterprise upon which the \ wo
adventurers had started, it could not have been attended
with more anxiety than was felt by those left behind
them.

Scarce had the canoe with its living freight, at best

but dimly seen, faded out of sight, when Trevanion

repented of his rashness in permitting his nephew to

risk his life in a scheme so ill understood as that con-
ducted by the tapuyo.
He had no suspicion of the Indian's loyalty. It was

not that that now gave him regret only a certain com-

punction he felt for having so easily consented to expose
to a dread danger the life of his brother's son a life

entrusted to his care, and for which he should be held
answerable by that brother, should it be his fortune ever

to see him again.
But it was no use to indulge in these regrets. They

were now idle. The act which had caused thorn was

beyond recall. The canoe that carried young Richard
and the tapuyo was out of sight and beyond hearing. It

roust go on to its destination.
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What was that? Trevanion could not even conjecture.
He only knew that Munday had started for the malocca;
but his purpose in going there was as much a mystery
as though he had pretended to have gone on a voyage to

the moon.
Trevanion even felt angry with the tapuyo, now that

he was out of reach ; angry with him for having concealed

from him the plan of his enterprise and the extent of

the danger to he encountered in carrying it into exe-

cution. It was no use chafing now. His assent had
been given : it could not be recalled. There was no
alternative but to await the return of the tapuyo, or

that time that would tell he was never more to return.

It had been fixed by the Indian himself, in a whis-

pered speech as he pushed off the canoe whispered
into the ear of Trevanion. It was this :

"
A. word, patron ! If we're not back before daylight,

stay where you are till to-morrow night. Then, it it be

dark, do as we proposed for to-night. Steal out and

away. But don't fear of our failing. I only say that for

the worst. The Mundrucu has no fear. Pa terra ! in

an hour's time we shall be back, bringing with us that

we're in need of someihing that will carry us clear o/

our enemies, clear of the gapo."
With these words, full of ambiguous meaning, had

the tapuyo taken his departure.

They remained seated on the log. There was nothing
else for them to do except converse. This they did,

the subject of their discourse being the singular conduct

of the tapuyo in going off without telling them for what

purpose. Each had his own conjecture about it, though
all acknowledged it to be a puzzle past comprehension.
The surmise of Tipperary Tom was sufficiently ori-

ginal.
" I wondher now," said he,

"
if the ould chap manes to

sit foire to their town ? Troth, it's loike enough that's

what he's gone afther. Masther Dick sayed it was ericted

upon scaffolds wid bames ov wood an' huts upon thiin

that looked loike the laves ov threes or dry grass.
Shure thim wud blaze up loike tindher, an' create

moighty conflagreyshin."
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The opinion of Tom's auditory did not altogether
coincide with his conjectures. To set the malocca on

fire, even ',f such a thing were possible, could do no

good to their own cause, but rather the contrary.
The inhabitants would be in no danger from a con-

flagration. They would only have to leap into the

flood to save themselves from the fire ; and as they could

all swim like water rats they would soon recover a foot-

ing among the trees. Besides, they had their great rafts

and canoes, that would enable them to go where they
wanted. What damage could be done to them by
burning down their miserable village, even if a tribal

vendetta was inspiring the Mundrucu to such a deed?

They could soon erect other scaffolds, and construct

other huts upon them. Moreover, as Munday and
Kichard had informed them, the scaffolds of the malocca
were placed apart, there being a score of yards or so

between each two of them. The flames of one would
not communicate with the other through the green

foliage of that humid forest. To fire the whole village
with any chance of success, it would be necessary to

have an incendiary under each scaffold, all simultaneously
applying the torch.

The idea was absurd. And worse, it would be a dan-

gerous device, even admitting its possibility. Instead

of enabling them to escape, it would only draw the

enemy u-pon them ; as the whole malocca would be im-

mediately aroused, and could not fail to discover the in-

cendiaries in the act. It could not be for that purpose
the tapuyo had gone forth. While engaged in dis-

cussing the point, they who took part in the debate had

got so engrossed by it as to become neglectful of a duty
enjoined upon them by the parting words of the tapuyo;
that was, to keep a strict watch over the captive. It was

Tipperary Tom and the Mozambique who had been

charged with this guardianship.
Both, however, confident that it was impossible for

the savage to untie himself, had taken little pains to per-
form the part assigned to them, only glancing now and
then to see that he was there, his bronze-coloured body
being scarcely visible in the obscurity.
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As it grow darker around them, in consequence of the

moon getting more under the clouds, it was at length

impossible for them to distinguish the captive from the

brown surface of the eeiba, unless by stooping down
over him and placing their eyes close to his body. This

both Tom and Mozey neglected to do.

They did not think it necessary to take the trouble,

feeling assured that he could not unfasten himself, either

by separating his hands from his feet, or both from the

ifgature that bound him to the buttress of the leg.

Little dreamt they of the sort of creature they were

dealing with, who, in the capacity of releasing himself,

could have claimed rivalry with the most accomplished

professors of the rope-trick !

As soon as he saw that the eyes of his sentinels were

no longer upon him he wriggled himself out of the sipos

with as much ease as if he had been an eel; and sliding

gently from the log, he let himself down into the water,

and swam off among the tree-tops.
His departure was altogether unobserved by those

upon the deadwood. The darkness hindered them
from perceiving the movement, and the slight plash in

the water, as the savage dropped in and struck off, was

unheard amidst the harsh continuous strepetation of

the cicadas.

It was a full half-hour after his departure before either

of the sentinels thought of giving any attention to the

state of their prisoner. When they did so it was to find

him gone, and the coils of tree-rope lying loosely upon
the log !

With simultaneous exclamations of alarm, they turned

towards Trevanion, and then all looked in the direction

of the lagca, thinking they might see a swimmer going
out.

Instead of that they saw, through the dim light, what

appeared to be a fleet of canoes, with men in them

violently wielding their paddles, and directing their craftt

right into the arcade J
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CHAPTER XGVIII.
SCUTTLING THE CANOES.

WE must leave them to their alarm, while we go to

discern the cause of it.

The Mundrucu and his young companion having

paddled their craft out of the little creek, turned its head
towards the Mura village. They had no difficulty in

guiding themselves in the right direction. Though the

fires were no longer blazing so brightly as at an earlier

hour of the night, there was still a red glow seen here

and there, that told the position of the scaffolds. Any
one of these would have served for a beacon to direct

their course.

But they needed no such pilotage. The border of the

forest was their guide, and along this they went, taking
care to keep close in under the shadow of the over-

hanging branches. It wasdark en ough out upon the

open water to hinder them from being observed ; but
the Mundrucu was accustomed to act with extreme cir-

cumspection in truth it was a trait of his character

and now more than ever, since the mistake we have

recorded, did he yield obedience to the instinct.

Keeping under the shadows of the trees was making
assurance doubly sure ; but he did not deem it super-
fluous. .

As the malocca w>* but a short distance from the

forest border, the tree line would bring them close to iU
water frontage. Beyond that he could trust to the

guidance of the surrounding fires.

Less than half an hour's use of the paddle, the blade

all the while dipped gently in the water, brought them
within a hundred yards of the outskirts of the village.

Although the expedition was not to end here, it was
not their design to take the canoe any farther.

I have said their design, for by this the young Para
nese had been made acquainted with his companion's
purpose every detail of it.

The chief reason why Munday had not disclosed it to

Trevanion was, that the patron, deeming it too danger-
ous, might put a veto upon its execution.
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As soon, therefore, as they had got the canoe fairly

out of the arcade, Munday had communicated his inten-

tions to his young coadjutor.
What these were will be learned by a relation of the

mode in which they were carried out.

Tying the canoe to a tree in such a way that they
could easily detach it again, the two slipped over the

gunwale, and laid themselves silently along the water.

Each was provided with a swimming belt of sapucaya
shells, for the task they had undertaken might require
them to remain a good while afloat ; and, moreover, it

would be necessary for them now and then to remain

poised in one place without making any noise by
striking the water to sustain themselves. Furthermore,

they would need at times to have both arms free for u

different purpose.
Thus accoutred, and Munday armed with his knife,

they swam under the scaffolds.

They were careful not to cause the slightest commo-
tion either with the stroke of their hands or the move-
ment of their bodies ; careful, too, to keep out of the

narrow belts of light that fell slantingly from the fires

above. These were becoming fewer and fast fading, as

the fires themselves, one after another, went out.

It appeared certain that the whole village was asleep.
No human form was seen, no human voice heard ; no

sign of human beings, save the scaffolding that had been

Donstructed by them, and the half score of embarcations

in the water underneath, moored to the trunks of the

supporting trees.

It was to these embarcations that the Muridrucu was

directing himself and his coadjutor. Though his eyes
were everywhere, his mind was fixed upon them.

There were, in all, about half a score of them, six

being igarites, or canoes, rudely constructed, of tree

bark, similar in shape and fashion to that they had just

parted from; but three of them of larger size, each

capable of containing about eight men. The others

were large rafts or punts of rude fabrication, each big

enough to support a toldos hut with a whole family and

a number of friends to boot.
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Only to the canoes did the tapuyo direct his attention ;

as on swimming past the punts he did not even stay to

regard them. To all the igarites, however, except one
and it the largest he was seen to pay a visit ;

stopping a considerable time alongside each, but lying
so low in the water that only his head could have been
seen above the surface, and even that could not be seen

through the treble darkness of the night, the scaffolds,

and the tree-tops. It was only visible to his companion,
whose face was all the while within three feet of his

own, and whose hands were employed in assisting him
with his subtle task. What was this task, so silent and

mysterious? From mere observation it would have
taken something more than a superficial observer to

have discovered. Whatever it was, the operations re-

lating to it were carried on, not superficially, but under
the water.

The effect produced may guide to a knowledge of its

nature. In each of the five canoes to which the swim-
mers had paid their silent visit, and just after their

departure from it, could have been heard a gurgling
sound, as of water gushing up through a hole in the

bottom.
It was heard, but only by him who had made the

hole, and the companion who had held the craft in its

place while the knife-blade was accomplishing its pur-

pose. To its sharp point the soft tree-bark had yielded,
and in ten minutes' time the five canoes, one after

another, were scuttled, and, if left to themselves, in a fair

way of going to the bottom.
But they were not left to themselves. They would

have been, but for the negligence of Tipperary Tom and
the sable Mozambique.

Just as the scuttlers had concluded their part of the

task, and were about to climb into the sixth canoe, that

had been left seaworthy, a dark form, that might have
been taken for some demon of the flood, was seen to rise

out of the water, and stand dripping upon one of the

rafts.

It stood only for a second or two just long enough
io draw breath and then laying hold of a knotted eliaiia
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that formed a sort of stair, it climbed to the scaffolding
above.

Dim as was the light, the Mundrucu recognized the

dripping climber as the captive Mura whom he had left

on the log.
" Santos Dios !

"
he muttered, in a hoarse whisper,

"
'tis the Mara. They've let him escape, and now we're

discovered. Quick, young master. Into the igarite.

All right ; there are two paddles ; you take one, I the

other. There's not a moment to be lost. In ten

minutes more we should have been safe
;
but now see !

they are filling fast. Good! If he gives us but ten
minutes before raising the alarm Ha! there it is.

Off! off!"

While the tapuyo was speaking, still in a muttered

undertone, a wild yell was heard upon the scaffolding
above. It was a signal sent forth by the returned

captive to warn his slumbering nation not that their

navy was being scattered in its very dock by an unknown
enemy for he had neither seen the scuttlers nor sus-

pected what had been going on
;
but simply to tell his

tribe of the adventure that had befallen himself, and
conduct them in all haste to the spot where he had

parted from his detested but careless captors. He had
seen the two of them go off in the igarite, imprudently
appropriating his own vessel before his face. Where
could they have gone, but to make a nocturnal recon-

naissance of the maloc-ca ?

It was for this reason he had himself approached it so

stealthily, not raising any note of alarm until he felt

safe upon the scaffolding of his own habitation. Then
did he send forth that horrid haloo-loo.

Scarce had its echoes ceased to reverberate through
the water-ways of the village, when it was answered by
& hundred voices, all shouting in a similar strain, all

giving a response to the tribal cry of alarm.

Men could be heard springing from their hammocks,
*nd dropping down upon the platforms, the timbers of

which creaked under the quick, resonant footsteps.
In the dim light, some were seen hastily snatching up

bows, and preparing to descend to their canoes
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kittle suspecting that they would find them scuttled and

already half swamped.
It is unnecessary to add that the scuttlers did not

stay to assure themselves of their scheme having
succeeded.

As Munday had said, there was not a moment to he

lost; and, acting up to his words, he did not permit one
to be lost.

In the large igarite, propelled by the two paddles, he
nnd his coadjutor stole off among the trees, and were

goon out upon the lagoa, pulling as fast as their strength
and skill would permit them in the direction of the

creek.

CHAPTER XCIX.
TIJE LOO LEFT BEHIND.

THE escape of their captive had caused the keenes'

apprehensions to the people upon the raft, which were

naturally intensified at the sight of the canoe entering
the arcade.

By the simplest of reasoning they had leaped to the

quick conclusion that the latter was but the sequence of

the former. The Mura had swum back to his maloeca.

They knew he could easily do it. He had warned his

kindred, and it was they who now manned the igarite
that was making approach !

It was only the first of a whole fleet. No doubt there

were a score of others coming on behind, each contain-

ing its complement of cannibals.

The manatee-hunter had got back to his village in

time to tell of the two who had gone there in his own
canoe.

These, unaware of his escape, had, in all probability,
been surprised and taken prisoners.

Shouts had been heard from the village just before

the man was missed.

It Nvas this, in fact, that had caused them to think of

their prisoner.
On finding that he had given them the slip, they in-

terpreted these shouts in two w^ys. They were ejthaf
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salutations of welcome to the returned captive, or cries

of triumph over the death or capture of the tapuyo and
his companion.
More likely the latter. So thought they upon fae log ;

and the thought was strengthened by the appearance of

the big canoe at the entrance of the'arcade.

Its crew were Mura savages, guided to their place of

concealment by him who had stolen away !

These conjectures, varied though they were, occup* d
no sensible period of time. They passed through th ir

minds with the rapidity of thought itself; for scarce ten
seconds had elapsed from the time of their sighting the

canoe until it was close up to the ceiba.

Then, to their great joy, they saw they had been rea-

soning wrongly at least so far as concerned the tapuyo
and his companion. It was they who were in the

igarite !

They were alone. The two forms had been magnified
into ten, partly through the deception of the dim light,
and partly that they had been springing from side to

side while paddling the canoe and steering it into the

creek.

As they drew near, the others could see that they
were in a state of the wildest excitement, working with
all their strength, and gazing anxiously behind them.

"
Quick, uncle !

"
cried Richard, as the igarite struck

against the deadwood. "Quick! all of you get aboard
here."

" Pa terra !
" added the tapuyo,

" Do as he tells you.

By letting your prisoner get off you've spoiled my plans.
There's no time to talk now. Into the igarite ! If the

others are still afloat, then then Haste, patron f

Everybody into the igarite !

"

As the Indian gave these directions, he himself sprang
on to the log; and tearing down the skin sail, he flung
it into the canoe. After it he pitched several pieces of

the cow-fish charqui, and then descended himself.

By this time all the others had forsaken the ceiba, and
taken their seats in the canoe, Richard having caught
little Rosa in his arms as she sprang down.

There was not a moment of delay. The two oaddles
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belonging to the igarite were grasped, one by Munday
himself, the other by the negro, who was the next best

rower ; while the two bladed oars made with the bones
of the cow-fish were in the hands of Trevanion and his

nephew.
There were thus four available oars to the craft, thai

promised a fair degree of speed.
With a last look at the log, that had carried them

safely, though slowly a look that under other circum-

stances might have been given with regret they parted
from it, and commenced paddling towards the open
water

In a score of seconds they had cleared the craft from
the branches of the trees, and were out upon the bosom
of the lagoa.

44 In what direction ?
"

inquired Trevanion, as for a

moment their strokes were suspended.
41

Stay a minute, patron," replied the tapuyo, as he
stood up in the igarite and gazed over the water in the

direction of the Mura village.
4< Before starting, it's as

well to know whether they are able to follow us. If not,
it's no use killing ourselves by hard work."

* 4 You think there's a chance they might not come
After us?"

44 A chance ? yes. It would have been a certainty if

you had not let the ape loose. We should now have
been as safe from pursuit as if a hundred leagues lay
between us and them. As it is, I have my fears ; there

was not time for them to go down not all of them
The small ones may, but the big igarite it would be
still afloat ; they could bail out, and caulk up again
After all, it won't carry the whole tribe, and there's

something in that there's something in that."

While the tapuyo thus talked, he was standing with
his head craned out beyond the edge of the igarite,

scanning the water-surface in the direction of the Mora
village.

His final words were but the involuntary utterance of

what was passing in his mind, and not addressed to his

companions. Richard alone knew the meaning, for as

yet the others had received no explanation of what
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had passed under the scaffolds. There was no tima
to give a detailed account of that. It would be soon

enough when the igarite was fairly on its way, and

they became assured of their safety.
No one pressed for an explanation. All, even Treva-

Fiion himself, felt humiliated by the thought that they
had neglected their duty, and the knowledge that but
for that very neglect the danger that threatened them
would have been now at an end.

The guilty individuals were Tipperary Tom and the

negro ;
for more especially to them had the keeping of

the captive been entrusted; but Trevanion himself,
and even Ralph, felt that they were not innocent of a

share in the responsibility.

Except what the tapuyo had already said, not a word
was mentioned of the matter. It was not the time
for reproaches. All felt that they deserved them ; and
under this humiliation they remained silent, disposed to

obey with ready alacrity whatever orders the Indian

should see fit to give them.
For only a few minutes did the tapuyo stand scanning

the surface. The dawn was already beginning to appear

along the eastern horizon ; and although it was far from

being daylight, it was no longer the deep darkness that

but a short while before shrouded the water. Out on
the lagoa, at any point within the circumference of a

mile, a large object, such as a canoe, could have been
seen. There was none in sight.

This looked well. Perfect stillness reigned around
the Mura village. There was not a voice to be heard
at least no human voice where but the moment before

there had been shouting and loud talking, both men and
women taking part in what appeared to be a confused
conversation. The fires, too, were out, or .at all events no

longer visible from the lagoa.

Munday made the remark that the silence- augured ill.

"Why?" asked Trevanion, who wras disposed to

think otherwise.
*' 'Tis very simple, patron. I fear they are too busy

to be making a noise. Their keeping quiet argues that

ihey have the meins, as well as the intention, to COIESI
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after us. If they had not, you would hear their howlg
of disappointment. Yes ; we may he sure of it. They're

emptying their canoes, such as may still be above

water."
"
Emptying their canoes ! what mean you by that ?

"

Wimdrty at length condescended to explain the nature

of his late expedition, now that its failure could no longer
be charged upon himself. A few words sufficed to make
the whole thing understood ; the others upon hearing it

admiring the bold ingenuity of the plan as strongly as

they regretted having given cause for its being frus-

trated.

Though no pursuers had as yet appeared, that was no
reason why they should stay an instant longer by the

entrance to the arcade. Nor an instant longer did they

stay ; but once more handling the paddles, they put tli3

great igarite to its best speed.

CHAPTER 0.

TUB ENEMY IN SIGHT.

THERE was no debating the question as to the course

they should take. This was traced out to them by the
direction in which lay the malocoa. Any direction but

that; and the one most opposite was that which was
chosen.

In other words, they struck out for the open water,
almost in the same track by which they had come from
the other side while navigating the tree-trunk.

Trevanion had suggested keeping
" in shore " and

under the shadow of the tree-tops. It might hinder
them from being seen.

" No use," said the tapuyo ;

" in ten minutes more
there will be light over the water. We'll be seen all the

same, and by following the line of the forest we should

give our pursuers the advantage : they, by keeping
straight across, would easily overtake us. The trees g?
round in a circle, don't you see?

"

True," replied Trevanion ;

" I did not think of that,

It is to be hoped we shall not have pursuers."
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" If we have, they will soon come up with ua.
H

11 Ah ! why do you say that ?
"

" More paddles, patron ; better skilled in the use >f

them ; if they come after us at all they will be sure to

overtake us."
" Then we shall be captured perhaps destroyed?"
This was spoken in a whisper in the ear cf the tapuyo.
" It don't follow one or the other. If it did I

shouldn't have much hope in handling this bit of a stick.

We may be pursued, overtaken, and still get off in the

end. They may not like close quarters, any more than
we."

" You think they might not come near us ?
"

"
Depends on how many of their vessels are gone to

the bottom, and how many are still afloat. If more than
half that were scuttled have sunk, we may dread their

arrows more than their oars. If more than half are

above water, we shall be in more danger from their

speed."

Notwithstanding the enigmatical character of the

tapuyo's speeches, Trevanion, as well as the others, were
able to understand them. He simply meant that if the

enemy were left without a sufficient number of canoes

to pursue them in large force, they would not think of

boarding, but would keep at a distance, using their

arrows in the attack.

It was by no means a pleasant prospect; still it was

pleasanter than the thought of coming to close quarters
with a crowd of cannibal savages, and being either

hacked to pieces with their knives, clubbed to death

with their macanos, or dragged overboard and drowned
in the lagoa.

" In five minutes more," continued the tapuyo,
" we

shall know the best or the worst."
" Why in five minutes, Munday ?"
"
By that time, patron, it will be light enough to see

In under the trees yonder. By that time, if they have a

single igarite above water she'll be baled out. By that

time they should be after us. If we don't see them in

live minutes, we need never look for them again."
So confidently spoke the tapuyo that all eyes t
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towards the malocca, and remained fixed upon the dark

line that stretched along under the shadow of the trees

A minute another a third elapsed, and still n

appearance of pursuers or pursuit. Slower still seemed
the fourth, though it, too, passed, and no movement on
the water. Every heart heat with hope that the speci-
fied period would transpire without any change. But
alas ! it was not to be so. Ere the time was up, the

black line was broken by the bow of a canoe, and in an
instant after the craft itself was seen gliding out from
under the shadow of the trees.

The tapuyo's prediction was fulfilled.
" The big igarite !

" he exclaimed, addressing himself

to his coadjutor in the scuttling expedition.
*' Just whaf

I had fears of ; I doubted its going down in time

Eight in it ! Well, that's nothing, if the others have
sunk."
"But stay a moment," returned Richard ;

" see yon
der ! Another coming out, farther down to the right !

"

" That's the cockle-shell we took from the harpooner.
There are two in it, which is all it will hold. Only
ten as yet. Good ; if that's their whole strength we
needn't fear their coming to close quarters. Good !

"

" I can make out no more," said the young Paranese,
who had suspended paddling to get a better view of the

pursuers.
" I think there are no more."

" Just my thoughts," rejoined the tapuyo :
" I had that

idea all along. 1 was good as sure the small craft had

gone down. You remember we heard a splashing before

we got well off it was caused by the sinking of the

igarites. Our hope is, that only the big one has kept
afloat. As yet I see no others."

" Nor I," added Richard. '
No, there are but the

two."
" Thank Heaven for that !

"
exclaimed Trevanion.

" There will be but ten against us. Though we are not

equal in numbers, surely we should be a match for such

puny savages as these. Oh, that we only had arms !

"

As he said this, the ex-miner looked into the bottom
of the canoe to see what there was available in the way
of weapons. There was the pashiuba spear, which Mun-

B B
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day bad pitched in along with the strips of charqui ; and
there was another weapon equally effective in hands
skilled in its use. It was a sort of barbed javelin or har-

poon the one with which the manatee hunterhad struck

the juaroua. During the day, while doing nothing else

the Mundrucu had amused himself by completing the

conquest of the peixe-boi, which he found, by the line

and float, had got entangled among the tree-tops. Its

carcass had been left where it was killed, for it was the

weapon only which was coveted by the tapuyo.
In addition to these, there were the paddles those

manufactured from the shoulder blades of the cow-fish

looking like weapons that it would be awkward to

have come in contact with one's skull in a hostile en-

counter.

Last, and not least to be depended upon, there was
the tapuyo's own knife, in the use of which he had

already given proofs of his skill.

In a hand to hand contest with ten savages armed as

these might be, there was not so much to be dreaded.

But Munday assured them that there would be no

danger of a close fight. There were no more canoes in

sight. Twenty minutes had now elapsed since the two

had shot out from the trees, and if there had been others

they would long since have declared themselves. Arrows
or javelins were the only weapons they would have to

dread ; and with these they would most certainly be

assailed.
"
They'll be sure to overtake us," said he :

" there are

six of them at the paddles ; and it's easy to see that

they're already gaining ground. That's no reason why
we should wait till they come up. When the fight does

take place, the farther we're away from their village the

better for us ; as who knows but they may fish up some
of their swamped canoes, and come at us with a reserve

force ? To the paddles, then, and pull for our lives !

"

It needed no further talk to stir the crew of the igarite

to action. They who wielded the paddles exerted them-

selves to their utmost, while the others could do nothing
but sit stil) n.tid anxiously contemplate the chass
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CHAPTER CI.

THE CHASE.

ON gwept the igarite containing the crew of our adven-

turers : on came its kindred craft, manned with savage
men, with the little canoe of the harpooner close following,
like a tender in the wake of a huge man-of-war. They
were not long in doubt as to what would be the upshot of

the chase. It had not continued half an hour before it

became clear, to pursuers as well as pursued, that the

distance between the two large igarites was gradually

growing less. Gradually, but not rapidly; for although
there were six paddles plying along the sides of the pur-
suers, and only four oa the pursued, the rate of speed
was not so very unequal.
The eight full-grown savages, no doubt the picked

men of their tribe, were more than a fair complement for

their craft, that lay with gunwales low down in the water.

In size she was somewhat less than that which carried

our adventurers ; and this, along with the heavier freight,
was against her. For all this, she was gaining ground,

gradually and slowly, but sufficiently fast to make the

lessening of the distance perceptible to both parties.
On the part of the pursued the chase was conducted

in perfect silence, and with a demeanour that might have
been taken for decorum. They had no spirit to be noisy.

They could not help feeling apprehensive. They knew
that the moment the enemy got within arrow reach of

them they would be in danger of death. Well might
such a thought account for their silence.

Not so with their savage pursuers. These could be in

no danger, unless by their own flection. They had the

advantage of being provided with projectile weapons,
and could carry on war in perfect security to themselves.

It would not be necessary for them to risk an encounter
a Vanne olanche, so long as their arrows lasted ; antf

with this understanding they could have no fear ot

entering into the fight.

Daring where there was no danger, and noiay
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there was no occasion, they pressed on in the pursuit,
their wild yells sent pealing across the water to strike

terror into the hearts of the enemy.
On the part of our adventurers there was no craven

fear, not a thought of surrender not an idea of submit-

ting to be taken captives. By the most solemn assevera-

tions the tapuyo had assured them that it would be of

no use, and they need expect no mercy from the Muras.
He had said so from the first; but now, after having taken
one of their number captive and treated him with con-

tempt after scuttling their fleet of igarites their natural

instinct of cruelty would be intensified by a thirst for

revenge, and no quarter need be looked for by any one
who might fall into their hands.

Remembering the hideous creature who had escaped,

seeing him again in his canoe as the pursuers came
within distinguishing distance, with nine of his com-
rades quite as hideous as himself, and some of them in

appearance far more formidable, the statement of the

tapuyo did not fail to have an effect.

The crew of the chased igarite gave up all thought of

surrender, each declaring his determination to fight to

the death.

Such was their mood when the savages arrived within

bowshot of their " binnacle."

The first act of hostility was a flight of arrows, which
fell short of the mark.

Seeing that the distance was too great for them to do

any havoc, the six who had been propelling the igarite

dropped their bows, and once more took to their paddles.
The other two, however, with the spare man in the

little canoe, were free to carry on their sagittary assaults ;

and all three continued to twang their bows, sending
shaft after shaft towards the chased igarite.

But one of the three appeared to have much the

greater skill in his aim, or strength in his arm. The
arrows of the other two either fell short or wide of the

object aimed at, while his came plump into the igarite.

lie had already sent three ; the first passing through
the broad-spread auricle of the negro no mean mark ;

the second scratching up the skin upon the cheek of
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Tipperary Tom, while the third, fired aloft into the air,

dropped down upon the skin of the peixe-boi that shel-

tered little Rosa in the bottom of the boat, penetrating
the thick, tough hide, and almost impaling the pretty
creature underneath it.

This dangerous marksman was identified. He was
the spare man in the " tender

"
the hero of the harpoon

the captive who had given them the slip.

Whether out of retaliation for the rough treatment
he had received, or whether he was a crack shot among
his tribe, certain it is, that he took more pains with his

aim, and put more strength into his pull, than any of

his competitors.
His fourth arrow was looked for with fearful apprehen-

sion. It came whistling across the water. It passed
through the arm of his greatest enemy, the man he
most desired it to pierce, the Mundrucu !

The tapuyo started up from his stooping attitude, at

the same time dropping his paddle not upon the water,
but into the igarite.
The arrow was only through his flesh. It did nothing

to disable him, and he had surrendered the oar with an
exclamation that spoke of anger more than pain.
The shaft was still sticking in his arm, the left. With

the right he pulled it out, drawing the feather through
the wound, and then flung it away.

In another instant he had taken up the harpoon, with
the long cord still attached to it, and which he had

already secured to the stern of the igarite. In still

another he was seen standing near the stern, balancing
the weapon for a throw.

One more instant transpired, and the barbed javelin
was heard passing with a crash through the ribs of the

savage archer !

" Pull on ! pull on !

"
cried he who had cast the harpoon ;

and the three paddlers responded to the cry, while the

pursuing savages, astounded by what they had seen,

involuntarily suspended their stroke.

The paddler of the little canoe was no exception ; and
the craft suddenly coming to a stop, the harpooner, im-

upon the barbed weapon, was jerked into the
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water and towed off after the igarite, like one of his own
floats in the wake of a cow-fish !

A wild cry was sent forth from the ear.oe of the

savages.
Nor was it unanswered from the igarite containing

the crew of civilized men. The negro could not re-

strain his exultation ;
while Tipperary Tom, who had

nothing else to do, sprang to his feet, tossed his arms
into the air, and gave tongue to the true Donnybrook

Challenge.
For a time the pursuers did nothing. Their paddles

were in hands that appeared to have become suddenly
paralyzed. Astonishment held them stiff as statues !

Stirred at length by the instinct of revenge, they were
about to pull on. Some had plunged their oar-blades

into the water, when once more the stroke was sus-

pended.
They perceived that they were near enough to the

retreating foe. Nearer, and their lives would be in

danger. The dead body of their comrade had been

hauled up to the stern of the great igarite. The harpoon
had been recovered, and was once more in the hands o/

him who had hurled it with such fatal effect.

Dropping their bladed sticks, they again betook them
to their bows.

A shower of arrows came around the igarite, but none
fell with fatal effect The body of their best archer had

gone to the bottom of the gapo. Another flight fell

short ; and the savage bowmen saw the necessity of

returning to their paddles.

Failing to do so, they would soon be distanced in the

chase. This time they rowed nearer, disregarding the

dangerous range of that ponderous projectile to which

their comrade had succumbed. Eage, revenge, now
rendered them reckless ; and once more dropping the

innocent implements, they seized upon their weapons of

offence.

They were now less than twenty yards from tho

igarite. They were already adjusting the arrows to their

bowstrings. A flight of nine going all together could

not fail to bring do-wn one or more of the enemy.
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For the first time our adventurers were filled with fear.

The bravest could not have been otherwise. They had
no defence nothing to shield them from the threaten-

ing shower. One, two, three all of them might be

pierced by the barbed shafts, already raised into the air

and pointing towards the igarite. Each believed that in

another moment there might be an arrow through hia

heart.

Jt was a moment of terrible suspense, though it

ended very differently from what had been expected,
our adventurers being astounded by its termination.

They saw the savages suddenly drop their bows, some
after sending a careless shot, with a vacillating, pusil-
lanimous aim, and others without shooting at all !

They saw them with their faces all turned away, and

looking down into the bottom of their embarcation, as if

there, and not elsewhere, was to be seen their most

dangerous enemy !

Without difficulty the tapuyo interpreted this change
of tactics. With equal ease was it clear to his scuttling

companion. The hole cut by the knife was reopened
The caulking, careless from the haste in which it had
been done, had come away. The canoe containing the

pursuers was in danger of being swamped !

In danger of being swamped? It was swamped ; and
in less than a score of seconds after the leak had been
discovered!

In twenty seconds after the last flight of arrows were

loosely delivered, there was but one large canoe upon
the lagoa, and one small one the latter surrounded by
eight dark rotund objects, resembling human heads,
each spurting and blowing, as if a small school of por-

poises was at play upon the spot !

Our adventurers had nothing further to fear from

pursuit by the savages. These would have enough to do
to save their own lives ; for the swim that was before

them ere they could recover footing upon the scaffolds

of the malocca would tax their natatory powers to the

utmost extent.

How the castaways meant to dispose of themselves
was known to the crew of the igarite before the latter
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had been paddled out of sight. One or two of them
were observed clinging to the little canoe, and at length

getting into it. These, weak swimmers, no doubt, were
left iii possession of the craft; while the others, knowing
that it could not carry them all, were seen to turn round
and swim off towards the malocca

;
like a flock of rats

escaping from a scuttled ship.
In twenty minutes' time both they and the fishing

canoe were out of sight, and the great igarite that carried

Trevanion and his fortunes was alone upon the lagoa.

CHAPTER OIL
CONCLUSION.

ANOTHER volume might be filled with the various inci-

dents and adventures that befel the ex miner and his

people before they arrived at Gran Para for at Grar
Para did they at length arrive. But as these bore a

certain resemblance to those already detailed, the reader

is spared the relation of them.
A word only as to how they got out of the gipo.
Provided with the Indian igarite, which, though a rude

kind of craft, was a great improvement upon the dead-

wood; provided also with four tolerable paddles, and
the skin of the cow-fish for a sail, they felt secure of

being able to navigate the flooded forest in any direction

where open water might be found.

Their first thought was to get out of the lagoa. So

long as they remained within the boundaries of that

piece of open water, so long would their solicitude be
keen and continuous. The savages might again come in

search of them. Prompted by their cannibal instincts,
or by revenge for the loss of one of their tribe, they
would be almost certain to do so. It might not be in

an hour or a day. The total destruction of their

"fleet" might cause delay. But then there might ba
another malocca belonging to a kindred tribe another
fleet of igarites not far off; and this might be made
available.

With these probabilities in view, our adventurers gave
their whole attention to getting clear of the lagoa.
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Was it land-locked, or rather "tree-locked," hemmed
in on all sides by the flooded forest? This was a

question that no one could answer, though it was the

one that was of first and greatest importance.
To return to that side from which they had drifted on

the deadwood would be to make a voyage in vain. They
knew that it was obstructed for miles, since for miles

they had skirted it upon their swimming-belts.
This was the direction in which they had been led

when chased by the savages.
After the termination of the chase, however, or as soon

as they believed themselves out of sight, not only of

their foiled foemen but their friends at the malocca,

they changed their course, steering the igarite almost at

right angles to the line of the abandoned pursuit.

By chance, not guidance unless it was by the hand of

God they steered in the right direction.

As soon as they came within sight of the trees they
perceived a wide water-way opening out of the lagoa, ani

running with a clear line to the horizon beyond.
Through this they directed the igarite, and, favoured

by a breeze blowing right upon their stern, they rigged

up their rude sail. With this to assist their paddling,

they made good speed, and had soon left the lagoa manj
miles behind them.

They saw no more of the Muras.
But though safe, as they supposed themselves, from

pursuit, and no longer uneasy about the ape-like Indians,

they were still very far from being delivered. Thej
were yet in the gapo that wilderness of water forests-

yet exposed to its thousands of dangers.

They now found themselves in a labyrinth of what

appeared to be lakes with land around them, and
islands scattered over their surface, communicating with
each other by canals or straits, all bordered with an

umbrageous forest. But they knew there was no land

nothing but tree-tops laced together with eliaiias, and

supporting heavy masses of parasitical plants. It was
the gapo. They had now become accustomed to its

features, and knew them but too well.

For days they wandered through its wild solitudes,
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here crossing a stretch of open water, there exploring
some wide canal or narrow igarape, perhaps to find it

terminating in a cul-de-sac, or bolson as the Spaniards
term it, hemmed in on all sides by an impenetrable
thicket of tree-tops.

In such cases there was no alternative but to paddle
back again, or abandon the igarite and take to the

trees.

The latter course they were not likely to adopt. They
had had enough of that.

Sometimes these false
"
thoroughfares

" would lure

them on for miles, and several hours on one occasion

a whole day would be spent in fruitless navigation.
It was a true wilderness through which they were

wandering ; but, fortunately for them, it had a character

different from that of a desert. So far from this, it more
resembled a grand garden, or orchard, laid for a time

under inundation.

Many kinds of fruits were met with strange kinds

that had never been seen by them before ; and upon
some of these they subsisted. The Mundrucu alone

knew them could tell which were to be eaten and
which avoided. Birds, too, came in their way, all eaten

by the Indians, as also various species of arboreal quad-

rupeds and quadrumana. The killing end capturing of

these, with the gathering of nuts and fruits to supply
their simple larder, afforded them frequent opportunities
of amusement, that did much to beguile the tedious-

ness of their trackless straying. Otherwise it would

have been insupportable; otherwise they would have

starved.

None of them afterwards was ever able to tell how

long this "
gipsy

"
life continued how long they were

AFLOAT IN THE FOREST. Engrossed with the thought of

getting out of it, they took no note of time, nor made

registry of the number of suns that rose and set upon
their tortuous wanderings.
There were days in which they saw not the sun,

hidden from their sight by the umbrageous canopy of

gigantic trees, amidst the trunks of which, and under

their grimed shadows, they rowed their igarite !
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But if not known how long they roamed through thig

aquatic-arboreal wilderness, much bss can it be told how
long they might have remained within its mazos, but
for a heaven-sent vision, that one morning broke upon
their eyes as their canoe shot out into a stretch of open
water.

They saw a ship !

A ship sailing through the forest!

True it was not a grand ship of the ocean a seventy-
four, a frigate, or a trader of a thousand tons ; neverthe-

less it was a ship, in the generic acceptation of the

term, with hull, masts, spars, sails, and rigging.
It was a two-mnsted schooner, a trader of the

Solimoes.

The old tapuyo knew it at a glance, and hailed it with
a cheer. He knew the character of the craft. In such
he had spent some of the best years of his life, himself
one of the crew.

Its presence was proof that they were once more upon
their way, as the schooner was upon hers.

"
Going down," said the tapuyo,

"
going down to Gran

Para. I can tell by the way she is laden Look

yonder. Sarsaparilla, vanilla, cascarilla, maulega da

tortugos, sapucoya, and tonka beans all will be found
under that toldo of palm leaves. Galliota, ahoy ! ahoy !

"

The schooner was within short hailing distance.
"
Lay to, and take passengers aboard ! We want to

go to Para. Our craft isn't suited for such a long
voyage."
The galliota accepted the challenge and came to.

In ten minutes after, the crew of the igarite was
transferred to her decks.

The canoe was abandoned to the breezes and currents

of the gapo, while the schooner continued on to her

destination, which, as the tapuyo had justly conjectured,
was the city of Gran Para. She was not in the Solimoes

itself, but one of its parallel ramifications ; though, in

two days after having taken the castaways aboard, sha

sailed out into the main stream, and thence glided

merrily downward.
Those aboard of her were not the less gay the crew
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on discovering that among the passengers they had

picked up was the son and brother of their patron ; and
the passengers, that the craft that was carrying them to

Gran Para, as well as her cargo, were the property of a

Trevanion. The young Paranese found himself on
board one of his father's mineral traders, while the ex-

miner was completing his Amazonian voyage in a
'* bottom

"
belonging to his brother !

The tender attention that they received from the

capatoz of the galliota restored their health and spirits,

both sadly shattered in the gapo ; and instead of the

robber's garb and savage mien with which they emerged
from that sombre abode, fit only for the abiding place
of beasts, birds, and monkeys, they soon recovered the

cheerful looks and decent habiliments that befitted them
for a return to civilization.******
A score of words will tell the rest of this story.
The brothers, once more united each the owner of

a son and daughter returned once more to their native

land.

Both widowers, both determined never to attempt

matrimony again, they agreed to share the same roof

It was that under which they had been born.

The legal usurper could no longer keep them out of

it. He was dead.

He had left behind him an only son, not a gentleman
like himself, but a spendthrift. It ended in the ill-

gotten patrimony coming once more into the market

and under the hammer ; the two Trevanions arriving just
in time to arrest its descent upon the desk, and turn the
'*

going-going
"
into "

gone
"

in their own favour.

Though the estate became afterwards divided into two

equal portions as nearly equal as the valuer could allot

them and under separate owners, still was there no

change in the name of the property ; still was it tha

Trevp.nion estate. The owner of each moiety was a

Trevanion, and the wife of each owner was a Trevanion,
without ever having changed her name. There is no

puzzle in this. The young Paranese had a sister

spoken of, but much neglected, in this eventful narrative,
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where not even her name has been made known. Only
has it been stated that she was one of " several sweet
children."

Be it now known that she grew up to be a beautiful

woman, fair-haired, like her mother, and that her name
was Florence. Much as her brother Richard, also fair-

ttired, came to love her dark semi-Spanish cousin

iiosita, so did her other dark semi-Spanish cousin

Jalph come to love her ; and as both she and Rosita

reciprocated these cousinly loves, it ended in a mutual

bestowing of sisters, or a sort of cross-hands and change
partners game of cousins which eve way you like to

have it.

At all events, the Trevanion estates remained, and
still remain, in the keeping of Trevanions pur sang.
Were you to take a trip to the <fc Land's End " and

visit them supposing yourself to be endorsed with an
introduction from me you would find in the house of

young Ralph, firstly, his father, old Ralph, gracefully

enacting the role of grandfather; secondly, the fair

Florence, surrounded by several olive-shoots of the

Trevanion stock; and, lastly nay, it is most likely you
will meet him first, for he will take your hat from you in

the hall an individual with a crop of carroty hair, fast

changing to the colour of turnips. You will know him
as Tipperary Tom.

" Truth will yez."
Cross half-a-dozen fields, climb over a style, under the

shadow of gigantic trees oaks and elms; pass along a

plank foot-bridge spanning a crystal stream full of carp
and trout; go through a wicket-gate into a splendid

park, and then follow a gravelled walk that leads up to

the walls of a mansion.

You can only do this coming from the other house; for

the path thus indicated is not a "
right of way."

Pinter the dwelling to which it has guided you. In-

side you will encounter, first, a well-dressed "
darkey,"

who bids you welcome with all the airs of an M. 0.
This respectable Ethiopian, venerable in look partly on.

account of his age, partly from the blanching of his

black wool is an old acquaintance, by name Mozey.
He summons his master to your side. You cannot
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mistake that handsome gentleman, though he is years
older than when you last saw him. The same open
countenance, the same well-knit, vigorous frame, which,

even as a boy, were the characteristics of the young
Paranese.
No more can you have forgotten that elegant lady who

stands by his side, and who, following the fashion of her

Spanish-American race, frankly and without affectation

comes forth to greet you.
No longer the little Rosa, the protegee of Fachard, but

now his wife, with other little Rosas and Richards, pro-

mising soon to he as big as herself and as handsome as

her husband.
The tableau is almost complete as a still older Richard

appears in the background, regarding with a satisfied air

his children and grandchildren, while saluting their

guest with a graceful gesture of welcome.
Almost complete, but not quite. A figure is absent

from the canvas, hitherto prominent in the picture.

Why is it not still seen in the foreground? Has death

claimed the tapuyo for his own ?

Not a bit of it. Still vigorous, still life-like as ever,

he may be seen any day upon the Amazon upon the

deck of a galliota, no longer in the humble capacity of a

tapuyo, but acting as capatoz as <:

patron."
His old patron had not been ungrateful ;

and the gift

of a schooner was the reward bestowed upon the guide
who had so gallantly conducted our adventurers through
the dangers of the gapo, and shared their perils while

they were

"AFLOAT IN THE FOUEgl.'

THS END,

L. UPCOTT GILL A SON, LTD.. PRINTERS. DRURY LANE, LONDON.
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